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Allci^orical Scene, by Michele da Verona. Canvas 36 by 43 (Lady Horner)



EDI iORIAL : Works of Art m
the outbreak of the

L Russia and especially

ttie appearance of a Bolshevik

^.,-, i rnment, a great deal of anxiety

Isas naturally been felt regarding the

safetv A works of art in that country. It is

singularly difficult to obtain definite statements

, s \o the present position which are at once

fust-hand and authoritative. Either the traveller

is ill-informed and careless about works of art

or about Russian conditions. One naturally

turns for information to the many cultured

Russians who have come to live in Western

capitals. But the evidence of refugees, how-

ever honest it may be, is not invariably con-

vincing, for it should be borne in mind that

those unfortunate aristocrats have suffered so

heavy a loss at the hands of the communists

that they are apt further to blacken the dark

picture of Russia by assuming that nothing that

matters can possibly have survived. One should

remember too that they represent the one section

which is inevitably cut off from and out of touch

with Russia of to-day. The fact that they are

officially recognised everywhere as the repre-

sentatives and guardians of the Russian State

and of its treasures and continue to exercise the

right of taxing such works of art as by one

means or another have been got out of Russia,

makes it even more difficult for them than or
us to get directly at the truth

is not!:
'

• " ' '
-

merely when asked

for information.

We have taken steps to obtain more definite

information from non-political sources in Russia

1

'

to be reliable, and it is to be

:e lone; we r^av be in po.ssession

ot s^ime <K' .i-'U '.'
' ., in public

collections may i;^.^ j-, . d or been

damaged or destroyed. Perhaps a little later it

may be possible to form a more or less complete

MICHELE DA VERONA
BY TANCRED BORENIUS

'HE ascertained facts about Michele

da Verona's life are not very many :

we know he was born in 1470, made
his will in 1536, and was dead by

_ 1544- If is also known that at

Verona he lived in the quarter of S. Zeno; but

under w^hat conditions he visited Venice and

had that contact with the Venetian school,

which his w^orks so unmistakably bear witness

to, is not accurately determinable. The
earliest date inscribed on any painting by him

is 1501, and is borne by his large picture of

list of any such lu^st;.-^. We, however, have little

fear that the belief, so widespread in this country,

that a great number of the art treasures in Russia

are lost, will be found to be justified. We are

confident, for example, that there is no ground

for the a.ssumption that the pictures in the

Hermitaj^e are gone. Our own experience of

Russia, both before and during the early days

of the Bolshevik regime, when we have walked

through the entirely undamaged Kremlin at

Moscow with an English journal under our arm
containing " photographs " of the ruined and

still smouldering remains of the churches, leaves

us hopeful that the damage may have been less

than rumour declares. While we are not with-

out a certain faith that no wanton injury has

occurred, it is only too likely that some works of

art have been stolen by members of the guards

placed in the galleries by one or other of the

revolutionary governments, but isolated cases of

thieving of this kind would account, one pre-

sumes, for only a few losses.

Destruction of a semi-accidental nature during

the brief periods of actual rioting that have

occurred, may possibly have been more serious,

but even this we doubt. It should be asked by

those who hesitate to accept so optimistic a view

of the situation and who believe in the systematic

official destruction of paintings, what motive

would be behind .such a policy. The Bolshevik

claim not only publicly but

,j. .,..,, .. -U works of art as the property of

the State, and jealously regard them as taxable

assets in a country whose other securities are un-

realisable in the world at large, and it may be

surmised that the more valuable the objects are

the more tender will be the solicitude with which

they are regarded. It is as yet too soon to be

sure of the truth, but if there is no justification

for tiie hope that the collections in Russia are

intact, there is just as little for the fear that they

are wholly ruined.

the Crucifixion, now in the Gallery of the Brera

at Milan.'

It is from this picture—easily accessible in a

city where so much of the pioneer work of

Italian art connoisseurship has been done—that

the reconstruction of Michele da Verona's

artistic personality has mainly started. His

style as seen in it, may briefly be described as

one, in which the predominating influence of

Carpaccio has nevertheless not wholly obliter-

' Reproduced in Crowe & Cavalcaselle, History of Paini-

,•„., .•„ W.^fJ, r..;„ ..v! ,..1 \'t^ il ..1 f.irin;.! p. 211.
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Allegorical Scene, by Michele <ia Verona. Canvas j6 by 43 (Laay fiorncr)



EDITORIAL : Works of Art in

VER since the outbreak of the
' revolution in Russia and especially

since the appearance of a Bolshevik

government, a great deal of anxiety

has naturally been felt regarding the

safety of works of art in that country. It is

singularly difficult to obtain definite statements

as to the present position which are at once

first-hand and authoritative. Either the traveller

is ill-informed and careless about works of art

or about Russian conditions. One naturally

turns for information to the many cultured

Russians who have come to live in Western

capitals. But the evidence of refugees, how-

ever honest it may be, is not invariably con-

vincing, for it should be borne in mind that

those unfortunate aristocrats have suffered so

heavy a loss at the hands of the communists

that they are apt further to blacken the dark

picture of Russia by assuming that nothing that

matters can possibly have survived. One should

remember too that they represent the one section

which is inevitably cut off from and out of touch

with Russia of to-day. The fact that they are

otlficially recognised everywhere as the repre-

sentatives and guardians of the Russian State

and of its treasures and continue to exercise the

right of taxing such works of art as by one

means or another have been got out of Russia,

makes it even more difficult for them than for

us to get directly at the truth. So that there

is nothing surprising in the fact that they

merely shake their heads in dismay when asked

for information.

We have taken steps to obtain more definite

information from non-political sources in Russia

that we believe to be reliable, and it is to be

hoped that before long we may be in possession

of some account of what pictures, etc., in public

collections may have disappeared or been

damaged or destroyed. Perhaps a little later it

may be possible to form a more or less complete

MICHELE DA VERONA
BY TANCRED BORENIUS

'HE ascertained facts about Michele

da Verona's life are not very many :

we know he was born in 1470, made
his will in 1536, and was dead by

1544. It is also known that at

Verona he lived in the quarter of S. Zeno; but

under what conditions he visited Venice and

had that contact with the Venetian school,

which his works so unmistakably bear witness

to, is not accurately determinable. The
earliest date inscribed on any painting by him

is 1501, and is borne by his large picture of

^ussta

list of any such losses. We, however, have little

fear that the belief, so widespread in this country,

that a great number of the art treasures in Russia

are lost, will be found to be justified. We are

confident, for example, that there is no ground

for the assumption that the pictures in the

Hermitage are gone. Our own experience of

Russia, both before and during the early days

of the Bolshevik regime, when we have walked

through the entirely undamaged Kremlin at

Moscow with an English journal under our arm
containing " photographs " of the ruined and

still smouldering remains of the churches, leaves

us hopeful that the damage may have been less

than rumour declares. While we are not with-

out a certain faith that no wanton injury has

occurred, it is only too likely that some works of

art have been stolen by members of the guards

placed in the galleries by one or other of the

revolutionary governments, but isolated cases of

thieving of this kind would account, one pre-

sumes, for only a few losses.

Destruction of a semi-accidental nature during

the brief periods of actual rioting that have

occurred, may possibly have been more serious,

but even this we doubt. It should be asked by

those who hesitate to accept so optimistic a view

of the situation and who believe in the systematic

official destruction of paintings, what motive

would be behind such a policy. The Bolshevik

administrators claim not only publicly but

privately owned works of art as the property of

the State, and jealously regard them as taxable

assets in a country whose other securities are un-

realisable in the world at large, and it may be

surmised that the more valuable the objects are

the more tender will be the solicitude with which

they are regarded. It is as yet too soon to be

sure of the truth, but if there is no justification

for the hope that the collections in Russia are

intact, there is just as little for the fear that they

are wholly ruined.

the Crucifixion, now in the Gallery of the Brera

at Milan.

^

It is from this picture—easily accessible in a

city where so much of the pioneer work of

Italian art connoisseurship has been done—that

the reconstruction of Michele da Verona's

artistic personality has mainly started. His

style as seen in it, may briefly be described as

one, in which the predominating influence of

Carpaccio has nevertheless not wholly obliter-

i Reproduced in Crowe & Cavalcaselle, History of Paint-

ing in North Italy, 2nd ed., Vol. II, pi. facing p. 214.

The Burlington Magazine, No. 220. Vol. XXXIX. July, 1921



ated a local X'eronese character. Folk)\ving up
the clues afforded by this picture, a number of

works, mainly narrative compositions, with a

romantic note g^enerally poivadinfj them and

the subjects frequently ciiosen from classical

history or mythology, liave gradually been

restored to Michele da Verona : some of them
will be found conveniently reproduced in Dr.

Schubring.s' boi>k on cassoni. The lines of

demarcation of Michele da \'erona's work have,

however, not yet been finally fixed : the attribu-

tions to him that have been put forward still

require sifting, and the claims of other artists

both of the N'eronese and cognate schools—not-

ably that of Padua—call for consideration in

this connection.

The exquisite Michele da Verona belong-

ing to Ladv Horner was already some time

ago recognised as such by Mr. Berenson ;

"

but as no reproduction of it has hitherto

been published we are sure that the one

here given by the owner's kind permission

will be welcome to the readers of The Burling-

ton M.'^GAZINE. Regarded purely as a design,

the interweaving of all these long undulating

curves—the predominating motive—the up-

rights and the pyramidal forms in the back-

ground, into one harmonious pattern, is most

successful ; and the whole composition, together

with the poses and expression of the figures and

the low, reserved tonality, combine to produce

a sense of dreamy, pensive melancholy which

gives the picture a lasting hold on one's

imagination.

The interpretation of the actual meaning

of the scene is beset with considerable diffi-

culties. The traditional explanation. Lady
Horner tells me, has been that of an Italian

rendering of the Doppelgdnger—people meet-

ing themselves—with the peacock in the fore-

ground introduced as a symbol of the Resur-

rection. On the other hand, there are various

points about the group of figures—one with

hands joined in prayer, the other holding a

book, the third a mirror or paten, and the

fourth a chalice—which might suggest an

'Ilegorical representation of virtues. The com-

plexities with which the invention of the

allegorical subjects of this phase of art con-

fronts one, were well brought home by the

late Dr. Ludwig when explaining, figure for

figure, the composition of Giovanni Bellini's

Madonna by the Lake in the Uffizi, from a

French mediaeval poem ;
" but his performance

is one not easily to be emulated—and, artis-

tically, no such explanation is, fortunately, of

2 See The Study and Criticism of Italian Art, I, 120.

3 See the Berlin Jahrbuch, Vol. XXIII (1902), p. 163.

much moment.
So far as I am aware, no drawings attribut-

able to Michele da Verona have yet been pub-

lished; but I feel some confidence in putting

forward an ascription to this artist for a pen and
ink drawing, in the collection of Mr. A. V.

Opp^ [Plate A]. Just as Michele da Verona
as a painter reminds one of C'arpaccio's

pictures, so the character of rapid, neat pen and
ink drawing here is closely allied to that of one

of Carpaccio's most easily distinguishable

methods as a draughtsman—and yet clearly not

up to the point of identity. Similar remarks

are suggested by the types of the iigures and
the design of drapery ; but upon this latter

point, and with regard to the proportions of

itie iigures as well, a comparison, say, with

the iirera Crucifixion seems to me rather

illuminating.

The subject of the drawing is again one which

hardly can be described as a very familiar one,

though it is also that of one of the few pictures

which there is practical unanimity for consider-

ing as early works by Giorgione : the Trial of

Moses at the Uffizi, the " story " of which

remained obscure till interpreted by a scholar

versed in Jewish lore.* According to the Rab-
binical exegesis, the infant Moses, once when
brought to Pharaoh, seized his crown. ^ This

was regarded as an omen of usurpation, but to

give the child a chance, two bowls, one con-

taining burning coals, and the other gold, were

placed oefore him : fortunately for him, he

seized a piece of coal, and putting it into his

mouth, burnt his tongue. Thus is explained

the phrase of Moses {Ex. iv. to) " but I am slow

of speech, and of a slow tongue."

Iconographically, the subject of Italian Renais-

sance painting has not yet by any means been

systematically explored and surveyed, and I

am therefore availing myself of this oppor-

tunity of calling attention to the only other

rendering of this subject, besides the Uffizi

Giorgione and Mr. Oppe's drawing, that is

known to me. It is a little panel (6^ in. by

gj in.) belonging to Mr. Thomas Bodkin, of

Dublin [Plate B]. The style of the picture

points, beyond the possibility of a doubt, to

Bonifazio dei Pitati ; and within its small com-

pass this little piece, rapidly thrown off with a

master's brio, shows to the full Bonifazio's

exquisite sense of line and his power of creat-

ing rich, full and sonorous harmonies of pure

Venetian colour.

•* See Manasse Unger, Kritische Forschungen im Gebiete

der Malerei, Leipzig, 1865, p. S-

« The subject, it will be remembered, of two pictures by

Poussin in the Louvre.



A The Trial of Moses. Pen and ink drawing (Mr. A. P. Oppe)

<;

B The Trial of Moses. Panel by Bonifazio (Mr. T. Bodkin)

Michele da \'erona
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Roman drinking glass. (Engel Gros Sale)

Two Roman drinking glasses

A New Early EngHsh Embroidery at the Victoria and Albert Museum



TWO ROMAN DRINKING GLASSES

BY PAUL GANZ
MONG the antique glassware in the

Engel Gros Collection was an in-

Iteresting and unique Roman drink-

ing glass of clear greenish colour in

Lgoblet form. It was found in 1883

at Boulogne in the so-called " lower town "
; it

is in excellent preservation, having only two

cracks which were probably caused by the work-

man who turned it up by chance when making

excavations for a new drainage system. The
glass is decorated with engraved drawings repre-

senting three distinct groups of two persons

which are separated by trees. One figure repre-

senting Christ as a young man in a long flowing

robe, holding a staff in one hand, appears in each

of the three scenes. In the first scene a woman
is speaking to him; in the second he stands

beside the tomb of Lazarus whose body is bound

in linen and placed under a kind of door formed

by two columns and an arch; Christ is waving

his staff over the body of Lazarus. In the third

scene the raised Lazarus and Christ are seen

walking away together. The composition is

well balanced; an engraved line running round

the brim forms the frame to the series of scenes.

The engraved lines are thick and bold, the actions

of the figures being life-like and vivid.

A goblet similar in form and workmanship

was found at Cologne and is now in the Sloane

Collection at the British Museum. In this speci-

men the raising of Lazarus is also depicted in

one of the three groups, the other two represent-

ing Moses striking the rock and Adam and Eve.

Both pieces are of the Christian Roman period,

showing the primitive barbaric style which

characterised the art of the Roman legions of

North Africa and Syria in the fourth and the fifth

century after Christ.

A NEW EARLY ENGLISH EMBROIDERY AT THE VICTORIA

AND ALBERT MUSEUM
BY MRS. ARCHIBALD CHRISTIE

in English work of the period. The embroidery

is on the whole in good preservation and is in its

original state; it appears to have undergone no

'Y bequest from the late Mr. Robert

Elliott Pannett, the Victoria and
Albert Museum has added a fine

[specimen to its collection of early

'English embroideries. The gift is a

panel, measuring 10 in. by gi in., which was
probably once the front of a burse. Formerly
in the possession of the Cholmondley family, it

is said to have come originally from Whitby
Abbey. The subject represented is the Cruci-

fixion, and the work is of early fourteenth

century date. The Virgin and S. John stand, in

the conventional attitudes expressive of grief, on
either side of the crucified Christ. The back-

ground of the panel is of damasked gold, dis-

playing a beautiful pattern composed of repeat-

ing barbed quatrefoils containing heraldic lions

of spirited design ; radiating sprigs of conven-

tional foliage fill the spaces between the quatre-

foils. This gold ground is couched in point

retire, the mediaeval method of fixing down
metal threads; the figures are in split stitch, in

coloured silks. The stitching of the draperies

is in good condition but that of the flesh is

almost threadbare, which is often the case on
ancient embroidery and is due to the fact that

these parts were worked in finer silk and there-

fore wore away sooner than the more solidly

stitched draperies. Enough remains of the finer

silk stitching to show that the cheeks were

worked in spiral lines in the manner so common

later renovation. The green crown of thorns

encircling the head of Christ and the representa-

tion of blood flowing from the wounds seems to

be original work, for silk of the same colour and

texture is found elsewhere upon the panel ;
some-

times details such as these show signs of having

been added by a later hand. Half a century

earlier they would have been omitted, for they

would have been considered too realistic. The

colour is somewhat faded but time has mellowed

it most pleasantly. The Christ is clothed in a

blue drapery with fawn lining; His nimbus has

a golden cross upon a fawn ground. The

Virgin wears a green cloak over a fawn-coloured

vest and her nimbus is of fawn. The same

colours occur upon the draperies of S. John but

in reverse order, the vest being green. The

spurred cross is of green silk and stands upon a

brown hillock. All the figures have hair of the

same yellow tint. The geometrical framework

of the panel is worked in silks, the outer band

in fawn, and the inner one in blue.

The designers of mediaeval embroidered

pictures, like other craftsmen of the period,

followed a recognised tradition in the composi-

tion of their subjects and in the drawing of their

figures. Hence we sometimes find almost

identical compositions and figures on differen



vestments. Of some twenty embroidered repre-

sentations of the Crucitixion, worked at alioiit

this period, known to the writer, the one occiir-

rinjj upon tlie Syon Cope shows a figure of the

Virgin that very closely resembles this one.

The pose is the same, the hands are clasped in

the -same manner and tiie drapery, though pulled

more to the side, is arranged in similar folds;

the two figures are, in fact, almost identical.

The pattern of the damasked gold ground is

practically the same as that upon the Cope of

the Passion, preserved at S. Bert rand de Com-

minges. nt)th contain (lie repeating barbed

quatrefoils with heraldic lions, but upon the cope

sometimes a displayed eagle, a horse, a wolf,

or a goat replaces the lion ; the conventional

foliage occurring between the quatrefoils is of

the same design in each. It consists of four

leaves springing from a central circular stem.

Examples of Opus Anglicanum of (he great

period are becoming so rare that the museum
is to be congratulated on the acquisition of this

beautiful little panel.

THE CHINESE PHILOSOPHY OF ART^—V.

BY ARTHUR WALEY
KUO HSI (PART II).

_^ HE men of the world think that my pictures

are produced by a mere wave of the brush
;

they have no idea th.it p.iinting is a difficult

matter. The philosopher Chuang Tzu says :

" The painter must take off his coat and sit

cross-legged "
; he knew what painting means.

The artist must have a heart full of generous

and lively emotions ; a mind teeming with gay and pleasing

thoughts. " His disposition must be simple and sincere ; he

must be indulgent, affable, and kind." i

Upon the heart of such a one every human emotion, every

attitude whether of joy or sorrow, the particular shapes and

planes of every inanimate thing will be spontaneously recorded ;

and will flow unconsciously from his brush.

1-iu K'ai-rhih - of the Chin dynasty, wherever he was living,

always built himself a studio at the top of a high tower. He
was indeed a true sage of antiquity ! For if a man's thoughts

are constrained, confused, clouded or clogged, or his purpose

all twisted to one bend, how can he hope to portray the

shapes of things or express the thoughts of men?
It is as when a workman is to make a lute. He has

found " a lonely elceococca of Mount I-yang "
;
' his skill of

hand and genius of invention lie mysteriously buried within

him, and while the tree still stands in the earth, long before

its leaves and branches are lopped, he sees clearly as though

it stood before him a finished lute carved by the hand of the

master Lei.

But if his thoughts are troubled and disordered, if he be

doltish, ignorant, melancholy or morose, he will gaze at his

chisels and knives, not knowing where to begin. Could such

a one have caused " Burnt Tail's " < five notes to well their

sounds down the clear breeze and over the flowing stream?

In fact, as one of my predecessors has said, " A poem is a

formless picture ; a picture is a form-poem "
! Wise men

have often discussed these words, and we have made them

OUT law. On leisure days I have looked through poems,

ancient and modern, of the Chin dynasty and of T'ang, and

many times found a verse which expressed with perfection

some striving of man's heart, or brought vividly before the

mental eye some aspect of nature.

But if I was not seated at leisure in a quiet room, at a

bright window, with a clean table before me, with a stick

of incense lighted to dissipate the gloom of care—then, even

though a fine verse or noble thought were before me, it

1 Out of these adjectives FenoUosa's Japanese collaborator

concocted a queer proper-name " Ichokushi," which he ap-

parently took to be that of a Chinese philosopher. But the

passage in inverted commas is quoted verbatim from the Book

of Rites; see Couvreur's version. Vol. II, p. 297.
^ The painter of the famous British Museum roll. But the

same story is told of another artist.

' Quotation from the Book of History.
* T'sai Yung (born 133 a.d.) came across some peasants

cooking their dinner on a fire of eloeococca-wood. By the

peculiar crackle that it made he knew it to be wood of mar-
vellous quality. He asked them to give him a log. and out

of it he fashioned the celebrated lute " Burnt Tail," charred

at one end, yet producing notes of surpassing beauty.

{Annals of the Han Dynasty).

would not take shape ; even though a subtle feeling or rare

mood presented itself, it would not fructify. How then can

it be said that the final conception of a painting is easy to

reach? When environment is already ripe, when hand and

heart correspond, just when one is beginning " here and there

to find a crossing, now and again to meet with a source "

some man of the world arrives, distracts one's thoughts,

buffets one's feelings—and all is confusion.

For that reason I, Ssu, have recorded some of the fine

pieces and choice passages of the ancients which my father

was in the habit of reciting. There will not be lacking among
them some which might inspire such fine thoughts as stir a

painter's mind. Moreover I myself have sought far and wide

for such lines, and here insert those of which my father

approved.

The reader may reasonably expect that,

having carried him to this point, I should pro-

ceed to translate some of the verses in which Kuo
Hsi delighted. I do so reluctantly, fearing that

in translation these fragments will lose all their

beauty. It should be remembered that they are

stanzas and couplets, not complete poems.
(i) On Lady's Table Mountain-top spring snows melt;

Bv the road side apricot-floivers bud on tender twigs.

My heart is ready ; I long to go. Yet when shall the day

be?
Sadly I watch the homeward coach roll over the field-

bridge.

By Yano E-shih (c.8oo, written when detained in the city).

(2) Alone I seek the mountain-hut, now resting, now
travelling.

A thatched roof's slant joins behind the pine-tree leaves !

/ hear the voices of men within : the door is still closed.

By the wild lettuce of the hedge there flutters . . . a

yellow butterfly.

By Ch'ang-sun Tso-fu (T'ang).

(3) O southward-wandering brothers mine, will you ever come
back again?

Far off, between the Three Rivers and the Five Hills you
roam.

Alone I stand by the farm-door and the aulainn waters

wide ;

A shivering crow starts away ; the sun drowns in the hills.

By Tou KuNG (ninth century).

(4) My fishing is over ; my lonely boat I moor to the bull-

rush bough ;

Of wine I open a new cask; of " cha " ^ a new box.

For tivice ten years have I fished the waters of the Kiang
and Che;

Yet never once in salutation have my two hands been

joined.

ANON.
(5) Sotith of my home, north of my home—all is spring flood;

Nought I see but a host of gulls coming day by day.

Water-fording, the lame ass straightens both its cars;

Wind-cringeing, the lean groom humps one shottlder,

By " Lu OF THE Snow Poem " (date ?).

' A preparation made of rice, dried fish, etc.

10



(6) / walk till I reach the place where the waters end;

Sit, till I see the last cloud arise.

By Wang Wei (ihe famous painter and [xjet of the eighth

century).

(7) In the sixth month, with my holly staff, J come to the

rocky road;
In a nooii-shadows-many place I listen to the miinimritig

stream.

By Wang An-shih (the famous reformer).

(8) A distant water joined to heaven clear

;

A lonely rampart shadowed in cloud-wrack deep.

By Tu Fu (famous poet of the eighth century).

(9) From the thick bamboos the last rain-drops drip

;

THE POTTERY OF FOSTAT,
BY W. A. STEWART

T i.s not yet widely known that during

the last few years steady excavation

has been going on over that area of

Old Cairo known as Fostat, situated

behind the mosque of Amr to the

south of modern Cairo and extending up to the

line of low hills upon which the ruins of Napo-
leon's wind-mills are a familiar sight to all

visitors to Cairo.

Under the enthusiastic guidance of Aly Bey
Baghat, the Curator of the Arab Museum in

Cairo, a large portion of the early Arab town has

been uncovered, showing the lines of streets,

foundations of houses and workshops, and

numerous baths with their accompaniment of

earthenware water-pipes and wells.

Interesting fragments of Byzantine marble

capitals and friezes, Kufic inscriptions, a collection

of small objects in bronze, and a vast amount of

broken pottery have been found. This pottery

bids fair to become the most important part of the

rich collection in the Arab Museum, and already

small collections from its surplus have been sent

by Mr. Somers Clarke to South Kensington and

to various provincial museums.
The pottery covers the period from early

Christian days to the 15th century, and I have

now no doubt that much of it is of Persian origin

imported during the Fatimite and later dynas-

ties, although there is ample evidence that a great

deal was actually manufactured locally. I had
long been interested in the designs of the Foslat

pottery, and puzzled over the strange mixture

of undoubted Arab patterns and inscriptions,

with others of purely Persian form, when the

publication some time ago of examples from the

collection of Early Persian Ceramics exhibited

in London at the Fine Art Society's galleries,

attracted my attention to the similarity of the

pottery from the ancient city of Ray (Rhages)

and Sultanabad, with that of Fostat.

Rhages was the capital of Persia during the

reign of the early Abbaside Caliphs, and the

pottery therefrom belongs to the prosperous and

interesting period which commenced with the

occupation of Persia by the armies of the first

On the high hill-top lingers the evening light.

By HsiA Shu-cmif.n (date?).

(10) Sky distant: approaching geese small;

River wide: departing sail lovely.

By Yao Ho (ninth century).

(11) Snowy purpose unfulfilling—clouds to the earth cling;

Autumn-cries never ceasing—geese to the sky cleave.

By Chien Wei-yen (Sung).

{12) The spring river is girt with rain; siviftly the night

comes

;

None stands by the ferry in ihe fields; the boat drifts

aslant.

By Wei Yinc-wu (eighth century, .second half).

OLD CAIRO

Caliphs under Abu Bakr, and ended with the

last Mongolian invasion in the 14th century.

The traditions of Asiatic art from remote

antiquity, together with the artistic instincts of the

Persian race, developed at an early period of

Islam some of the most exquisite examples of art

the world has ever seen, and set the standard of

colour and design to the arts of mediaeval Europe.

We have long known that the Saracen arts of the

13th century in Sicily were strongly tempered

with Persian feeling, and that they handed on to

the great silk weavers of Italy the traditions of

Persian design, but these recently exhibited

specimens of undoubted Persian pottery throw a

new light on our knowledge of Saracen art in

Egypt. The splendid collection of pottery frag-

ments in the Cairo Museum has been but little

understood. The wealth of animal and plant

form, the marvellous freedom in the execution of

the brushwork, and the care and delicacy in

certain of the processes, have led many scholars

to doubt their being of Egyptian Arabic origin

and workmanship. Still we know that several of

the forms were actually made there, as the many
potters' " throw outs " or pieces damaged in the

firing amply prove. Large blocks of glaze have

also been found in the ruins of what must have

been potters' workshops. Why, then, is the

ornament on the potter}- so individual, so unlike

that of the monuments of Cairo, save when,

apparently to special command, a blazon is intro-

duced to mark a piece as the property of some

Caliph, Prince, or Emir? We have felt that

much of the ornament was of Persian form, but

whether this was due merely to the influence of

imported Persian art, or to the actual handicraft

of Persian workmen in Fostat, was a doubtful

point. Unfortunately we have very little

archffiological data to go upon. No record of

the situation of the various Fostat fragments was

made at the time of excavation, and we do not

know, therefore, which pieces came from lower

and which from higher levels. It is a historic

fact that the Arab town was wilfully destroyed

in the 8th century by Marwan, the last of the

Ommayad Caliphs, and some of the pottery found

I I



must datf from before this period. The town
was, however, by no means deserted after the tire,

for we read that it was in a most flourishing;

condition durinj^ the i ith century. It was again
destroyed Iiy fire, and much more thoroughly
during the 12th century, when the fear of its

affording valuable cover to the Crusaders under
Amalric, the Latin King of Jerus;ilem, induced
Shawar the Fatimid X'ezir to order its being
burned to the ground. Large quantities of
naphtha and tar were used, and the fire is stated
by the Arab historians to have lasted fiftv-four

days.

In spite of the thoroughness of this destruction
the old ties were too strong; the people were not
to be transplanted from their home. As soon as
the Crusaders were driven away, the inhabitants
began to return and try to rebuild the blackened
houses and make tlum fit to live in. The Spanish
.Arab, Ibn-Gubeyr, who visited Misr in 1183,
only fourteen years after the great fire, found
that the people had rebuilt many of the ruined
houses, " and the new buildings are in con-
tinuous lines which form a great city with the
remains of the former town lying beyond and all

around it close by, showing how great was its

extent in early (days." It never recovered its

former glory, however ; no new mosques were
built, although Saleh ed Din (Saladin) and his
successors founded ten colleges in and about the
old precincts. Commerce and industries were
still carried on in the markets, the decayed and
untidy river quays were much frequented bv
shipping, and Ibn Said tells us that when he
visited iMisr in 1240, sugar and soap factories
were still at work, but alas, the old Mosque of
Amr was covered with cobwebs and littered with
refuse. The final decay had set in, and the
splendour of Misr was transferred to the new
town of Cairo.

It is strange that Ibn Said does not mention
pottery among the other industries still surviv-
ing, but it is significant that this industry is

carried on even to-day near the Mosque of Amr.
Is it too wild a theory to suggest that the old
traditions have been going on right down to our
own times, that the workshops of the potters
have always been in this vicinity, and that the
gulleh makers of Old Cairo to-day are the last

remnants of the industry that created the beauti-
ful fragments now in the Arabic Museum ? It

would have been only common sense to keep the
great furnaces on the south side of the town, since
the prevailing winds are from the north and, with
the exception of the modern factory to the north
of Cairo at Rod el Fa rag, we have no knowledge
of other potteries in Cairo.
We know, then, that Misr was destroyed twice

at least and that it suffered from slow decay after
its last feeble revival in the 13th century; also

that it is highly probable that the pottery indus-
try was carried on in this district until the final

ilecay of the art with the general decay of Saracen
craftsm;mship at the end of the Mameluk period.

An examination of the rubbish mounds at Old
Cairo clearly demonstrates this. We find a
slight trace of fire very low in the section of the

mountis, and a di.stinct black fire line about half-

way clown, with (|uantilies of potshards both
below, between, and above these lines. The
archaeological value of these lines is disputed,

and equally eminent scholars hold opposite
ojiinions, but there is no doubt about their exist-

ence, that they largely consist of charred matter

and that in some places at least they are suffi-

ciently level to be taken as guides in dating the

pottery. The whole field has, however, been so
disturbed by earthquake that there is very little

reliable evidence to work upon. What would
seem of greater value to us is a careful com-
pari.son of the Fostat fragments with the com-
plete specimens of pottery known to have been
found in Persia. This comparison shows a
startling similarity both of design and workman-
ship. Not only do we find designs of the same
style, but the touch, the handling of the brush in

the drawing of the patterns is so like, that we feel

the work could only have had one origin. If it

was not from the same hand, it must at least have
been from the same school of craftsmen. For
example, a bowl from Sultanabad, a supposed
work of the Rhages shops, in underglaze paint-

ing, is quartered with a Ijand of scroll ornament,
and the quarterings are each filled with a rabbit

squatting in conventional foliage. The rim of

the bowl is decorated with a border of mock
Kufic ornament. One of the bowls in the Arabic
Museum is almost identical in both colour and
design, and a fragment from Fostat in the

writer's collection, a centre pattern from a bowl,

is ornamented with a squatting rabbit in foliage

treated in exactly the same manner as the

Persian example [Plate I, a]. In both pieces

the little animal is outlined, and patterned

with dots, and the action of the head
turned over the back is the same. A few

other pieces in the Arabic Museum contain

similar designs, and in looking at them closely

one is inclined to believe that they are the work
of the same craftsman. Again, a large vase of

almost Grecian form, also from Sultanabad, is

ornamented with flying birds and foliage alter-

nating with an inscription used as a border. The
ornament is opaque white in very low relief, out-

lined with warm black, with a transparent over-

glaze. The drawing of the birds and flowers

and the technique of the process is the same as

several of the Fostat fragments in the Arabic
Museum and a similar type of ware and design

in which the patterns are drawn with black, but
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have not the opaque white relief ornament, appear

to be locally made copies of the Persian ware.

A still further interesting point is that the leaf

and flower ornament identical on much of this

Persian and Fostat pottery is also found on the

enamelled glass mosque lamps in the Cairo

Museum.
We have, therefore, to decide whether the

Fostat pieces were made in Egypt or brought

from Persia. The potters' failures in the

Museum include only glazed terra cotta ware and

imitation celadon, and the lumps of glaze are

either transparent, yellow, or copper blues and

greens. Among the fragments of pottery in the

cases are a few containing deep cobalt blue, and

cobalt, as far as we know, was never found in

Egypt. The ancient Egyptian glazes are light

blue or green from copper oxide, and variations

of the same colour have been used down to

modern times. The Persian pottery contains

much cobalt blue, and the famous blue tiles in

the Cairo mosques are the same deep blue,

identical with those of the mosque of Omar at

Jerusalem, and the Damascus tiles. These tiles

date from the 15th and i6th centuries, and we are

again led to conclude that the Fostat pottery

decorated with similar blue and white colouring

must have been the work of Persian or Syrian

artists. Many of the fragments are signed in

Arabic on the under side, and the names are

significant. A large part of the glazed terra

cotta, a thick rather clumsy ware decorated with

Arabic inscriptions in sgrajfito with white slip

glazed yellow, and sometimes with the further

addition of a dark brown colour, is signed with

an undoubted Egyptian Arab name, Sharaf el

Ebwani. A collection of blue and white pieces,

all variations of a bird and fish motif [Plate

I, b], are signed Ghabi, or Ghabi el Shami,

i.e., Ghabi the Syrian, and he is also respon-

sible for the beautiful tree design illustrated

[Plate II, k]. A number of blue and white

pieces with flower designs are signed el Agami
(the Persian), and the Persian name, el Tourizi,

also occurs.

One piece is signed Shiekh es Sanaar, Amal el

Shami, which can be translated :
" The master

craftsman, the work of the Syrian". These would

seem evidence enough that the pottery was largely

the work of the Persian potters originally

brought to Egypt during the reigns of the early

Abbassides. These workers probably settled in

Egypt and carried on their national traditions of

design side by side with the local Coptic and
Syrian workpeople, whose art they must have

largely influenced.

Among many examples of fragments of gullehs

(porous water bottles) are patterns of early

Christian or Byzantine designs produced by
pressing the soft clay into baked clay moulds.

Here we are on safe ground; the pieces were

locally made—many of the moulds have been

found—and are strongly marked with the Greek

and Roman traditions. They are probably the

earliest of the Fostat pottery. The remainder of

the collection can be roughly grouped into seven

classes

:

(i) Glazed terra cotta.

(2) Imitation Celadon ware.

(3) Black ornament under a greenish blue

glaze.

(4) Blue patterns on white ground, copies of

Chinese blue and white.

(5) Multi-coloured patterns under transparent

glaze.

(6) Lustre ware.

(7) Unglazed water gullehs.

Group (i) is undoubtedly Arabic, is coarse

and heavy of section, and always decorated with

Arabic inscriptions and blazons of Sultans or

Emirs.
Group (2) was locally manufactured, and was

obviously inspired by the genuine Chinese work,

many fragments of which have been discovered

at Fostat.

Group (3) appears to be a local product, but

the designs are strongly influenced by Persian

and Syrian work. Scarcely any of the patterns

in this Group can be said to be Arabic. An
excellent example is that illustrated [Plate

II, i]. Note the wonderfully sure direct brush-

work.
Group (4) may also have been locally made,

but the influence of Chinese " blue and white
"

is very strong, and the potters' names on many

of the pieces are Persian or Syrian [Plate

I, D& e].

Group (5) includes the finest work in the col-

lection, of which the superb design of rabbits

rampant, in deep cobalt blue outlined with black,

is one of the best [Plate II, h]. Its brilliant

drawing is almost equalled by a similar design

in black showing long-tailed fantastic beasts

arranged with a fine flow of line. The whole of

this group seems to have been imported from

Rhages and Sultanabad, as there is no evidence

of local manufacture, and the sections of the

ware, as well as the designs, are identical with

those of pottery found in Persia.

Group (6) includes some beautiful effects of

rich colour and lustre. The designs are Hispano

Moresque, and there is no clear evidence of local

manufacture [Plate I, c].

Group (7) I have put last, but some examples

in it are probably of early Christian date, while

others are ornamented with Arabic geometrical

designs of the Middle Ages. These water bottles

have been used in Egypt since the days of the

Pharaohs, and are still the most mportant pro-

duct of the Egyptian potters, although they are
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no longer ornamented wiili the beautiful pierced

filters of the early pieces in the Museum.
The nature and uses of the ware have remained
the same throughout the centuries, but the de-

signs have changed with the times and eventu-

ally died out.

In conclusion, we find that almost the whole
of the Fostat pottery shows foreign inlluence.

We know that there was constant intercourse

with Persia and that many Persian scholars and
craftsmen visited l-g}'pl- We also know that the

Egyptian bazaars were supplied with Chinese
pottery brought through Persia, and often even

mounted with Persian silver work to form in-

cense burners, perfume s[)rinklers, or pipes. At
a very early period in the history of Chinese
pottery some interchange of knowledge with

Persia took place. It is supposed that the

Persians communicated their knowledge of glazes

to the Chinese in exchange for the Chinese
secrets in the composition of porcelain paste.

A COPY BY BOL AFTER A LOST
BY A. BREDIUS

N the 30th November, 1920, at Messrs.
Muller & Co., Amsterdam, there was
sold the portrait of an elderly man
(^Xo. 1050) attributed to a " maitre

tlamand du XVIJe si^cle." The

Many examples of Persian copies of Chinese
Celadon ware exist, so that it is highly probable

that the imitation of Celadon ware from Fostat

was of Persian origin, the product of imported

craftsmen, and not the work of local potters. In

the face of this evidence it would seem that we
have in the Fostat pottery another proof tiiat the

Arabic crafts of I'^gypt have been always the

result of stimulus from outside, the product of

imported artists, creating a new and individual

art, uniler new conditions periia]3s, but retaining

much of their foreign traditions.

As in the days of the great Pharaohs, when the

crafts of Asia Minor were developed to such

wonderful perfection in the Nile Valley, so,

throughout the reigns of the Caliphs and ]\i;;me-

luk Sultans, Egypt would seem to have borrowed
her arts from abroad. She was not mother, but

foster-motiier, under whose kindly smile the

artistic crafts reached a perfection they have

never since been able to surpass.

PORTRAIT BY REMBRANDT

canvas is 33" by 25^" and is signed " Aetatis

66, 1632." The reproduction [Plate I, a] makes
further description unnecessary. I saw at once
that the picture was Dutch and painted in the
early style of Rembrandt—just a head cut out
of the anatomy lesson of 1632. Indeed at first it

did not give me the impression of being a copy.
There is singular life in the eyes and in the per-
fectly modelled head. The collar and the paper
scroll are painted in a Rembrandtesque impasto.
The face, which stands out beautifully from the
greyish background, could not be by Thomas de
Keyser. ... It is more like Rembrandt. A
certain weakness in the painting of the beard
made me hesitate, although I did not yet think it

a copy. Finally I bought the picture at rather a
high price in order to be able to study it at leisure

and make certain of its authorship. I now believe
I have found the solution of the problem.
The picture is not by Rembrandt but after him,

but it is by such a clever artist that we do not
realize at first that we have not got an original
before us. The hand with the paper it holds are
painted with every peculiarity of the early work
of Ferdinand Bol. Fortunately I had photo-
graphed not only the beautiful' portrait called
The Orator by Bol, belonging to the Duke
of Newcastle. which was attributed to

Rembrandt in the eighteenth centurv and

engraved as his, but I had also taken

a large photograph of the right hand and
scroll. The painting of the hands and scrolls

in these two pictures is identical [Plate

II, c & d]. I have studied so many hands by

Bol in his earlier portraits that I know his
" handwriting " and am as familiar as anyone

with his touch. The Orator [Plate I, b] is a

portrait of Bol himself painted shortly after

Rembrandt's self-portrait of 1640 in the National

Gallery, and directly under its influence. Both

the painters made themselves as elegant and
good-looking as possible. Bol was trying to

show how much he had learned of his master.

But what can be the history of this copy of a

P.embrandt by Bol ? I suggest the following :

In 1632 Rembrandt painted a portrait of this man
of 66. Some years later the sitter died, and about

1640 some relative of the deceased came to Rem-
brandt's studio and asked him to paint a copy of

it. Rembrandt was at this time painting the

Night Watch and had many orders for portraits

from distinguished inhabitants of Amsterdam.
" My dear Sir," he may have answered, " it is

impossible, I have no time—however I have a

clever pupil, Ferdinand Bol. I assure you he
will paint you such an exact copy of my picture

that you will not be able to distinguish them."
It would be interesting if this note were to

assist in discovering the original, which may
have been a head only, Bol perhaps adding the

hand and enlarging it.

The fact that several connoisseurs who saw
the picture, and admired it, believed it to be an
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original Rembrandt proves that it was a great

artist who made the copy. He put so much of

himseU" into the painting that we only see after

ART IN RELATION TO LIFE-

BY ALFRED THORNTON AND
N his recently published book "Vision

and Design " there appears a sum-
mary of a lecture delivered in 1917 by
Mr. Roger Fry.^ In this he main-

2:=^ tains that the correspondence between

long study that it is a copy after something

better still. I believe that this artist was

Ferdinand Bol.

—I

Art and Life, so generally assumed, is by no
means constant, that, in fact, there is no direct

and decisive connection between them. He
further expresses his belief that Art is in the

main self-contained, with rhythmic sequence of

change, determined by its own internal forces

rather than by external forces. At times, how-
ever, these two rhythms of Art and Life do coin-

cide with great effect on both, but as often as not

they play against each other. The chief object

of this lecture seems to be to contest the super-

ficial views obtaining as to the relationship be-

tween Art and Life, but not to deny them in toto.

Mr. Fry defines Life when contrasted with Art

as being " the general intellectual and instinctive

reaction to their surroundings of those men of

any period, whose lives rise to complete self-

consciousness; their view of the universe as

whole and their conception of their relations to

their kind." This definition may be accepted

with the reserve that complete self-consciousness

can only be a relative term, since, despite periods

of reaction, humanity appears to be advancing

slowly towards increased consciousness both of

the universe, and of itself as part of that universe.

Nevertheless there is every reason to suppose that

there does exist a definite though not very obvious

or simple relationship between Art and Life.

The secret of this may be found in the interaction

of the unconscious and conscious processes in the

collective as well as the individual Psyche.

The field of unconscious mental activity is

largely unexplored yet certain data are agreed on.

Most of this knowledge has been derived of late

years through behaviourist psychology and from

study of mind in its abnormal states, and it must

be recognised that the mental processes involved

are essentially similar in normal and abnormal

subjects. It should not be forgotten that though

deductive arguments can be well carried out at

the unconscious levels of the mind they may ori-

ginate equally well from a false as from a true

premise, since it is at the conscious levels alone

that powers of induction are possible, and cons'^-

quently unconscious processes may equally well

lead to works of genius or to the eccentricities of

1 See also Burlington Magazine, Vol. XXXI, p. 162

(October, 1917).

RONALD GORDON
a crank. Furthermore, much that is abnormal is

far from being pathological and great variation

exists in each individual's life-experiences and

his method of meeting them. He may set out to

meet life or turn away into himself, and withdraw

himself from the turmoils of the world ; he may
be an extrovert or an introvert in tendency ; over-

compensated or under-compensated, balanced or

unbalanced; Schopenhauer's man of action or

man of ideas.

Many of the finest achievements of thought

have their origin below the level of consciousness.

William James has shown this in the case of

religious experience, and psycho-analysts such

as Freud and Jung assign to the unconscious a

great role in artistic creation. Nor do mathe-

matical discoveries form an exception. Accord-

ing to Professor Dwelshauvers of Brussels,

Henri Poincar6, the French mathematician,

attributed the solution of many of his particular

problems to unconscious action and, what is

germane to our subject, to " sensibility " and

not to reason. Apropos of this, Dwelshauvers

adds :

" La demonstration qui s'^labore inconsci^mment est

celle qui a la plus d'affinitd avec notre sentiment

esth^tique. C'est done la vie des sentiments qui est ici

d^terminante. Seules, les combinaisons qui nous

^meuvent s'imposent k la conscience et fixent I'attention.

Or, il arrive que ce qui plait au sons esth^tique apporle

en meme temps une aide efficace i I'esprit. La solution

la plus belle est aussi la plus harmonieuse et son harmonie

est d'un grand secours pour la pens^e. Les combinaisons

sans action sur la sensibilit(5 esth^tique sont repoussfes.

L'inconscient est done ici le processus d'affinit^ entre

notre sensibility et I'invention."

This feeling of appropriateness is a common
feature with mathematicians.

" Les combinasions utiles, ce sont precis^ment les

plus belles, je veux dire celies qui peuvent le mieux

charmer cette sensibility speciale que tous les mathe-

maticiens connaissent," writes Poincar^. But it must

be noted that the unconscious supplies only " inspira-

tions " or " points de depart."

So it is not surprising that poets and painters

also should have perceived intuitively the source

of their ideas to be outside consciousness and

should have felt inspiration surge up in a

mysterious manner beyond their rational control

or understanding. Goethe, Schiller, Coleridge,

de Musset, all are examples. Thus also Charlotte

Bronte says

:

" But this I know : the writer who possesses the

creative gift owns something of which he is not always

master—something that, at times, strangely wills and

works itself. . . . .^s for you, the nominal artist, your

share in it has been to work passively under dictates

you neither delivered inor could question—that would not

be uttered at your prayer, nor suppressed nor changed

at your caprice. If the result be attractive the world will
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praise vou, who liiilo de«Tvc praise ; if It be rfpulsive,
tht' same world will blame you, who nlmosl as little

deserve blame."

Amotifjst painters we find intuitive use of sub-
liminal activities, as when Leonardo bids his

piifMls seek suggestions from stains on
walls which, like Blake's gazing into the
fire, is a method of allowing the ever
active unconscious processes to be perceived
by consciousness; and no painter more
frankly turned for inspiration to the stirrings
of his unt-onscious than did RlaUe. Passing
by the methods adopted by artists such as Titian
and Corot and a hundred others whereby pictures
are abandoned when for the moment there is no
more to say, but reverted to later as suggestions
from the unconscious come to the painter's aid,

Gauguin may be quoted for his vivid account of
the conception of his large picture D'ou venous
nous? Que sorjimes nous? Oil allons nous?
iBi'RLiNGTON Magazine, March, 1918). He says :

" Oil commence rexcciition d'un tableau, ou finit elle?
Au moment oil des sentiments extremes sont en fusion
au plus profond de I'ctre, au moment ou ils &latcnt, et

que toute la pens(5e sort comme la lave d'un volcan, n'y
a-t-il pas ik une ^closion de Tojuvre soudainement cr^^,
brutale si Ton veut, niais grande et d'apparence sur-
humaine? Les froids calculs de la raison n'ont pas
preside i cette ^closion, mais qui sait quand au fond de
I'etre I'oeuvro a 6ti commencec?—inconscicnt peut-etre? "

—(Letter from Tahiti, March, 1898.)

Whistler put this tersely when he said :
" Art

just happens."
From the foregoing it is clear that many artists

have realised that their achievements are not the
result of rational laboured thought processes of

which they are aware, but that they sprang from
some source as to whose nature and limitations

they had but a hazy idea. Is it possible to throw
some light on what this source is, and in what
way it is related to life as a whole ? A very brief

consideration of the behaviour of ourselves or

of others shows us that, however little flattering it

may be to our amour propre, we cannot pretend
that the majority of our actions are either reason-

able or determined by reason. The personality

is evolved from the pre-disposition of mental
inheritance, the psychic equipment with which
we are born. Macdougall has shown that this

predisposition consists of certain innate tenden-

cies which correspond in large measure to the

instinct of animals. Starting with this group of

tendencies and their various combinations, the

individual gradually acquires experiences as he
passes through life, and as he gains knowledge
his original tendencies become modified and
altered, combined and integrated, partly by his

own experience, and partly by the dictates and
examples of others, till they are welded together

in a more or less homogeneous whole. The
welding of these tendencies and the control

developed over them, is what is known as the

formation of character. It is clear that the sane,

steady, well-balanced man will be he whose con-

trolling levels are firmly organised and well

developed. Under sudden emergency the con-
trol of his consciousness will not be suddenly
usurped by the tendency and the concomitant
emotion which is called into play, but he will be
able to control it and deal with it so that his action
is nu)dilied into channels which arc more ust'ful

to himself and to the community at large, and
although in emergencies the primitive strivings

and desires may surge into consciousness, for

most of the lime they are buried in the uncon-
scious part of his mind, he is not aware of them.
Each individual varies in his control of uncon-
scious processes, but the better balanced he is

towards the work of the world the less often will

these unconscious strivings appear in his active

consciousness, while the less well balanced he is,

the more often will they raise their heads. Now
the artist is one of those who have—as William
James has expressed it—the gate from the un-
conscious to the conscious mind widely open, so
that primitive strivings easily get through. This
is substantiated when we consider how frequently

the artist is ill fitted to the realities of life, how
frequently he is ill-balanced and unpractical in

worldly things. Hitherto we have only discussed

the personality from the individual standpoint,

and so far we can claim to stand on firm ground
and to be able to substantiate our statements with

scientific proof, but in going further we enter the

realm of theory, but theory which is daily gaining

a firmer foothold as new data are discovered to

support it. This theory is that under certain

circumstances there may appear in the conscious-

ness of the individual, subliminal tendencies

which are so primitive that they can hardly be

regarded as individual at all but rather as being

common to the whole race. It is obvious that in

physical attributes the individuals of a species

vary amongst themselves, yet all reproduce the

common form more or less faithfully, so with

mental attributes and tendencies the Individual

varies, but vet has within him the common striv-

ings of the race. It must be remembered that if

it were possible to examine this primitive mental

material, it would seem to us to consist of a

medley of half formed vague chaotic aspirations

on the one hand, and also presumably of shadowy
memories and experiences of the race which had

no place in our consciousness, for in the uncon-

scious part of the mind of the individual we must

recognise not only his formulated tendencies, but

also the effects of his discarded experiences which

he has not used and built up into his personality.

Jung adumbrates some such theory as this, also

William James in his " Human immortality "

(1901) suggests that the individual is but a sort of

conduit-pipe for impulses generated somewhere

in cosmos and transmitted here, through him.

Moreover in the realm of morals the Founder of
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Christianity says of the world : "... it

must needs be that offences come ; but woe to that

man by whom the oiTence cometh !"(iMatth. xviii>

V, 7). All this suggests an accumulation of

material in the unconscious which can be brought
into the individual consciousness and perceived

by it through this agency. This passivity is a

prominent note in mysticism which teaches the

suppression of the local mental activities that the

universal idea may penetrate into this world
through the mind of the selfless devotee. If we
accept such a theory we can understand how it

sometimes happens that an artist or other indi-

vidual, whose door from the unconscious mind
is wide open, seems to evolve a conception or an
artistic production which comprises knowledge
laboriously acquired by a former generation, in

spite of the fact that he cannot have had an oppor-

tunity of acquiring that knowledge for himself

through his own experience, or by studying the

work of his prototypes.

On analysis primitive arts frequently show
common features—for example there is no cer-

tainty that the resemblance between early South
American art and Asiatic art is due to physical

contact, and though objects from Japan are said

to drift to the northern shores of America,

authorities such as Mr. Thomas Joyce definitely

deny any proofs of intercourse. The now
fashionable Negro art exhibits one anomaly, as

pointed out by Mr. Roger Fry, an appreciation of

the third dimension far in advance of the general

culture of the people. It is the lack of an historic

religion and a critical faculty that prevents Negro

art from being equal to the highest type of primi-

tive art, and not lack of craftsmanship—in fact a

psychological defect on the conscious side stands

in the way. Yet these works show a resemblance

in concept to the ancient Greek Xoana and certain

Chaldean work, without there being any reason

to suppose inter-communication. In fact really

original arts—those not imitated from other arts

—all start on similar lines.

Another point worth considering is that of

symbols, for instance the fish. This seems to

have been universally employed in connection

with ideas of fertility and sexuality. It is to be

found with the Baele in Africa, in Hawaii, in the

Samothracian mysteries, in Egypt, in Indian

legends, in Greece, in the north of Europe

associated with the goddess Freya, also with the

Celtic and Germanic goddesses. We meet the

fish thus used in China, in Japan, in Asia Minor

to-day, and in the past in Babylon, as well as in

Jewish lore, and even in a prehistoric fragment

from the grotto of the Lortet. Nor is the fish the

only member of the animal kingdom thus em-

ployed—there is the serpent to be found every-

where.

A further example of unconscious influence

may be found in " pathological " art. We
have seen that too great rational control

is not compatible with free artistic ex-

pression and that unconscious impulses and
expressions are of a more primitive nature

than the rational conscious processes of every

day life. There is every gradation from the

relatively harmonious and integrated behaviour
of consciousness to the extreme chaos of

unrestrained unconsciousness. If the lack of

control reaches an extreme degree the condition

of the individual becomes pathological and this

lack of control is what constitutes many forms of

insanity and may occur in a less degree under the

influence of any illness. When we examine the

artistic work of unbalanced people we find that

there is a tendency for primitive symbols and
expressions to appear. These symbols may be

primitive in the sense of reproduction of the early

life of the individual or in more extreme cases in

the sense of reproductions of the early life of the

race. An example of the first is the deathbed

picture by Gauguin, who after living for years in

the South Sea Islands painted a Breton snow
scene. The second type of primitive expression

is seen in the later paintings of Van Gogh [Plate

A] and in the various productions of lunatics

[Plate B, c]. Here the symbol of the snake fre-

quently appears in the repetition of the sinuous

line or brush-stroke. This snake symbol is one

of the most gen-

e r a 1 i s e d and
primitive of all

and typified life,

fertility and gen-

eral creative force.

That such a sym-
bol of the chaotic

creative force
should appear in

artistic expression

is not surprising.

We may sum-
marise this tend-

ency as follows.

The less general

control the artist

has over his con-

sciousness the
more primitive

will be the sym-
bolisation (see
Fig. i) and the

more chaotic the F'^- ^- Drawing by a lunatic.

production, and while too restrictive control fetters

artistic expression, however useful it may be for

every day behaviour, too great laxity of control

leads to bizarrerie and confusion. Without

labouring the point, scattered throughout the

world in widely different countries, which in
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cenain cases, could never h.i\c had inter-

communication, there does appear a resemblance
in artistic expression which is due to some com-
mon cause independent of physical contact. Tin
hypothesis that best explains this seems to be that

of the existence of a univers;d activit\- below
conscious level manifesting; itself throughout the

world, and in this case, through the arts, be they
primitive or the reverse.

For the purposes of lliis pajier, however, we are
more cnncernetl with the stri\ings and chaotic

aspirations which are evident both in the collec-

tive and individual unconscious mind. It has
been noted all through history both in art and
politics, that roughly speaking events and tenden-
cies move rhythmically in circles. It is not diffi-

cult to explain this on the basis of the theory

proposed by us. Take for example the two
phases of ait, classicism and romanticism. For
classicism one set of tendencies must find expres-

sion from the universal unconscious mind, but in

order to do so they must keep their opposite

VERMEER'S ''GIRL WITH A
BY R. R. TATLOCK

'E take the opportunity afforded

by the temporary presence of this

seductive little picture in London
t to publish it [Plate], although it

has been reproduced with vary-
ing success in more than one work of reference.

The identification and discovery of the painting
in the house of Jonkheer de Grez in Brussels in

igo6 was due to the alertness of Dr. Bredius.
It was lent in 1907-8 to the Roval Gallery at The
Hague and has just been exhibited at the Munich
Pinacothek. Our reproduction is the same
size as the original, which is 7 ins. by 7^ ins.,

a little smaller than The Lace Maker in the
Louvre. The picture has already been
described,' and is so obviously attractive and
so nearly allied to much of the art with which
we are to-day familiar that little more than a

note upon the colouring is here required. In

spite of the beauty of the colour ensemble—the

brown, white and cold grey striped hat, the
yellow flute, the rarified blue quality in the

grey of the jacket, the warm-toned white of the

fur, cuffs and collar—one remembers chiefly the
astonishingly luminous effect of the bright
broken greens in the shadow of the hat that

veils the face, together w-ith a series of similar

tones of green, here melting among, there

standing out in gem-like isolation from, the clear
strong orange-browns in the tapestry of the
background. The general impression left upon

1 See Dr. Plietzch, Vermeer, Table 30 ; Dr. Bredius, Kunst-
chronik, 1906-1907, xviii, No. 24 ; Dr. W. Martin, On:e
Kunst, 1907.

romantic tendencies from finding an outlet. It is

clear then that the potential energy which natur-
ally belongs to these obstructed or repressed
romantic tendencies will accumulate under the
barrier oppo.sed by their opposites, until such a
time as their inhibition is no longer possible,

when they will break through, and in their turn
find expression in con.sciousness in a romantic
pha.se of art. During their tenure of ascendency,
the same processes are going on and the forces of

cla.ssic tendency are gradually accumulating
power until they in their turn once more rise to

expression. In ordinary life it will be found thai

in the fir.st outbreak of the.se volcanic forces, there

is a relaxation of all bonds of order, crude innate

tendencies hold sway, and, as the morali.st ex-

presses it, vice reigns. The French Revolution,
any great war, the Russian Revolution of our
own day, are examples of this reign of chaos, and
it is only gradually that stability and order are

once more induced.

FLUTE"

the mind by the colour scheme, as indeed by the

whole picture, is that of something arising veiy

directly from the actual subject. The colours,

carefully thought out and cunningly arranged
and manipulated as they were, seem to flash

together with an effect like that of some in-

credible accidental juxtaposition in a mirror, as

if the artist had seen everything he has depicted

on the canvas between two blinks of his eyelids

and had by sleight-of-hand reproduced it all,

just as it existed for the instant as an image on
the surface of his retina. It suggests, like the

street scene recently in the Six collection, a

picture taken by some heaven-inspired photo-
grapher. One could pluck the flute from the

girl's fingers, one could touch the lips and find

them warm, or the fur and feel it soft. The
sheer realism, the delightful relish in detail, the

casual sitter, and the apparently casual brush-
work, the sunny temper of the whole concep-
tion, the gaiety of the colours in particular, the

insistence on those dangerous and fascinating

secondary qualities that have become the sole

aim of a disastrous tradition, perhaps even a

streak of preciousness, all combine to make it a

picture for the multitude.

To say this may be to imply a certain

criticism, and it is true that, quite apart of

course from its tiny scale, the picture does not
impart that inexplicable .sense of awe that

makes one catch one's breath before, say, a

Rembrandt of one of the later phases. But for

all that the Girl with a Flute produces a peculiar

thrill of its own as mysteriously exciting as that

a8



Girl with a Flute by Vermeer of Delft. 7" by 7s
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emanating from the greatest creations in art.

One of its peculiarities is that the swift soft

brushwork, the sleek subtle glitter of its luscious

colours and the easy, almost casual graces of

its surface arrangement seem to a quite unusual

extent to be the natural result of the painter's

delight in the unaffected creature in the picture,

with her fresh skin and her frankly pleased

expression. Every characteristic of the tech-

nique seems to be the outcome and the symbol

of her intimate personality. Whether the

painter as a man with his eye upon a girl's face

alTects the painter as an artist with his eye upon
form sufficiently to modify appreciably the

character of his design and colour, whether, in

the chemistry of man's nature, these are to this

extent a by-product of life, our present know-

ledge of psychology does not permit us to

know, but this is one of the few works of art

that tempt one to speculate along some such

by-path of art criticism. At any rate here, as

always, it is the rare sense of composition and

its interpretation and emphasis by means of

THE ENGRAVING OF ARMS
E. ALFRED JONES

N the first part of this article it was
[stated that the " Jacobean " style of

mantling was introduced at the end

I
of the seventeenth century. A speci-

men is illustrated here. (Fig. 9.) This

is taken from the " Smyth " tankard of the year

1703-04, engraved with the arms of the donor

and the college, at Queens' College, Cambridge,

where there is also another tankard, similarly

engraved, given by William Wilson, and dated

a year later. An interesting bookplate of Henry
Hoare, goldsmith, of London, dated 1704, is

illustrated as a very ornate example of the

" Jacobean " style. [Plate id].

Contemporaneous for a few years with the

engraved " Jacobean " was 'he short-lived

fashion of adorning plate with an elaborate

shield of embossed scrolls, as a frame for the

owners' arms, much of it in this same
" Jacobean " style. At Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, are two good examples of this fashion,

in the plain " Phesaunt " tankard of 1698-99,

and in the fluted tankard of a year later. Sir

Thomas Alston's gift.^ Several variations of

these embossed shields occur, and are prominent

features of the large " Monteith " bowls of the

reigns of William III and Queen Anne, as well

as of the contemporary fluted porringers and of

other vessels in silver. For illustrated

examples,^ the three following punch bowls may
be studied : one dated 1699, at Merton College,

Tg^ AlFed Jones, The Old Plate of the Cambridge

Colleges, PI. iii.

a H. C. Moffat, Old Oxford Plate, Pis. x, liii, and xcii ;

colour that raises this picture of a girl above
other pictures of girls.

As an example of Vermeer it is of the first

importance. There is the same intermingling

of pattern and design as in The Lace Maker,

but here there is much less insistence on bulks

and depths and more on surface spacing, with an

inevitably consequent ease of response on the

part of the onlooker.

It was fortunate for the school to which he

belongs that Vermeer was born with the very

peculiar gifts required to work out the problems
identified with its art to their logical conclusion.

Judged on his lesser merits he was in every

sense an ordinary member of the circle, but his

supreme attainment was other than theirs, and
made him exquisitely disparate with the com-
pany to which he belonged. He was endowed
as thev were not, with the treasury of a continu-

ing race of designers. It is that which makes
him what to us he is—the Little Master of the

Little Masters.

ON OLD ENGLISH PLATE—II

Oxford ; another, a year later, at Magdalen
College, Oxford; and one of 1704-05, at

Wadham College. There is also a cup at All

Souls' College.^

The practice of adding the full name or the

initials of the engraver of bookplates was not

followed by the engraver of arms on plate

except very rarely. One of the few examples

occurs in two pieces at St. John's College,

Oxford, namely, a plain porringer wrought in

London by a goldsmith using the identification

punch of the initials I.T., separated by a pellet,

with a fleur-de-lis below, in a lobed cartouche;

and a plain rose-water dish with its ewer,

wrought in 1685-86 by a craftsman whose punch

is composed of his initials, I.R., between a

crown and four grouped pellets in an upright

oval. The former was the gift of Sir John
Pakington, fourth baronet, and the other two

vessels were given by John Kent, who was

admitted from Merchant Taylors School in

1675 and was an ensign in the company of the

college scholars which was formed to suppress

the Duke of Monmouth's rebellion.

The engraver of the arms of the donors and of

the college signed his name near his handiwork

It is L. King. [Plate it, 12 & 13]. No engraver

of bookplates has been found with this name.

The Huguenot refugee goldsmiths in London
introduced several decorative features unknown
previously to their contemporary English crafts-

men. Between the years 1720 and 1735

3 Ibid., PI. xviii.
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especially, the arms wi-re \or\' tiiielv engraved
in very ornate mantling, the crests being added
in the spare medallions in the corners of the

decorative borderings, particularly of salvers

and trays. The large collection of plate wroiiglii

by Paul Lamerie, on loan from Lord S\va\th-

ling in the Victoria and Albert Museum,
furnishes an excellent study of this elaborate

style, in a large tray of the year 1720-21 and a

pair of square saKt-rs of the year i736-,37. A
bookplate of Hdward Browne is decorated in

this manner, his crest occupying two oval spaces
in the top corners. [Pl.vte 14].

In the rococo English plate of the second
quarter of the eighteentli century, spaces were
invariably left for arms. A set of tea-caddies

and a sugar-canister, 1737-8, 1738-9, presented
to the first American-born baronet, Sir William
Pepperell, after his memorable expedition to

Louisburg in command of the New England
troops, by his naval colleague in that victory.

Admiral Sir Peter Warren, is decorated in this

manner and is engraved with the Pepperell
arms. [Plate 15]. A soup-tureen of 1738-3931
Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, is another
striking example of rococo decoration [Pl.'VTE

16].

The next stage in the evolution of mantling
on English plate is the " Chippendale," which
dominated engravers of heraldry both in book-
plates and silver-plate for several years from

1745, and especially from 1750 [Plate 17, i8].

In the final stage there is a shield of arms
suspended from a ribbon or standing alone

between palm branches and floriation, and often

flanked by suspended flowers, a development
from Louis XVI decoration, and according well

with the contemporary Hepplewhite furniture.

A good example of the one is the bookplate of

the Inner Temple Library and of the other the

bookplate of [ohn Blandv, dated 1791 [Plate

19].

A word should be added on women's heraldry

on English plate. As is well known, the

lozenge is the sign of a spinster or widow's
arms. The arms of Lady Francis Sidney
Sussex, the foundress of the Cambridge College

of that name, are engraved in a lozenge on the

Chapel plate of 1610-1611, which was presented

by Henry, sixth Earl of Kent, one of the

executors of the foundress. The plate of

Dorothy Wadham, foundress of Wadham
College, Oxford, was probably engraved with

her arms in a lozenge, before it was surrendered

for the benefit of Charles I. in the Civil War.
The gilt tankard in which she usually drank
was given to the college in accordance with her

will and was one of the pieces of plate for ever

lost at that time.

Lady Margaret, mother of Henry VII, was

not only the generous founder of Christ's

College, Cambridge, but also the donor of price-

less plate to that college, much of which is

happily preserved to-day. None of this, how-
ever, is adorned with her arms, doubtless

because it had belonged to others—for example,
the noble cup of Humphrey, Duke of

Gloucester.

A great caudle cup and cover, from the

Marquess of Winchester's collection, presented

by Sir Ernest Cassel to the Red Cross Sale and
there acquired by Mrs. Mango, is engraved
with the arms in a lozenge of Anne, dowager
Countess of Pembroke and Montgomery, having
been bought with her legacy to George Morley,
Bishop of Winchester (Fig. 20).

Mary Mathew, Alice Shene and Ann Bate-

man, and other prosperous London goldsmiths
of the eighteenth century, used as marks for

plate the first two letters of their surname or

their initials in a lozenge.

It is an interesting problem (not touched upon
in books on the subject) in the history of heraldry

on English plate as to w-hether the goldsmith
was in all cases the actual engraver of the arms.
There is definite proof in the two pieces at St.

John's College, Oxford, already mentioned, of

the collaboration of the engraver, King, with

the maker. Then there is John Thompson, of

44, Gutter Lane, Cheapside, who was described

as an engraver of heraldry on silver in 1779
when Richard Westall, R.A.., was apprenticed

to him.
The writer of this article has endeavoured to

show that the dates of old English plate,

especially from the time of Charles II, can be

estimated approximately from the style of the

mantling engraved upon it, apart from the

hall-marks and the fashion of the objects them-
selves.

American domestic silver and armorial bear-

ings of the Colonial period followed in the main
the contemporary fashions in England, as did

the style of engraving of bookplates in that

country.^ Several pieces of old American silver

plate in Churches on the other side of the

Atlantic are engraved with the donors' arms.

One is a plain baptismal basin in the Second
Church at Boston, which was made by Edward
Winslow (1669-

1 753), one of the most con-

spicuous silversmiths of that place, and is en-

graved with the arms of Adam Winthrop, great-

grandson of John Winthrop, first Governor of

Massachusetts. These arms were engraved in

1703, the date of the gift, and, as will be

observed from the illustration [Plate 21], the

mantling is of the feathered variety which had
then virtually gone out of favour in England,

though continued on English bookplates for

i Charles D. Allen, Early American Book-Plates.
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some years later. The arms may have been
copied from an earlier piece of family plate,

together with the heraldic errors in the chevrons,

by a Boston engraver. The same style of

mantling has been noticed by the present writer

on other pieces of American plate of the first

half of the eighteenth century, many of which
are illustrated in his book, The Old Silver of the

American Churches.
Examples of the " Jacobean " style of

mantling on American plate may be seen on a

dish made by Edward Winslow and given in

171 1 to the Second Church, Boston, by Thomas
Hutchinson. (Fig. 22.) A flagon engraved in

1726 with the arms of the donor, William
Dummer, Lieutenant-Governor of Massachu-
setts, and made by John Edwards of Boston
(c. 1670-1746), which is in the First Church at

Boston; and the " Williams " mugs, made by
Jacob Hurd (1702-58), of Boston, in the same
church, are engraved in this style.

London goldsmith who had emigrated to New
York, and made this dish in 1747.

Nathaniel Hurd (1729-77), of Boston, was an
accomplished engraver as well as silversmith,

and his boolvplates are well known to collectors.

An exceedingly rare example of his work in both
crafts has been preserved in the pair of plain

beakers, given by Thomas Hancock to the First

Congregational Church at Lexington, Massa-
chusetts, which are engraved with the donor's
arms in the " Chippendale " style. The arms
are illustrated here. (Fig. 24).

The " Chippendale " style became very
popular for American bookplates as the fashion
for armorial bearings increased with the growth
of prosperity of the country.

Another American silversmith-engraver was
Paul Revere, of Boston (1735-18x8), remem-
bered in the annals of the American Revolu-
tionary war from Longfellow's poem, "The Mid-
night Ride of Paul Revere," and in the history

22

The accompanying illustration [Plate 23] is

of the Elliston arms engraved on an alms basin

presented to Trinity Church, New York, by
Robert Elliston, comptroller of the port. The
basin itself is of especial interest from the fact

that the maker was one George Ridout, a

of the Arts and Crafts of America for his

plagiarism of Henry Pelham's plate of the

so-called " Boston Massacre." The plagiarist

was denounced in the most unequivocal terms

in a letter dated March 29th, 1770, from Pelham
to Revere, for copying his plate, which he
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thouglit he had entrusted to a person wlio had

more" regard for the dictates of honour and

justice ilian to betray the confidence and

trust reposed by liini in Paul Revere, wiio

had deprived him of the advantage to be derived

from the plate as truly as if he had been plun-

dered on the highway, an act which if Revere

was insensible ol it liad brought upon him such

dishonour as the world will not forget." Two
examples of Paul Revere's heraldic engravings

are on two pieces of silver wrought by him—

a

baptismal basin presented in 1761 to Hollis

Street Church, Boston, by Zacliariah Johonnot,

and a flagon given in 1773 by the same donor.

[Figs. 25 and Plate 26].

» Letters and Papers of John Singleton Copley and Henry

Pelham, 1739-1776, pub. by the MassachuseUs Hist. Soc,

1914. P- Sa-

llow iiuicli worU was accomplished by

I'-rancis Garden, a London engraver settled at

Boston, Massachusetts, as an engraver on

silver plate, cannot now be ascertained. His

advertisement in the Boston Evening Post, in

March, 1745, reads as follows:
—"Francis

Garden, Engraver from London, engraves in

the newest Manner and at the cheapest Rates,

Coats-of-.\rms, Crests or Cyphers on Gold,

Silver, Pewter, or Copper. . .
."

Another engraver in .\iiuTica was John

Murray, a soldier in the s/lh Regiment of

Foot in the British .Army, who combined a

military career with that of an engraver of seals,

silver-plate, and coats-of-arms at New York

during the American War of Independence

(Rivington's Royal Gazette, 28th February,

1776).

REFLECTIONS ON THE INGRES EXHIBITION
BY C. H. COLLINS BAKER

ORE important even than the

191 1 Ingres Exhibition at the

Georges Petit Gallery in Paris

was the collection assembled in

-May and June in the Rue de la

Ville Leveque. The two together, indeed, sup-

plemented by Chantilly, gave one pretty well

all that is needed to understand the master's

various aspects. About his drawings there is

little to be said. As an executant Ingres is a

master, not always equally agreeable, with a

craftsmanship which, humanly speaking, is

perfect. In his drawings, too, development can

be clearly seen, during his long life, so that the

late portraits gain in mass and simplicity. They
lose, it is true, in keenness of impression ; the

elderly dogmatic master, with a seat in the

Senate and the plaque de grand officier of the

Legion of Honour, could hardly have seen life

so crisply and incisively as the ardent youth of

about 1810. But he had found out how best to

use a pencil.

It w-ould not be true to say that Ingres never

worked his way to a good use of paint. For
we constantly find studies by him which con-

form with what he almost certainly would have
regarded as good painting—the tradition of

quality handed down by the Venetians and
Raphael. In the Exhibition one could easily

trace his experiments in painting. The
earliest—two large life school studies of 1800,

w'ere of sound student's quality, as was the

Amhassadors of Agamemnon (3), his Grand
Prix work of 1801. The swarthy Self-Portrait

(6), and the Young Man (5), both of 1804, are

richer in texture : the former indicating

Venetian study, the latter Neapolitan or

Bolognese. The Ingres Pere (4), of a little

later, is evenly and thinly painted, so that the

canvas grain is nowhere buried; but none the

less it is consistent with brushwork. The best

of all these early paintings, as regards painter-

like quality, are Gilibert (7) and Belvcse-Foulon

(8) [Plate 1, b], both of 1805, and the beautiful

Titianesque Bartolini (11) of 1806, keen and

quick in character, sensitively sympathetic in

handling. Here, you say, is a painter who
will attune brushwork with interpretation, and

worthily succeed Van Dyck or Goya. But at

the next turn you come on the state portraits

of Napoleon of 1805 and 1806, in which Ingres'

ultimate achievement as regards paint is amply

promised. Next year, 1807, the famous

Granet (14) of Aix, shows (what the Louvre

Riviere portraits of 1805 had ominously sug-

gested) that the sleek, brushless texture of the

Napoleons was not a slip due to over

anxiety, but something Ingres set store by.

So that when in the Louvre Baigneuse of 1808;

Bochet of 181 1, and the Vicomtesse de Tournon

(18), 1812, we find this texture had come to

stay, we might reasonably conclude that Ingres

was thenceforth incapable of a spirited use of

pigment.
But this would be a false deduction, for in

this exhibition alone No. 30, Etii.de pour

Homere; 36, Portrait de Mme. de Laureat et

son Fils; 52, Jesus au milieu des Docteurs ; 136,

Tete de Garqon; and 220, the first idea for La
Vierge a L'Hostie, all of Ingres' later time,

clearly prove that instinctively he painted

freely and expressively. Their brushwork is

clean and crisp, their contour draughtsmanship

reinforced by the plane modelling of separate

coups de pinceau. The inference must be that

Ingres, controlled by an ideal as much in his
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use of paint as in his slavery to a Raphaelesque
conception, preferred a brushless suffusion of

liquid pigment to frank brushwork. The sub-
limation of these twin ideals is seen in the Vierge
a L'Hostie (41), the embodiment of the most
unfortunate qualities of Giulio Romano and a
chromo-lithograph, and in Mme. Ingres (47).

If we be charged by true-blue Ingristes with
exaggerating a molehill to defame one who is

" le chef de L'Ecole frangaise et le fidele de-

positaire de ses traditions," merely because the

texture of his paint displeases us, we reply that

if great expectations, based on photographs,
are dashed by the quality of the pictures them-
selves, there is something seriously amiss. We
might go further and inquire whether Ingres'

ideal texture is not really a symptom of some
more fundamental misconception. It seems
quite consistent with what we know of his

technique that his real aim was to produce a

surface that would actually imitate the look of

flesh. La Source, the Chantilly Venus, and the

Louvre Baigneuse and Grande Odalisque bear
this out. If one looks at them through a pin-

hole they give, in point of texture, a remark-
able illusion of corporeal fact ; one almost might
be in a peep show, surreptitiously examining
living models. We all know what hard things

are said of Van der Werff and W. van Mieris

for their abuse of medium and photographic
illusionism. But, if we are consistent, was
Ingres' ideal very different? His Raphaelesque
obsession, his scale, his larger sense of form,

certainly distinguish his nudes from Van der

Werff's ; but was there so very much difference

in these painters' attitude towards the function

of painting?

Ingres was a remarkable draughtsman ; the

expression of solidity in his portraits is sculp-

tural. But what besides this technical quality,

what fundamental difference in intuition or aim
distinguishes them, especially the later ones,

from good Winterhalters? Approaching this

question from the other end can we not con-

ceive Winterhalter, given additional sense of

form, producing the Mme. Moitessier (45)

[Plate I, a], of 1856, the Princesse de Broglie

(185-?) and the Mme. Ingres (47) of 1856? If it

comes to that can we not even see Van der

Werff doing Ingres' Bain Turc? The
Fleming's ideal would have been different, but

the net result not on another plane.

The fact is that in mental fibre Ingres does

not rank with the greater masters. His sym-
pathv with humanity was not deep, his vision

not penetrative. If we would test his invention

—

his power of getting to the heart of a theme,

we can look at the Chantilly Stratonice of 1840,

so much less genuine than the vouthful draw-

ing of 1807 in the Louvre; the Death of Leon-

ardo (221), or the Duke of Berwick receiving the
Toison d'Or (20). The Stratonice, with its thin
scheme of colour—pale lavender-pink, salmon,
shrimp, and washed cerulean ; its learned devo-
tion to accessories, and the obvious stage-man-
agement of its emotion, is no truer than an Alma
Tadema, and not dissimilar in effect from
Albert Moore. The Duke of Berwick is but
little better than a Frith ; and La Source, the
shop-girl Venus Anadyomene, with her insuffer-

able brood of Cupids, and the Angels and Child
in the Vow of Louis XIII expose quite finally

the inadequacy of Ingres to conceive Christian
themes.

Other facts that are not without sympto-
matic significance are the rapidity of Ingres'
maturity and his subsequent stagnation. As
we have said, his earliest portraits and draw-
ings, in which this exhibition was very rich,

show a shrewd and often vivid perception.
But neither in painting technique nor percep-
tion did Ingres advance from the line he had
reached in the Riviere portraits of 1805, the
Granet of 1807, the Goya-like Devillers (16) of

181 1, and La Vicomtesse de Tournon (18), of

1814. In the Mme. Panckoucke (17) [Plate
II, d], which, we query, is dated 1821, not 181 1

;

in our National Gallery De Norvins, in the De
Pastoret (25) of 1827; the charming Mme. de
Senonnes of 1814, at Nantes, and the Louvre
Bertin of 1832, we could imagine how much
further this young Ingres will go, if he develop
sympathy and himself experience profoundly.
These pictures fall within the first 30 years of

his activity ; he produced for yet another thirty.

Typical of these later years, in which, had he
been of a more sympathetic cast, he would have
known and revealed the deeper things of life,

are the Mole (34) of 1834, Stratonice, 1840; the

Due d'Orleans (37) of 1842 ; Mme. d'Hausson-
ville (35), of 1845; Venus, 1848; Princesse de

Broglie, 1853; Mme. Moitessier (44 and 45)
[Plate I, a], of 1851 and 1856, and of the last

year Mme. Ingres (47) and La Source.

In all these years how many portraits exhibit

remarkable intuition? We can recall but two,

the Mme. Gonse (1852) in M. Lapauze's collec-

tion, and the touchingly human Mme. Frederic

Reiset (40) [Plate II, c], of 1846.

In his drawings, which he took less seriously,

and probably regarded as a pot-boiling neces-

sity, Ingres can be admired, for what he gives

us, without reservation. He is second to none
in his line craftsmanship, he is not concerned
with an ideal that is more important than life;

he expresses what he sees with interpretative

style, and a great master's sense of form. In

his paintings he is nearly always embarrassed

by what he thinks is due to his ideals. So that

the true nature of his medium is abused and
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thereby our enjoyment is impeded, and with

the obsolescence of his ideal wanes the interest

of his conceptions. His devotees affirm that he
" returned to nature from the arid abstractions

of his master David." We wonder how much

REVIEWS
Calico Painting and Printing in the East Indies. By
George P. Baker. 20 pp. ills, in text and 37 colour-collo-

types in portfolio. (.Arnold). ^C^o-

Those who turn over these wonderful collo-

tvpe reproductions, perhaps the last word on
the subject up to date, cannot but be impressed

bv the facilities given to twentieth century

manufacturers compared with their less for-

tunate if more gifted predecessors. It is rapidly

becoming possible for any designer to know
exactlv what those who went before him did.

But this very fact carries with it its own dangers.

The excellence of the reproductions, combined
with an absence of tradition among industrial

designers, works for a ser^'ile reproduction of the

art of the past rather than an improvement of

contemporary design by the increase of know-
ledge. Hence we live in an age of rapidly suc-

ceeding stunts. This year everything is to be
"* William and Mary"; next year Japanese,

etc., etc. Reproductions and the courtesy of

museum officials destroy rather than encourage

a living school of design.

But all this is not the fault of Mr. Baker.

The book is of real historical value, as it treats

a branch of art that has attracted comparatively

little attention from art historians. This is

curious, as the East Indian printed .stuffs

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

offer an excellent plaving field for those strange

intellectual exercises so dear to the archeologist.

With these collotypes before him, he will be

able to trace anv number of influences that went

to form the hvbrid product. That wriggle

.surelv came from Japan [Plate XIVJ, or China

TPlate ml, that floral curve from Persia

[Plate XXVJ. Trade brought this from

Portugal or Holland fPi-ATE XXIIJ. The East

India and other comoanies broueht such and

such a motif from Eurooe and brought back

such another from the East. For East and
West meet more often than almost anyone else.

In the printed portion of this work there is a

short but well-proportioned review of the history

of printed and painted fabrics, in which a large

amount of diverse material is brought together

and many different authorities are consulted.

Much will be little known to any but archae-

ologists acquainted with the works of MM.
Str7:vgowski, Forrer and Gayet.

Historically, the Indian craze should be linked

with the Chinoiserie craze. Both owe their

existence to the merchant adventurers of seven-

nearer nature than The Horaces is Homer
deified or L'Age d'Or, or how much more
warmth of life there is in the six best portraits

by Ingres than in a similar number by David.

teenth century England and Holland and to

the creation by Colbert of a French mercantile

marine. Many of the fabrics show signs of

having been made definitely for the European
market, though these signs are sometimes easier

to feel than to analyse. Others again would be

made under the direction of Europeans living

on the spot. Plates XX, XXI, & XXII, and,

perhaps, even Plate XVII, show, for instance,

dresses of East Indian design actually made up
in Europe. We may be sure that Europeans
had a good deal to say about these at the

Asiatic end.

In fact, the rapid rise and decline of the

industry points to external guidance. The
fabrics were the products of a foreign fashion

and died with the passing of that fashion, which
lasted something over one hundred years. Of
course the Oriental fashion continued in other

forms, and the artificial water in Victoria Park
is its aesthetic successor.

It was no doubt this type of Chinese-cum-
Indian fashion which so stirred the puritan soul

of Ruskin and made him refer to something as

being " as ugly as a Chinese picture." We can

understand his anger without sharing it. In

fact these designs have great decorative merit

and lend themselves excellently to the up-

holstery for which they were intended.

Plates I & III especially are excellent patterns.

Manufacturers would do well to study carefully

Mr. Baker's magnificent volume and adapt to

the needs of the smaller houses of to-day the

designs he has so diligently collected and so

sumptuously reproduced.

They can gain nothing but advantage from

increased knowledge intelligently digested.

Crudely swallowed archaeology is full of par-

ticular perils to an age which has lost its

traditions but which can acquire knowledge

more easily than at any time in the history of

the world. F. B.

Keramisk Haandbog. F6RSTE Bind. Fayence-maiolica-

STENToi. By Emil Haanover. vi + 575 pp. 7 col. pi.

68.1 ills, in text. Copenhagen (H. Koppels Forlag).

This book by Dr. Hannover deals with the

earthenware and stoneware of Europe and
Western Asia, and is to be followed by a com-
panion volume on porcelain. So far as its scope

extends, it is the best general history of ceramics

that has yet been written, and this not merely

because it is thoroughly up to date and there-

fore supersedes the works of Jannicke, Gamier,
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and Chaffers. Thanks to nearly 700 good illus-

trations and a text written in a terse style and

free from irrelevancies, the book will be a valu-

able work of reference even to those already well

versed in the subject. It abounds moreover in

shrewd criticisms summing up in a few words

the underlying tendencies by which the evolu-

tion of the wares can be explained.

No better survey of Mussulman pottery has

yet appeared than the chapter on the Near East.

As regards metallic lustre, Dr. Hannover is

inclined to range himself with those who con-

sider it to be of Persian origin ; we doubt, how-

ever, whether Persian excavations have yielded

lustred wares so early as those found at Fostat

and lately in Mesopotamia. In a well-deserved

eulogy of Persian tilework mosaics the author

explains the unequalled richness of their glazes

as due to the fact that, each individual colour

being laid on a separate piece, the flux and tem-

perature most suitable to its development could

be resorted to. Another interesting suggestion

is that the seventeenth century Gombroon ware

was an attempt to imitate the blanc de Chine of

Fuchien. The account of Near Eastern pottery

closes with a lucid analysis of the development

of design in so-called " Rhodian " ware.

Passing to Spanish and Italian maiolica we
note that in Dr. Hannover's opinion the blue

and white square and hexagonal floor-tiles of

Valencia and Catalonia are an offshoot from the

Italian type represented by the pavement (circa

1440) of the Caracciolo Chapel at Naples. This

hypothesis is directly contrary to the unconvinc-

ing suggestion of Lady Evans in her recent book

{Lustre Pottery) that the Naples tiles were

imported from Spain ; nevertheless the evidence

cited by her seems to prove that the distinctive

form of these tiles is Spanish, whilst the

Valencian blue and white rajolas are in design

clearly akin to the early Hispano-Moresque

lustred dishes.

Coming to the origin of Italian maiolica. Dr.

Hannover argues rightly that the use of tin-

enamel may well have been evolved in Italy

independently and not borrowed from the East.

The essential of a maiolica enamel was attained

from the moment when a slight excess occurred

in the amount of tin-ash used to whiten the pipe-

clay slip of the mediaeval ware. We may note

here that an analysis of many potsherds of

primitive painted ware from Florence in the

Victoria and Albert Museum showed that in

every one oxide of tin was present.

The author's criticism of the istoriato class of

maiolica is eminently sane. " Though in most

cases the decoration is more naturalistic than is

nowadays considered suitable in decorative

painting, the figure-compositions of Urbino are

as a rule so far removed from nature that their

naturalism does not obtrude itself as such."

With their glowing and harmonious colour-

schemes they are indeed their own justification.

Another well-deserved tribute is paid to the

lustred dishes of Deruta, which drew their in-

spiration from paintings, not from pre-existing

ceramic models. As confirming Dr. Hannover's

assertion we may refer to certain dishes with

figures taken, perhaps directly, from the frescoes

of Perugino.

A few statements as to maiolica must not pass

unchallenged. The term " Rafaelle ware " is

not still in use in England " in our own days."

Again, as was pointed out a few years ago in

this Magazine, the identification of the letters

" B°," occurring only on drug-vases which

appear to belong to a single set, as the mark of

Maestro Benedetto of Siena, is, to say the least,

extremely unconvincing. Nor can it be

admitted that the dish at South Kensington with

a portrait of Perugino is " undoubtedly

spurious."

We can draw attention to a few only of the

illuminating dicta in the chapters on France,

Germany and Northern Europe. The Rhenish

stoneware of the Renaissance is described as the

natural offspring of the " ale-land " Germany,

owing no dependence to Italy, the " wine-

land " ; all its jovial humour departed from it

when in the eighteenth century its forms were

constrained to supply the needs of tea and coffee

drinkers. The extraordinary vogue, beyond as

well as within the borders of France, of the semi-

naturalistic flower-painting initiated at Stras-

burg is accounted for by the enthusiasm for

nature which followed as a reaction after the

pre-occupation during the rococo period with the

indoor life of the salon. This cheerful style

yielded in its turn to a preference for sombre

printed wares and black pottery ; love of colour

is followed by colour-tiredness and colour-

renunciation, as Dr. Hannover points out in

sketching the history of the Swedish factory of

Marieberg. In passing we may note that no

better treatise exists than the account here given

of the pottery of Scandinavia, Slesvig and

Holstein.

The book closes with a short chapter on

England. Our wares are somewhat severely

criticised as either too boorish or too industrial

to be worthy of much consideration. In the

preceding chapters Wedgwood, " the highly-

cultivated and strictly disciplined English stay-

at-home," so different from the vagabond and

often disreputable potter-arcanists of other

countries, has appeared again and again as a

kind of ogre whose chilly blast put an end to

the warm-blooded life of the continental

faienceries. Wedgwood's epitaph is quoted

with the comment that, whereas in the opinion
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of some, he did precisely the contrary of what is

there claimed for him, converting an art, rude

and inconsiderable, but still an art, into an
industry, the truth is that he did both things;
" he created a great industry with an incon-

testably artistic stamp." The modern practice

begun by him of using impressed marks instead

of the earlier painted signatures is quoted as

significant. The most crushing indictment,

however, is reserved for the last page. The
English ceramic industry was the deathblow not

only to faience but also to the evolution through
more than two thousand years of all ceramic

arts, porcelain not excepted.

It is to be regretted that Dr. Hannover's
treatise should have been allowed to close on so

mournful a note. Whether we like it or not, we
live in an age of machinery. It is surely, there-

fore, to the credit of Wedgwood and other

English manufacturers of articles for daily use

(Sheffield plate may also be named) that they

led the way in seeking to combine beauty and
seemliness of appearance with the advantages
of scientific fitness for purpose and a regard for

hygienic considerations. One of the needs of

the present is certainly that we should recognise,

as they did, that there is scope for the intelli-

gence of an artist in designing the thousand
machine-made articles which we use, and must
use, in our everyday life. B. R.
DocuMENTi suL Barocco IN RoMA raccoiti da J. A. F.

Orbaan. (Miscellanea della R. Society Romana di Storia

Palria, n. vi.). clxvi + 659 pp. Rome (Bibliotcca

Vallicelliano).

Dr. Orbaan, who is no stranger to the

columns of The Burlington Magazine, has in

this imposing volume collected the results of

many years of assiduous research carried out in

the Vatican Archives and bearing more especi-

ally upon the whole life of Rome—political,

artistic, and intellectual—during the pontificate

of Paul V (1605-1621). Particularly notable are

the data, derived from the series of Avvisi, or

MS. reports chronicling events in Rome from
day to day and sent to the Ducal Court of

Urbino : in these, the whole life of the city

revives before our eyes with a snapshot-like

vividness and piquancy, as for instance—to

mention a point of particular interest to art

history—in the case of the chequered career of

Michelangelo da Caravaggio, " pittore famoso
et eccellentissimo nel colorire et ritrarre dal

naturale," as he is described in his obituary

notice. Apart from the facts bearing upon art

history which are scattered all through the

volume, the inventories of Roman collections,

printed at the end, contain much of interest to

the student ; and in the introduction Dr. Orbaan
comments in an illuminating fashion upon a

series of contemporary Roman maps, excellent

reproductions of which accompany the volume.

To those—and they are many—who have fallen

under the singular spell of the Roman Seiccnto,

the pages of Dr. Orbaan 's book of austere

historical research will indeed provide exciting

reading in a degree no whit inferior to those of

any " best seller." T. b.

A History op Ancient Coinage, 700-300 d.c. By Percy
Gardner. Pp. xvi + 463 + 11 pi. (Oxford University

Press. 181.

Professor Gardner's book (which, in spite of

the date it bears, has but recently reached the

office of this Magazine) deals strictly with the

political and commercial aspect of the history of

Greek coinage ; and accordingly it is not possible

in these pages to devote much space to his

doctrine. Those who wish to know his views on
the artistic side of the subject must look else-

where, as in his excellent " Types of Greek

Coins," published in 1882. The interval between

the two publications indicates his claim to

respect as a veteran. The study of numismatics,

during the period in which Professor Gardner

has been engaged in other work (for he left the

ranks of the numismatic spade-workers when he

went to Oxford to teach archaeology), has been

going through a stage very necessary for its

development—a stage of high specialisation, of

concentration and collection of material, of the

working out of detail. In particular, the in-

vestigation of coin-standards, thanks chiefly to

the vagaries of some German writers, has been

brought to such a pass that, while the utmost

scepticism as to their results is justified, it is

quite impossible to ignore the fact that before

any sound work can be done, the whole of the

material must be examined and sifted again.

This will take a long time, and a beginning has

hardly been made. Thus the foundations on

which Professor Gardner builds are for the most

part old and unsound. His book is chiefly

valuable for the method which it inculcates. He
does not, as nearly all of his predecessors have

done, trace the history of the coinage of each

state, irrespective of its neighbours; but he tries

to get a view of the whole coinage of the ancient

world (excluding, of course, the Far East) at

various stages. His sketch, besides showing

the value of this method, is full of acute and
interesting suggestions. No numismatist can

afford to neglect it. But it is useless to blink

the fact that, if it is used by those who cannot

check its details, it will become a fruitful source

of error. A single instance of the too numer-

ous traps that the author has unwittingly laid

for the uninitiated will suffice. It is said (on

p. 397) that " it is not unnatural that the

Athenian colonists who founded Thurii should

have taken with them the full Attic standard,

and, almost alone among the cities of Italy,

should have issued the tetradrachm of 270

grains." Not unnatural, perhaps; but, at the

same time, quite untrue. The Thurians were
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wise enough to follow the example of their

neighbours and use the Achaean standard.

There is nothing so insidious as a statement of

this kind in a book the theme of which demands
mathematical accuracy.

Les Traditions Techniques de la Peinture MAdi^vale.
By G. LouMYER. 225 pp. Brussels (Van Oest).

Few records are more confused, distracted,

and imperfect than those of ancient and
mediaeval painting. Existing from the first

either as workshop formulse or as secrets to

which only the accredited few could have access,

they were in danger of complete destruction

when ruin fell upon the Empire of the West.
Greece and Egypt, however, retained some
memory of the classical arts, and this knowledge
was rarried by sea to Western and Northern
Europe, when political conditions made over-

land transit difficult. All that we know of the

details of this transmission, and the influence of

Syrian, Arab and Byzantine practices in chang-
ing or developing Greco-Egyptian methods is

summed up admirably in M. Loumyer's mono-
graph. So full and so concise indeed is this

first section of his work, so numerous and so

definite are his citations, that he is apt to be
far from easy reading, and it requires some little

effort at times when enveloped in details to

recognise the broad historical sequence he
wishes to establish.

On the technical and chemical side of his

subject M. Loumyer's touch is less firm than

that of men of science like Laurie, or Berger or

Berthelot, or artists like Eastlake. Indeed, by
comparison with the thoroughness of the his-

torical sections, the pait of the book which deals

with the colours used by the ancients is

curiously slight. A certain hesitancy about
details of fresco and encaustic may be pardoned
even in a painter. The difference between the

practice of the Renaissance fresco-painter and
his classical predecessor must in a large measure
be ascribed to the immensely greater elabora-

tion of later design, the higher degree of realisa-

tion attempted, and the comparative slowness
with which the wall surface could in consequence
be covered. The free-hand decoration of clas-

sical times was evidently executed at a great

pace, and quite possibly some device for retard-

ing the drying of the thick plaster may have
been lost. Encaustic painting presents a still

more formidable problem. A close examination

of the panels from the Fayoum at Trafalgar

Square indicates that they were painted with a

brush charged often with very liquid and much
diluted colour. This is specially true of the

backgrounds and draperies. Heat, no doubt,

was used, as in the Pompeian caricature, for

blending the wax with the colouring matter, but

the effect of these Egyptian paintings suggests

that this coloured wax was made tractable not

by further heat but by the use of some solvent.

What, for example, was the resin found in the

lady-painter's grave at S. M^dard ?

The main strength of M. Loumyer's book
does not, however, depend upon details of this

kind. It lies in the method, accuracy and com-
pleteness with which he has brought together,

the scattered fragments of that feeble yet definite

chain of tradition which connects the practice of

Greco-Egyptian art with that of the fourteenth

century. The book can be unreservedly com-
mended to students of art-history since it is

furnished with a good bibliography and an
index. c. j. h.

HoNDEKD Teekeningen Van Oude Meesters, in het Prcn-

tenkabinet der Rijks-Universiteit te Leiden. Uitgezoocht

. . . door J. J. DE CiELDER. 40 pp. + gi pi. Rotterdam.
(\V. L. & J. Brusse.) Fl. 5. 90.

Among the things most urgently wanted in

order to advance the scientific study of Old
Master drawings—still in so many respects in

its infancy—is the supply of as large a number
as possible of reproductions, issued in a handy
and not too expensive form. A cordial welcome
should, therefore, be extended to the present

series of reproductions, in excellent half-tone, of

drawings in the Print Room of Leyden
University, which the keeper. Dr. J. J. de

Gelder, has prepared with a history of the collec-

tion and brief notes on the drawings reproduced,

including a series of watermark facsimiles. As
is the case with Dutch collections of drawings

generally—with one notable exception—the

Leyden Print Room contains few drawings of

interest of any other school than the Dutch—we
note, however, a couple of Florentine fifteenth

century figure studies (Nos. 3 and 4) assigned

to Raffaellino del Garbo—and even among the

Dutch drawings there are not many of excep-

tional merit ; but as a comprehensive selection

of work by many more or less known draughts-

men of the Dutch school, this publication is sure

to be of considerable utility to students. The
gems of the collection are the two Rembrandts,

both mentioned in Dr. Hofstede de Groot's

volume, of which especially the tiny Samson and

Dalila (No. 26) is a work of singular power;

and of other artists well represented in the

collection, may be mentioned that interesting

Rembrandt pupil settled in France, Lambert

Doomer (Nos. 92, 93, two subjects from

Angers), Jan Both (the two studies of trees,

Nos. 22 and 23, of especial interest for the

purpose of comparison with kindred Claude

drawings), L. Bramer, Ter Borch, Jan van

Goyen, Pieter Molyn, Jan Asselyn, Jan Lievens,

A. von Ostade and J. van Ruisdael. The discus-

sion by Mr.Dodgson in a recent number of this

Magazine (January, 1921, p. 25) of two draw-
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ings attributable to Aert Claesz, gives special

interest to a reproduction of a drawing at

Leyden, also assigned to Aert Claesz on the

strength of an old inscription, but not very
similar in style to the London examples. T. B.

Friesche Majolica ; door Nannc Ouenia. Uitgave van her
Kriesch Uenootschap voor Geschied-, Oudhcid-en Taalkundc.
t* pp. + S pi.

Until recently it has generally been too readily

assumed that Delft was the only place in

Holland in which line earthenware was made.
Of late, however, much has been done to clear

up this misconception. Various Dutch writers

have shown that long before the Delft potteries
had reached a position of any standing, tin-

enamelled ware closely akin to Italian maiolica
was being made at Haarlem, Rotterdam and
elsewhere. Now Mr. Ottema, in this excellent

little monograph, in continuation of his articles

in Oude Kunst (vol. iii, 1918),' adds " a for-

gotten chapter in the history of Dutch earthen-
ware " (to quote his sub-title), dealing with the
potteries of Friesland. Maiolica was being
produced before 1667 at Harlingen, from abouf
it)69 at Makkum (in a factory carried on by the
family of Tichelaar until the present day), and
before 1737 at Bolsvard. As in other Dutch
potteries, tiles formed the chief part of the
output of these Frisian factories; there are still

in existence pricked papers for " pounced "

patterns {sponsen) for decorating tiles, dating
from the end of the seventeenth century. Dishes
and other articles were fired in the same kilns

as the tiles, being enamelled on the upper side
only, the lower being covered with a lead glaze

;

this technique continued in practice in Friesland
long after it had been given up elsewhere.

Figure-subjects, landscapes and shipping
scenes are frequent amongst the motives of

decoration, and in more recent times inscriptions

of a religious or moralising tone. As is often
the case in the arts of out-of-the-way districts,

styles of ornament lingered on after they had
gone out of vogue in the greater potteries. Thus
a plate dated 1779 shows a baroque border of

Louis XIV style, whilst a form of rococo was
still in use at the beginning of the nineteenth

' Noticed in The Burlington Magazine (Vol. XXXIII,
1918, p. 190).

MONTHLY CHRONICLE
Exhibition of Dutch Paintings in Paris.

—Many years have elapsed since such a fine

collection of seventeenth and nineteenth century
Dutch art has been brought together as that
which has just been held in Paris in aid of the
devastated regions of Northern France. We
were privileged to see not only many important
examples from private collections in Holland,
France, America and Britain, but also to com-

century, when the " style Empire " was the

fashion elsewhere. Another feature of these

wares is their freedom from the Oriental

intluence which was so strongly operative at

Delft.

A not unpleasing form of vessel which seems

to be peculiar to Friesland is a tripod brazier

with three projecting stilts on its rim made to

support a covered bowl, for broth or porridge,

decorated to match it. The Frisian wares were

made for provincial use, but are by no means
devoid of good decorative qualities, and are

marked by a sincerity of intention often lacking

in more ambitious productions. B. R.

Remukandt. By Kukt Pfister. 56 pp. Illustrated.

Miinchen. (Delphin Verlag).

Herr Pfister tells us nothing new about Rem-
brandt. But he traces in an mteresting fashion

the painter's development in each of the main
groups of his work—the portrait group, portraits

of his wife and mistress, self portraits, land-

scape and biblical subjects. More attention

might have been given to technical methods.

The illustrations are adequate and well arranged

with reference to the text. There are some
slips, such as the description of The Mill as

being in the collection at Bowood. w. G. c.

American Pictures and their Painters. By Lorinda M.
Bryant. 304 pp. + 225 pi. (Lane). 21s.

This book is the joint product of love of art

and love of country. We have read as much
of it as possible and examined its many plates,

but cannot even now accept the authoress's

statement that " our American painters are not

only standing shoulder to shoulder with the

geniuses of Europe and Asia, but are to-day the

world's leaders in art." Apart from a little

scattered biographical matter the work consists

of such statements and of eulogistic commen-
tary on the subjects of the pictures

—
" This

child of nature is as fine a type as was Hiawatha.

Well formed, alert, quick of comprehension, he

with his dog starts at dawn to care for a flock of

two hundred or more sheep and goats ..." The
plates, together with brief notes on the painters

on the excellent plan of Mr. Marriot's book,

would have been far more useful without Miss

Bryant's excitable and depressing propaganda.
R. R. T.

pare side by side masterpieces permanently

dispersed throughout the galleries of Holland

and the further advantage of being able to study

them again in other surroundings and in the

light of another country to that of their home.

The latter point will be appreciated by those

who remember the changed aspect of many
Rembrandts when seen in the memorable

exhibition held many years ago in Amsterdam
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Mou)jlai>ioiis Landsccipc, by Hercules Seyliers (Dr. C". Hofstede de Groot)

.,r.; jamaw: K^i..», ,^ «CT3ii3»ae<f.^matty.-v-g >.^' ^8-?^„i:-.ir:;tK..,

B Landscape, by Hercules Seghers (L'ffizi)

Monthlv Chronicle Exhibition of Dutch Paintings in Paris



to that which they presented in the Burlington

House exhibition of the master's work which

followed it a short time later.

The atmosphere of Paris is not always con-

genial to Dutch painting, and if it accentuates

the appeal of certain masterpieces by the great

painters, many of the lesser lights have a tend-

ency to appear dull and relatively uninteresting.

We have never seen the splendid Head of a

Young Girl by Jan Vermeer of Delft from

the Mauritshuis so insistently penetrating

and beautiful as in the Jeu de Paume.
It must assuredly be considered the finest

known portrait from his hand, not exclud-

ing the refined and forceful Buda Pesth

example. Amongst the numerous Rembrandts
were included such well-known masterpieces as

the remains of the Lesson of Anatomy from

Amsterdam, Lord Iveagh's Portrait of the

Artist, the Artist's Brother from The Hague,

and the Duke of Alba's superb Landscape. In

order to lead up to them, however, we could

have wished for one or two more pictures of his

early time. For their inclusion one would
willingly have sacrificed the uninspired Two
Peacocks, even if one admits that it is from the

master's brush. The collection of drawings by

Rembrandt was perhaps the most noteworthy

that has been brought together in recent years.

The examples of Franz Hals included that

product of his maturity, the Buffoon from

Baron Robert de Rothschild's collection

—

alongside which it would have been instructive

to have seen the fine copy owned by the Rycks
Museum—and the well-known Family Group

belonging to Mr. Otto Kahn.
From the student's point of view, apart from

renewed acquaintance with masterpieces with

which he is already familiar, interest must to a

large extent have centred in the Mountainous

Landscape [Plate A] by that rare painter

Hercules Seghers, lent by Dr. Hofstede de

Groot. In more joyous if less dramatic mood
than the Uffizi Landscape [Plate B]—formerly

ascribed to Rembrandt— it embodies all the

essential qualities of the master.

It is never easy to pass from seventeenth

century Dutch art, a period in which in many
ways the Dutch were supreme, to that of the

nineteenth century. With the exception of

certain works by Matthys Maris, such as the

exquisite little Four Windmills, lent by Sir

Michael Sadler, and the Souvenir of Amsterdam

from the State Museum of Amsterdam, and one

or two of his brother Jacob's canvases, there was

but little to attract attention until we arrived at

the splendid series by Jongkind and Van Gogh,

the finest of the latter being the intensely tragic

self-portrait belonging to Madame J. Van
Gogh Bonger. It is to be regretted that the

excellent illustrated catalogue did not give the

dimensions of the exhibits. P. M. T.

Sir Charles John Holmes.—Constant readers

and supporters of The Burlington Magazine
will gladly concur with the staff of the Magazine
in congratulating Sir Charles John Holmes on
the knighthood accorded to him among the Birth-

day Honours. It was toward the end of 1903

that Sir Charles was called to our Editorial

chair. He brought to the task a business

acumen sharpened by contact with the world ; a

knowledge of publishing in all its branches

acquired in two great London firms and in the

Vale Press, which he had conducted for Messrs.

Hacon & Ricketts; a supple and a pointed pen;

a power of arousing loyalty and inspiring

enthusiasm ; and a ripe judgment in art

which was acknowledged without grudging,

if not always without surprise, by men
whose opportunities of studying the theory,

practice and history of art had not

been confined, as had Sir Charles Holmes's, to

spare hours at Eton, at Brasenose, and in a busy

practical life. The volumes of The Burlington
Magazine between 1904 and 1909 offer proof of

his decision of character, his eye for an imposture

(no matter who else might be taken in), and the

soundness of the advice on art-politics which he

often graciously but always firmly offered (and

not wholly in vain) to those in authority. His

vision and his energy won for the Magazine the

pre-eminence and the trust which it now enjoys

throughout the civilized world, and gave to

English art-learning and art-criticism a channel

of expression, for lack of which they had

previously been too little recognised either

at home or abroad. As painter, as author,

as Slade Professor of Fine Arts at

Oxford, as officer in the Anti-Aircraft

Corps, as Director of the National Portrait

Gallery and of the National Gallery, he has

served art and his country well ; but by no means

the least of his services to both was achieved as

Editor and Managing Director of The Burling-

ton Magazine.

The Late Mr. J. Havard Thomas.—By the

death on June 6th of Professor James Havard

Thomas we have lost a remarkable man and a

great sculptor. The moment of death of an artist

is not the time to attempt a critical examination

of his works, but it can with truth be said that no

other sculptor within known times has brought

such profound knowledge and precise methods to

bear upon the structural side of his work. About

1889 he became convinced that the uncertainty of

the methods of measurement then at the disposal

of the artist made it quite impossible for him to

build up with any certainty a figure in the round,
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and he for some time contented himself with

woriving simply in relief. In time, dissatis-

fnction with his own ignorance of that,

which he felt certain the Greeks knew,

determined him to leave England and study

the problem in Italy, and it was at Capri that

he gradually evolved the method by which

he could accurately determine the relation of any

one point in the model with any other. It is to

be hoped that a careful record of his system will

be made, as it contains all that is essential to the

artist for the complete study of form, and it is not

too much to say that without this knowledge a

sculptor must always be working at a great dis-

advantage, whatever genius he may have.

In 1906 he returned to England, bringing with

him his Lvcidas, the first statue worked through-

out according to the completed system. This was

sent to the Academy, which institution re-

jected it, the three years' work of a profound

thinker and artist. However, a few patrons such

as Sir Cvril K. Butler and the late Mr.

LETTER
" CEZANNE AND THE NATION."

Sir,—Sir C. J. Holmes is right when he

points out that Mr. C. Aitken should be

exonerated from the responsibility of rejecting

the C6zannes offered on loan to the Tate Gallery

by Miss G. Davies. As a former curator I

understand.

Sir Charles does not betray any great en-

thusiasm for Cezanne, and suggests that the

photographer is responsible for the merit of

one of your illustrations in the Burlington.

I know, Sir, that this is not your view or that

of anyone else who has seen the pictures. These

two examples would have filled an almost

inexplicable gap in our national collection.

Mr. Aitken stated in his letter to the

Observer that it would be necessary to remove

work from the foreign gallery in order to hang

the Cezannes. In the opinion of myself and

others they could have been adequately hung

AUCTIONS
Messrs. Christie, Masson & Woods, 8, King Street.—

JULY 7th: Old English silver-gilt plate, Limoges enamels,

old Italian majolica, and porcelain, the property of the Duke

of Newcastle from Clumber, Worksop. The earliest pieces of

silver-gilt include a good Charles II. tankard and cover

(Lot 66) bearing the arms of Holies impaling Pierrepoint, and

a group of articles made at the end of the seventeenth

century for John Holies, Earl of Clare, created Duke of

Newcastle, 1694, engraved with his arms and those of his

connections. Good examples are the tankards (Lot 64) by

James Chadwick, and the large pilgrim-bottles (Lot 71) by

John Boddington, more remarkable than beautiful. The
enamels and majolica include some famous pieces from the

Hope Collection, notably two enamel plates and a ewer

ascribed to Jean Courto'is (Lot no, in, 112); a plaque and

a triptych ascribed to Jean Penicaud I, and in his earlier

manner ; two dishes of Gubbio Majolica signed by Maestro

Georgio, one based on Diirer's "Prodigal Son"; and a

Wertheimer had the good taste to employ him in

making busts, which enabled him by 191 1 to

finish the Thyrsis. He was appointed Professor

of Sculpture at the Slade School University

College and fouiuleil thus a .school of sculpture

based on the principles of Solid Geometry.

Just as he was reaping some reward for his toil

and s<'icrifice in the shape of many important

commissions he suddenly died. He was one of

the most charming i haracters that one could meet.

So long as he fell that he was being treated fairly

no man was easier to get on with ; what roused
his anger was misrepresentation and insincerity.

He was well nearly up to the last, and less than

a week before he died he took the chair at the last

of a series of lectures given by his friend, Mr.
Porter, at University College, on the relation of

Solid Geometry to the work of the artist. H. t.

Our usual list of Publications Received will

be found facing p. xxix, and particulars of July
Exhibitions on p. ii of our advertisement

columns.

without the removal of a single exhibit.

History is repeating itself. The National

Gallery set its face against the Barbizon school

as revolutionary, and the 1870 impressionists

were considered impossible. When these

pictures were established in world opinion it

was too late. Fortunately George Salting and
Hugh Lane came to the rescue. To-day
Gauguin has been forced in, but Van Gogh
languishes. Cezanne is spurned. A similar

tale will be told with regard to the moderns,

both English and French. Prospective donors

of French pictures are eagerly waiting for a

glimmer of light. Representative works by
Spencer Gore and Gilman have been refused.

The nation is indebted to the Burlington for

its splendid advocacy of the moderns, and this

must surely bear fruit.

Yours very truly,

Hugh Blaker.

particularly interesting Castel Durante bowl dated 1508,

iiearing the Delia Rovere device surmounted by a papal

banner.

Messrs. Frederick Moller & Co., Amsterdam.—JULY
lith and 13th : LInusual interest attaches to the sale of Old

Master Drawings, which form the " Collection R . . .. de

Paris," belonging principally to the early Netherlandish and

German schools ; they include, however, a remarkable

series of portraits by Lagneau, and a few Italian drawings

of interest, as well as a series of illuminations. The main
section of this collection has not remained unknown to

students, and a whole series of the examples composing it

have been reproduced in the fourth volume of the Soci^t^ de

Rfproductions des Dessins de Maitres. The illustrations,

which are given in a generous manner, are well reproduced,

and make of the catalogue a useful work of reference to the

student. t. b.
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Cnicitixioii. Tuscan school, circa 1 300. Panel, 22^" x I2| (Mr. Henry Harris)
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EDITORIAL : A much needed Reform
HE event which forms the subject of

the following note appears to us to

be of such importance that we are

glad to give it a prominence here

that has been denied it in the rest of

the press. It may be surmised by the wise that

one does not simply wake up some morning to

find a financial proposal involving a loss to the

Treasury accepted as a law. Before this decision

was reached a great deal of spade work must have

been done by those whose permanent concern is

with the acquisition of works of art for the nation.

In expressing our indebtedness to those in the

House of Commons whose aid has proved so

effective in this matter, we feel bound to acknow-

ledge with the sincerest gratitude the sustained

effort that has for so long been directed by Sir

Charles Holmes and his associates towards this

happy arrangement. Editor.

In the small hours of the morning of June 22nd,

at the close of a sitting which lasted till half-past

five, the House of Commons arrived at a decision

which is of vital importance to all museums and
galleries in this country. Owing, perhaps, to

the lateness of the hour, the matter appears to

have received little notice in the Press. It may
therefore be pardonable to place the facts on

record in some detail.

An amendment to the Finance Acts in the

following terms was proposed by Sir Martin

Conway and was accepted by the House :
—

Objects of national, scientific, historic, and artistic

interest to be exempt from death duties if sold to

NATIONAL OR PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.—59 & 60 Vict. C. j8.

10 Edw. 7. c. 8.

Notwithstanding anything in Section Twenty of the

Finance Act, 1896 (which as amended by Section Sixty-

three of the Finance {1909-10) Act, 1910, gives exemption

from estate duty, legacy duty, and succession duty to

objects of national, scientific, historic, and artistic interest

so long as they remain unsold), or in the said Section

Sixty-tiiree, duty shall not become chargeable on the sale

after the passing of this Act of any property in respect of

which exemption has been allowed under those sections if

the sale is to the National Gallery, British Museum, or

other similar national institution, any university, any

county council, or any municipal corporation, in the

United Kingdom.

This decision removes a long-standing

anomaly. Hitherto the owner of pictures and

objects of art of national interest was exempted

from duty on inheriting them, but if he sold

A PANEL OF THE CRUCIFIXION
BY TANCRED BORENIUS

them he had to pay the same duty whether he
sold them to the nation or to a private person.

Now this duty has been remitted in the case of

sales to the nation, and to all university and
municipal collections. Henceforth, therefore,

every owner of a work of art exempted under the

acts has a direct and forcible inducement to give

the nation the first offer of the things he may
be selling, because thereby he will save the duty,

which he would have to pay if he sold else-

where. The chance of having the first offer of

things in the market is an incalculable advan-
tage to the nation, not because the nation needs

to buy everything or indeed the majority of the

things so offered to it, but because thereby it

gains the chance of securing just the things it

needs most. Also the actual cost to the

Exchequer will be very small. In practice, the

remission will apply only to a very small pro-

portion of the limited number of things at

present exempted from duty, while the total

could not in any case exceed a mere percentage

of the modest annual purchase grants on which
museums and galleries in this country have to

depend.
All that remains is to record the names of

those to whom we are principally indebted for

this beneficent change. It was adumbrated in

the Report of the Committee of the Trustees of

the National Gallery in 1915. In January of

the present year the idea of the amendment was
submitted to the then Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, Mr. Austen Chamberlain. He sym-
pathised with the aim of the trustees, and a like

sympathy was shown by his successor, Sir

Robert Home. Sir Richard Hopkins, Secre-

tary to the Board of Inland Revenue, interested

himself in the proposal from the very first, and
put it into practical shape. The amendment
was to have been moved by Sir Edward Coates

;

but at the last moment he was prevented from

doing so, and Sir Martin Conway, taking his

place at a few hours' notice, carried the matter

through. C. J.
HOLMES.

Since the above was written an amendment to the Clause

has been put down by the Hon. W. G. Ormsby-Gore by

which the name of the National Art Collections Fund is

included. Well deserved recognition will thus be accorded

to the Society which has done most to stimulate and co-

ordinate the efforts made to save our artistic patrimony.

NUSUAL interest attaches to the

remarkable panel of the Crucified

Christ between the Virgin and St.

John which we are enabled to repro-

duce by kind permission of the owner,

Mr. Henry Harris. It is well known, what a

long and significant evolution the treatment of

the subject of the Crucifixion underwent in

thirteenth century Italian painting : how the

traditional type of Christ, triumphant over death

D
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on the cross, erea and with open eyes, was
succeeded bv one, layintj stress on the suffering

of Christ, hencefortii represented with his eyes

closed, and with the contour of his body making
a curve, wliich as the century proceeds becomes
more and more marked : a type this wliich had
been elaborated in Byzantium in the iith and
1 2th centuries, and which during the first half of

the Duecento penetrated into Italian Art. Mr.

Harris's panel shows the evolution in question as

having reached a fully developed stage, and in

the types of the figures and the treatment of the

draperies there is much that is characteristic of

the manner which we vaguely connect with the

name of Cimabue : but there is here an intimate

grasp of form and dramatic tenseness of expres-

sion, which points to a direct contact with the

GHIORDES PRAYER RUGS
C.

J.
DELABERE MAY
HE Prayer Rugs or Namazliks of

Asia Minor have been at all times,

as a class, favourite pieces with

collectors, not only on account of

their high artistic merit and the

uniform standard of excellence that they main-

tain, but from the sentimental value also which

attaches to them as sacred pieces, designed for

a religious purpose, and preserved in a holy

Mosque perhaps, or as the cherished possession

of some dark-skinned true believer of a bygone

age. Prayer rugs as a group are easily distin-

guished from all other oriental weavings by the

characteristic arrangement of their Central

Field, an arrangement governed by the dictates

of religion and introducing features not to be

found in any other pieces. A Prayer Field

upon which the devout worshipper kneU at his

devotions, a Prayer Arch, a Spandrel, and a

Panel : such are the elements presented for

examination.
The Prayer Field.—This is the centrally

placed solid mass of plain colour unrelieved for

the most part by any pattern ; its base is flat and

its sides formed by straight lines, but the upper

margin is domed and forms the Prayer Arch.

The Prayer Arch.—An element typifying

the sacred dome of the Temple ; it assumes

various characteristic shapes according to the

type and sometimes also the period of the

specimen.

The Spandrel.—This signifies the high vault

of the Heavens, it surmounts and surrounds the

Prayer Arch. (See figure).

The Panel.—When single it is placed im-

mediately above the Spandrel, but in some

types a second also is added which is then to

be found directly beneath the flat base of the

Prayer Field. The Panel is not as abso-

vivifying influence of Giotto. Of crucifixes, great

and small, in the Duecento manner, there exists

a long series, and Giottesque panels of the Cruci-

fixion, with the Virgin and St. John, are also far

from rare; but rectangular Crucifixion panels of

this type in which both the old and the new are

clearly discernible, are of extreme scarcity.

The picture is in a remarkably good state of

preservation : after the successful removal of/

some modern gilding along the edges of the

figures, in its effect like the clumsy trimming of

an exquisite .silhouette, we are now free to enjoy

to the full the quite exceptional powers as a

designer possessed by this anonymous Tuscan
master of whose activity otherwise it would be

most interesting to discover some traces.

PANEL

SPANDREL

PRAYER
FIELD

lutely constant feature

and is on occasions

conspicuous by its en-

tire absence. Amongst
these Prayer Rugs of

Asia Minor no group
stands out more pre-

eminent in interest than

the far-famed Weav-
ings of Ghiordes',

which from the superb

quality of their work-
manship and the high

artistic merit of their

pattern-drawing com-
mand as high a price

upon the market to-day

as do the choicest Per-

sian antiques of Sehna
or Shiraz. In Ghiordes

rugs the shape of the

Prayer Arch is a par-

ticularly characteristic

feature, and one which often enables the collector

to recognise these pieces at a single glance, since

in the great majority of them is to be seen the

distinctive type illustrated in Plate I, c, d,

and Plate H, f, g, with its high niche and

well-defined rounded shoulders; or in some of

the very early pieces, the equally striking

irregular rounded shapes of Plate I, a and b.

A subject also of scarcely less importance from

the general point of view of distinguishing

genuine specimens of this weave from others, is

a consideration of the patterns of the border

stripes, spandrel and panel, details which might

with advantage be carefully studied upon the

1 Spelt also at times Gordez, Yordez, Yoordis, Gurdis, and

in numerous other ways also.

PANEL
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sufficiently wide range of pieces illustrated here.

Turning now from general consideration to a

more detailed study of our subject, we shall

find that Ghiordes rugs themselves for the most

part fall naturally and easily into four main

classes, corresponding to four periods and re-

presented by four such distinctive types, that a

systematic examination of any typical specimen

and its analysis upon the following lines should

enable the collector to recognise and date his

pieces with considerable certainty and accuracy
;

although the fact that a rug may share the char-

acteristics of various types limits to a certain ex-

tent, it is true the usefulness of any system of

classification.

Class I.—The earliest period (up to 1600).

Plates I, a and b, show illustrations of typical

specimens of the style of this early period,

evidence of their date being afforded by the

peculiar rounded shapes of Prayer Arch which

they display, and by the no less significant style

of the pattern ornamentation of the Spandrel

and Principal Border Stripe, which here

exhibit a noticeable tendency towards " con-

tinuity of design " in place of the almost
" compartment-like " effect which is so charac-

teristic a feature of the pattern drawing of a

later age. In other periods also the arrange-

ment of the Border changes its character just as

do the stripe patterns, and in place of a principal

or main stripe of great relative width and
importance, exhibits one of comparatively

smaller size, with a corresponding relative

increase in the width and importance of the

subsidiary stripes—a point which can be well

illustrated by a comparison of the Borders of

Plate I, b, and Plate II, f. A note should be

made of the presence in the rugs of this period

of two figured columns or pillars introduced at

the sides of the Prayer Field and supporting

the shoulders of the Prayer Arch ; their chief

significance lying in the fact that these would

not appear in specimens belonging to the later

classes. The colouring is soft and attractive

though notably bold and strong, but the range

of colours employed is small, for the most part

blues, reds, buff and white, whilst it is rare to find

in one specimen more than a single shade of

any of these.

Class II. (Sixteenth Century type so called.)

—Corresponding to this class we have the

finest and most elaborate type ever produced at

Ghiordes, specimens of which are by general

custom referred to the sixteenth century, though

probably a more accurate description of them

would read " circa 1600," since these pieces are

in reality more nearly round about 300 years

of age. Two of these rugs are illustrated in

Plate I, b and c, and show particularly well

the characteristically close resemblance that

specimens of this type bear to one another in

almost every detail of design, though these two
rugs themselves are quite chance pieces, one, as a

matter of fact, photographed in New York, and
the other brought from Vienna. The Prayer
Arch in this class assumes the shape already

noted as that commonly characteristic of

Ghiordes rugs as a group with a high niche and
rounded well defined shoulders (nor is any other

likely to be found) whilst the Prayer Field

continues to exhibit at its sides those columns
or pillars already described as significant

also of the " early period," and which will

be found to have disappeared in specimens
of the later classes. In dealing with the ques-

tion of their patterns, most particularly should

be noted those of the Spandrel and the Prin-

cipal Border Stripe, the former with its

characteristic floral tracery, somewhat akin to

the style of that employed in the preceding

group : and the latter exhibiting one of the

most distinctive stripe patterns of all Asia

Minor, with its peculiar rosette and crumpled
serrated leaf forms, which cannot but remind us

of the famous " Herati " design of Persia.

Perhaps it is that here we find an echo of

ancient history from the times of Solyman the

Magnificent, and discern some lingering trace

of the traditions of the Persian Weavers that

he carried with him to his own land from the

sacking of Tabriz. A further most interesting

feature peculiar to this period is the habit of

the weavers of introducing into the pile white

cotton in place of wool, for the outlining of their

designs and in the tracery of the Spandrel ; since

they justly considered that cotton retained its

original whiteness better than wool, and gave also

increased clearness of definition. The presence

of this cotton can easily be detected by its hard

and lustreless appearance and by its peculiar

harsh feel to the touch. The range of colour-

ing employed is distinctly wider than that of the

earlier group ; and here for the first time we find

the introduction of " shades of colour," an

effect which produces that characteristic appear-

ance of lightness and delicacy which is not to

be found in the rugs of an earlier or a later age.

Reference has already been made to the superb

quality of the weaving technique exhibited in

Ghiordes rugs as a class; and certainly for fine-

ness of grain and closeness of texture no other

period can produce the equal of these " so-

called" sixteenth century products. The Border,

though now more elaborate in style than in the

earlier times and displaying usually from six to

nine stripes, retains its characteristic arrange-

ment, with marked predominance in size and

importance of the Principal Border Stripe over

the subsidiary stripes.
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Class III (Seventeenth Century Period).—

In the pieces of this class is to be noted a well-

marked change in style and a comniencintj

reversion to a more primitive type. Some of

the old colours have now disappeared, and

amongst these notably the rich lustrous sapphire

blue (once so often found as the field ground

of the Spandrel), whilst others, such as siige

green and Naples yellow, innUe their appear-

ance for the first time. The use of shades

of colour is less marked, so that the general

light and delicate effect noted in the pre-

ceding period is largely lost, and an increase

in brightness and boldness of colouring results.

The Prayer Arch retains its characteristic shape,

but now the supporting pillars at the sides of the

Praver Field have disappeared, or at best their

place is taken by some degenerate floral form.

Gone too now are the delicate floral traceries of

the spandrel and the striking " Heratiform
"

pattern of the principal border stripe; whilst in

their stead appears some design of a distinctly

" compartment-like " nature, or in other words,

one that does not suggest continuity, but rather

conveys an impression of separate items com-

posing a whole. The Spandrel of Plate II, g,

and the principal stripe pattern of Plate II, F,

show excellent examples of this typical and

characteristic style of decoration. In this period

is found for the first time the appearance in

Ghiordes rugs of designs borrowed from
" Koula,"^ a feature which from this time on-

wards occurs with increasing frequency, and

especially with reference to the introduction of

the well-known " Koula " principal stripe

pattern, displayed in Plate II, e and G, and

consisting of a number of narrow parallel

stripes of different colour bearing some small

repeated design of a floral nature. In un-

usual pieces," such as that illustrated in

Plate II, e, additional features presented

may be traced to the same source of in-

spiration, namely the Carnation forms project-

ing inwards from the sides of the Prayer Field

and the low-pitched serrated Prayer Arch with-

out shoulders, the appearance of the last, how-

ever, being noted as a particularly rare occur-

rence. Plate II, f, introduces to our notice

another form of decoration which makes its

appearance about this time, though more charac-

teristic of a later period, and that is the " all

over " flecking of the Prayer Field, which in

some pieces now supersedes the solid plain

colour of earlier days. The Border changes its

character and adopts an altered arrangement

and a less elaborate style with fewer stripes,

while a marked decrease in the relative value

of the Principal stripe is counterbalanced by

a corresponding growth in size and importance

a ' Koula,' spelt also indifferently Kulah, Koulah, Kulak.

of the subsidiary stripes.

Class IV (Eighteenth Century Period).

—

These pieces show merely a further stage of

development in the style of the seventeenth

century period, both in regard to the character

of the colouring and that of the pattern draw-

ing. " Koula " designs are frequently and
freely introduced, and the " compartment-like "

effect already discussed is a prominent feature of

the decoration of the Spandrel and Principal

Border Stripe. The range of colour employed

in any single piece is notably small, but the

colours themselves are rich and strong and used

with an almost complete absence of shading, so

that in describing them, magnificent as some of

these are and eminently desirable as collectors'

pieces, " delicate " is nearly the last epithet

that one would care to apply. The author has

in mind as he writes a particularly fine specimen

of this class, seen by him recently, in which two

colours only were employed (namely a rich deep

crimson and a yellowish sage green) apart from

the deep indigo blue of the plain Prayer Field,

which appeared nowhere else in the rug,

these two colours being used entirely with-

out any shading; and yet the general effect

produced was magnificent, and could hardly

have been finer or more attractive. A pleasing

result is obtained in many of these rugs by the

outlining of their patterns in the well-known
" Koula " black, a wool which possesses the

characteristic property of wearing down early

and so throwing into apparent relief these

designs and greatly enhancing their effective-

ess. Plate II, h, exhibits a Principal Border

stripe pattern of an unusual type, and one which,

though more commonly seen in Ghiordes

Odjaliks {i.e. Hearthrugs), is not infrequently

encountered in the Prayer rugs also of this and

the preceding period. The elements of the

design consist of an elaborate " Sawtooth "

pattern with broad intervening bands, the edges

of the saw-teeth being invariably fringed with

latch hooks, as in the present example. Two
general featurescommon to all types and periods,

which, though of no great significance in them-

selves, are perhaps of sufficient interest for a

passing notice, and have so far escaped men-

tion, are the custom seen in so many of the

finest pieces of finishing the ends by means of

an added silk fringe sewn or braided on, and

the presence in a large percentage of the speci-

mens of all times of some figure, usually of a

degenerated floral type, dependent from the

apex of the Prayer Arch, and intended doubtless

as a representation of the sacred hanging lamp

of the Temple.
Gone to-day in large proportion are the

Odjakliks, the Yestikliks, and the Sedjadehs of

earlier times, classes as numerous once doubt-
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less as the contemporary Namazliks or Prayer

Rugs which now alone survive in any consider-

able numbers, and form the bulk of the remain-

ing antiques of the Asia Minor group. In them

is to be found evidence of the best work and the

highest effort, the inspiration of religion which

governed their patterns was also, we may pre-

sume, responsible in large part for the extra-

ordinary standard of their individual excel-

lence ; they were more worthy to survive. These

were no articles designed merely for household

use, but pieces possessing for their owners

strong religious associations, which can hardly

fail to have acted as a powerful factor in their

preservation through the passage of time.

That representative specimens of all periods,

though scarce to-day, and rapidly appreciating

in value, are still to be bought upon the open

market, is a fact of great practical interest to the

collector of Ghiordes Prayer Rugs, who will

have always the added satisfaction of possessing

pieces belonging to a type recognised as one of

the highest ever produced in the East, and of an

outstanding merit that will enable them to chal-

lenge comparison, matched piece for piece with

the finest weaves of Persia.

TWO CLAY FIGURES FROM HONAN.
BY C. M. BOWRA

MONGST the many clay burial

figures found in Shensi and Honan
since igio, not the least interest-

ing are those which have an un-

-deniably Western appearance and
suggest many trains of thought about the

relations of China and the Classical world. I have
recently acquired two figures, which throw a little

new light on these relations. Both figures come
from Lo-yang in Ho-nan and were among the

earliest finds made there. From a private

Chinese collection they have passed into my
hands.

Plate B is a statue of a boy ; it is 8\ inches

high, and is made of bright terra-cotta, and has

very few traces of paint left on it. The boy has

curly hair, crowned by a ribbon that goes over the

top of his head. His features are a mixture of

Mongol and European ; his eyes are slanting, but

his nose is not at all Chinese ; he is wearing a

garment that, viewed from the front, looks very

like a Greek chiton. It hangs loosely round him,

but is kept in position by a band round his waist

;

behind, it fits tighter and has traces of red colour-

ing. His right arm and shoulder are uncovered

and the hem of the garment is turned back to

show the right half of his chest. His left arm
also is bare. Both arms are strongly modelled;

the boy is holding them out, slightly bent, and the

fingers are closed almost in a fist ; on the right

wrist he has two bangles, and on the left, one.

There are straight grooves in both hands, meant

to hold something, most probably a fan. His

stomach is extremely obvious and made to

protrude in an extraordinary way. His legs can

only be seen from the folds of his dress,

which are done with great delicacy and life. The
dress ends higher up behind than it does in front

and reveals what appear to be trousers. The
shoes are not done in any detail. Unfortunately,

owing to the unorganized methods by which these

figures were brought to light, no information can

be got about the other equipment with which it

was buried and which would help us to assign a

date. So we have to rely on the far less certain

criterion of style, and all that style can give us is

a probability that [b] is at any rate prior to

the T'ang dynasty. In the first place nearly all

T'ang figures from Honan are modelled in a very

light-coloured clay, and an authenticated case of

a T'ang figure in terra-cotta is extremely rare. In

the second place, and this is more important, the

figure is modelled with a realistic lack of restraint

that is most unlike the unusual T'ang conven-

tional dignity. The position of the arms and

especially the realistic treatment of the stomach,

so different from the elegant waist and hollow

chest of a T'ang figure, point to earlier times. To
give a more precise date is difficult, and we can

do little more than guess. It is known that the

period of the Northern Wei dynasty (A.D. 386-

532) was a time when Chinese art came strongly

under Western influence, and trade and traffic

with the Western world was regularly kept up

along the ancient route through the Tarim Basin

to Khotan and thence to Samarkand, Hekatom-

pvlos, and the desert or sea routes to Syria and

the Mediterranean lands. As the figure un-

doubtedly shows " Western influence "—the

precise meaning of the phrase will be considered

later—we may perhaps be justified in ascribing it

to the Northern Wei period.

The next figure [Plate a] is 8^^ inches high

and is made of a hard, gritty, yellow clay ; the left

arm is missing and the hard crust of mud cannot

be removed without removing what remains of

surface pigment. The whole figure seems to have

been painted with a grey slip and on top of this,

with a pale flesh coloured surface. The hair is

curly and has a touzled appearance, effected by

working the clay into litde jagged points. The

face is even more Western than [b], as the eyes

are level and the nose straight, and the whole

gives rather the look of a dissolute cherub. The

body is well modelled and gives an impression of

litheness and strength ; the right arm is half bent

forward and is quite vigorous. The boy wears

no clothes at all, except a red triangular loin-
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cloth, most of which is still quite visible; hut he

has also a curious arrangcmciit going round his

waist and joined to a similar piece that goes over

his left shoulder and joins the waist-piece in the

middle of his back. The whole thing shows
traces of a reddish-brown paint and, on the back,

has suuls in it. It jirojects to the height of 1.5

millimetres from his body and is marked by

slanting parallel grooves at regular intervals.

The only explanation is that it is a rope used for

pulling boats through rapids, a sight common
enough on any river in China to-day, where the

strongest and healthiest strip off all, or nearly all,

their clothes, tie ropes round their waists, and

pull boats with all their strength against the cur-

rent. The legs of [a] are, unlike the usual legs

of Chinese clay burial figures, done apart with

great vigour and feeling, and the feet and toes

are carefullv modelled in detail. The figure, as a

whole, is that of a sturdy and vigorous boy,

who.se curlv hair and Western features are un-

mistakable evidence of a Hellenistic strain some-

where.

The problem that these two figures set us is to

find out what this Hellenistic .strain is. There

are, roughly, two alternatives. The first is that

these two figures are influenced by Greek art, and

that means thev are copies of Greek statuettes,

and that in finding them we have only pushed the

boundaries of Hellenism a little further east.

There are Graeco-Buddhist stucco heads at Kara-

shahr, near Turfan, and frescoes of Cherubs at

Miran. If Turkistan can show so strong a Greek

influence, why not Graeco-Chinese statuettes at

Lo-yang? Roman coins have been found at

Shensi, and Lo-yang is only a little further—dis-

tances in China are hardly ours—along the route

to the China Sea.

This is an easy and attractive explanation

;

but if we accept it as sufficient, we are

faced by certain difficulties. In the first place

the artist has deliberately done those parts in an

un-Greek way which we should most have ex-

pected him to do in a Greek way. Thus though

in both figures [a] and [b] curly hair is

depicted, it is done in both cases by

methods which are completely unlike any Greek

way of depicting curly hair. Secondly in [13] the

protruding stomach is a common feature of some

Chinese periods; it is not a feature any Greek

would tolerate in a statuette of a boy. Thirdly,

DE BRAY'S PORTRAIT
BY H. SCHNEIDER

HE attribution of the interesting

Portrait of a Girl in the Ghent
Museum to Carel Fabritius ' revives

an important question. I may say

that I am not the only person who

JAN

neither figure is engaged in a Greek occupation.

These objections—and they apply considerably

more in the case of [
h] than of [a]—seem to prove

that they cannot be copies from Greek originals,

but point to another explanation, that they are

figures of real peo])le who had some Greek char-

acteristics about them, and that the Greek features

that they show are due more to the originals than

to I lellenic statuettes, copied by the modeller. In

this case the Chine.se features, such as the oblique

eyes of [1?] would be due to the artistic conven-

tions of the arti.st, while the Greek features, such

as the curly hair of the chiton, would be due to

the originals. The best proof that they are

figures of real people is that they are both per-

forming fimctions common in China, but not

known in figures of Greek Art. [b] .seems to be

holding a fan
;
[a] is stripped to pull a boat

through rapids. Now it is inconceivable that

anv Chinaman, when making clay company for a

deceased Mandarin in his heavenly sojourn,

should deliberately make images like barbarians

without very good reason for doing so. The
only reason could be that the dead man had
foreign servants, and on his death copies of those

were put in his grave with him. The artist who
made [a] was more skilful in imitating nature

than the artist of [b], and his Chinese training

has not told so much on the features of his model

;

but both artists were modelling from life, and the

life came from somewhere far away to the West.

What the modellers did perhaps get from Graeco-

Buddhist art was a freedom of treating arms and

legs and drapery, noticeable in both these figures

and in much of the earlier Chinese figure pottery.

If then the figures are of real persons, and they

cannot be anything else, who were the originals

and what were they doing in Lo-yang? The
onlv explanation is that they were servants of

sonie high official, and that they were captured in

an expedition of the Tartar Monarchs of the Wei
dynasty to the vast areas on the borders of what

had been Alexander's Empire, where isolated

Greek strains survived for many centuries.

Certainly the mixed costume of [b], with his

Greek chiton and his Scythian trousers, would

point to some such hybrid area. Of the lives of

these young Greeks we know nothing ; but in the

suggestion of a life of servitude spent thousands

of "miles from home, we get a hint of a forgotten

tragedy.

WORKS

even after weighing the careful arguments of

your contributor, Mr. P. M. Turner, remains

unconvinced that he is right. A comparison of

the plate of the picture accompanying Mr.

Turner's article and marked by you " attributed
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.1—Yellow clav statuette of a bov,

probably towing a boat. 8.]" high
B—Terra cotta statuette of a bov,

probabh' holding a fan. Prior lo T'ang
dynasty. Si" liigh
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Two v\;i\' figures from Honan.
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rorlraU of a Man, attributed to Jan d.- Bray. Panel, .9" by J^V .
(Dr. SchietTcr, Amsterdam

Jan de Bray's l\jrtrait Works



to Carel Fabritius " with that of the Portrait of

a Man, a picture in a private collection in

Amsterdam [Plate] will help to make clear

what I have to say in this note.

Years ago, when this picture still hung,

almost unknown, in the collection of Mr. de
Leeuw, architect, in Nijmegen, Mr. F.

Schmidt Degener, whose competence as a con-

noisseur of Fabritius no one would deny,

recognised in it the hand of Jan de Bray. It

depicts a young man who, judging from the

coat of arms, belongs to the Bor family.

We are reminded of the Ghent portrait by,

among other things, the details of colour-

ing : the same pale grey background, the

light pink in the flesh tones, with in both

pictures the deep red of the sensitive

lips and the black of the eyes as the only

strong accents. The eyes in both pictures are

merely indicated as dark discs, without pupils or

reflex lights, just as often in Frans Hals' work.

The treatment of the face is in both pictures

identical : that peculiar mellowness with at the

same time so much vigour that no trace of

weakness of brushwork remains. In both, the

same treatment of the golden hair, whose silky

locks, painted in full strokes, have a realistic

accent and give character to the portrait. And
then the way in which by a few broad, sure

strokes the accessories are indicated—in our

picture the white of the sleeves, in the Ghent
woman the white dress. Carel Fabritius would
never have painted in that manner. One is

reminded, in spite of oneself, of Frans Hals in

his late works. For is it not more than a mere
coincidence that we find both in this picture and
in Hals's Elders of the Old Men's Home the

same neglect of details in order to concentrate

the attention on the expression of life? Both

paintings suff'ered under the accusation of

having been left unfinished.

Mr. Turner justifiably lays stress on the

repaints in the costume of the Ghent woman.
In this connection it is interesting to note that

the portrait belonged to the Dutch painter

Theopile de Bock, at whose auction sale the

Ghent Museum bought it. But these repaints

do not interfere with the general tone of the

work, neither do they disguise the hand of the

painter. In opposition to Mr. Turner I there-

fore believe that the Ghent picture belongs, on

account of both technique and composition, to

the school of Haarlem.
Nine years ago, when for the first time the

attribution of the Ghent picture to Jan de Bray

was made by Mr. J. O. Kronig (L'art fiamand

et hollandais 1912 I, p. 120) there were probably

a number of critics who could not agree with

the attribution, mainly because the chief wit-

» Burlington Magazine, Vol. xxxviii, p. 221, May, 1921.

ness in the case, viz., the portrait of a lady in

the Werner Dahl collection in Dusseldorf, and
ihe two portraits in the Maurice Kann collec-

tion, had changed their homes for unknown
destinations. But the Amsterdam portrait

which we now publish corroborates Mr.
Kronig's theory and looks almost like a worthy
pendant of the Ghent picture.

Jan de Bray is known to us almost exclusively

as a painter of large representative pictures of

groups (Haarlem), of allegories or of historical

subjects (Brunswick, Huis ten Bosch at The
Hague, Hampton Court, Rotterdam). Of these

the historical pictures, especially those with a

touch of mannerism, leave us cold. But it

seems almost unfair to judge of De Bray's

genius by these large " pot-boilers." The belief

that they show him at his best might explain the

opposition against assigning to him the author-

ship of the Ghent picture. But his portraits,

especially most of his earlier ones, where his best

qualities are really in evidence, were so dis-

persed over private and little-known collections,

that De Bray's efficiency in that branch was
hardly known. Few, indeed, were quite familiar

with these works, in which the influence of his

master, Frans Hals, is evident, not only in the

posing of the model, but also in the coolish-

grey tone that predominates in Hals' later

works. Most of those small portraits were

painted round 1660, as, for instance, the rela-

tively small portraits of the painter Jan Blaeu

and his wife that attracted great attention at the

exhibition at Utrecht in 1894. This work
shows how wonderfully De Bray understood,

like Hals, the art of giving much colouring

with few colours. We find the same quality in

the fine portrait of Agata van den Horn in

Luxemburg (Mus^e de la Ville, legs. Pesca-

tore).^ And here also we find a few local colours

that harmonise with the black and white of the

costume and the grey of the background, and

do not disturb the silver-grey general tonality.

Those were the more widely known portraits

of De Bray that helped to build up the general

appreciation of the artist as a painter of portraits.

But the fine Portrait of a Gentleman, dated

1660, for some years past on public view at

the Musee Jacquemart-Andr(5, in Paris, is

characterised by the broader style both of the

brush work and of the composition, and serves

as a link that connects the earlier works with the

Amsterdam and the Ghent portrait, painted at a

time when the painter was still fully inspired

by his master Hals' brilliant technique. From
the Ghent portrait up to the more generally

known portraits of De Bray of the late sixties,

" Signed and dated 1663, ^tatis suae 60. A drawing after

this portrait by C. van Noorden in the Gemeentearchief at

Haarlem. Cf. Moes, Iconografia Batava No. 3750.
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we can trace a gradual tendency towards smooth-

ness in the painting and weakness in the

modelhng.
Our final conclusion is that we believe the

Ghent portrait to be an early work of De Bray,

that we can in no way connect with any of

the authenticated works of Carel Ivabritius.

It seems to us that further support is lent to

this opinion by the way in which De Bray poses

his subjects. They show that almost arrogant,

cool placidity that is associated in the mind with

the portrait busts of the Italian Renaissance,

such as those of Desiderio da Scttignano, or

Francesco Laurana. The marked plasticity of

the modelling of the Ghent portrait and also of

that of Amsterdam, suggests still more their

inclusion in De Bray's oeuvre in which that

plasticity is predominant. We miss it entirely

in the portrait of h'abritius' .Abrahaiii de Notte

and the self-portrait in Rotterdam.

[With the interesting portrait which Mr.

•Stlineiiler reproduces 1 am not accjuainted at first

hand, but 1 am cjuite prepared to ticcept it from

tiie photograph as a work of Jan de Bray. As
such it comes therefore under the same argument

that I urged for not associating the Maurice

Kann pictures with the Ghent pt)rtrait.

1 still think that the latter is nearer fmm
aesthetic and technical points of view to the

known work of Carel Fabritius than to that of

Jan de Bray.—P. M. Turner.]

RAREWOODCUTS IN THE ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM, OXFORD-Il'

BY CAMPBELL DODGSON
OTHER WOODCUTS BY BURGKMAIR.

X addition to the rare proofs of

the Genealogy of the House oj Habs-
burg, including one woodcut hitherto

unknown, which formed the subject

of my first article, the Ashmolean
Museum possesses an unusual number of other

rarities by the same artist. Chief among them
in importance are two unique proofs of the

splendid pair of woodcuts cut for the Emperor
Maximilian in 150S by Jost de Negker, St.

George. B. 23, and the Equestrian Portrait of

Maximilian I, B. 32. I much regret that these

very important proofs were unknown to me when
I was compiling the detailed account of the

states of these two woodcuts and the various

extant impressions of them which appears in

my catalogue of German and Flemish woodcuts

in the British Museum. =" They both belong to

that interesting early stage in the evolution of

the colour-print, represented only by a very few

extant examples of Burgkmair and Cranach, in

which, in addition to the outline block, printed

in black, containing all the essential features of

the design, a second outline block is used, by

means of which the high lights are printed in

metals, gold or silver, and additional colour is

obtained by tinting the paper. In the final

stage, when these preliminary trials were aban-

doned and editions were printed by the normal

chiaroscuro process, the second outline block

was given up and the high lights were obtained,

not by the imposition of another block, but by

reserving spaces, which allowed the paper itself

to show as white, in the tint block. A colour

effect was then obtained by the tint block alone,

all colouring of the paper by hand being

1 The first article of this series appeared in Vol. xxviii,

p. 138 (January, 1916).
2 Vol. II, p. 74.

abolished.^

The specimens hitherto recorded of woodcuts

printed at this period in black and in metals

upon paper or vellum, coloured or uncoloured,

are the following :
—

Cranach.

—

St. George, B. 65 (1507), extant in

two impressions, at Dresden and London. The
London impression is printed from two outline

blocks, in black and gold, upon paper previously

tinted dark blue with water-colour. Cranach's

signature is introduced on the outline block,

which is printed in gold, and is wanting in the

ordinary impressions from the black block only.

In the Dresden impression, also on paper tinted

blue, white material was used on the second out-

line block, intended to serve as a preparation

for gold.

Burgkmair.

—

St. George, b. 23 (1508), printed

in black and silver ( ?) upon white paper, in the

collection of Dr. Werner Weisbach at Berlin.

Maximilian I, B. 32 (1508) (a) printed on paper

tinted a dull, slaty blue; the second outline

printed with a dull, sticky-looking material,

corresponding to that used on the Dresden im-

pression of Cranach's St. George, in the collec-

tion of Prince Liechtenstein at Vienna; (6)

printed in black and gold on vellum, coloured,

in the same collection.

A decade later than these come the impres-

sions at Bamberg and Gotha of one of the four

versions of the large woodcut portrait of Maxi-

milian (B. vii. 162, 153) based upon Diirer's

drawing of 1518, now in the Albertina, and pub-

lished either in that year or in 1519. The print-

ing in gold on the proofs in question was

3 Op. cit., I, p. 254 ff. The letters addressed by Conrad

Peutingor in 1508 to the Elector Frederick and to Duke
George of Saxony on the subject of " Kurisser (knights in

armour) von Gold vnnd Sylber . . . mit dem Truck

gefertiget " are well known and need not be quoted again

here.
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recognised and correctly described for the first

time by Dr. Max Geisberg/ who produces

strong reasons for thinking that this version of

the portrait was engraved at Augsburg and

probably by Jost de Negker. Strong confirma-

tion of this is afforded by the fact, hitherto un-

noticed even by myself, that in the coloured

impression on vellum of the beautiful portrait of

Charles V by Weiditz in the British Museum, '^

the gold may be clearly seen, in the light of

Dr. Geisberg's investigations and by com-

parison with his facsimile of the Maximilian

portrait, to have been printed from a block.

This woodcut has at the foot the name and

address of Jost de Negker and the date 1519,

and is evidently another example, like those at

Bamberg and Gotha, of specially illuminated

imperial and royal portraits, produced probably

by the special orders of Maximilian. It is

likely enough that he had them printed and

coloured for New Year's presents in 15 19, just

before his death. Jost de Negker may also have

cut the blocks of another woodcut printed at

Augsburg in gold, combined in this case with a

number of colours—the arms of Cardinal

Matthaus Lang, Archbishop of Salzburg,

designed by Hans Weiditz (British Museum and

the Stuttgart Library). This colour print was

made after Maximilian's death, and was not

commissioned by any of the Habsburgs. It

occurs in Senfel's book of motets, " Liber

selectarum cantionum, quas vulgo mutetas

vocant," printed at Augsburg, 1520, by Grimm
and Wirsung, and dedicated by them to Car-

dinal Lang. Only one copy is extant of the

complete book containing the colour print, the

British Museum leaf being a fragment of a

similar copy ; at Berlin and Munich are copies

of the book which have the woodcut printed in

black only. After 1520, the date of the Weiditz

colour print, no specimens are known, accord-

ing to Dr. Geisberg, of printing in gold until

the davs of Bonnet and Janinet.

To return to Burgkmair, the Oxford collection

possesses proofs hitherto undescribed of each of

the famous pair of woodcuts produced in 1508.

The St. George (b. 23) is printed upon paper

with the high crown watermark (Hausmann, 21),

the front of which is coloured an opaque blue

with coarse, granular ultramarine, which has

partially deteriorated and darkened from the

effect of the paste with which it had been laid

down on a bad paper back, from which it has

recently been detached. A careful restoration

lately carried out at the British Museum under

the supervision of Dr. Alexander Scott, F.R.S.,

* Jahrbucb der K. preiiss. Kunstsamml., 1911, xxxii,

236, ff ; Geisberg gives a very interesting account of the

early use of gold in printing, beginning with the " Teig-

drucke."
5 Dodgson, op. cit., II, 170, 54.

has much lightened these dark stains, but has

had little effect upon the dull, partially metallic

material with which the second outline has been

printed. This looked originally like oxidized

silver, and it was hoped that chemical treatment

might restore its brilliancy ; the metallic surface,

however, instead of being uniformly black, has

now a dull bronze appearance, verging upon

gold in the brightest places, and it is probable

that' the substance used was originally a cheap

substitute for gold, which has now almost lost

its metallic glitter. It may be the same sub-

stance as that used in the alleged silver print

in the Weisbach collection, which I have not

seen for many years." A wide margin is pre-

served, and the whole front of the paper is

coloured blue; the paper measures 353 by

245 mm., the dimensions of the woodcut itself

being 322 by 232 mm. A horizontal crease

across the middle of the paper is probably due,

as it certainly is in the case of the companion

woodcut, where the lines do not meet owing

to the paper being folded, to a defect in the

original printing.

The Maximilian (b. 32) is in far better pre-

servation than its companion. It is printed in

gleaming gold, in which there is only one dull

patch where an inferior metal has been used,

giving an effect more nearly resembling silver.

This exceptional patch consists of the lines on

the ground, up to the horse's belly, and the base

of the column to the left. The gold block has

been printed slightly out of register, being a

little too high and too much to the right. The

paper, also with high crown watermark, has

again a wide margin (345 by 246, the woodcut

measuring 320 by 226). Its colour, a rich

crimson, varying in depth, produced by a

vegetable dye, is quite novel among prints of

this class, and makes, in combination with the

gold, a rich and splendid effect which could not

be reproduced except by extremely costlv and

difficult colour printing.

It must be supposed that these woodcuts

specially printed in gold were made at the

Emperor's command for presentation to princes

or other persons of high rank. The two speci-

mens now at Oxford were probably discarded on

account of the disfiguring crease, and treated as

waste, though some lucky accident has caused

their preservation. Before leaving the subject of

the Burgkmair portrait of Maximilian, I would

add that the sixth state of the woodcut as

described in my catalogue should have, if the

margin were preserved, the well-known

xylographic address of Jost de Negker printed at

the foot from a separate block. An impression

with the address preserved was sold for £102 at

the sale of the collection of Dr. J.
Franck

6 See Dodgson, op. ci' I, 256, footnote 2.
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Briglit at Sotlieby's in June, 1918, and is now
in tlu' Musinini of l-'ine Aris, Boston. Anotlier

impression of the same state, but without any
margin, was bought privately by the British

Museum from the collection at Northwick Park
a year later. Both of these are of tiie same
colour as the two impressions at Vienna, a pale

greenish brown.
The Ashmolean Museum possesses the follow-

ing true cliiaroscuro woodcuts by Burgkmair :
—

The Lovers Surprised by Death, 1510 (a. 40).

Two impressions of state 111, variety b, the best

being nearly of the same colour as the British

Museum impression 46a, but rather yellower,

while the other, much damaged, closely

resembles 46b. Neither has any margin.

The Portrait of Julius 11, 151 1, after a medal
by Caradosso, b. 33 [Plate I, b]. The tone

block printed in buff; probably of the same
issue as the impression at Brunswick which has

Jost de Xegker's xylographic address in the

lower margin. The Oxford impression, with

bull's head watermark, has no margin, but the

border is complete; on the back, the autograph
of F. Rechberger, 1800. The British Museum
has only an impression from the black outline

block.

The portrait of Hans Paumgartner, 1512,

B. 34. A perfectly preserved impression from
two blocks only, like those in the Albertina, at

Brunswick, and formerly in the Lanna collec-

tion
;
printed in two shades of a warm chocolate

colour or pinkish brown. No margin, but

border complete; watermark, imperial eagle; on
the back, the autograph of F. Rechberger, 181 2.

Very few collections can boast of such a set of

Burgkmair chiaroscuro woodcuts as this. Other
rare woodcuts in the collection, printed in black,

are the following :
—

The head of Christ, in profile to left (b. 21),

a medallion in a frame resembling that of

Julius II, and nearly of the same size, of which
there are other impressions at Berlin and Vienna
(Albertina, Hofbibliothek, and Liechtenstein

collections). This looks like an impression from
the outline block of a chiaroscuro, but no im-
pressions with a tone block are known.
The \'irgin and Child under an arch, 1508,

B. 8 [Plate II]. The excessively rare first state,

with the date 1508 intact. The only other im-

pression known to me, in the Hofbibliothek,

Vienna, has the " o " broken, and Bartsch

read the date as 1518. This woodcut, and the

later state of it described by Passavant
(III. 270, 84) as a separate woodcut,' are

described in my British Museum catalogue

(II, 73), but the Oxford impression throws new
light on the original condition of the first state.

' Reproduced in F. Ritter, III. Kat. der Ornamentstich-
sammlung, Erwerbungen seit, 1889. Wien, 1919, p. 55.

Not only is the date intact, but there is a wide
outer bortier line, separated from the inner one

by a margin equal at the top and sides, much
wider at the foot. The inner border-line

measures 236 by 163 mm., the outer 270 by
lyo mm. .Apart from its perfect preservation,

this impression is unique in being entirely

coloured with opaque pigments. The prevail-

ing colour, applied to the face, hair and body of

the Virgin and Child, the architecture and the

margin, is a dull pinkish brown, heightened
with white in several places. The Virgin's

robe is partly light blue; the background dark

blue, and the kerchief round the Virgin's hair

dull yellow. There are spots of red, as well as

white, on the garland in her hand and on the

jewel on her brow. Some high lights, on
nimbus, etc., have been put on with white lead,

now darkened.
The Madonna with the monogram of Jost de

Negker (b. ii, B.M. Cat. II. 80, 21), the St.

Sebastian, of 151 2, also with the mark of Jost de
Negker, with its passe-partout in perfect pre-

servation (b. 25, B.M. Cat. II. 88, 52), the

Idolatry of Solomon (b. 4) in the passe-partout by
Weiditz, the Three Jewish Heroines (b. 67), also

in the passe-partout, and the woodcut of the

Crucifixion from the canon of the Augsburg
missal of 1510, on vellum, may be mentioned
as other woodcuts of considerable, though not

extreme, rarity.

Two other very scarce woodcuts, both dis-

figured by creases and stains, have been
removed from the nine bound volumes of wood-
cuts collected by Francis Douce, which were

transferred a few years ago from the Bodleian

to the Ashmolean Museum : Judith with the

head of Holofernes, undescribed by Bartsch

and Passavant, first mentioned by Seidlitz, and
reproduced in Hirth and Muther's " Meister-

holzschnitte," No. 88, of which there are other

impressions at Basel, Dresden and Vienna
(Liechtenstein collection), and the very rare

St. Radiana (b, 31) with the arms of Cardinal

Matthaus Lang, Archbishop of Salzburg, in the

lower corner, which I only know elsewhere at

Berlin and Vienna (Hofbibliothek) [Fig.]. At
Vienna it is accompanied by two other woodcuts
bv Burgkmair (b. 29 and 30), representing the

same Suabian saint; on one side of these (b. 30)

the Cardinal himself is represented kneeling. The
version at Oxford, reproduced here on a small

scale, measures 204 by 156 mm. Radiana,

sometimes confused with Radegunda, lived at

the end of the thirteenth century, but the exact

date of her death is not known. She was a

maid in the service of the Lord of Wellenburg,

a castle near Augsburg, which then belonged

to the patrician family of Portner. She was
devoted to the service of lepers in a neighbour-
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.4—Obv : Cardinal Laug. Rev : S. Radiaua. Silver tlotiblc

TlialiT of Salzbiiry, 15-' i (Britisb Museum)

li—Julius II. Chiaroscuro Woodcul, by Burgkmair, gf by rj-f". ( Vshnmlran Aluseuiii, Oxford) ^

Plate I. Rare Woodcuts in (lie Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
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ing lazar-house, and used to carry milk, bread

and butter to them from the castle in a tub.

One day, meeting her master, who complained

of her generosity at his expense, she replied to

his questions that she was carrying linen for

the wash and a comb for dressing the lepers'

hair. By a miracle the food was instantly

Fig. St. Radiana, by Burgkmair (Ashmolean Museum, Oxford).

changed into these, and changed back when the

Lord of Wellenburg was out of sight. But, in

punishment for the lie, wolves attacked Radiana
while passing through a wood on her charitable

errand; she succumbed to her wounds within

three days, and was buried near the hospital.

Though no evidence of her canonization is

forthcoming, she was venerated, especially at

Augsburg, as a saint. The pious author of the

life of St. Radiana in the Acta Sanctorum "

justifies this veneration by quoting a discourse

of S. Gregory the Great on the prophet in

I. Kings, xiii, who was killed by a lion for his

venial disobedience, but whose body was never-

theless sacred when the sin had been expiated

by death. The lion did not eat the prophet,

nor the wolves Radiana.

The original chapel built

over her tomb was pulled

down in 1521 and re-

placed by a church, built

b y Cardinal Matthaus
Lang, Archbishop o f

Salzburg, who had
bought in 1507' the pro-

perty of Wellenburg,

which later passed into

possession of the Fug-
gers. The three wood-

cuts by Burgkmair prob-

ably date from 1521, when
Lang was doing special

honour to the local saint

of Wellenburg. In the

same year he struck gold

and silver coins with his

portrait, varied slightly

from the medal by Hans
Schwartz, on the obverse,

and S. Radiana attacked

by th<

verse,

thaler

British

wolves on the re-

A silver double

of 1 52 1 in the

Museum is here

reproduced [Plate I, a].

It seems probable that the

design for the die of the

reverse was furnished by
Burgkmair. No doubt

specimens of the coin

were placed in the founda-

tion stone of the new
church. Another issue,

from an inferior die, was
made in 1538. In 1812

the relics of St. Radiana
were transferred to Wold-
berg, where a church was
dedicated under her in-

her festival is celebrated therevocation in 1820

on the fourth Sunday after Pentecost.

» A. S., 1867, August! Tom. Ill, p. 93 (Aug. 13th).

Shorter accounts of S. Radiana will be found in P. Gu^rin,
" I>es petits BoUandistes," 1882, viii. 413 (July i8th), and

in Cahier, " Caract^ristiques des Saints," 1867, p. 532.

» For the biography of Cardinal Lang see Zedler, xvi, 613.

He became " Probst " at Augsburg, 1503, Bishop of Gurk
1510, Cardinal 1513, Coadjutor of Salzburg 1514, Archbishop

1519, and died 1540.
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ART IN RELAIION TO LIFE— II.

BY ALFRED THORNTON AND RONALD GORDON
7?^3a r is obvious that in an article such

as tliis neither a full proof of the

theory nor a full exposition of the

. ,,^ facts is possible, and our purpose at

J^=34 present is to state our agreement
with Mr. Fry in his desire to correct the con-
ventional and superficial ideas current as to the

immediate connection between Art and Life.

But in addition we wish to suggest the true

facts underlying this connection and to show
that there is a close and definite relationship

between these activities. But that inasmuch as

in art a more direct and therefore earlier

expression of unconscious strivings is attained,

tendencies in art will forestall and predict

similar tendencies in life and politics, and will

only coincide when these strivings are

peculiarly strong and durable, as was the case

in the Renaissance period. So we cannot say

that art is not related to life, even though
phases in art do not coincide with phases of

life, but we must consider their variations as

tw-o related curves, that of art always preced-

ing that of life, the duration of the crests

depending on the strength of the urge from the

unconscious, which if strong enough and of

sufficient duration, may cause the curves to

overlap and coincide, while if only of weak
intensity may result in actual alternation. If a

mathematician could collect the data and
estimate the forces, he might evolve a formula

which could be expressed in a curve something

like this :
—

Renaissance

y\/^ \fi^j.^-^\-y^^—-' y3<:y ^^

It is now necessary to take certain examples

from the history of art and politics to illustrate the

theorv here advanced, though lack of space

precludes details.

The anticipative faculty in the artist is no-

where better exhibited, as Dr. Lang Todd has

pointed out, than in the case of Einstein's

generalisations on time as the fourth dimension.

In the old Chinese scroll landscapes the

sequence of events in a journey is gradually

unfolded, but yet forms a whole whose details

are interrelated with much subtlety. The
same expression of the time element in a

single composition is found in such pictures as

the IVIona Lisa and is, in fact, almost universal

in good art, whether portraiture or landscape.

Turner's drawings of the Pass of Faido, or his

oil painting of Tivoli at one time at Millbank, are

good examples in landscape. Dramatic poetry

also, in the words of Walter Pater, "presents us

with a kind of profoundly significant and
animated instants, a mere gesture, a look, Oi

smile perhaps—some brief and wholly concrete

moment—into which, however, all the motive,

all the interest and effects of a long history,

have condensed themselves, and which seems
to absorb past and future in an intense con-

sciousness of the present." Pater adds

:

" Such ideal instants the school of Giorgione

selects, with its admirable tact."

This feeling of " before and after "—to which
is due, perhaps, our pleasure in ruins—has

always been felt, but Einstein was the first to

formulate it clearly in words and bring it into

general consciousness for the use of every man.
But in history the phenomenon of art

anticipating politics is exhibited continually.

Take the art of Rome ; before the period of

Augustus this activity, in spite of the political

turmoil of the last days of the republic, repre-

sented such idyllic subjects as the Lioness and
Cubs—a bas-relief in the Vienna Museum. It

was followed, however, by rougher and more
realistic work, such as that on the Arch of

Titus and the Column of Trajan (a.d. 113), in

turn to be succeeded by the Attic archaistic

reaction under Hadrian, showing by works

such as the Antinous, a slackness in vigour and
invention. The sequel in politics during the

reign of Marcus Aurelius (a.d. 161-180) was a

steady decline in the fortunes of the Empire, a

decline hidden from the majority of the people

but perceived by the sensitive temperament of

the Emperor and betrayed by the despondency

of the Meditations.

The history of art is bound up with that of

religion, particularly with the Greek and the

two great historic religions—Buddhism and
Christianity. And this is to be expected, since

both art and religion are expressions of the

impulse to phantasy formation which is one of

the fundamental activities of the human mind.

This phantasy formation is a defence

mechanism against the inevitable strains of real

existence and incidentally contributes largely to

the progress of art and science.

Stimulated by religion the arts have

flowered, and, in their turn, have enabled both

Buddhism and Christianity to spread over the

world. If Greek art freed the Greek religion

from the yoke of magic and made it a historic

religion, the desire to express mythical con-
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ceptions was in its turn the chief source of in-

spiration for Greek plastic art. And it was this

art which through the Greek conquests in

northern India created the plastic type of

Buddha, possibly about B.C. lOO, and provided

Buddhism with a means of propaganda through-

out the East. [Plate I, A, b.]

In a similar way Christian art owed its

vitality to the spirit of the Graeco-Roman
artists who worked at Rome during the hey-

day of the Empire. But recent research by
Von Sybel, Cumont, Delia Seta, and others

shows that early Christian art was more
original in content than is usually supposed,

though its form much resembled the contem-

porary pagan work, since the same artists

probably executed work for both communities.

This poverty of content resulted from a desire

to emphasize allegory above all things, as well

as from Semitic influences.

A similar process of transference is in pro-

gress in Russia to-day, where it seems that the

traditional artistic forms of the Greek Church
are being employed by the Bolshevists for pur-

poses of propaganda to glorify Lenin and
Trotsky, " who appear in the place of Moses
and Aaron as deliverers of the people, while

the Mother and the Child who illustrate the

statistics of the maternity exhibition have the

grace and beauty of mediaeval madonnas."
(Miss Black in " The Practice and Theory of

Bolshevism," by Bertrand Russell.)

It seems then that though the content of art

may vary according to the content of life, pro-

vided there be some inspiring concept in life

such as a religion or, in the case of Rome, the

Imperial Idea, yet the treatment of form

follows a rhythm of its own

.

A survey of the Middle Ages is instructive

from the point of view of our thesis. The
splendid extroversion of Greek culture

performed immeasurable service both to

Buddhism and Christianity. When early

Christian art passed from the allegorical phase

of the catacombs to the didactic phase of the

early fifth century it underwent a change of

form, since its value for propaganda became
apparent and a paganised aspect was assumed.

But with the growing introversion of the Middle

Ages religion changed and the Deity was in-

creasingly regarded as the protector of the in-

dividual. Artistic treatment of church decora-

tion also was modified, not only in its content,

but in its form, in order to express this feeling of

solitary relationship between devotee and deity.

[Plate II, c]

Psychologically this was a regression towards

a more primitive type of religion, much akin to

the regression in behaviour that takes place in

the individual under certain circumstances. It

was to this mental tendency that the formalism

of the Byzantine work at Rome, Ravenna,
Palermo, and elsewhere was due. It produced a

motionless and solitary type of figure—solitary
in relation to the rest of the picture—looking out

towards the spectator. And some of the finest

productions in all art, remarkable for dignity

and monumental feeling, resulted, but they were
accompanied by an unhealthy condition of

religion and much misery in life.

But through all this epoch of formalism and
intellectual bondage forces repressed into the

unconscious were gathering strength, and finally

overflowed in the form of the Renaissance, with

its spirit of freedom and individuality. It was

this change of spirit which gave rise to the

resumption of classicism ; Dante's vision, in-

spired from the unconscious, freed thought from

the stagnation of the Middle Ages and gave it

new life, just as Giotto gave movement to the

rigid figures of Byzantine art without loss of

dignity ; nor must due credit be withheld from

Niccol6 Pisano.

But these artists were no unrelated

phenomena, they were the instruments whereby

the stream of Greek culture, buried throughout

the Middle Ages in the unconscious, again

found expression. This, however, had be-

trayed itself in the lesser artistic activities

during the Byzantine period. Such expression

was to be found in the illustrated books; in the

minor decorations of the churches where the

designers introduced into secondary places in

the decorative schemes incidents illustrative of

an entirely different artistic approach—one of

movement and activity even at the expense of

unity of design.

Examples are to be found in the Palatine

Chapel at Palermo, in the Cathedral of

Monreale, at Modena, in the Church of

S. Zeno at Verona. And further instances of

this compensating action are to be found in the

north. The gentle piety of the thirteenth

century sculptures of Reims, Chartres and

Beauvais noted by Mr. Fry, with its sweetness

and charm, was expressed through the minds

of the artists by way of counter-balancing the

general social condition and the severely in-

tellectual theology of St. Thomas Aquinas.

Here again, when the artist had a free hand, as

in the minor decorations and individual figures,

this gentleness does appear, but the principal

subjects, dictated by the Church, were more in

accordance with the haughty theology of the

time. Such compensative phantasies are

common enough in day dreams; for as art at

times is to the community, so phantasies are to

the individual — a refuge from the harsh

realities of existence, originating from a deeper

source and working independently of the stream
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of consciousness around.

So Giotto and Niccol6 Pisano attainrd their

greatness not through any imitation of

antiquity, but because their genius enabled

them to draw from vast accumulations of

psychic energy in the unconscious; accumula-

tions due to repression for centuries of the

particular form of activity of which they

became the exponents.

The Middle Ages was a period of introversion

and, therefore, of formaii.sm, for in the indi-

vidual the introvert always seeks rules of life

;

it was an age when men tended to withdraw

from their environment and sought the protec-

tion of the Deity, and symbolised this desire

by what Delia Seta calls an iconolatrous art.

It was an age of unmanageable emotion, for

the introvert never knows what to do with

emotion and, consequently, avoids action just

as the Byzantine artists avoided action in their

figures and studied formalism in their design.

Yet this very introversion typified by the mon-

asteries saved the Graeco-Roman spirit, and the

codices illustrated by the monks contained

much artistic material of the opposite type from

the formalism in vogue.

On the other hand the Renaissance was a

period of extroversion, of going out into life,

of joyousness, of cultivation of the individual,

of a narrative painting full of movement and

energy. Art exhibited a Greek mythological

trend more from internal than from external

causes, and it was this that produced a renewed

interest in the antique. Both tendencies

resulted from the change in the psychological

tide.

At the Renaissance, at any rate, the rhythms

of life and art did coincide, but, in studying

the variation of these rhythms which have fol-

lowed since that time, more or less marked

examples of alternation occur, with this differ-

ence, that as the influence of religion declined

in the sevententh century, painting as a whole

turned more towards portraiture and landscape

and less to the expression of feeling through the

human face and figure.

We cannot permit ourselves more than

passing reference to intervening periods.

Tendencies swayed between classic and

romantic art, the former inclining to introver-

sion and the latter to extroversion. The revolu-

tion led by Caravaggio did not precede any

immediate political convulsion, but his in-

fluence through Ribera survived in Spain, and

in the work of Goya the spirit of the French

Revolution was anticipated, although in

France itself art had become a mere apanage

of an aristocratic clique during the eighteenth

century and was utterly divorced from reality,

conscious or unconscious. Hence artists

showed no .signs of anticipating the approach-

ing storm in orilinary life.

Ilowever, in the middle of the century in-

terest turned towards the antique, and by this

David profited when fortune enabled him to

become a despot in the world of art, while

social order was involved in the whirl of

revolutionary politics. In due course life

became quieter, and then, despite the genius

of Ingres, Romanticism again raised its head

in the person of Delacroix, whose aim was the

cultivation of emotion and individuality. After

a short period of pure realism the impres-

sionists with a pseudo-scientific formula but

magnificent technique carried out their in-

vestigations into colour at the expense of

design or—in their extreme phase—of any kind

of order. All the while life was stable and

seemed likely to remain .so.

But before the end of the nineteenth century

signs of some great change were to be dis-

cerned in painting, and it is clear that for some
twenty years past the restless state of the arts

heralded the present cataclysm. Up to the

recognition of the importance of Cfeanne—for

whatever his merits as a painter the fact of his

immense influence on contemporary art, par-

ticularly on the continent, cannot be in dispute

—there was a growing tendency towards indis-

cipline and lack of design. Then gradually

there emerged what Mr. Fry terms " the

greatest revolution in art that has taken place

since Graeco-Roman impressionism became

converted into Byzantine formality " though

even in November, 19 17, the very year when
Lenin and his friends came into power, Mr.

Fry considered the modern movement in art to

be out of all proportion in its revolutionary

tendencies to any corresponding change in life

as a whole. Subsequent events, however, have

shov/n that the instinctive reactions of the

painters were better prophets than a learned

and acute critic, for we seem now to be on the

verge of changes in life which imply a rear-

rangement of social levels and may involve some

of the greatest displacements the world has

seen. At the same time the arts for some years

past have given evidence of a return to intel-

lectualism, to emphasis on form and to an

understanding of the paramount value of

design.

In Paris the critics call for " order." MM.
LT^ote, Chavenon, Andr^ Salmon and Emile

Bernard chant the same tune. In painting

this is shown not only in the intellectualism of

the cubist but in the works of such men as

Derain, de Segonzac, Marchand, and Friesz

—

that master of exquisite design and sensitive

technique. Their aim is the expression of a

" naturalisme organist." And in " L'Esprit
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C—Christ. Mosaic. Xlth Cenuiry. (Monastery at Daphn
Mr. S. BarnsUy.)
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Nouveau," the latest review produced in Paris
devoted to practical aesthetics, the whole tone
harmonises with this ; moreover the writers

import a scientific note into tlieir essays, citing

Janet and Ribot and other psychologists. This
tendency in art, therefore, seems to indicate a

more settled and brighter future in politics and
life than seems likely at present.

If used with discretion nothing but good can
come to art from reference to the New
Psychology the aid of which is required to

elucidate certain points before applied
aesthetics can solve its own problems. The
attitude of the younger writers on the con-
tinent is not only historical but scientific

;

moreover the important critical work of Mr.
Fry owes much of its value to his early

scientific training, which aids him in his ex-

pression of principles in his recent book
" Vision and Design," where, strangely

enough, his conclusions lead him to a form of

aesthetic mysticism.
As for the future it is idle to prophesy. A

type of art akin to the Byzantine may spread
from Russia. Bolshevism with certain tem-
peraments assumes the form of a religion and
the pageant plays an important part in Russian
public life ; nor should we forget what the

pageant did for the art of Florence and Venice.
Moreover, it has to be borne in mind that since

its eclipse after the fourteenth century a quiet

stream of formal art has flowed in Eastern
Europe and may in favourable circumstances
burst into renewed vigour, much as the classic

tradition flowered at the Renaissance after its

repression throughout the Middle Ages. Our
knowledge of the accumulation of psychic
energy in the unconscious places such an
event within the bounds of possibility.

Since a period of introversion is now develop-
ing in Western Europe, if art does not go to

the extreme of Byzantine formalism owing to

the unlikelihood of a suitable environment, at

least a revival along classic lines seems
probable. By classic we mean a type of art

unfettered by strict adherence to associated

ideas of life—one rather seeking for what Mr.

Clive Bell calls " significant form." This
seems to be the plastic expression of material

not yet come to consciousness, but which has
undergone a certain degree of differentiation,

and in the highest type of work often relates to

the primordial imagines.

Mr. Fry emphasises pure aesthetic emotion
and tries to isolate the " elusive element of

pure aesthetic reaction " from other emotional
elements in a work of art. To this aesthetic

element he applies Mr. Bell's name of signi-

ficant form. He says, " Personally, at least, I

always feel that it implies the eff^ort on the

part of the artist to bend to our emotional
understanding, by means of his passionate
conviction, some intractable material which is

alien to our spirit." By using the word
" alien " Mr. Fry shows that he, too, feels

that in the creation of the work of art there is

something which has to be reckoned with out-

side the artist's control.

In view of the evidence, therefore, one is

forced to the conclusion that all great ideas, be
they in art, religion or science, must be accom-
panied primarily by an emotional sense of har-

mony and appropriateness—in other words by
an aesthetic process rather than by one of

reason, and, certainly, that between religion

and art there is a close relation. It is probable
that further research may find the actual rela-

tionship between these activities and most
others of a creative order, but we may state

with some confidence that the bond which
unites them is to be found in their common
origin from universal unconscious processes.

This land of subliminal activity is yet to be
explored, and whether we can journey far into it

remains with future generations to decide, but
by investigating those relations between the

conscious and unconscious psyche which we
can comprehend we may at least lay a firmer

foundation for a practical aesthetic than any
hitherto in existence, and, inasmuch as art in

some form is an essential part of each in-

dividual's experience, there must be a definite

relation between art and life.

[The End.]

NEW FRENCH PICTURES IN THE NATIONAL GALLERY
BY SIR CHARLES

J.
HOLMES

'WO pictures have recently been
added to the collection of French
Pictures at Trafalgar Square. Of
these the earlier in date is a Portrait

of a Young Lady [Plate a], in the
costume of 1570-80, recently purchased out of the
Temple-West Fund. The picture, formerly in

the Lord Taunton's Collection, was exhibited in

the National Portrait Exhibition of 1866 as re-

presenting Mary Queen of Scots, by Lucas
Cornelli (No. 320). Those acquainted with
Mary Stuart's features will at once recognize

that the portrait has no connexion with her.

Those familiar with the early French portraits

in the Louvre, will recognize with equal celerity

that this picture is one of a definite group of

works dating from 1 570-1 580, which is strongly
represented there. In all we find exactly the
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same technical characteristics. Pale cool flesh

tones, great delicacy of modelling obtained very

simply, and an eye for broad decorative effect

rather than for minute realization of accessories.

We can even connect the painter more or less

definitelv with a group of French portrait draw-

ings, just a little later in date tlian those of

Franc^-ois Clouet. The artist, though a definite

personality, with cliarin and spirit as well as a

fine decorative sense, is not a great master. His

draughtsmanship, though delicate and contkient,

is not searching : he is one content with a good

tradition rather than one anxious to go beyond it.

But he has a definite place in French portraiture,

and this little harmony in black and white is a

typical example of his art at its best. Search

among pliotographs of the available portrait

drawings of the time has so far failed to identify

the subject of the picture; but it is quite possible

that some specialist worker in this field may be

able to identify the young lady at once. The
portrait is on panel and measures i8" by 13I".

The second picture [Fixate b.], A Reading

from Moliere, by J. F. de Troy, lent by Sir

Philip Sassoon, is a work of great importance,

both in itself and for the Gallery. The repre-

sentation of the French School of the Eighteenth

Century, is one of the few weak points in the

National Collection. \et iliis work by De Troy
is so thoroughly representative of that eiioih and

so brilliant in tone and colour as to make our

deficiencies appear for the time almost negligi-

ble. De Troy himself, like .so many of his con-

tem|)oraries, is an elusive figure. His large

picture of 77k; Plague of 1720, in the Marseilles

Gallery, has a nobility of design and richness of

colour which give it real distinction. Of his

portraits in the Louvre—the one (887) comes
close to Rigaud, the other (888) is unrecogniz-

able technically, being brown and Flemish in

tonality. In Sir Philip Sassoon's picture,

signed and dated 1740, we have De Troy in his

maturity, .sparkling, silvery, .skilful, with an

ubiquitous opulence in the setting for his figures

which goes well with their appearance of phy-

sical well-being. One might think they fed

upon roses. Neither the Louvre nor the Wal-
lace Collection contains any single work in which

the character of an age is epitomized with so

much truth and so much spirit. The picture is

on canvas, measuring 28J" by 36^", and seems

to have no history prior to its appearance at Lady
Lonsdale's Sale on February 21st, 1919. It

was bought by Messrs. Agnew, from whom it

passed to the present owner.

CHINESE PHILOSOPHY OF ART-VI.
BY ARTHUR WALEY

HE foundation of the Painting

Academy is usually ascribed to the

ruler of the Southern T'ang
dynasty, one of the fragmentary

empires which sprang up in the

tenth century. When the Sung era reunited

China, painters from the various local Courts

thronged to the new capital and placed

themselves at the Sung Emperor's disposal.

The Academy was as yet merely a department

of the Literary College. The Emperor Hui
Tsung, who reigned during the first quarter of

the twelfth century, being himself a painter,

did not suffer the Academy to remain a mere

section of the Literary College, but organised

it into a State Department of equal importance.

Ministers were no longer chosen only for their

knowledge of the Classics
;
painters began to

occupy the highest administrative posts.

Painting examinations were instituted modelled

as closely as possible upon the literary examina-

tions. The themes set by the examiners were

discussed by the candidates pictorially instead

of in writing. Painting became, in fact, a new
branch of literature.

At the same time archaeology became the

fashion. Antique bronzes were excavated and
catalogued ; vast numbers of paintings and

specimens of calligraphy were accumulated at

the Palace. An idea grew up that archaeo-

logical knowledge was an essential part of the

painter's equipment. Chao M^ng-fu, himself

a member of the Sung Imperial House, writes :

" It is essential that a picture should be based on the

antique. Otherwise the painter's skill will not avail

him at all. The men of to-day are quite pleased with

themselves if their line-work is minute and their colour-

ing rich. They forget that if a picture is not based on
the antique, it is bound to be faulty in a hundred ways
and scarcely possible to look at. The pictures which I

produce may be simple and clumsy, but persons of taste

esteem them, because they know that my work is closely

modelled on the antique."

Out of this attitude grew up the code of rules

which afterwards governed the Learned Men's
Style, which I shall return to in a later article.

In contrast to Chao's insistence on tradition

there developed in the thirteenth century the

rapid ink-style of Buddist and Taoist recluses,

who sought in painting only a swift notation of

their passing moods and ecstasies. Akin to

them were " amateurs " such as Ni Tsan, who
writes :

" What I call painting is no more than a careless

extravaganza of the brush, not aiming at resemblance

but only at the diversion of the painter. Recently on the

occasion of one of my rambles to the capital, people

came to me begging for paintings. I found that they

all wanted them to be like something in particular, seen

at a particular season. . . . Then they went away
angry. But this is like scolding a eunuch for not

growing a beard !

"
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A—Portrait of a vmoio Ladv, Frencli Sihoi >!, circa. i^Tii-Sd
Panel i8" by I3f"

B—.4 reading from MoUere, by J. F. de Trov. Canvas 28^' bv 36!".

New French pictures in the National Gallerv.
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Wang Li, who died about 1370, was a doctor

of medicine. He made important discoveries

about cold-catching and fevers, publishing

several well-known medical works. But he

was also a poet and painter. On one occasion

he climbed the Hua Mountain (in Shensi) and
painted forty pictures of it. He also composed

150 poems to commemorate his excursion. In

his " Introduction to my pictures of Hua
Mountain " he writes :

" Though painting represents forms, it is dominated

by the ' idea ' (of the object represented). If the idea

is neglected, mere representation cannot avail. Never-

theless, this idea is embodied in forms and cannot be

expressed without them. He who can successfully repre-

sent forms will find that the idea will fill out those

forms. But he who cannot represent them will find

that not form only but all is lost. He who sets out to

paint something wants his picture to resemble that

thing, and how can it, if he does not even ' know his

subject by sight '? Did the old masters achieve their

success by groping about in the dark? These fellows

who spend all their time copying and tracing, most
of them know the subjects they choose only by other

people's drawings of them, and go no further. Each
copy marks a wider removal from the truth. The
forms are gradually lost, and the ' idea ' is not likely to

survive them.
" In short, till I knew the shape of Hua Mountain,

how could I paint a picture of it? But after I had
visited it and drawn it from nature, the ' idea ' was
still immature. Subsequently I brooded upon it in the

quiet of my house, on my walks abroad, in bed and at

meals, at business, at concerts, in intervals of con-

versation and literary composition. One day when I

was resting I heard drums and flutes passing the door.

I leapt up like a madman and cried, '
I have got it I

'

Then I tore up my old sketches and painted it again.

This time iny only guide was Hua Mountain itself. I

thought nothing at all about the schools and styles

which ordinarily obsess the painter.

Now schools and styles must be founded by some one.

A man gave them their fame ; and am I alone not a

man? "

THE AUTO-RITRATTI OF FRANCESCO FRANCIA ?

BY EDITH E. COULSON JAMES
HE line portrait illustrated [Plate

b] I have recently succeeded in trac-

ing to the Mus^e at Angers. It is

fully life-size and is painted in tem-

pera on wood. It came to Paris from

Rome in the Campana collection, which was pur-

chased by Napoleon III in 1861. The pic-

ture passed to Angers in 1872. It evi-

dently portrays the same man as the

portrait in the Boschi collection also illus-

trated [Pl.\te a.]^ But it appears to me to

represent the same man older, and this accords

with the historic evidence. The Burlington
Magazine has refused to accept the tradition that

the Boschi portrait is that of Francesco Francia by
his own hand. But if it be admitted that these

two portraits do in fact represent the same person,

the Bolognese and the Roman traditions, which
are distinct and independent, confirm each other.

And the admission of the personal identity would
increase the probability that they are Francia's

work, as the traditions assert. It was not usual

in the quattro and cinque cento for artists to paint

each other's portraits, except when introducing

them among the figures in their subject pictures.

In the case of the Boschi portrait I find many
affinities to Francia's early work in the hardness

of line and ruggedness, to his other portrait work

1 Burlington Magazine, Vol. XXX, p. 73 (Feb. 1917).

REVIEWS
Rembrandt: Wiedergefundene Gemalde. 1910-1920.

Klassiker der Kunst Series xxvi. Wilhelm R.
Valentiner. 29 pp. -I- 120 pi. Stuttgart (Verlags-

Anstalt.)

This volume forms an appendix to the volume
in the series Klassiker der Kunst devoted to

Rembrandt's paintings. Students of art have

and to his backgrounds. The portrait now at

Angers is a very fine example of the delicacy of

handling found in so much of Francia's later

work. The painting is of very great fineness and
the modelling of the face is wonderfully delicate.

It may be compared with the portrait of Evangel-

ista Scappi, now in the Uffizi, probably painted

within the first years of the i6th century. To me
it appears that there is little doubt that the por-

trait from the Campana collection in Rome is the

portrait that Francia sent to Rome to his friend

Raffaello in 1508. At that date Francia would
have been 58, or possibly two or three years older.

Raffaello's letter thanking Francia for this

beautiful portrait, by his own hand as agreed,

was still treasured in Bologna in the 17th century.

Malvasia gives the text of this letter in his Felsina

Pittrice (1678). The signature on the capital of

the architecture is Francia's usual signature

:

" F. Francia Aurifex Bononiae." There are

some abrasions in the background and in

the dress, but happily the face is quite unharmed.
The eyes are brown, the hair light brown, the cap

and dress are black. The architecture is dark

gray, and through its arch is seen the blue sky

against which the head stands clearly defined.

The frame is a fine one of contemporary work-
manship. The picture is not exhibited, but kept

in store, whence it was brought out to be photo-

graphed for me and for me to examine it.

every reason to be grateful for the industry and
enterprise of the creators of that admirable series

and the present volume is a valuable addition to

it. Dr. Valentiner has managed to bring to-

gether a surprising number of pictures which

have been recognised as Rembrandt's in the last
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ten years. Indeed he reproduces no less than
I02, which he definitely ascribes to the master,
whilst the appendix contains another 15 pictures
which have been so attributed by writers on art.

This is a surprising record when one considers
that long before 1910 tlie discovery of a lost

Rembrandt was likely to be handsomely re-

warded. It is of course one of the advantages
which the amateur of art gains from the fantastic-

ally high prices which fasiiionable competition
puts upon certain old masters that they act as a

powerful magnet to drag lost and forgotten
masterpieces into the light of day. In Rem-
brandt's case the effect is more astonishing than
in any other case, for Rembrandt lived to a ripe

age and probably painted almost unceasingly
throughout his whole career. His oeuvre must
have been extremely large, and moreover,
although at times he has suffered comparative
neglect, there has never been a time when even
the most ignorant owner of pictures would not
put some value on a supposed Rembrandt. His
works would never have been deliberately or
wilfully destroyed. In anv case we have before
us a sufficiently surprising result of the excava-
tions in dark and forgotten places which a host
of dealers and art historians have carried on un-
ceasingly. A considerable number of the more
important of these recent discoveries have been
made known to the world in the pages of the

BuRLiXGTON Magazine, more still have been
published by Dr. Hofstede de Groot, and others
by Dr. Bode.
Among the more interesting or curious dis-

coveries we may mention the following :—The
early Tobias and his Wife of the Tschuguin Col-
lection, Moscow, dated 1626, is an important
addition to our knowledge of the master's early

development. It shows in a crude form all his

immense endowments as an illustrator of human
drama and also how far he would have to travel

to bring those special gifts into harmony with
great design. The National Gallery picture of

The Philosopher is another capital picture for the

study of his evolution. In many wavs it shows
what depths of theatrical sensationalism he had
to fathom and exhaust before he could move on
to more serious achievements. There follows in

Dr. Valentiner's work a long series of newly-
discovered works of the years from 1629-1633

—

years of great productivity and brilliant accom-
plishment, but almost without any gleams of

aesthetic inspiration. It is the period which re-

echoed endlessly in the brilliant nullity of so

many of his pupils and followers. It would be
hard to say of a work of this period that it was too

bad for Rembrandt to have done it, but we hope
that future research may find reason to deprive
him of some of the most aggressively vulgar of

these works. In the Susanna and the Elders of

1632 (in a German private collection) we come
upon something which suggests Rembrandt's
surprising invention in design, though it is diffi-

cult to judge of its authenticity from this inade-

quate reproduction. Again Senator Clark's
Musician must be counted among the better

works of this period ; if the date is correct. It has
the general appearance of a later work. In this

case the picture formerly lost sight of was known
from a mezzotint engraving. Next in order
comes the large Landscape from Ravensworth
Castle which is described as in the London
market. This is certainly one of the most impor-
tant and elaborate landscape compositions of

Rembrandt's oeuvre. Among the most attractive

and at first sight beautiful works in the whole of

Dr. Valentiner's book is the Mother and Child
belonging to Mr. Sabin. But is this really by
Rembrandt ? Is it even Dutch ? There is some-
thing about the whole presentation of the motive
and the elegance of the pose that makes one hesi-

tate to answer either question in the affirmative.

We come next to the much discussed Woman
plucking a Fowl which has been dealt with in the

Burlington Magazine.' A series of rather un-
fortunate small heads follow, some of which Dr.
Valentiner has accepted on the strength of photo-

graphs, a judgment which later investigation may
revise. This applies particularly to those cases

when two versions exist, both here published as

variant originals. It is in cases like this that

Rembrandt himself prepared the way for the mis-

fortunes of the modern connoisseur. For in

Rembrandt's atelier the art of copying the

master's own works was cultivated with terrible

assiduity, and that by men whose technical ac-

complishments were immense. In the case of

Rembrandt's drawings the skill in facsimile

which his pupils developed was astonishing and
frequentlv makes it almost impossible to be sure

of the authenticity of a drawing unless the orig-

inal and copy can be put side by side for com-
parison. Much more interesting than these disput-

able works is the Abraham entertaining the An-
gels (Jaussen, Amsterdam) which certainly ap-

pears from the reproduction to be a first-rate work,

and one too which embodies a composition more
than once hinted at in Rembrandt's drawings.

Dr. Bredius's discovery of the Man Reading,

now in his own collection, affords the solution of

the problem aroused by many much discussed

pictures. These are now seen to be replicas by
Rembrandt's pupils, though formerly attributed

to Carel Fabritius. To Dr. de Groot belongs

the honour of foretelling an explanation which is

now certified. Another great work which was
known to have existed, but which had been lost

sight of by students of Rembrandt, is the large

composition of Democritus and Heraclitus which
1 Vol. xxi, pp. 164, 248 and 296 (June and August, 1912).
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passed through a London sale-room in 1920.

Ascribed to 1650-52, it fixes the form of Rem-
brant's latest compositions and has, as Dr. Valen-
tiner points out, a certain relationship with the

even more splendid David and Saul. Among the

still later works newly brought to light no other

seems to us to have quite the supreme merit of the

Self-Portrait published in these pages, ^ though
evidently The Falconer, in a Swedish private col-

lection, now after restoration recognized as an
original, is an exceedingly curious and remark-

able work.
As will be seen from the above resum^ of the

book, Dr. Valentiner follows his master and pre-

cursor, Dr. Bode, in adopting an indulgent atti-

tude towards pictures which aspire to admission
to Rembrandt's ceuvre. He inclines to accept

rather than reject, and is not concerned to estab-

lish a rigorously high standard of criticism. This
is perhaps an advantage, on the whole. It en-

ables the whole body of possible paintings to be

brought to the student's notice. On the other

hand this work, as well as Dr. Bode's monu-
mental volumes, leaves a very arduous task of

revision which critics of Rembrandt will one day
have to undertake in the interests of the master's

own reputation. ROGER fry.

Von Eyck bis Bruegel. By Max J. Friedlander. 203 pp +
32 ills. Berlin. (Julius Bard).

The present volume is a re-issue of a work first

published in 1916, hitherto not reviewed in these

columns, the second edition differing from the

first, apart from having been revised and com-
pleted in the ordinary way, by the inclusion of a

chapter on Jan van Scorel. As is indicated by
its title, the book—though not concerning itself

with a whole number of minor artistic personali-

ties—covers practically the entire ground of what

is generally understood by the ' Early Nether-

landish School '
: one after the other, the leading

masters of the school are discussed in a style

which combines great conciseness with uncom-
mon expressive power. Dr. Friedlander's dis-

tinguished and long-established position among
the authorities on the subject, makes it seem
almost a truism to refer to the manner in which

his findings and observations clarify many an

obscure point, provide food for thought and
stimulate further inquiry in sundry directions.

The practical usefulness of the book is greatly

enhanced by the inclusion of lists, in tabulated

form, of the works by the artists discussed which

are accepted by the author as authentic ; and
special acknowledgment is due to the unfamili-

arity of the examples selected for illustration. In

his chapter on Petrus Christus, we note that Dr.

Friedlander makes no reference to the discovery

of the very probable relations of the artist with

the Italian School. This discovery, although

" Vol. xxxviii, p. 260 (June, 1921).

published as long ago as 1909 in the Monuments
et Memoires Plot by M. de Mandach (following

up a suggestion of Dr. L. Venturi's) seems in-

deed to have escaped the attention which it

deserves (it has, however, been commented upon
by Dr. E. Brunelli in L'Arte, 1919, p. 241 sq.)

and it may be worth while to recapitulate it here

briefly. The lists of proviggionati of the Ducal
Court of Milan make mention in 1457 of one
Piero di Burges, one Maestro Zannino and one
Antonello da Sicilia. There would seem to be

no objection to, and indeed a great deal in favour

of, the identification of the first-named with

Petrus Christus; of the second with the Zanetto

Bugatti of Milan who in 1460 went to study

painting in Brussels under Roger van der Wey-
den ; and, much more important, of the third with

Antonello da Messina, the long-sought-after

secret of whose contact with the Flemish School

would thus be found, and it deserves to be noted

that previous observers, arguing from the pic-

tures only, have long ago referred to the affinity

existing between the work of Antonello and
Petrus Christus. We are only mentioning this

because the discovery, if accepted, seems to us

of an importance which would have justified a

reference to it in what is inevitably going to be

the Vade Mecum of all students of Nether-

landish Art and a classic never likely to be

superseded. T. B.

Daniel Gardner, Painter in Pastel and Gouache. A Brief

Account of his Life and Works. By Dr. G. C. William-

son. (Limited to 500 copies.) (Lane.) ;i^5 53.

An artist ignored by contemporary criticism

and swamped, in the esteem of later generations,

by his greater associates, can only be reinstated

in such rights as he may possess to the title of

artist, by patient research of the kind in which

Dr. Williamson is an adept ; but when all is said

and done, the reader is left with an uneasy feeling

that the contemporary critics were right, and that

the greatest service that the author has rendered

to art is in relieving Reynolds of responsibility

for works by so inferior a hand as that of

Gardner. That the work of a single painter

should have been, in various instances, ascribed

to artists so different from one another as

Reynolds, Gainsborough, Romney, Hoppner

and Lawrence, is in itself an indication of a lack

of personal quality at once baffling to the investi-

gator and discouraging to the advocate of his

subject's claim. In justification of the author it

must be admitted that he does not hold up

Gardner to our admiration as a great artist, but

applies himself almost wholly to the " recon-

struction " of the man and his works, such as

they were. In this difficult labour he has no

doubt been largely aided by the existence of the

Heathcote and Harcourt Collections.

It is natural that Romney, who had been
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greatly encouraged in the early stages of his

career by Gardner's mother, should have influ-

enced his voung foUow-townsnian, and that

Gainsborough, a bad draughtsman, but a genius,

should have attracted a bad draughtsman without

genius, while the kindly interest of Reynolds in

one of the earliest pupils in the Academy Schools

doubtless went far towards making Gardner a

"pupil" of the President in the matter of

portrait-style; but it seems rather as though the

author attached disproportionate weight to this

connection with Reynolds. The tradition in the

Gardner familv abtuit the garlands and foliage in

Reynolds' group of the Misses Montgomery is

more interesting than convincing; and how Dr.

Williamson can regard this picture as an "early"

work of Reynolds "is diflicult to understand. Yet

he appears to base upon this description his

argument for the probability that " in several of

Sir Joshua's earlv pictures the trees and foliage

were the work of (Gardner." But Sir Joshua was

50, and had been five years P.R.A. when this

picture was painted (1773), while Gardner was 23

and scarcely more than a student, whose earliest

effort on the same lines cited by Dr. Williamson

is dated 1779. Indeed, Gardner's association with

Revnolds appears to provide more than one

stumbling-block to the author, for in describing

(p. 57) a miniature of inferior merit, now in the

possession of "an unknown American collector"

as " possibly a portrait of the artist's (Gardner's)

sister," Dr.' Williamson must surely have over-

looked the Wallace Collection Perdita, ot which

this miniature is neither more nor less than a

poor copy.

The fact seems to be that Gardner was too

much of a tradesman to do himself justice as an

artist. That he might have been an artist is

sufficiently shown by his portrait of his sister-in-

law, Miss Elizabeth Haward, which has both

power and feeling ; by the charm, in spite of

clumsv draughtsmanship, of the portrait of Eliza-

beth Anne Hall ; and bv the strength and con-

fidence of the Portrait of a lady in a large black

hat in the possession of Lord Lee of Farsham—

if indeed this last is his work. These are all oil

paintings, and of the first it may be presumed

that it was a labour of love. In these works,

demanding more effort and time than his usual

pastel medium, the painter is at his best. Work-

ing in pastel, he succumbs to all the temptations

of the more rapid and showy medium, which he

generally employed, and top-heavy figures,

stringy and slap-dash drapery, woolly foliage

and muddled grouping, glossed over with a

general affectation of academic style, and a pretty

taste in colour, leave us satisfied that Gardner has

found his level in the comparative oblivion which

has befallen him.

Dr. Williamson has not rehabilitated an artist,

but he has mounted and classified a museum
specimen to the best advantage—a service for

which we are grateful. s. c. kaines smith,

Anckstors in SiLiiouirnE, cut by Aucuste Edouakt. Illus-

trative NOTKS AND lilOC.RAI'HICAL SKETCHES HY MrS. F.

Nevill Jackson. 240 pp. + 62 pi. (Lane.) £3 3s. n.

We all know—or, if we do not, it is not for

lack of being told—that aesthetic perception and

the feelings aroused by historical association are

different, if not vitally opposed, to each other.

Yet the two are often so inextricably mixed as

almost to defy careful separation. Such a prob-

lem rises in an acute form with Mrs. Jackson's

book before us. It is evident that many of

Kdouart's 100,000 silhouettes, so vivacious, so

witty, so sympathetic, have a genuine artistic

value, which we shall not find in the works of

the fashionable art photographer of to-day. Still

the amount, if not the quality, of our pleasure in

turning over the pages of this delightful volume

will be affected by our appreciation of or dislike

for the early years of the 19th century, when the

last creatures of Miss Austen's fancy almost

dovetailed with the first galleries of Dickens;

when Sir Walter reigned supreme in history and

literature; the age of the spencer, the crinoline,

and peg-top trousers. For our own part, we find

the contemplation of this age so agreeable com-

pared with anything our own day has to offer us,

that we surrendered ourselves gladly to Mrs.

Jackson. But this does not answer the question.

How good an artist was M. Edouart ? If it be

the province of the artist to mirror his age and

satisfy its spiritual needs, Edouart comes

through the test triumphantly. He was in truth

a middle-class Sir Joshua, the creature of the

restauration, the portrayer of the people and the

society about whom Balzac wrote. The grand

style, an essentially aristocratic affair, had died

with the French Revolution, and M. Edouart

was completely at home in an age that James

Watt and Napoleon had made safe for the bour-

geoisie, whose temperament made them pre-

fer a really " tasteful " silhouette to some

degenerate monstrosity in the Van Dyck tra-

dition. The bourgeoisie is ever proud of its

domestic virtues, and Edouart has caught better

perhaps than anyone the nuances of family life.

Look at the Huguenir family (page 20) and the

genuine sympathy with child life, shown in the

portrait of Master Robert Foley (page 18). But

this sympathy is far removed from the sentimen-

tality of a later time. M. Edouart could be

spiteful on occasions, as for instance in his Due

d'Angouleme, most unfortunate of men (fig. 50)

and our own Duke of Gloucester (page 10). The

professional classes come at last into their own

with M. Edouart. How solid and full of tactile

value is Dr. Gaitskill of Bath (page 72), and how

truly sympathetic are the Basnet family (page
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72). Lovers of Scott will see the perfect quality

of his delightful character silhouetted on page

23 and all his circle on page 26.

As may be imagined, the book is crammed full

of that small gossip which maketh glad the heart

of man. Mrs. Jackson attaches to her book a

catalogue raisonni of the some 100,000 silhou-

ettes cut by Edouart. We hope this labour of

love will be its own reward. It appears that

M. Edouart took but unwillingly to the process

that has made his name immortal. He worked

in hair till his eyesight failed, and he found

silhouetting a terrible come-down. This should

raise many interesting points for authorities on

artistic snobbery. Was hairsplitting or silhou-

etting the more noble ?

But still we have not answered the question.

How good an artist was Edouart ? Was he, for

instance, a better artist than Raeburn or Law-
rence ? For our own part we think he was. But

in any case he is much more amusing. For he

cut out people " as they are ", with no nonsense

about them, and a collection of his family silhou-

ettes would look perfectly sweet in Aunt Dash-

wood's album. F. B.

The Eighteenth Century in London : An Account of its

Social Life and its Arts. By E. Beresford Chancellor,

M.A., R.R.Hist.Soc. 271 pp. + 128 pi. (Batsford.) 355.

The book before us is lavishly illustrated by

excellent reproductions of topographical paint-

ings, drawings and engravings of the eigh-

teenth century. There are a few photo-

graphs of existing buildings, but the bulk of

the 192 illustrations enable the period to speak

for itself through the pencil and brush of

painters like Hogarth, Rowlandson, Canaletto,

Samuel Scott, Paul Sandby, and many
lesser draughtsmen and engravers. Among the

most interesting views are thirteen pictures

which formed part of the notable exhibition at

the Burlington Fine Arts Club in 1919.

After a survey of the social life of the period

Mr. Chancellor sketches the general topography

of eighteenth century London. Chapters follow

on pleasure resorts, clubs, cofTee-houses and

taverns, public and private buildings, churches,

followed by a section on the arts of the century

and a concluding topographical review of the

streets that still contain houses built during the

reigns of Anne and the three Georges. There

is an immense amount of information packed

into these chapters, but we lose the century in

the crowding detail, and sometimes Jove nods,

as when the nave and tower of Chelsea Old

Church are ascribed to the eighteenth century !

Perhaps it is that the author has missed the true

significance of an age that tasted the full flavour

of the renaissance and dared to be human and

enjoy and practise the art of living. His chapter

on clubs and cofTee-houses is in some ways the

most successful. But his handling of the all-

important subject of the arts is disappointing.

Cultivation of thought and taste, the ruling

instinct of the time, found their expression in a

vernacular art of a sober but surprising interest

and, as we think, of an enduring nature. Arti-

ficiality, so often mistaken for a lack of inspira-

tion, was here the intense devotion to human
ideals and the empire of the mind. Its sensitive-

ness gave rise to the contemporary satire and
criticism which seized on its inevitable excesses,

but must not be taken too seriously as historical

evidence, even as we of the present-day would

be unjustly judged by the daily output of the

sensational press. A historian's task is to

remove the top soil and seek diligently the

foundations of a century's greatness, w. h. g.

Antiques, Genuine and Spurious ; by Frederick Litchfield.

xiii + 277 pp. Illustrated. Bell. 25s.

This book is better than most of its kind. Its

salient merit is to leave the amateur collector

acutely aware of his own ignorance, while giving

useful advice on how to protect himself by

means such as the employment of a reliable

dealer, insistence on a descriptive invoice and
careful study of the public collections. With no

pretence to being a systematic treatise, the book

is an entertaining olla podrida liberally be-

sprinkled with personal reminiscence. Its range

is considerable, but the author's choice of topics

is curious. The amateur to whom the book is

addressed will scarcely be able to collect Sevres

and Renaissance Bronzes; while the millionaire

who can is not likely to ask for Mr. Litchfield's

advice in its present form. But whoever the

reader may be, that advice, incomplete and hap-

hazard as it is, will not enable him to distinguish

genuine objets d' art from the more ingenious

imitations. When he deals with aesthetic and
historical questions, he speaks with little autho-

rity and makes mistakes. His account of the

relations between the factories at Vincennes and

Sevres is inaccurate in several respects; Michel-

angelo is spoken of as a contemporary of Ghi-

berti, and as being the chief inspiration of the

Florentine school of small bronzes ; the refer-

ences to Giovanni da Bologna imply some con-

nection with Bologna in Italy; and Sansovino is

spoken of as belonging to the Venetian School.

In more disputable matters, Mr. Litchfield is

entitled to his opinion. But he is rash in ascrib-

ing the initials J.C. on Limoges enamel to Jean

Courtois, and a clue to his aesthetic standards is

given by the remark that the art of the miniature

was at its best towards the end of the i8th

century. Mr. Litchfield assures us also that

the Marquis of Hertford formed the greater

part of the Wallace Collection ; and that

Sir Hercules Read is Keeper of the British

Museum. Mr. Litchfield would have done well

to stick more closely to his last. W. G. c.
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The Avbnub Middklharnis. Mobbema. Colour print.

'Si' X ^S'- C'ht' Modici Society). 47s. 6d.

This colour colotype is unworthy of the pub-

lisliers. The landscape is translated by weak

inUv tints, the inadequacy of which are further

emphasised by a monstrous eiivolopment of the

disagreeable yellow frequently so conspicuous

in common coloured illustrations. In this

specimen it overlaps all the forms of the foliage

and invades the sky in their vicinity, liven the

reds of the buildings and the local colour in the

figures have little relationship to the original.

More clues to the characteristics of Hobbema's

MONTHLY CHRONICLE
The Fr.\c50n.\rd Exhibition in Paris.—The

exhibition of works by Fragonard held in Paris

between June loth and July nth must undoubt-

edly be pronounced one of the most remarkable

retrospective one-man shows that have been

organized for some time past. In the spacious

and well-lit rooms of the Pavilion de Marsan
there were brought together no fewer than

ninetv-seven oil paintings and over a hundred

drawings by the master ; while a number of

pastels, miniatures, water-colours and etchings

represented the less extensive provinces of his

work. The result was a gathering which exer-

cised a most complete hold on the visitor, so

fascinating was the purely artistic enjoyment to

be derived from it, and so interesting were the

problems of criticism and research suggested by

it.

Of all the great figures of the French rococo,

Fragonard is perhaps the one to whom the en-

quirer into the history and affiliation of the

schools of painting turns with the most vivid

interest, in view of his keen study of the masters

of the past, and more especially his contact with

the Italian School, into which he was brought

by his repeated sojourns in Italy—first, between

1756 and 1 761, when he chiefly stayed at Rome,
although visiting together with the Abb6 de

Saint Non both Venice and Naples; and again

in 1773-75, when, travelling together with Ber-

geret de Grancourt, he made an extensive tour of

the whole Peninsula. The example of Rem-
brandt, of course, meant a great deal to

Fragonard, and it was peculiarly interesting to

see in this exhibition the two copies which he

made of the Holy Family by Rembrandt, which

at that time (1750-56) belonged to Crozat and

afterwards was acquired by Catherine the Great

for the Hermitage—one (No. 10, lent by M.
Wildenstein) reproducing the whole of Rem-
brandt's composition, and the other (No. 11, lent

by M. Jules Feral) confined to the group of the

Mother and Child; an echo of this composition

is traceable as late as after 1780 in the Visite a la

Nourrice, of which two versions were shown

picture can be found in the ordinary half-tone

plates of the suliject which abound everywhere.

By means of such monotones it is often possible

to make out, for instance, whether the picture is

on panel or on canvas, but the Hobbema might

Ix' a water-colour ''or all this print tells us to the

contrary. It is true that the same might be said

of all but a small number of reproductions in

colour, but we are entitled to look to the Medici

Society, whose experience of this difficult craft

must be unrivalled in this country, to augment
that number by the publishing of much more

accurate translations of colour than this, k.r.t.

(No. 69, lent by Mme. Burat, No. 70, lent by M.
Wildenstein). But the influence exercised on

Fragonard by the Italians, and the very channels

through which that influence reached him, were

most vividly brought home by the series of

etchings after different masters, exhibited in a

vitrine in the last room : some particularly signi-

ficant names may be mentioned in this connec-

tion : Guerrier devant un tribunal (after Tiepolo,

Palazzo Delfin, Venice), Antoine et Cleopatre

(after Tiepolo, Palazzo Labia, Venice) ; Les

Disciples au tombeau (after Tintoret, S. Rocco,

Venice) ; Deux femmes sur les nues (after Pietro

Liberi, Palazzo Rezzonico, Venice); and, especi-

ally interesting in connection with an episode of

Seicento art history which recently has attracted

much notice, St. Jerome (after Jan Lys, S. Nic-

C0I6 da Tolentino, Venice). A late Italian artist,

concerning whom we have no direct evidence of

such a nature, that his work was known to

Fragonard, and whose influence I yet should

wonder whether Fragonard did not feel, is

Alessandro Magnasco, in whose treatment of

rich masses of foliage, occasionally with

delicate nudes set off against them, there is

much that anticipates Fragonard.

The versatility of Fragonard's genius was well

reflected in the exhibition, and anybody going to

the Pavilion de Marsan in the anticipation of a

monotony of prettiness and siijets gracieux

would find himself quickly disabused. For all

that, the Watteauesque side of Fragonard was

admirably represented : an unfamiliar example

of the type now referred to, which lingers in the

memory is the superb Fete de Saint Cloud, a

large canvas, lent by the Banque de France (No.

51), with its magnificent silhouetting of trees and

exquisite details in the groups of figures. Quite

perfect examples of the graceful sentimentality

of Fragonard, which at times acquires an almost

Early Victorian flavour, were La Liseuse (No.

56, lent by M. le docteur Tuffier), and La Lettre

(No. 55, lent by M. David Weill) : whilst, on

the other hand, a Rubens-iike full-blossomed

vitality informs the remarkable half-length por-
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trait of a woman, sometimes called the sister of

Fragonard (No. 31, lent by Mme. Burat).

Among the rustic subjects, a little masterpiece,

Les Lavandieres (No. 15) came from the Mus6e
de Picardie at Amiens ; the picture, supposed to

have been painted between 1756 and 1757, is not

reproduced in the excellent official catalogue of

the exhibition, and we are indebted to the kind-

ness of M. Paul Alfassa for the accompanying
reproduction [Plate I] : as will be seen from

it, a delightful composition, and moreover, from

the point of view of colour, a truly astonishing

harmony of silver and gold.

After the passing of Fragonard, it was perhaps

not until Daumier came on that the French

School again produced a master of the handling

of fat oil paint comparable to Fragonard's; and

of the absolute furia with which he would some-

times work, using both the brush itself, and its

LETTERS
" REFLECTIONS ON THE INGRES

EXHIBITION."
Sir,—Referring to Mr. Collins Baker's article

on the recent Ingres Exhibition, I am in full

sympathy with the attitude of never taking for

granted even the most firmly established artistic

reputation ; and I can imagine no more stimulat-

ing and fruitful form of aesthetic enquiry than

the one that aims at discovering wherein lies the

vast difference between art that is really great

and art that is "practicallv as good." In fact, the

very parallel suggested by your contributor has

often intrigued me—though the problem, as it

presented itself to me, was : What mysterious

quality is it that raises to an altogether different

world of art these Ingres portraits, which out-

wardly seem to have almost everything in com-

mon with the performances of Winterhalter? It

had never occurred to me—and I cannot say that

I am convinced by any argumentation so far

produced—that the solution of the problem was

as simple as all that

—

viz., to reduce the two

artists to equals : in fact that there was no

problem at all.

Yours faithfully,

Tancred Borenius.

Sir,—Mr. Collins Baker's article on Ingres

seems to me to call for some comment. No
doubt an official of the National Gallery should

be permitted to say what he likes over his own

signature, but the publication of such views as

he holds without any editorial comment may
lead to some unfortunate misapprehensions

even among English readers, and still more

in France. It would be unfortunate if it

should be thought there that such an extrava-

gant misapprehension of Ingres' work were

common among enlightened and intelligent

handle for scratching into the paint, with equal

boldness and effectiveness,—never for a moment,

however, losing sight of the exigencies of design

—no more amazing instance could be quoted

than the little canvas (a red ground one), Les

baisers viaterneh (No. 60, lent by M. le baron

Maurice de Rothschild), which we are glad to

have the privilege of reproducing [Plate II] a

work of the artist's full maturity, executed be-

tween 1773 and 1775.

Space does not allow us more than a hint at

the richness and many-sidedness of the section of

drawings, among which some wonderful subjects

from Rome and the Campagna stood out especi-

ally. Of the Don Quixote series, of which seven

examples were lent anonymously (No. 213), two

additional drawings are in the collection of Mr.

Henry Oppenheimer in London.
Tancred Borenius.

people in this country. It is true that in France

M. Allard has published an article in which

he attacks what he conceives to be the

eroticism of Ingres, but at least he recognises

that he is in the presence of a great force by the

elaboration of his objections. He at least

attempts to reason where Mr. Collins Baker

dogmatises. It is fortunate that even the very

inadequate reproductions which accompany the

article show how wide of the mark Mr. Baker's

interpretation is. The fact that Ingres painted

ladies in similar costumes to those of Winter-

halter's sitters, and that both painters affected

a smooth surface of paint, seems to have led

Mr. Collins Baker into a disastrous admission

of his insensibility to design. The comparison

of Ingres with Albert Moore, though perhaps

more shocking, is so wide of the mark that it

is comparatively innocuous. While regretting

that the article in question may lead to a mis-

apprehension of the attitude of the Burling-

ton Magazine I confess to finding it interesting

as an example of the persistent dislike which

uncompromising works of art tend to arouse

in spite of the pressure of artistic opinion. For

now nearly a hundred years Ingres has been

regarded bv most serious artists as a great

master of ciesign, and yet the late Sir Edward

Poynter had the courage to reject one of his

important portraits offered at what was even

then a low figure on the ground that it was
" out of drawing," and it is an open secret

that obstacles have been put in the way of his

admission into the same National Gallery

which could welcome so minor a modern

artist as Mariano Fortuny ; and now another

official has given us an object lesson on

the dangers of independent judgment on the

part of those who regard painting merely as
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representation and who apparently lack the

power to read the language of design.

Yours faithfully,

RoGEK Fry.

[The following is Mr. Collins Baker's reply to the above

letters.

—

EditorTj

Sir,—Dr. Borenius in his courteous letter

asks, " What mysterious quality is it that

raises to an altogether different world of Art

these Ingres Portraits." 1 do not admit his

postulate, and ask him to use his eyes ai^ain and

see (i) if reallv there is any my.sterious i^uality.

and (2) if really the portraits are in an aliooetlier

different world. Not argumentation but actual

experience, unimpeded by superstition, will

settle that ; thus were settled the momentous ques-

tions of the earth's flatness and the swallows'

winter resort. After ten years' reflection on

Ingres, I have concluded that there is no mys-

terious quality about him, and that instead of

being in an altogether different world, he is an

unusually accomplished and .sometimes dull

mortal. I invite Dr. Borenius to consider the

matter at leisure in the spirit of true philosophy.

Time w-ill judge between us.

Mr. Frv's rather fretful letter, conceived I

suspect in a sub-offensive mood, does not take

us far. He merely counters my " dogmatism"

with his own, which naturally does not impress

me much. Moreover in his burning indigna-

tion he .seems to have pulled the wrong sermon

from his drawer. Otherwise how can he call

Ingres uncompromising, who was always com-

pounding with idealism, and how charge me
" with regarding painting merely as representa-

tion," who was blaming Ingres for surface

imitation ? To my contention that in mental

fibre Ingres is not a great master, Mr. Fry re-

torts, " ah, but look how well he designs! " In

his chilly way, of course, Ingres is a master of

correct design ; but I do not share Mr. Fry's

simple faith in the efficacy of formal design to

redeem dullish pictures. He implies that by de-

sign Ingres is saved; I know that Ingres' design

is not great enough to blind me to his shortage

of qualities w^hich matter more. Like so many
earnest souls, Mr. Fry tails off into a banal

grievance against the National Gallery, and

hopes to dish me by implying that I am an old-

gang official with reactionary bias. But then,

since he asks for it, supposing I am equally con-

vinced that he is an academician, superstitiously

believing that an abstract ceremony of design

can give a picture life enough. We get no

further. As for the comparison of Ingres'

" Stratonice " with Albert Moore, that criticisiri

is .so apt that I wish it were mine own. But it

came from a better judge than I. Lastly, I must

say it seems disingenuous that Mr. Fry should

invoke the protection of custom and the verdict

of the past 100 years to support his views. So
a famous .Atheist, traversing a chasm on a

shakv plank, is said to have crossed himself.

Yours faithfully,

C. H. Collins Baker.

"THE POTTERY OF FOSTAT, OLD
CAIRO."

Sir,—With reference to Mr. W. A.

Stewart's article on this subject in your July

number, I should like to inake it known that

he has kindly given to the Victoria and Albert

Museum the fragments illustrated on Plate I,

also that the collection sent to the same museum
at the instance of Mr. Somers Clarke was one

of several gifts which the nation owed to the

generosity of Mr. Vernon Wethered at a time

when official purchasing grants were in abey-

ance. Yet another fine collection of fragments

from Fostat has just been given to the museum
by Mr. G. D. Hornblower.

As regards the fifth of Mr. Stewart's classes

of wares, I am not convinced that these are of

Persian origin. I know of no examples of this

type actually found in Persia and think that the

usual attribution to Egypt or Syria is more

likely to be the right one.

Yours faithfully,

Bernard Rackham.

SOME MAKERS OF SALT-GLAZE
POTTERY IN DERBYSHIRE IN 1798.

Sir,—In the books on English Salt-Glaze pub-

lished in recent years, only the scantiest refer-

ences are made to the pottery made in Derby-

shire. Almost all is attributed to Staffordshire

potters. An unpublished memorial of eleven

makers of brown salt-glaze pottery, resident in

and near Che.sterfield in the year 1798, protesting

against the proposed extra tax of five shillings

a bushel on salt (a necessary ingredient for glaz-

ing), will, it is hoped, lead to the identification

of their wares which have been included hitherto

under the comprehensive title of "Staffordshire

Salt-Glaze."

Although undated, the precise date of the

memorial is determined from the increase of the

duty on salt from five to ten shillings, imposed

by Pitt on May 10, 1798. (38 Geo. III. cap. 43).

The caricatures of the dav represent the astonish-

ment of the cook at finding " Billy " Pitt in her

salt box.

To this memorial are appended the following

signatures of potters:—
Thomas Hardy, Sanforth and Cartledge,

Samuel Sanforth, Edward Wright, junior,

Edward Wright, John Bacon,

John Wright, John Smith,

William Blake, William Briddon.

Yours faithfully,

E. Alfred Jones.

> Public Record Office ; T. 1/338, No. 94.
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had at that time been in communication
with Mr. Paul Ettinger. of Moscow, who
has now r, ' • •
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f<:)r so lv.>ng been puzzling those here who have
been trying to get at first-hand evidence of th
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conditions affecting works of art in Rusj
Although his account is also published in ti .

German periodical " Der Cicerone," we feci

that a literal translation which we publish
below in its entirety and without further com-
ment will be welcomed by English students of

art and of life.

—

Editor

On the establishment of the .Soviet L.overn-
m-'nf at the. end of 1917, all the art affairs of

concentrated in the Commissariat
,. , -iy) of Education, at the head of

which stood, and still stands, Anatol Lunatchar-
sky, and in which special department.^ •
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•zev A. t" nd many others,

here activ- >rk. This " Glav-

musei " is, of course, divided into various sec
tions devoted to the interests of the museums, in

the capital as well as the provinces, to the pro-

tection of monuments, to the scientific cata-

loguing of wt^i-ks of art, to the rediscovery and
restoration of ancient Russian religious paint-

ings. The" -' -e departments forms the

principal si; allowing notes.

As re c museums of Moscow
1 This thing like " Mi,.istrv of

Museums.''

—

Ed.
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., ,. i!. t of this assertion one

I refer >'-\ to a series of special

: bitions which have been arranged at

<i,u:-rent times in various places. Mention may
be made, for instance, of the Somov and
vVrubel exhibitions in the Tretyakov Gallery,

and the recently opened exhibition of new
acquisitions in the same gallery, on which I

shall report later at greater length. The
Rumyantzov Gallery showed lately in a special

exhibition the whole work of the t cn-
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were left to their owners, although they had to
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indeed, every artistic possession in private
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EDITORIAL : Works of Art in

^ /^•:ja N April, iQig, Mr. A. Polovtsoff

contributed an article to the Burling-

ton Magazine, in which he described

certain steps that had been taken by
S k̂ himself and others during the first

year of the Bolshevik regime with the object of

maintaining the security of works of art in

certain Russian collections. Two months ago
we again drew attention to the matter. \\"e

had at that time been in communication
with Mr. Paul Ettinger, of Moscow, who
has now made a very remarkable statement
dealing with many of the questions which have
for so long been puzzling those here who have
been trying to get at first-hand evidence of the
conditions affecting works of art in Russia.
Although his account is also published in the

German periodical " Der Cicerone," we feel

that a literal translation which we publish
below in its entirety and without further com-
ment will be welcomed by English students of

art and of life.

—

Editor.

On the establishment of the Soviet Govern-
ment at the end of 191 7, all the art affairs of

Russia were concentrated in the Commissariat
(i.e., Ministry) of Education, at the head of

which stood, and still stands, Anatol Lunatchar-
sky, and in which special departments were
created for literature, drama, music, fine art, as
well as " a department for the museums and the

protection of monuments." Ever since, there has
functioned in Moscow the " Chief Board for

Museum Affairs, and for the Protection of

Monuments of Art, Antiquity and Nature "•

—

for short called "Giavmusei" '—which was re-

constructed partly from the analogous commis-
sion already existing in Kerensky's time, and
under whose competence come all museums,
public collections, and artistic monuments both

in the cities and in the provinces. The official

head of this complex institution with its many
sub-sections is Mme. Natalie Trotskv, the wife

of Lev Trotskv, who has the help of a long series

of well known Russian art critics and scholars,

^g; J. Grabar, P. Muratov, T. Trapesnikov, N.
Mashkovzev A. Evros, and many others,

who are here actively at work. This " Giav-

musei " is, of course, divided into various sec-

tions devoted to the interests of the museums, in

the capital as well as the provinces, to the pro-

tection of monuments, to the scientific cata-

loguing of works of art, to the rediscovery and
restoration of ancient Russian religious paint-

ings. The work of these departments forms the

principal subject of the following notes.

As regards the public museums of Moscow
like " Ministry of1 This word

Museums."

—

Ed.
means something

Russia

—and the same is true of Petrograd—it may
in the first place be stated that they all con-

tinue to function more or less as before, that

they in no wise have suffered any curtailment,

and on the contrary, through many new acces-

sions and purchases, have been in many direc-

tions even considerably enriched. Thus the

Rumyantzov Museum and the Historical

Museum, the Alexander III Museum, affiliated

to Moscow University, and the Tretyakov

Gallery have on the whole retained their

previous character, and in the main also their

former scientific staff. In spite of the serious

lack of fuel and innumerable other difficulties,

activity has never completely ceased, although

the public attendance almost stopped at

times. In support of this assertion one

may refer inter alia to a series of special

exhibitions which have been arranged at

different times in various places. Mention may
be made, for instance, of the Somov and
Wrubel exhibitions in the Tretyakov Gallery,

and the recently opened exhibition of new
acquisitions in the same gallery, on which I

shall report later at greater length. The
Rumyantzov Gallery showed lately in a special

exhibition the whole work of the talented en-

graver \V. Massvutin, and is now organising an

exhibition of works by old masters, whilst

the Historical Museum announces for the

autumn a great exhibition of Russian popular

art. Great interest was shown last autumn in an

exhibition of pictures and drawings by French

Romanticists and Masters of the Brabizon

school, arranged by the section for Central

Museums of the Giavmusei. Recently this

last-mentioned department has elaborated a

complex plan for radical rearrangements of the

Moscow Museums, but for the present, things

remain unchanged.
It was soon found impossible to carry out the

original project ^f nationalising all works of

art in private possession, and only the great

private collections of Moscow have been

nationalised, while all export of works of art

is rigorously forbidden. Smaller collections

were left to their owners, although they had to

be registered with the Giavmusei as,

indeed, every artistic possession in private

hands. However, this law was in practice not

so strictly followed, which indeed would be

difficult to enforce.

The well-known Shtchukin and Morosov

collections with their mar\'ellous treasures of

the most recent French painting function now

as public museums, and since they ceased to

possess the character of private residences it has

been possible to exhibit the contents in a more
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fiivoiinible ni;inner. The Sliirluilvin collordon
especially—now the " First Museum of the most
recent Western Paintinj; "— lias gained con-
siderately through a radical rehanging, separate
rooms having been assigned to Alonet, Matisse,

Gauguin, Picasso and Derain—the impression
produced by the two last-named is parli( ularlv

striking. Singularly iniimate is the effect of a

collection previously ver\' dilVuiih of access

—

that of old masters, especia!l\ nuuhnicii,
formed by Dmitry J. Shtchukin, in ihc adniinis-

Iration of which the ex-owncr is taking [lait.

The same is true of Ilya E. Ostrouchov,
whose collection consists of marvellous ikons,

going back to the fourteenth century, and
choice pictures of Russian and Western
Masters. A public " Porcelain Museum " is

what has become of the private collection of

-Alexei \'. Morosov, which is almost unique in

its richness in Russian porcelain of all epochs
and marks. 'I'his collection has now received

additions from \arious sources and has also been
completed in a welcome manner through a

small selection of western e.xamples.

Finally, the various sections of the Glav-
musei are also respfinsible for the creation of

a series of new museums, which I here only
enumerate, as, for instance, the museum " Ars
Asiatica "—still only in its beginnings—the

Tolstoy Museum, the Furniture Museum in the

ex-Imperial Chateau " Nyeskutschny .Sad,"

the Toy Museum, etc. I hope to deal later

with several of these museums.
Much more difficult, naturally, are conditions

in the boundless Russian provinces. The pro-

tection of monuments, and, to start with, even

the mere salving of monuments, demanded
here a great deal of energy and often an abso-

lutely self-sacrificing activity on the part of the

competent officials of the Glavmusei. Be it

remembered that in the case of the mosth'

deserted, often historic mansions of the Russian
aristocracy it was a question of saving and
securing numerous works of art, family portraits,

libraries, archives, valuable old furniture,

precious porcelain, etc. And at the same
time the appalling transport famine of the

last few years was a cause of often unbeliev-

able difficulties, and not rarely one had to fight

the autonomous tendencies of local authorities,

who did not always wish to pay the

necessary attention to the revolutionary Central

Executive. Before it was possible to organise

the whole network of provincial sub-offices for

the protection of monuments—at the moment
there exist about 70 such offices—many an

important piece has, of course, been destroyed

or lost sight of.

The works of art from the country mansions,

when they were not incorporated with the

neighbouring local museums, were brought to

Moscow and formed here, together witli manv
priv.'Uc coilcrtions requisitioned for various
reasons in the cities, wiiat is known as the

National Mu.scimi Reserve of the Glavmusei,
out of which gradually the most valuable
items were handed over to various museimis.
Many good pictures, many a striking portrait,

exquisite miniatures, very fine china, both
Russian and European, excellent o]i\ furniture

I1.1S in this way emerged, into sight, but on the

wli'ilr ii must be confessed that tiie result was
disapijointing, and that one rerdly had expected
more. Artistic surprises, really first-rate

things or unknown works of first-rate masters
have not been brought into light by the revolu-

tion : of this tliere can by now be no doubt.
The Russian coiuitrv gentleman of the nine-

teenth century, educated in accordance with

I'Airopean standards, or even the grand
si'igui'ur had, at best, a feeling for the

refined arrangeinent of the home, was fond of

surroimding himself with tasteful furniture,

adorning his walls with decorative paintings,

and ordering the portraits of the family from
any well-known portrait painter; hut collectors,

strictly .speaking, real amateurs with an indivi-

dual sense of quality exi.sted but very rarely in

these circles.

A particularly vivid illustration of this fact

was afforded by the exhibition of old masters

of the above-mentioned National Museum
Reserve, which brought togeilier all that was
best from these sources. From the point of

view of art history this exhibition offered much
that was interesting, but the final result only
confirmed what has been stated above. A
further indication of activity may be found in the

group of often palatial country seats of the

nearer and further environs of Moscow, which
have been officially declared national artistic

monuments, and are now likewise regarded
as museums, and on certain days are open to

visitors. Among these are the Chateaux, in

Kuskovo, Ostankuro, and Ostafyevo, of the

Counts Scheremetvev (tlie last mentioned with

a collection of early German pictures), Arch-
angelskoe, a seat of the Youssoupoffs, Nikolsk-

oye-Uryupino, a former place of the Golitzins

—

everywhere great architectural designs, often

enchanting, tasteful interiors, many historic

monuments and portraits; but for really impor-

tant pictures or sculptures one looks in vain.

One word more about the provincial

museums and the often epoch-making enter-

prises in the domain of ancient Russian
ecclesiastical art.

In pre-revolutionary times art museums
existed, outside the cities, only in a few
bigger provincial towns, which with their
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usually ridiculously small funds vegetated in

rather a melancholy fashion. In this respect

much has changed for the better. Now almost

every average provincial city in Russia pos-

sesses a local museum, which has certain

funds at its disposal for purchases; moreover,

the above-mentioned National Museum Re-
serve provides them from time to time with

works of art. It should also be mentioned that

the section fur Provincial Museums of the

Glavmusei for this purpose often makes
purchases from private persons. Some pro-

vincial museums have in a short time made
quite remarkable strides, and produce— for

instance in distant Vyatka—a completely

European impression. Some progress has also

been made with the development of art exhibi-

tions.

Very important are the results of the Com-
mission for the investigation and preserva-

tion of early Russian painting, which works
methodically and with great energy. The
historic and artistic development of this school

is in many respects not sufficiently understood,

and its scientific investigation demands, above

all things, a closer knowledge of the oldest

ikons, and the much more rare church frescoes

of the twelfth to fifteenth centuries in their

original condition. As is well known, Russian

ikons are mostly concealed under heavy, often

very precious metal coverings, and are often re-

painted and mostly gone very dark under many
coats of varnish ; likewise the old wall paintings

in Russian churches are in most cases quite

barbarously repainted. What is required is to

remove these later repaints and layers of

varnish, and to lay bare again the intense
splendour of colour of the original paint, and
the often monumental flow of line of the com-
positions. A whole series of such tasks has
been t;iken in hand by the above commission
in Moscow and elsewhere : amongst them the
uncovering of the twelfth century frescoes of

the Demetrius Cathedral in Vladimir, and
expeditions to various distant convents and
churches have been undertaken specially for

this purpose, during which the study of early

Russian architecture and other ecclesiastical art

has not been neglected, while among other dis^

coveries, hitherto unknown and quite marvel-
lous embroideries have come to light.

An exhibition of early Russian art, organised
last year, contained part of the result of this

work, carried out by very able specialists in

the most painstaking fashion. Alongside of

the recently cleaned earliest Russian Ikon, the

Mother of God of Vladimir—Greek painting of

the twelfth century — were shown superb
figures, of unsuspected splendour of colour, by
Andrei Rublov, the most important Russian
painter of the period circa 1400, to whom also

the marvellous, highly-venerated Trinity-Ikon

from the popular sanctuary Troitzkaya, Lavra,

near Moscow, is attributed. If there was ever

confirmation of the well-known saying of Dela-

iroix: " Le premier m^rite d'un tableau est

d'etre une fete pour I'oeil "
it is to be found in

this work.

LEONARDO AND BOLTRAFFIO
BY SIR CHARLES HOLMES

example,

published

fllE authorship of certain pictures

!Uid portraits which bear Leon-
Hrdo's name will never, in all

human probability, be solved

beyond dispute. Lately, for

it seemed as if the documents
in the ' Raccolta Vinciana ' and

elsewhere had decided that our Madonna of the

Rocks was unquestionably by Leonardo's hand.

More recently Commendatore Venturi in his

eloquent study of Leonardo's painting (Bologna :

Zanichelli, Lire 35), argues with considerable

ingenuity that the documents have just the oppo-

site significance ; that Leonardo's original was
sold to the French long before the famous trial

came to an end, and is now in the Louvre, while

our picture was hastily done after 1506, almost

entirely by Ambrogio de Predis. I cannot my-
self accept the latter view. I seem to find almost

everywhere in the picture the evidences of

Leonardo's own unparalleled delicacy, a delicacy

which the more mechanical skill of de Predis

could not counterfeit. One interesting test, how-
ever, may be worth making. As all who have
examined the picture closely are aware, much of

the exquisite quality of the modelling is obtained

by softenmg the still wet paint with the finger

tips, and the print of the fingers of the painter,

whoever he was, are still clearly discernible in

many passages. I have had one passage photo-

graphed and enlarged [Plate II] to enable a

comparison to be made with other works which
have borne Leonardo's name and reveal

similar technical treatment. The late and
unpleasing St. John Baptist of the Louvre is

worked in this manner, if I remember rightly.

Careful search might reveal the same technical

method elsewhere if similar enlarged photo-

graphs could be made from other late works
attributed to Leonardo.
Another picture in the Louvre, the so-called

La Belle Ferronniere, brings me to the main sub-

ject of this note, from which I have too long

digressed. La Belle Ferronniere is attributed to
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Ri)lirafTio by those who deny Leonardo's author-

ship. It lias recently been ' surface cleaned,'

that is to say the vainish has been polished, so

that it can now be examined far more minutely

than was previously possible. .\t first sigiit the

result was a little disconcerting. The picture was

harder and less pleas;int in colour than it seemed

before. Hut the smotith and extraordinarily

competent modelling of the head, and the deli-

cacy of such details as the pulTs of the lawn-

sleeves between the shoulder-knots, were evidence

of a skill which none of Leonardo's known pupils

or followers possessed, and which pointed indu-

bitably to the hand of the master himself. It is

daring perhaps to think of Leonardo as insensible

to colour, but his preoccupation with form was

so strong that here, as in some other cases where

he uses positive colour, it is used without the

peculiar plea.sure of the born colourist, but rather

as a man of science would use it ; the modulations

being worked out, as it were, on an a priori

mathematical scale, rather than as a pleasurable

record of variations of tone and actually seen

and noted, with that memory of the delightful

possibilities of paint which is the true colourist's

gift.

A few days after seeing La Belle Ferronniere

I was fortunate enough to see the Portrait of a

Youth by Boltraffio, formerly in the possession

of Baron Gustave de Rothschild, and now in the

collection of .Sir Philip Sassoon, who has kindly

allowed me to study the work at leisure [Plate].

It is painted on a panel, apparently of oak, and

measures i8Jin. by i3fin- (m.m. 465 by 35o).

There is a certain similarity in externals to the

Louvre picture, notably in the red dress with its

A CANALETTO CURIOSITY
BY TANCRED BORENIUS
" ^ /^^ T ought, of course, really to be

^JS axiomatic, that there is no subject

yp^ from which any artist may not

?^ derive his inspiration ; and yet we
'^J ^j« are constantly apt to think of artists,

who are not specially characterised by their

versatility, as being confined by some mysteri-

ous unwritten law within the narrow limits of

subject matter most frequently exploited by

them. Still, it is on record, say, that Jacob

van Ruysdael painted still-life pictures, and

that Pietro Longhi tried his hand at heroic

fresco : and although a mention of the younger

Canaletto, Bernardo Bellotto, as a painter of

subjects from sacred history may raise a smile,

I believe it nevertheless to be a fact that at

least on one occasion he did appear in that

capacity.

Dr. J. Seymour Maynard acquired not long

ago two fair-sized pictures on canvas, one

pulTs, but the resi^mblanic is only superficial. In

the lirst place this is the work of a colourist.

Here the red, dark brown and white of the dress

ami the warm tone of the hair combine into a rich

h;irmon\ with a backgnmiul of full dce|) green.

Next, this portrait is clearly painted direct from
Nature, as the forcible shadows indicate, with far

more vixidness, though with far less delicacy and
elaboration than La licllc Ferronniere. It is a

fresh, vigorous, curiously ciiaritiing and sym-
pathetic study from life : the other is a delicate,

learned elaboration, in which the individual,

albeit a .striking and arresting individual, is re-

fined till she becomes a type.

With HoltralTio there is none of this idealizing,

none of tiiis search for the type in the individual.

His boy remains a distinct and charming person-

ality, all his little variations from classical perfec-

tion of feature being carefully retained and set

down just as they were. But if the follower may
to our eyes have some advantage over the master

in freshness of presentation and richness of

colour, his inferiority as a craftsman is evident.

Compare for instance the painting of the lawn

puffs with those of the Louvre picture. How
rudimentary, too, are the contours of the features

and the dress compared with Leonardo's delicate

firmness ! Yet the Boltraffio is none the less a

fine thing ; one of the very finest works indeed of

the painter who, of all Leonardo's following, is

least easily distinguished from him in portraiture,

and who could retain his own vigour and his own
character, even when brought into close contact

with the influence by which all the other

Milanese artists were dominated and over-

whelmed.

signed, " B. Belotto de Canaletto," and the

other, " Bernardo Belotto de Canaletto." The
form of the signatures is in itself confidence-in-

spiring; they are undoubtedly contemporary

with the pictures ; and what is more, the style

of the pictures points quite unmistakably to

Bellotto as their author, except for the fact

that one of them [Plate I, a] has for the

subject of the figure incident, which fills \\s

foreground, Christ driving the money changers

out of the Temple—and these figures, executed

in a style that is reminiscent both of Sebastiano

Ricci and Tiepolo, are, so far as I know, un-

paralleled in any hitherto accepted work by

Bellotto. Of course, the possibility of these

figures being painted by another hand than the

remainder of the picture is not to be denied

off-hand— it is stated that Bellotto received

assistance, in the matter of figure painting,

both from the little-known painter Stefano
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Torelli and from C. W. E. Dietrich '
; but why

should Bellotto not for once have painted a

scene from sacred history himself? And if he

did paint such a scene, this is surely the style

of figure drawing that one might expect him to

have adopted. In the manner of painting I see

nothing that points to the foreground being by

a different hand from the rest of the picture-

quite the reverse, in fact.

The companion picture [Plate I, b] is a

scene in the accepted Bellotto style : a portico,

peopled with figures in costumes of the artist's

period, amongst whom a Venetian Procurator

is conspicuous. Through the arcades we look

into the courtyard of a palace, the architectural

forms of which carry one's thoughts to Venice

—

just as the grand staircase in the background

of the first picture reminds one of the Scala

dei Giganti at the Doges' Palace. A column

in the foreground on the right bears a theatrical

poster, announcing a French play ("L'Em/. . .

Prod. . . . de M.V. . . .") ; and on another

poster near by the artist has written, in big

1 As a result of a collaboration with the latter artist,

two pictures in the Dresden gallery, Nos. 632,633 (Allegories

formerly in the Royal Palace at Warsaw) are indicated,

though without full certainty.

letters, as if to emphasise his right to choose

any subject he likes, ' Picloribus atque poetis

Ouidlibet audcndi semper fuit aequa potestas."

Both pictures are painted with Bellotto's

characteristic masterly breadth, and are very

effectively designed, the broad massing and

contrasting of light and shade being especially

helpful in this respect.

Among undisputed Bellottos which come

especially close to the two now published,

I may refer to two delightful examples

in the Liechtenstein collection at Vienna

[Plate II, c & d], both of them views of the

Liechtenstein Palace, and presumably dating

from the time of Bellotto's visit to Vienna, in

1759-60, when the Seven Years War caused

the artist to leave Dresden. Both the treat-

ment of the figures and the way of conceiving

the scene on less panorama-like lines than is

usual with Bellotto connect these pictures with

Dr. Maynard's.
For the elucidation of the individualities of

the Venetian Settecento— a task which still

is far from worked out in all its details—this

revelation of an unsuspected aspect of

Bellotto's work may perhaps prove of some

utility.

PICTURES OF A CHINESE IMMORTAL
BY W. PERCEVAL YETTS

VERYONE acquainted with the

work of the later Chinese and
IPI ^^\ll/ Japanese painters and craftsmen

\n \^PaI knows well the " Eight Immortals."

Indeed, so frequently has the group

been represented during the last five or six cen-

turies in everv form of artistic production that the

repetition may with reason be regarded as tire-

some. Yet, although portrayed with such pro-

minence, the Eight occupy but an inconspicuous

place in the hagiology of the cult to which they

belong. Taoist saints are legion; some notion

of their number can be got from the fact that one

well-known book' contains more than 850 bio-

graphies of eminent exponents of the doctrine of

Tao. A book of this kind—and there are many
such in Chinese literature—narrates the exploits

of a strange host of hermits, sages, adepts,

wizards, alchemists, frenzied vagabonds and

fairy maidens all classed by the Chinese under

the term hsien. Some hxien come within several

of these categories; and, although it is true that

the one activity they have in common is the quest

for supernormal longevity, the designation

"immortal" seems inadequately to represent their

protean characteristics. Probably no better

word in our language can be found to describe

1 Li shih chSn hsien t'i tao t'ung chien and its two sup-

plements. See Wieger, Nos. 293-5.

them ; still it is likely to cause confusion in the

Western mind accustomed to associate it with

other and widely different meanings. In short,

so essentially a Chinese conception is most ap-

propriately called by its Chinese name, and hsien

therefore is the word that will be used in this

article. I have hinted that the group of Eight

as now constituted is a somewhat modern con-

ception. Our concern here is, however, with one

of its members, not with the group as a whole;

and it will be sufficient lo mention that there are

grounds for believing that an associated body of

similar nature was recognised as long ago as the

second century B.C. Changes in the individual

components have taken place from time to time.

The modern constitution of the Eight may not

date back beyond the Yiian dynasty (A.D. 1206-

1368). Tradition connects some of the members

with a much greater antiquity.

Lii Tung-pin, or Lij Yen as he is less familiarly

known, was born about A.D. 790. He is the

most popular and widely reverenced of the Eight

FIsien, indeed, he is called the Patriarch of Hsien,

and many shrines in his honour are to be found

all over China. Generally regarded as the

literary member of the group, he is, however,

claimed as patron saint in some localities by

jugglers and magicians, and in others by

beggars. He is also reputed to have been the
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founder of one of tlie threat secret societies still

tluurishiny in ("liina. Ills annivers<iry on the

fourteenth day of the fourth nuK^n is (or was till

lately) kept as a national festival, and he is fre-

quently represented in the drama. Several large

books are entirely lievoted to his life ami niiracu-

U)US deeils, ami several more are attrihiiled lo his

own pen. Tradition has credited him with the

authorship of a number of admired e.\amples of

caligraphy which, cut in stone, are preserved to

the present dav in widely se]iarated parts of the

country. Hence it is not surjirising that he is

reputed to have proved himself on one occasion

at any rate an expert in the sister-art of draughts-

mansiiip (see below). The following is abridged

from the account of him- given in an iliu.slrated

handbook of Taoist mythology called " Lives of

Hsien " {Lieh h^ien chiia))) which was compiled

probably about the fourteenth century, and was

given the title of an older and similar work. It

is widely read, and may be taken to present the

popularly accepted version of the legend. Lii

Tung-pin"s place of birth was the town of Yung-
le in the province of Shansi. In accordance with

world-wide custom while recording the coming
of superhuman heroes, the tale tells of portents at

birth and of physical and mental characteristics

of the child proclaiming him no ordinary mortal.

He was extraordinarily quick at learning, being

able to memorize thousands of lines a day, and

his language even as an infant was fluent and

couched in classical terms. Yet after many years

in spite of these attainments, or rather because

he disdained to conform to the requirements of

the official standard, he twice failed to qualify for

the third or doctor's degree. It was on the

second of the occasions when he sat for the

examination at Ch'ang-an, the capital of China

in those davs, that he encountered the Taoist

adept who became his preceptor and eventually

initiated him into the mysteries of hsienship. Lii

was then sixty-four years of age. Having

wandered into one of the city taverns, he found

there an aged man in black cap and white gown
scribbling the following stanza upon the wall :

Whenever I would rest I grasp a cup of wine,

Oblivious of a\\ else in this great capital.

So vast are heaven and earth that I remain unlcnown,

.^.n old man wandering by himself among mankind.

Impressed and attracted by his strange and

venerable appearance, as well as by the grace and

spontaneity of the poem, Lii made him a bow and

inquired his name. The old Taoist replied that

he was Chung-li Ch'uan,' and then invited Lii

to join in his wanderings as his disciple. While

2 A full translation was published by the present writer

in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for October, 1916.

3 Also one of the Eight Hsien. Owing to a confusion of

names he is reputed to have first appeared on earth about

the beginning of our era, but actually the historical proto-

type of the myth was probably a contemporary of Lu

Tung-pin.

the two were staying at an inn, there occurred
ilif ejiisode of the \'ellow Millet Uream, famous
in t'hincsc legend as a parable teaching the

N.inily and impermancnce of worldly greatness.

It illu.strates besides so aptly a leading tenet of

Taoist philosophy, wherebv artists have been led

to a\()id the pomp of state and scenes centralized

in man's grandeur as subjects for their brush,

that this part of the narrative .seems worthy of

((notation in full from llie |)ages of the " Lives of

Ilsien."
While Chung-li was aiili his own hands attending

to the cooking of a meal, Lii, reclining on a pillow,

soon became oblivious of his surrouiulin^s and fell into

a deep sleep. He dreamt he went up to the capital as

a candid.ile at the triennial examination and passed at

the top of the list. Starting his official career as a

junior secretary to one of the Boards, he rapidly gained

promotion to the Censorale and the Han-lin Academy,
and eventually reached the positiorj of Privy Councillor,

having occupied in the course of his unbroUen success

all the most sought-afler and im[>ortant official posts.

Twice he was mariied, ;md both wives belonged ^o

families of wealth and position. Children were born

to him ; and he witnessed his sons take to themselves

wives, and his daughters leave the paternal roof for

their husbands' homes. And all these multitudinous

events had happened before he reached the age of

forty. Next he found himself Prime Minister for the

space of ten years, wielding immense power, and it

corrupted him. Then suddenly, without warning, he

was accused of a great crime. His home and all his

ftossessions were confiscated, and his wife and children

separated. He himself, a solitary outcast, wandering
towards his place of banishment beyond the mountains,

found his horse brought to a standstill in a snow-
storm, and no longer able to continue the Journey. At

this juncture Lii with a heavy sigh waked out of his

dream, and lo I the meal was still being prepared.

With a laugh Chung-li sang these words :

—

" The yellow millet simmers yet uncooked
While you have journeyed to the land of dreams."

Whereat Lii was much astonished. " Sir," cried he,
" pray what can you know about my dream? " Th^
other replied, " In that dream of yours just now you

climbed not only up but down every rung in the ladder

of worldly glory
;
you both scaled the dizziest heights of

splendour and descended into the uttermost depths of

misery. Fifty years were past and gone in the twinkling

of an eye. What you gained was not worth rejoicing

over, what you lost was not worth grieving about.

Some day will come a Great .Awakening,* and then we
shall know the truth."

The dream marked an important stage in the

progress of Lii's enlightenment, but he was still

far from fit to enter the ranks of the hsien. His

preceptor, therefore, took him away to his moun-
tain hermitage for fuller initiation and teaching.

While there two emissaries from the Supreme
Ruler of the Universe appeared to Lii and

announced an edict nominating him Guardian of

the Golden Gate of the Ninth Heaven. Shortly

afterwards spiritual illumination came to him,

and, falling on his knees before his preceptor, he

besought the magic secret of transcending earthly

limitations. But he was yet to be subjected to

ten ordeals in order that his unworldliness and

self-abnegation might be thoroughly tested. It

is told in the " Lives of Hsien " how he passed

through these unscathed, only to be confronted

* An illusion to a passage in Chapter H of Chuang Tzu.
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with the prospect of his translation to heaven
being postponed till he had spent 3,800 years

longer in attaining perfection. Three millenia

were to be passed in bringing salvation to man-
kind, and eight centuries in researches on his

own account. Thus destiny still ties Lii Tung-
pin to this world. We arc t(jld that he roamed
all over China, becoming from time to time

visible to mortals and lending them his aid. For
instance, about A.D. 1 1 15 he came to the help of

a -Sung emperor, " whose palace was even in

broad daylight infested by demons, plimdering
the treasury of gold and silver, and carrying off

the imperial concubines." As reward for his

services in vanquishing the demons, an imperial

edict ordered that in all shrines throughout China
dedicated to Lii he should be honoured with the

title (inadequately rendered into English as)
" The Adept possessing Subtle Intellect." One
of the many places where in the course of his

wanderings Lii manifested himself was Yo-chou,
near the entrance to the Tung-t'ing Lake. A
popular rhyme preserves the tradition that thrice

he visited this city without being recognized as

the renowned hsien. At the present day there

stands surmounting the west gate of Yo-chou on
the summit of the high and steep river bank a

beautiful three-storied tower, the Yo-yang Lou,
one of the famous buildings of China celebrated

in essay and poem. On the ground floor of the

tower is preserved a stone stele just over six feet

high and nearly three in width. It bears an in-

cised portrait of Lii Tung-pin together with an
explanatory inscription, a fitting memorial of the

association linking him with the spot. A rubbing
obtained when I visited Yo-chou in 1909 is here

reproduced [Plate I, A.] The stele is headed
with six characters : Fn yit ti chiin i hsiang,

which literally translated mean " Handed down
portrait of the Divine Prince and True Protec-

tor." The title here used is one that was con-

ferred on the hsien at the beginning of the four-

teenth century by the third emperor of the Yiian

d\'nasty. The story told in the inscription sur-

rounding the figure is briefly as follows. In

A. 15. 1509 the reigning emperor dreamt that Lii

Tung-pin appeared to him. Accordingly he

ordered that those members of the Han-lin

Academy who were competent artists should pre-

pare portraits of the hsien. Not one of them
having succeeded in obtaining a satisfactory

result, the emperor issued a public proclamation

calling for painters of merit to undertake the task.

In response there came one day a Taoist priest to

the family residence of Han-ch'iian Kung, who
held the high office of a Senior Censor. The
Taoist asked for a piece of painting silk and then

and there completed the required portrait. He
saw, however, that, although the work was excel-

lent in other respects, he had made a superfluous

stroke of the brush in drawing the right foot. So
he gave it to Han-ch'iian, and called for some
more silk on which with masterly speed he
executed another portrait more perfect than the

last and meet for presentation to the emperor.
What was the amazement of Han-ch'iian to ob-

serve that it was the artist priest himself that the

two pictures portrayed ! The emperor, on un-
rolling the scroll, was filled with delight at the

fidelity of the likeness and urged Han-ch'iian to

obtain the Taoist's attendance; but no trace of

him could be found. The painting given to the

Censor was handed down as an heirloom in the

family, which, it may be remarked, is a distin-

guished one that has contributed several great

men to the mandarinate of China, including the

Viceroy Chang Chih-tung. A tracing of it was
obtained by an official named Han Ch'ing-yiin,

who, when in 1901 appointed to a post in Hu-nan,
undertook the restoration of the Yo-yang Lou.
Being an ardent votary of Lii Tung-pin and
mindful of the tradition connecting him with the

spot, Ch'ing-yiin caused a copy of his tracing to

be incised on a stone slab and displayed there

for the benefit of the public. This is the monu-
ment from which our rubbing was obtained.

I hope to show that in this presentment of the

renowned hsien may be found an important clue

towards understanding the evolution of that large

section of Chinese art concerned with the great

ones of Taoism. In point of mmibers those

hsien commonly figured by artists cannot com-

pare with the countless hosts celebrated in hero-

tales, essays and poems ; yet they are sufficiently

numerous to make the identification of them and

the legendary episodes in which they appear by

no means easy. There is literary evidence point-

ing to a basis of actual fact for many of the narra-

tives that rival in wonder the hagiology of any

other religious system. The pictorial tradition

reproduced on the stone at Yo-chou likewise sup-

ports the theory enunciated by Euhemerus that

myth and legend are traceable to historical ori-

gins. And herein lies the importance of this

picture of Lii Tung-pin. Regarded solely as a

work of art it is open to criticism. For instance,

the spontaneity and significance of the original

brushwork have assti redly suffered at the hands

of the copyist and stonemason, and the pose may
have lost a little stability. But such considera-

tions are beside the present argument and quite

subsidiary to the main fact that the general con-

ception of the design is identical with that of a

picture which there is reason to believe is a por-

trait of the historical Lii Tung-pin drawn from

life.

In the first volume of " Ars Asiatica," written

bv the late AIM. Chavannes and Petnicci, there

is reproduced and discussed a drawing of Lii

Tung-pin attributed to the ninth century artist
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T'eng Ch'ang-yu. A similar picture, said to be

painied bv I, in Shang, is included among the

illustrations to Mr. J. C". Ferguson's " Outlines

of t hintse Art " (where the author describes it

as representing the general Kuo Tzu-i). These

two drawings are so strikingly alike even to the

smallest iletail in the scheme of arrangement that

it sfems undeniable that one is a copy of the

other. It is interesting first to compare the dates

of the artists to whom they are ascribed. We
know from Prof. Giles' that about .\.D. 785 Liu

Shang wrote a poem lamenting the banishment

of his master, the painter Chang Ts,in. That

was verv near the year in which Lii Tung-pin was

born. If the artist were young then, he might

possiblv have lived long enough to paint Lii

when the latter was about sixty, which is the age

he appears to be in the picture. T'eng Ch'ang-

vu came into the world a generation or two after

Liu Shang, and he too might have painted the

aged Lii from life. Indeed, historical considera-

tions indicate that the opportunity more probably

fell to the lot of T'eng, since it is established

that he was alive in 881 and that he lived to be

more than fourscore and five."^

Such arguments, however, are likely to be fal-

lacious, and especially so when they are based,

as thev are here, on assumptions that the pictures

were actuallv painied by the artists to whom they

are attributed, and that the dates given in Taoist

books for the birth of their great ones are histori-

cally correct. The critic, forming his judgment

on intrinsic qualities, will assuredly account

T'eng's picture the greater work of art. There

can be no hesitation in regarding it as a master-

piece. Note the veritable atmosphere about it,

the dignity of the pose, the grand composition of

the draperv, the significance and economy of the

finelv modulated line: it appeals irresistibly as a

life-like presentment of a very distinguished

man. The picture said to be by Liu -Shang is,

too, a well-individualized portrait, but it lacks

the grandeur of conception, the characterization

and rhvthm of line distinguishing the other. It

has been already pointed out that the resem-

blance between these two is so close as to make

it highlv improbable that they were drawn from

the living model independently of each other.

But the question of which was copied from the

other is of little importance beside the probability

that one of them started a tradition manifesting

the purelv indigenous art of China concerned

with portraying national heroes and representing

famous incidents in the history of the country.

It is an art practised from remote antiquity up to

recent years, and popularized in such picture-

books as the Wan hsiao fang and supplements

to the Chieh tzu yiian. Its characteristics appear

History of Chinese Pictorial Art," p. 63.

.^rs Asiatica," I, p. 11.

m llie Confucian portraits preserved at Cli'u-fu,

in tlie Ku K'ai-chih picture in the British

.Mtiseimi, and in the frescoes of Tun-huang com-
mrnioraling lav lionors of shrines.

Platk 1 H shows a picture now in the posses-

sion of Messrs. Jekylls which bears the signature

P'ing-shan. This is a pseudonym (hao) of the

artist Chang Lu, a nati\e of Ta-liang in Honan,
who is described as a pupil of the famous Ming
arti.sts Tai Chin and Wu VV'ei, and also as an

ardent admirer and imitator of Wu Tao-tzij.'

\'ig<)ur and boldness of brush work characterized

his drawings f)f the human figure. He lived at

ilie latter part of the lifleenih century and the

beginning of the next ; in fact, just at the period

when, according to the tale, Lii Tung-pin him-

self appeared in the flesh at the Censor's hou.se

and painted his own portrait. Whether or not

the attribution to Chang Lu is a true one, it at

any rate affords evidence that the work was not

produced earlier than his time. We may recog-

nize, tlierefore, in this picture and in the copy

incised on .stone at Yo-chou examples of the tra-

dition still alive and unchanged at least six cen-

turies after the prototype of the series, T'eng's

masterpiece, which both so closely resemble.

Indeed, we might point to the Yo-chou monu-
ment as showing the tradition flourishing up to

the present day.

Lii Tung-pin often provides the motif for quite

a different class of picture which shows him in

his more popular guise as hermit, magician or

alchemist ; in short, as a hsien with the attributes

of his kind and frequently figuring in the fabu-

lous episodes which fill his biographies. In his

hand or slung across his back is the two-edged

sword with which he vanquished demons and

malevolent dragons, and hanging from his girdle

is the gourd containing drugs of immortality.

He wears, too, a strange head-dress called after

him the " Shun-yang Cap " (Shun-yang being

one of his titles), of which the silk stuff is

gathered up at the top into a number of " pleats

shaped like bamboo tablets." In these compara-

tively modern versions, the Patriarch appears

generally in company with other members of the

Eight Hsien group. Even then at times he re-

tains some vestige of his historical self, though

more often the old tradition has been lost. There

is in the British Museum a picture attributed to

the Yiian artist Yen Hui showing Lii equipped

with magic sword in converse with his fellow

hsien Chung-li Ch'iian and Li T'ieh-kuai, all

represented just as they commonly are at the

present day [Plate H, c] It may^ not, of

course, be actually from the brush of Yen Hui

;

yet probably it was painted quite as early as the

portrait attributed to Chang Lu. And in this

connection it may be remarked that the Chang
7 T'u shu chi ch'ing, Section XVII, C. 785.
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Lii picture itself has a point of contact with the

cult of hsienship ; for it shows lying upon the

upturned palm of Lii Tung-pin a small red bolus,

doubtless of the cinnabar that enters so largely

into the Taoists' c|uest of immortality.

Another painting in the British Museum
exhibits still more clearly historical and mythical

elements existing side by side in the same picture

[Plate II, d.] One of its two figures is the

actual Lii Tung-pin of our series, the other an
imaginary being of Taoist legend. Garbed in

the leafy cape and skirt worn bv hsien and carry-

ing a basket of magic herbs, the latter might very

well be Lan Ts'ai-ho, another of the Eight
Hsien. It is probably a Ming picture, and there

seems no reason to suppose that it was painted

by the Sung artist to whom it is ascribed.

The foregoing sketch of the evolution of Lii

Tung-pin in pictorial art has an interest by no
means confined to him ; for with but slight modi-
fications it might be made applicable to other

famous Taoists. We have watched a real per-

sonality surviving ten centuries unchanged in

spite of the rival development of another version

of himself dear to popular fancy because cc^n-

ceived in the mysterious light of religion and
magi;-. The spectacle affords demonstration of

that peculiar conservatism and love of strict

adherence to ancient tvpe which characterize

other departments of Chinese art besides that

concerned with the commemorative portraiture of

national heroes.

A LELY FOR THE NATIONAL GALLERY
BY C. H. COLLINS BAKER

N acquiring Lely's,_ J, J
- Van Hehnont

3w(48| in. X 39I in.) the National

^ Gallery has secured one of the few

I outstanding examples of this master

'that are ever likely to come on the

market. The Van Hehnont was painted in the

mid i66o's, if we may date it by its affinity to

the Greenwich Admirals. But it yet retains a

measure of Van Dyck's influence, although it

has a fuller sense of tone and atmosphere than

Van Dyck employed. The portrait was
probably painted for Anne Finch, Countess
of Conwa)', of Ragley, where Van Helmont
used to visit. For Lady Conway, who was in

some sort his disciple, he is said to have edited

a great work on the transmigration of souls,

and on her death in 1678 (as Dugdale relates)

he preserved her body with spirits of wine,

that when her absent lord returned from
Ireland he might see her before her burial, in

1679. Ragley and the portrait passed with

Lord Conway's estates to the Seymour family

c. 1683.

In technique this picture is a valuable de-

monstration of Lely's masterly recipe. As with

AN ENGLISH EMBROIDERY
BY ANDREAS LINDBLOM

N January, 1915, a splendid cope
[Plate I, a] of crimson silk,

sumptuously embroidered with silk

and gold thread, was exhibited

in the Appartamento Borgia of

the Vatican. In its actual renaissance

surroundings the cope cannot fail to strike

the visitor by its strange character, but

there is no label to tell him anything
of its origin and date. Concerning the

a number of his best men portraits, what
might be called the last skin of complexion
has been dispensed with. In consequence w'e

have an open texture, loose and free in brush

work, witii the cahvas grain retained in the

half-tones. The head has a drier impasto than

is usual ; drier indeed than that of the hand.

The mantle is deep madder brown, the curtain

on the left dull gold. I am not aware if

portrait painters to-day make as clear a dis-

tinction in their handling between men and
women portraits. I am rather inclined to think

that Sargent, John and Orpen use much the

same brushwork for dukes and duchesses. But

the difference between Lely's Comiesse de

Grammont at Hampton Court, and this Van
Hehnont—virtually contemporary works— is

striking. As regards character-interpretation

the suggestion in this portrait of the rather

aloof and dour personality of one not quite in

the atmosphere of everyday life, proves that

when Lely had a sitter who engaged his interest

in marked character, he could interpret with

accent and dignity.

IN THE VATICAN

origin we know that the cope used to belong

to a church in Rome. As to the dale, the

curator will probably inform you that it was
executed in the days of Pope Alexander VI.

Anyone, however, who has made a study of

mediaeval textile art will easily recognise that

such a date is quite impossible to adopt. The
cope must be about 200 years older than the

time of the Borgias. It is, in fact, a fine and
exceedingly well preserved example of English
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embroiderv. an opus angUcauuni from the

reign of King lidward 1. I dare say llial tliere

are few existing ecclesiastical vestments from

the thirteenth or fourteenth century in which the

main colours here deep crimson and gold-

form such a perfect harmony of beauty. The

cope, which is actually 315 cenlinu'-lres wide

and 141 high, has lost its orpiireys and liood

but is otiierwise surprisingly undamaged.

Only a few small pieces seem ti> have been cut

away at the semi-circular outline. Traces of

stitches show that the latter, wliich never was

hemmed, was originally bordered, pn>bably by

rather a narrow orphrey. Another orpiirey

ought to have been attached to the straight

upper border.' A small triangular hood was

originallv fixed to the top of the cope. The

embroidered frame of the compartment with

The Coronalion of the Virgin is interrupted

to leave place for the hood, which seems to

have reached about 18 centimetres beneath the

actual border of the cope. The stuff is a thick

crimson silk, woven with narrow diagonal

stripes, in quite the same way as the ground

of the lesse cope in the Victoria and Albert

Museum.= The lining, through which all the

stitches are sewn down, is a grey linen. The

o-old and silver threads are embroidered in

'point renlre ou retire,'' the rows of stitches

sometimes forming a zigzag diaper. For the

silk the ordinary chain-stitch is used, except a

few details (saints' emblems, etc.), which are

made in point couche with different patterns.

The binding threads of the couche are always

of the same colour as the lying ones. The

following colours may be distinguished : fawn

(faded from a pink red), yellow, green (two

shades), blue (three shades), brown (three

shades), white and black. A special flesh-tone

seems to have existed, now everywhere faded

to white.^ With exception of this and of the

above-mentioned pink-red which has faded to

fawn the other colours seem to iiave kept very

well. The surface of the cope is divided by a

framework into nineteen eight-pointed, star-

shaped compartments. The frames are golden,

bordered either with blue and white or with

green and vellow silk. In the intervening

spaces are angels, standing on wheels. Some

1 The cope is placed in a case that cannot be opened

without destroying the wooden frame, and as the upper

border is concealed bv the frame it cannot be exammed

The photographs reproduced here had to be made through

the glass, which has somewhat interfered with their clear-

"Tsee Victoria and Albert Museum Catalogues. English

Ecclesiastical Embroideries. 1916. Plate X.

3 Concerning this and other kinds of stitches, see L. de

Farcy La Broderie dii XU siecle jusqu'a iws jours, 1890.

•1 The cheeks show the w^ell-known spiral stitching. See

the author's article The Cofc of Sha in The Burlington

Magazini;. Vol. xxviii, p. 178-185.

of the angels have small " eyes " on their

wings. Concerning the Iccliniiiue and the

general colouring of the figures a few facts may
be observed. The outlines as well as the

inner design are spaced out from the ground

and were originally filled up with black. The
eves have a big black pupil, the iris being

sometimes indicated also. The colouring of

the garments is very simple : the mantle

always being golden, lined either with fawn or

with vair (the spots white on the red silk

ground); the tunic or mantle either white,

shaded with blue (tliree shades) or yellow,

shaded with green (two .shades), and some-

times decorated with golden stars. The angels

wear a peculiar white garment about their

necks. Their feathers are in gold, mixed with

a little silk (blue, yellow, fawn, etc.). The

hair of the women aiid of the angels is yellow

or brown, the men's beards and hair usually

being brown, but occasionally yellow, black,

or white. The halos of the angels are either

fawn or yellow and green.

The numbers on the accompanying figure

correspond to the compartments on the Cope.

The scenes are as follows:—
1. The Coronation of the Virgin. The

Virgin wears a yellow robe and a vair-lined

mantle, Christ a shirt, bordered with fawn, a

white tunic, and a vair-lined mantle. The

seat is white, decorated in gold and black, with

a fawn and green cushion.

2. Christ on the Cross, betivecn the Virgin

and S. John. The loin-cloth of Christ is

golden, lined with fawn. The Virgin wears

a white robe and a fawn-lined mantle. S.

John's tunic is yellow and his mantle-lining

vair.

3. The Madonna. In her right hand a

golden branch with green leaves. Her gar-

ments as in compartment No. i. The child

wears a white tunic. The seat as in No. i
;
the

cushion fawn and blue.

4. 5. Paul. White tunic and fawn-lined

mantle. Book and glove.

5. 5. Peter wears a yellow tunic and a vair-

lined mantle. White beard and hair. He is

carrying the tiara in his right hand and the

keys in the other.
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B—Corouation of the Virgin, Crucifixion, S. Peter, S. John, Angels. Detail uf the same cope (Vatican)

C—Madiinna and Child. Detail of the same cope

(Vatican)

D—S. James the Greater. Detail of the same cope

(Vatican )

Plate II. An En<rlish I-!mhroii!er\- in the \'atican



6. 5. Jude. Garments as S. Peter. Book
and a green cross.

7. 5. John. Beardless. Garments as S.
Paul. Book and a palm-branch of fawn colour.

8. S. Andre^w. Garments as S. Peter.

Book and a brown cross.

9. S. Thomas. Garments as S. Paul. Book
and spear. On his breast a bloody wound,
recalling his martyrdom. Compare No. 13.

10. S. Bartholomew. Hair and beard in

silver and black. Garments as S. Paul. Book
and knife.

11. 5. James the Greater. Garments as S.
Peter. With staff, script and book. The pil-

grim's hat is hanging on his shoulder.

12. 5. Simon. Garments as S. Paul. Book
and a knotted club.'*

13. S. James the Less? With book and
glove. White beard and hair. Garments as

S. Paul. On his breast a bloody wound, re-

calling his martyrdom. Compare No. 9.

14. S. Matthew? White hair and beard.

He wears a yellow tunic and a golden mantle.

With book.

15. S. Philip with three loaves and book."

White tunic and golden mantle.

16. 5. Margaret with a golden dragon. Her
robe and mantle of the same materials as S.

Paul's.

17. S. Catherine of Alexandria. Her gar-

ments of the same materials as S. Peter's.

She is holding a wheel and a cross-staff with

banner.
18. S. Stephen. He carries stones in a

cloth and is represented as a deacon with white

beard and hair. The amice is decorated with

fawn and green, the dalmatic being golden.

On the bloody crown of his head lie some
stones.

ig. S. Lawrence. His beard and hair and
garments as S. Stephen's. With a gridiron in

silver.

The interpretation of character in the

figures varies considerably. Compare, e.g.

the rather refined and expressive face of the

seated Christ with the face of Christ on the

cross, the latter [Plate II, b] looking more
like a caricature. Noble features characterise

also S. Peter, S. James the Greater, and the

Madonna [Plate II, b, c, d], while the con-

trary may be said about S. John [Plate II, b],

S. Bartholomew, and S. Margaret. But these

differences may be due not to the designer but

to the hand of the various embroiderers. In

any case the former must have been a very

5 & 6 On the Toledo cope (reproduced in Las Joyas de la

Exposicion Historico-Europea de Madrid, 1892, pi. cxiv-

clxvi, and in A. F. Kendriclv, English Embroidery, pi. v and

xi.) the apostle is wearing the same emblem and a scroll

with his name.

good artist indeed, comparable with the best
masters at the court of Edward I.

The affinity between the Vatican cope,
described above, and the famous Syon cope '

in the Victoria and Albert Museum [Plate
III, e] is so striking, that it needs no long
comment. Both are—or have been— divided
into a large number ' of compartments,
surrounded by frame-work and with angels in

the intervening space. The middle part of
each one is occupied by representations of the
coronation of the Virgin, Christ crucified, with
S. Mary and S. John, and by a third scene
with different contents. The other compart-
ments show either single figures (Vatican) or
both single figures and groups (Syon). From
an iconographical point of view certain com-
mon features deserve to be noticed. The
attitudes and the emblems of S. Philip, S.
Andrew, S. Thomas, and S. Simon, as well as
the peculiar necJc-wear of the angels correspond
on the two copes in a manner too distinct to

be accidental. Yet the likeness between the
figures is never so close that it can be re-

garded as due to the use of the same
models. The stitches are of the same kinds,
yet sometimes used in different ways. Thus
the Syon cope has the whole linen background
covered with embroidery, while that in the

Vatican leaves the background of red silk un-
covered. The borders of the garments of the

figures are in the former decorated with narrow
orphreys, which do not occur in the Vatican
cope. On the other hand the style of the

figures, although there is a certain similarity

due to a common epoch and country, is really

rather different. Compare S. Paul on the

Syon [Plate III, f] with S. Peter on the

Vatican cope [Plate II, b]. The latter is far

more elegant and the movement of his body
shows the S-line of the developed Gothic
style. The folds of his mantle are wide and
deep, the tunic is softly shaded. A certain

stiffness in the representation of the silk gar-

ments is peculiar to the Syon example.
It seems clear that the Vatican specimen has

not emanated from the same workshop in which
the Syon cope and the embroidered panel in

the British Museum ^ [Plate III, g] and po.s-

sibly also the Daroca cope, were executed.

Nor does it belong to the well-known " Jesse

workshops." A comparison between the

' Described among others in The Burlington Magazine,
Vol. vi., p. 278-283, in the Vict, and .Alb. Museum Cat.,

cif'd above, pp. 9-15 and 43-43, and in A. F. Kendrick,
English Embroidery, pp. 29-32.

* The Vatican cope shows nineteen, Prof. Lefhaby's re-

construction of the Syon cope twenty-two compartments.
8 Reproduced in Needlework as Art, by Lady M. Alford.

For this group of embroideries and for the further-men-

tioned Jesse and London workshops, see my article, The
Cope of Ska, cited above.
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Madonnas of the Vatican rope [Plate I] and

of Jesse cope in the Victoria and Aljjcrt

Museum '" will at once make this clear. A
closer correspondence may be traced between

the Vatican cope and some of the worivs frtmi

this workshop, probably in London, which 1

tried to reconstruct some years ago "
; the

source of the older cope of Saint Bertrand dc

Comfiiingi-s, tiie Vich cope, tiic Catwortb

cushion, etc. -All the works of the " London
workshop," however, show a richness in

decoration and technique which seem to in-

dicate a somewhat later period than the rather

plain Vatican example. In the group system

of embroideries accepted by students, our

cope would therefore appear to belong to a

middle period. Its decoration, iconography,

>" Sec pi. xiv in the \'ict. and Alb. Museum Cat., cited

above.
" See my article The Cope of Ska, cited above.

and technique, connect it with the early Syon
cope work.shop, while the st)le of the figures

indicates somewhat later " London work-
shop."

Tlie date of the .Syon cope is generally fixed

as the end of the thirteenth century. The
oldest Saint-Bertrand cope, probably the first

work of the " London workshop," was made a

little before 130c). Thus the date "about 1300"

seems to be the most suitable for the Vatican

cope.'^ The presence of so important a piece

of English needlework in the Vatican may be

regarded as additional evidence of the great

interest in English embroidery which is so

characteristic of the reign of Boniface VIII.

•2 The tiara of S. ^Peter [Plate II, b] shows only one

crown-ring. The second was added just under the time

of Pope Bonifacius VIII (1297-1303). Thus the Vatican

cope cannot be dated so much later than 1304, even if we
admit the possibility that the knowledge of the English

designer was not quite up-to-date.

CHINESE PHILOSOPHY OF ART-VII.

BY ARTHUR WALEY
TUNG CH'I-CH'ANG (i).

'HERE are in Europe at present two
kinds of art, one intended for normal

people, the other for the few that are

endowed with artistic sensibility. The
chief characteristic of the first kind is

that it must always be mixed with something else

;

normal people cannot take their art ' neat.' Not
only must art always be diluted by such ex-

traneous elements as religion, patriotism or

pornography, but the difTerent arts must also as

far as possible be blended together. Hence the

popularity of opera, in which each art magnani-
mously supports the other.

In China there was a similar division, but the

line of demarcation was not quite the same. The
average Chinaman could not take his art un-

diluted, but he could stand more than the

homoeopathic dose which satisfies the European.
Let us glance at the arts in China of the i6th

century. The drama had never become ' classi-

cal.' Savagery and sentimentality reigned

supreme. In music ' the few ' cultivated ancient

instruments such as the chi'n (lyre) ;
' the many '

sought through song an easy escape from one
art into the next. In literature the discovery

was made that by the omission of anything

demanding thought or sustained attention ' the

many ' could be reconciled to classical poetr\

.

Hence, the elementary anthologies consisting of

short, pretty pieces which are now all that the

average educated Chinaman knows of Chinese

poetry and which Europeans who study Chinese

literature insist on regarding as canonical.

.As regards prose, religion (under the guise of

magic), pornography and patriotism played their

1 6thusual part. B5 these the Chinaman of the

century was reconciled to the art of fiction.

Painting of the popular kind had its own
technique. Highly finished detail was demanded
(the purchaser likes to feel that he has bought up
the largest possible quantity of human labour),

and the artist was usually called upon to illustrate

well-known legends or novels. That is to say,

painting was diluted with literature.

But there was another kind of painting de-

signed also for a large public,—the Learned
Man's Painting (best known to Europeans by its

Japanese name, Biinjingwa). This was the

hobby of State officials who, like the members of

our own executive departments, were chosen for

their proficiency in Classical learning. Owing
their position to assiduous study, they believed

that knowledge was also the key to art. Painting

was to them a complicated ritual, like the Court

functions in which so much of their lives were

spent. Only ' recognized ' pictures could be

painted and they must be painted in the ' recog-

nized ' way. The Book of Odes mentions a

certain river in connection with autumn. Accord-

ingly this river must always be represented by

the painter under its autumnal aspect. The same
code of usages demanded that each part of a

picture should be in the style of the particular

master whose work was regarded as canonical in

this branch of painting. The nature of the code

cannot be better explained than by introducing to

the reader the arch-master of these curious

ceremonies.

Tung Ch'i-ch'ang was born in 1554 and died in

1636. He rose to be President of the Board of

Rites, and may in this capacity have had to deal
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E—The " Syon Copt- " (Virtoria and Albert Museum)

F—S. Paul. Detail of above cope (Victoria and
Albert Museum)

G—Betrayal of Christ. Embroidered panel

(British Museum)

Plate III. An Elnqlish Embroidery in the Vatican





with Matteo Ricci, who died in 1610.'

He held, at various times in his life, provincial

posts in Shantung, Honan, and Kuangsi ; but

for the most part worked, in the service of four

successive Emperors, at the Capital, Nanking.

He was one of those immensely gifted and
vigorous characters whose happy careers spread

like some vast tree over a whole century. (One

thinks of Bernini, who also died at the age of 82).

To these facile giants failure is, it would seem,

impossible ; but so also is the highest achieve-

ment.
As a statesman, as a painter, as a calligrapher,

as an archjeologist and as a writer on art, Tung
Ch'i-ch'ang enjoyed for fifty years the highest

reputation. No ancient picture was genuine till

Tung's seal had made it so. Travelling en grand

seigneur through the provinces which he

governed, he was met at every posting-station by

the possessors of would-be masterpieces. Gifts,

naturally, were showered upon him, and his own
collection assumed vast proportions.

But in all his journeys he was dominated by

one desire, to discover a painting by the great

Sth century master, Wang Wei. For many
years he could get no nearer his idol than we can

to-day : it was in a copy by Chao Meng-fu that

1 Dr. Laufer (Mitt. (T Seminars f. Orientalische

Sprachen, Berlin, 1910, has published an album of copies

after European engravings, the last of which bears one of

Tung C'i-ch'ang's names. But he does not furnish con-

clusive evidence that these drawings are really the work of

Tung.

he studied Wang Wei." And it was only an

intuition which informed him that Wang was in

this case the painter of the original.
Yang Kao-yu at Pekin has a small Snow picture by

Chao Meng-fu. He makes a free use of gold-powder.

There is in his treatment of distances a tranquillity

and elegance quite out of the common. As soon as 1

saw the picture I knew that it was after Wang Wei.

Asked why 1 thought so, 1 replied, " prom T'ang till

Sung the different methods of brush-stroke are clearly

distinguished in the different schools. It is like the

five divisions of the Dhyana (Zen) sect in Buddhism.
A single phrase, often a single word, is enough to tell

the listener to which sect the speaker belongs.

Now in this picture the brush-work is not like that

of Chang Seng-yu nor of Li Ssu-hsiin, nor yet like

that of Wang Hsia, nor of K'uan T'ung. Nor does it

resemble the eclectic styles of Tung Yuan, Ch'u-jan, Li

Ch'eng and Fan K'uan. Whose then can be its manner,

if it be not that of Wang Wei?

.^.t last ills search was definitely rewarded.
In the autumn of this year I heard that an original

by Wang Wei, Hilts by the River, after Snow, was in

the possession of Feng Kung-shu. I at once sent a

messenger to Wu-lin to ask if I might see it. Kung-
shu valued it more highly than the eyes in his head or

the marrow of his brain ; but, knowing of my pas-

sionate interest in Wang Wei, he complied with my
request. I fasted for three days before examining the

picture. As soon as I saw it I realised that the style

resembled that of the small picture by Chao
M«ng-fu . . .

I had never seen Wang's pictures, but I had dreamed
of them. And now when at last I saw one I found

that it corresponded exactly to my dreams. Surely in

some previous existence I must have entered Wang's
house, seen his brush at work, and carried away a

recollection of that encounter which even to-day has

not wholly dimmed I

2 C.f. the copy ly Chao Meng-fu of Wang Wei's Wang
Ch'uan Roll, now in the British Museum. See L. Binyon,

Burlington Mag., Vol. XVII, p. 256.

A STUCCO AFTER VERROCCHIO
BY ERIC MACLAGAN

ERROCCHIO, so Vasari tells us

in his life,' made among other

works two heads in bronze

(metallo) ; one of Alexander the

Great, in profile, and the other of

Darius, of his own invention. They were in

relief (mezso rilievo), each separate, differing

one from the other in the crests of the helmets,

in the armour, and in every other particular.

These two were sent by Lorenzo il Magnifico to

King Matthias Corvinus in Hungary with

many other works, of which Vasari promises

due mention in their proper place. All trace of

them, as of many other treasures that belonged

to the art-loving King of Hungary, seems

since to have vanished. Such ideal heads of

the heroes of antiquity were not uncommon in

the art of the Italian Renaissance ; in the

North indeed it became the fashion to employ

them profusely in architectural decoration.

And among many plaquettes with profile heads

on a smaller scale one at least ^ represents
"

> Ed. Milanesi, lTn~36i.
2 Molinier 49 ; there is an example in the Kaiser Friedrich

Museum at Berlin, No. 570.

Alexander, an antique gem of Athene, fully

armed and with a dragon-crested helmet, having

been adapted for the purpose and inscribed

ALISANDRO. On another rather similar

plaquette ^ inscribed SCTP AF the head of

Athene has been turned into that of Scipio. It

will be noticed that in both cases a youthful if

not a feminine type of face has been accepted

as suitable.

But there is another profile of Scipio which

has been connected in a much more definite

way with Verrocchio's lost bronzes—the well-

known marble relief [Plate I, a] bequeathed

in 1903 to the Louvre by Monsieur Rattier.

The warm-hued marble, rather oddly inscribed

in the dative case with the name P. SCIPIONI,
shows a weakly-handsome young man with a

coiling dragon on his helmet and a winged

mask of Medu.sa on the breast of his cuirass.

The ornament is treated with almost over-

powering elaboration. The relief measures

3 Molinier 53 ; there is an example in the Victoria and

Albert Museum, No. 704-1865.
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about 60 by 38 centimetres.*

Attention was fust called to it in i8Sj by

Dr. von Bode, who published it with an ex-

cellent (but accidentally reversed) collotype re-

production.' lie suijijested that it was tiie work

of \'errocchio, but brouyiu it into connection

with the well-known drawing by Leonardo da

\'inci, then still in the Malcolm collection, but

now one of the chief treasures of the British

Museum," as well as with the lost bronze heads

of Alexander and Darius. A few years later

a photograph of the relief was produced at a

meeting of the Sociel^ Naiionale des Auti-

quaircs dc France ' by Monsieur Blanchet, who
compared it with the Leonardesque drawings in

the Recueil ]'iiUardi; in the discussion that

followed Courajod recalled von Bode's opinion,

and insisted on the Leonardesque character of

the Scipio. In 1890 Muntz, who had described

the relief as worthy of Leonardo in his His-

ioire de VArt pendant la Reuaissancc,^ wrote

an interesting article ° dealing mainly with the

tvpe of the Medusa liead on the cuirass, for

which he found man\- analogies; concluding

that no attribution could be based on the

ornamental details of the relief, but definitely

rejecting the ascription to Yerrocchio. Dr.

von Bode has twice again written at some
length on the Scipio relief,'" ascribing it in

both cases in design, though not in execution,

to Leonardo. In their monographs on Yer-

rocchio Dr. Mackowsky " and Monsieur

Reymond '- both tentatively give an ascription

* The Louvre Scipio relief figured in the sale of the elder

Monsieur Rattier (lot 105) in March, 1859 ; it was the only

work of art bought in by his son, who was not himself a

collector, but who informed Dr. von Bode some forty-four

j'ears ago that the Scipio had been one of the first of his

father's acquisitions. Its history can therefore be carried

back to the earlier years of the nineteenth century. 1 owe
this information to the kindness and the inexhaustible

memory of Dr. von Bode ; the photograph here repro-

duced was sent to me by Monsieur .\lfassa.

'> In the Prussian Jahrbuch, III, pp. 102 ff.

' Best reproduced in Berenson's Drawings of Florentine

Painters, Vol. II, No. 1035, pi. cxiv, where it is compared

with the somwhat similar head in Verrocchio's silver relief

at Florence, and in the first (1905-f)) year's publication of

the Vasari Society, No. 3, where Mr. McCurdy suggests

that the artist of the Scipio may have been influenced by

the drawing as well as by the silver relief. Another repro-

duction, with some of the slight sketches of fiiore or less

cognate heads at Windsor, is in MuUer-Walde, Figs. 31-33.

[Plate II, d].

' Bulletin, i8go, pp. 137-8.

* Vol. II, p. 512 ; there is an elaborate reproduction in

tinted photogravure facing p. 460.

9 Gazette des Beaux Arts, 3me P4r., XVII, pp. 115 fl.

'" In the text to the Bruckmann Denkmdler der Renais-

sance Sculptur Toscanas, p. 147—the photograph is on

PI. 463—and in his essay on Leonardo as a Sculptor, re-

printed in the English (1908) edition of Florentine

Sculptors of the Renaissance. In a footnote to the latter it

is suggested that, as Vasari 's account is based on hearsay

only, the Scipio might actually be one of the lost reliefs

and the Malcolm drawing the design for the other.
>i P. 48.
12 P. 64.

to Leonardo, wliile Miss Cruttweli " protests

against this view, regarding it merely as one of

the many imitations of Yerrocchio's warrior

heads. More recently still. Dr. Schubring has

illustrated it " as the work not of Leonardo but

of X'erroccliio. It may be said on the whole
that the Scipio has lost not a little of its old

reputation since it has been publicly accessible

in the Louvre. Monsieur Andre- Michel him-
self ga\e it a rather chilly welcome in 1903

'*

admitting that since he had lived with it he
had come to admire this " brilliant and famous
work " less absolutely than some previous

judges had done; and its otTicial description

now merely credits it to the Italian school of the

tifteentii centur\'. But the most serious attack

on its reputation was made by the late Emile
Bertau.x, whose conclusions were published by
him not long before his death in the Melanges
ofjerls a M. Henri Lenwnnier."^ His essay,

Le Secret de Scipion, includes a very interest-

ing discussion of the sculptured profile por-

traits of the Renaissance in general. But it is

more immediately concerned with an old photo-

graph which he found among the papers of the

late Mme. Andr^ when he was appointed the

first Keeper of the Museum which she be-

queathed to the care of the Institut de France.

This photograph (which I once had the

privilege of examining with Monsieur Bertaux,

and which he reproduced in the Melanges "

already cited) shows a much damaged relief of

a warrior's profile, corresponding closely with

the Scipio. A compari.son of the two led him
to the belief that the marble in the Louvre was

an adaptation of comparatively recent date,

based on so much of the damaged relief as had
survived and betraying, in the parts that had

to be replaced, a conspicuous poverty of design

as well as a general feebleness in execution.

The photograph bore no further indications

than the name of a Yenetian photographer,

Pietro Zorzetto, and the dimensions ; even the

material of the relief was uncertain, and Ber-

taux, unable to discover what had become of it,

suggested that after the marble had been

finished the ruined original had been destroyed.

It reappeared, however, in the Engel-Gros sale

in Paris '* this spring, and was there acquired

at a very moderate price for the Victoria and

13 Pp. 90-91.
i< Italienische Plastik des Quattrocento (1919), pp. 134-5.

15 Gazette des Beaux Arts, 3me P^r., XXIX, pp. 376-7.
1* Issued as a special number (4me SAr., VII) of the

Nouvelles Archives de I'Art Franfais ; the essay in ques-

tion occupies pp. 71-92.
1' P. 74.
1* May 30—June i, Lot 256. The relief is not illus-

trated in the Catalogue, but was reproduced in an article

in the Revue de I'Art Ancien et Modernc for May (Vol.

XXXIX, p. 314). Dr. von Bode informs me that it was
acquired many years ago by the late Monsieur Engel-Gros

from Signor Bardini in Florence.
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Albert Museum.
It is in stucco [Plate I, b], broken at some

time into ten or more pieces and put together,

fortunately without any attempt at restoration,

on a plaster background. It measures 19J by

14 inches (49 bv 36 centimetres). Apart from

the breakage, it appears to have been exposed

to the weather, and little of the original smooth
dark surface remains ; this may be seen on the

neck and the lower edge of the jaw, as well as

on the under side of the dragon crest. Though
it closely resembles the Rattier marble, it is

impossible, as Bertaux recognised from his

photograph, that it should have been moulded
from it. Apart from a greater severity of profile

there are distinct differences of detail—an

obvious example may be noticed in the curls

showing under the helmet beneath the ear,

which are thicker and longer in the stucco.

There is no trace of the clumsily upturned

ribbon-ends at the lower left-hand corner which

are one of the least pleasing features of the

marble; and there is, of course, no inscription.

It is not unreasonable to suppose that this

stucco is in fact moulded from the lost bronze

relief of Alexander the Great by Verrocchio,

with the description of which it so exactly

corresponds. And this supposition is greatly

strengthened by the fact that there is good
reason for believing that stucco copies of the

Darius also existed, and may be traced in

altered versions. There are at least five

examples extant of a closely similar head of an

older warrior (facing as a rule in the reverse

direction) in the enamelled terracotta of the

Delia Robbia workshop in its later years. One
of these, in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum at

Berlin [Plate II, c], is rectangular in form,

making a very suitable pendant on a rather

smaller scale " to the stucco; other versions in

circular medallions are to be found in the Louvre,

the Lisbon Museum, and the Palazzo Fres-

cobaldi at Florence, while Miss Cruttwell ranks

yet another of these heads in the Pesaro Museum
as the finest of all in quality. ="' In all of these,

with some slight differences of detail, the head
is fierce and scowling (very like that of the

Colleone), the garlanded helmet has a dolphin

1' It measures 59 x 41.5 centimetres, including the

border. I am indebted to Dr. von Bode for the photograph

here reproduced.

2" For these heads, of which the first, second and fourth

are included in Professor Marquand's catalogue of the work
of Giovanni de'.la Robbia (Nos. 218-220), see the 1913

Catalogue of the Italian and Spanish Sculpture in the

Kaiser Friedrich Museum by Dr. Schottmiiller, No. 18S,

and. for the Louvre relief, the outlines in Vrlarte. Maiteo
Civitale, p. 41, and Miiller-Walde, Leonardo da Vinci,

p. 71. The Lisbon relief is illustrated by Bertaux
(M{^langes, p. 90), the Pesaro relief is referred to bv Miss
Cruttwell in her Luca and Andrea della Fobbia (p. 230)

and her Verrocchio (p. qi). Professor Marquand seems to

accept the Rattier Scipio as a work of Leonardo himself.

crest, and the rich armour is decorated with a

lion mask on the breast and a coiled dragon on
the shoulder-piece.

At least one enamelled terracotta version of

the younger warrior represented in our stucco

and in the Rattier marble is also in existence;

a circular medallion, with the usual border of

fruit and flowers, in the Este collection now
housed in a wing of the Burg at Vienna.^' Dr.
Hermann has not been the only authority to

cast doubts on the authenticity of this medal-
lion, the history of which can hardly be traced

before 1870; but even if it should be itself of

comparatively recent date it must almost cer-

tainly be copied from a genuine relief of the

same kind, and we are entitled to assume that

both the Alexander and the Darius were taken

as models by the eclectic workmen of the later

Delia Robbia workshop.
It is unnecessary to insist on the thoroughly

Verrocchiesque character of the stucco here

published. If we assume, as I .see no reason

why we should not, that it is directly moulded
from the lost bronze, it follows that the marble
Scipio in the Louvre is a copy with alterations

and additions which may have been made from
this or from a similar stucco as well as from
the bronze. But it does not follow that the

copy is, as Bertaux and others have supposed,

of nineteenth century date. It must have been

very early in the century that it was acquired

by the elder Monsieur Rattier, and though it

may not be safe to assume that any piece of

Italian sculpture is authentic than can be

traced to the days before Bastianini was at

work

—

vixere fortes ante Agamemnona—still it

seems most unlikely that this highly finished

relief could have been made in the years before

1850 in a way to deceive the very elect. And
the same applies to the Sancta Helena relief in

the Avignon Museum (itself acquired some
years before 1849 at Marseilles) in which

Bertaux thought that he recognised the same
hand; it is not first-rate work, it is certainly

not worthy of Mino da Fiesole, to whom it is

currently ascribed, but it may none the less

be a production of the later Quattrocento.

That Leonardo da Vinci was to some extent

interested in these two profile heads—or at any

rate in that of the elder warrior—is clear from

the British Museum drawing [Plate II, d].

If the Della Robbia versions give an accurate

idea of the lost bronze of Darius the drawing,

though the general resemblance (except for the

dragon on the shoulderpiece) is very close, can

scarcely be an actual study for it ; even if

we are to admit the theory that Leonardo was
21 Illustrated and fully discussed in Planiscig, Die Esten-

sische Ktinsisatnmlung, I (igio). No. 120; but compare the

remarks by Hermann in the Zcitsclirift fiir bildende Kunst,

.WII (1906), p. 93-
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largely responsible for the srulptiire exenUed
in \'errocchio's workshop diirinj;:^ his Inter

years. Does it not seem possible that the draw-

BRI I ISM ARr AT MIIXl^ANK
BY R. R. TATLOCK

ONSIDKRED with ,1 siit1uienl]\

strict eye to the (.juaiilies that are

entirely native to greatness, search-

ing that is, for the gokl alone iti the

alk)y, good art is simply felt to be
good, and bad art to be futile, all the world over

;

but in its minor, or at any rate its secondary
characteristics, British art may profitably be
regarded as Britisii as well as good or futile.

To search for a single national type of any art

is always a vain endeavour and it is as foolish

to expect to construct in the imagination, much
more to come upon in actual experience, a

typically British picture as it is to believe that

the British character can be embodied either in

imaginary figures like John Bull or in real

ones like Sir Thomas More, Lord Kitchener,

or Mr. Bottomley. .As soon as we enrich such
a being with what we conceive, from the

moment of time in which we live, to be the full-

fledged spirit of our race, we impoverish him
for the world beyond that race and for our own
inheritors. Indeed we ourselves lose sight of him
and remain instead aware of tiie office we desire

that he should fill, until, most likely, he accepts

the situation, believes with the mob that he is

endowed with qualities that are not really his

f)wn, and adapts himself according to that

notion until his actual character dwindles to a

shadow. His life no longer belongs to himself.

He grows popular and ceases to live. Of
artists that have the misfortune, as Turner and
the pre-Raphaelites had, to be put up in this

way as tribal gods, the same is no doubt true.

Moreover the best British painters like the best

British men and women are not insular,

but universal, alike in derivation and in

influence. The composer in paint and
stone shares with the composer in music
the unspeakable advantage of having at his

command a universal language, and in this

respect occupies a superior position to the poet

and often even to the scientist. So that it

would be less accurate to regard the best

painters we have produced as essentially

British than it would be to regard Newton as

a representative of English thought, or Ein-
stein of Swiss or German or Jewish thought.
And our most valid objection, as has often

been said, to the view that Shakespeare is

German is due to the conviction that he is more
than merely English.

Nevertheless it is worth while, in looking

ing may irpresent ;i deliberate attempt by the

young 1 I'onardo to .sui|iass his master on his own
groimd lioili in vigDui and in delicacy ?

over a collection like liiat at Millbank, where
the living artists that have impresst'd serious

critics most, like Sickert, Jcjhn and Steer, are

(he least Iwiglish of all, to try to discover,

stampetl upon llie chain of genius connecting
the distant past with our own day, something
that corres])onds to a British hallmark. To do
so scientifically, that is to say adequately, would
retjuire both more knowledge of psychology
and more space than are at our disposal. The
distinguishing quality of all-British painting

—

by which we mean painting both produced and
selected by the natives of this countr\'—and tiie

Tate collection can claim to consist uniquely
of that— might be said to be—we choose a

word known to be acceptable to sound criticism

—its " humanity." It is awe inspiring, it is

comic, it is harrowing, it is cheering, it moves
us in a thousand subtle ways imderstood

quickly and with ease by all sorts of people

who may remain cold before the great work of

other schools. Amongst the crowd there is

sure to be a man who will be tickled by
Hogarth's stories, another who will pity

Burne Jones's gray-eyed adolescents as a

father pities his children, another who
experiences a strange sweet disturbance

somewhere within him as he contem-

plates those maturer, more luxuriant forms of

interlocking trunk and limb, tiie embodiment
of all that womankind might be, in the paint-

ings of Lord Leighton, another whose heart

has throbbed as violently as Whistler knew
how to pretend his did in the blue gloaming
'neath Battersea Bridge. If all the British

ciiaracters out of all the books of Dickens

could come to the Tate, each one, from Little

Nell to Bill Sykes, would find at least a single

picture that would touch a tender spot in his

heart; and we could classify the pictures

accordingly: In a sub-section under "pathos"

might come " last journeys," (i) " 1. j., of Old
Temeraire—Turner; (ii) 1. j., Hudson con-

templating his—Millais," and so on through

the alphabet and the human emotions. But

just as we should be only too glad to be able,

not as Dickens characters but as art critics, to

feel in presence of the Wellington or Nurse
Cavell memorials the same thrill that we experi-

ence before certain sculptural works that are

hidden in less likely places, or to be moved by
the National Gallery or the most expensive

government office in Whitehall as we are by
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C—Thc ToUct, bv Henry Tonks. Pastel (presented by Mr. C.ei)ffrey Bhukwell, 1915)

D-Farmyard, by P. Wilscn Steer. Monotone water col.,t,r (presented bv Mr. josepli Duveen. .9-^0)

Plate II. British Art at Millbank



certain little fragments of ecclesiastical archi-

tecture that are being crushed among the

tentacles of modern London, so also we wish

more than we can say that the " humanis-

ing " influence of, say. Room XV, in which

many a sore heart must have been eased and

on whose waxed oak flooring many an un-

accustomed tear must have fallen, could raise

it and its contents to be a mansion in the

kingdom of art. But we are inclined to feel

instead that all the works whose power lies

solely in that direction should be put apart

—

following the excellent plan in operation at

Mme. Tussaud's—and that the emotional

scenes we have described should be permitted

to take place there—but only in consideration

of an extra sixpence which would be used by
the trustees in secret—for if you are to educate

people you must do so behind their backs—for

the purchase of Cezannes. The fund would

flourish, for the room would overflow with

casual visitors.

And that gets us, as I believe, near to the

heart of the problem of art and the British

public who are, far more than the French,

German, Russian or Japanese publics, for

example, casual visitors. So long as the small

section of the English people who have any

regard at all for art confine their contact with

painting to some half-dozen short visits per

annum to certain favourite picture galleries, so

long will they notice only the lesser qualities in

art that distract the mind, as a man looking at a

beautiful lake will notice only the splash of a

stone if one should be thrown in as he passes

by. They will derive an idle pleasure—though

a real one—from identifying an incident

from history or a human type or individual

from present-day life, or at the best will leap

at pictures that leap at them, at the work that

speaks loudly to the passer-by in fierce, com-
mon colour and poster-like pattern ; they will

notice Frank Brangwyn and Wyndham Lewis

and overlook Steer, they will remember Land-

seer and Lord Leighton and their followers,

and forget Richard Wilson and Old Crome.
If they lived more in the presence of art, who
knows but that they might come to see that

as the " realism " of English painting is being

defeated by the camera, its humanity will be

defeated by the novel, the stage, and the

cinema, and that art which is not primarily

representational or sentimental or humorous or

tragic will not thereafter cease to be.

Amongst the secondary qualities alluded to

as distinguishing British painting as a whole

from that of other countries, perhaps the most

important is this realism. By realism we here

mean the art that results from a wholehearted

effort to use the particular technical method

employed to portray objects as they actually

appear, whether these objects are familiar or

unusual ones, and whether they are seen in a

full light or as in the case of Whistler's

astounding essay in realism, Battersea Bridge

in a dim one. It is a canon of the most recent

criticism that painting must be something

more than " representational." The state-

ment, like nearly all the statements of modern
criticism, has been continually misunderstood

and misapplied. All art, even the most

abstract, must represent something ; either the

simple retinal image of an object; or that

image adapted (distorted) in accordance with

some mental conception which obviously may
by its nature either raise or lower the value of

the work of art ; or it may represent that mental

conception alone, in which case it may either

closely resemble the retinal image or have

little or no connection with it. Technical

accomplishment such as good draughtsman-

ship, so often scoffed at by the latter-day

theorist, is just as necessary in the one case as

in the others. In the same way as ordinary

Knowledge is used in realism, special know-
ledge such as that of perspective is so

used solely to produce an illusion of dis-

tance. A sympathetic grasp of modern
painting seems to depend more than on any

one thing, on the power of distinguishing

between representation in three dimensions

(perspective) and artistic arrangement in three

dimensions (design). An interesting example

of distortion resulting from an attempt in-

tensely to represent appearances and gain

solidity by overinsistance on perspective in-

stead of by design in three dimensions is seen

in the portrait of Miss Sitwell by Guevara,

who, however, is positively un-English.

Delight in the characteristic use of the

painter's materials, such as one sees in the

work of William Rothenstein and many others,

is another national feature which our art

shares with French. We, however, seem to

derive peculiar pleasure in studying the effect

produced by hog-hair and by sable, by palette-

knife and by different textures of drawing-

paper. A good use of materials probably lies

behind all that can conceivably be included in

the term " art," but is by no means an

adequate explanation, as Mr. Harriot would

have us believe, of what is best in painting.

There is a tendency in England to imitate the

technique of one branch of painting by the

technique of another—to do water-colours in

oil and oils in water-colour, and more recently

to produce in paint the effect of wood-block

printing, and, still more surprising, of modern

processes still more mechanical. This is in

evidence again and again in the works in the
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new loan room. The desire for imitation tiuit

seems to pursue our artists tlirough the ages
is exeniplilied in the persistent attempts o{ one
artist to imitate the style of another—althougii
we do not advance this eitiier as a peculiarity

undiscoverable in foreign painting.

The confirmed habit of tiie Fnglish painter
of displaying his knowledge of natural science
in his pictures is abundantly in evidence at the
Tate. Our painters have known far more
about the growth of trees and the signs of

good and bad weather and the geological
structure of hills than those of any other
school. Turner, e.g., even at his worst,
always lets us see how much more he knows
than other painters about natural science,

which I suspect is not saying very much, for

one is afraid tliat Turner's essays in aerial per-

spective have been as valueless to the meteoro-
logical office as D. Y. Cameron's graphic
demonstrations of mountain structure will

have for geologists. Allied to this delight
in the work of God is a characteristically

modern delight in that of man, in battleships,

skyscrapers, and aeroplanes, and all our mad-
dening machinery of hurry and destruction.
This practice may, like the painting of "simple
life," etc., grow to be a kind of obses-
sion in sentimentality. The sole interest

of a number of the works lent by the
Imperial War Museum such as Dodd's
Eugineroom and Rushbury's Control room of
the Deutchland lies in this. These appliances
of modern civilisation appeal to many of us
as symbols of the drama of our own existence.

Pennell's cranes and Dreadnoughts and
Holmes's chimney-stalks and gasometers
bring up in the mind a train of associated ideas
connected with the life and work of humanity
as it is to-day, and if that were their only merit
they could appeal only to the "casual visitor."

While they merely hint at their story, others,

like the war pictures, tell their stories without
a blush. The fact that story-telling along the
lines of " Topical Events " at the cinema and
advertisements for Doan's pills, is nearly as
old as art, does not make it art. In the
new loan section there are far fewer of

this sort than among the older work.
A curious phenomenon is the picture
which gives us, like An Incident from the

Artist's Life, by R. O. Guthrie, or Gunner;
Turning Out for an S.O.S. Battery Action at

Night, by Roberts, the materials of a story
without the story itself. In many of the Im-
perial War Museum contributions the opposite
is the rule, and the appalling story is pushed
so violently under our nose (as in The Doctor,
by C. R. W. Nevinson, which, curiously
enough, is in this respect on a parallel with The

Doctor by Tukes), the " lesson " is so strongly
insisted on tiiat we cannot ft)r a while take in

the artistic- intention. We can think of nothing
but propaganda of some kind. The picture
lias become its own worst advertiser.

None of those arresting characteristics of
art satisfy us for any length of time. Every
time we return to the picture they grow less

effective. I may be thrilled, for example, by
Sargent's depiction of Ellen Terry as Lady
Macbeth placing the crown upon her head, but
I cannot go on enjoying that characteristic of
the picture. Before very long I must either

overlook that or be bored and worried by it.

If it were a real drama the situation would
have arisen out of something that gave it

dramatic significance and would lead on to

something else that would also do so, but as it

is, there she sticks and the crown sticks till I

see or fail to see something that all great
painting has, and that satisfies as long as 1

have eyes to see. But this something can dis-

tinguish a painting that has any or all of the

secondary characteristics enumerated above.
It may be that in that relationship the deepest
secrets of pictorial art lurk. What we call this

permanent quality matters not at all.

In the Lowestoft bowl by W. Nicholson it

is perhaps peculiarly easy to realise that the

pleasant effect depends primarily on a special

kind of arrangement of the coloured spaces.

The subject in itself is paltry and unlikely to

give rise to strong emotions as in the war
pictures, and the two " doctors." And
whereas in Battersea Bridge, also a common-
place subject, it is hard for most people to look

without associated emotions, and thoughts

such as those connected with some familiar

line or verse coming vaguely into con-

sciousness, in this case no very moving ideas

of the kind arise. The arrangement is almost

ludicrously simple, but as far as it goes it i.s

satisfying, and it remains satisfying. The
same might be said of Cameron. Then, in

nearly all Wyndham Lewis's pictures, and in

those at Millbank, we are satisfied by a few
big sweeping lines well placed, in accordance

with some mysterious principle, in relation to

one another and to the canvas shape. When
we look at the lesser lines, however, there is

chaos.

Most artists represented in the collection

arrange the parts of their pictures together like

an artist in stained glass or inlaid wood, as

though it were a map. Grants' The Queen of

Sheba is a good example. But the pattern so

resulting is apt to be weakened in effect if per-

spective is insisted on to any considerable

extent. The more ambitious work of Henry
Lamb has this fault. In his sketch on
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[Plate I, a], however, we see him at his best

because at his simplest. It is clear that as a

draughtsman the artist has aimed at repre-

senting two people, whose bodies he has made
to appear to be solid; we are aware, e.^. that

the man's knees are further away from us than

his boots. But the pattern on which the

decorative effect depends completely ignores

that fact. Its arrangement on the paper space

is almost in the manner of a silhouette. Lamb
is often a delightful composer in two dimen-
sions and is utterly devoid of any instinct for

design in three dimensions. But some-
times the artist introduces an arrangement

a little akin to that employed in bas relief.

We begin to take pleasure now in the

fact that the flat patern is here and there

broken by one part—it may be a hand or

a limb in a portrait—falling back in perspec-

tive and another coming forward towards us,

the two balancing one another in accordance

with a new but still presumably mathematical

principle. We find, if our artist has the gift

of designing thus in three dimensions and if

we have the gift of understanding him in that

respect, that an extraordinarily pleasant effect

is produced by the relationship of these two

parts to each other. It is merely an extension

of the same practise as that of the arranger of

flat patterns. One must go to the greatest

masters of all for really striking examples of

this and other phases of design, but John's

Galway, which, unfortunately, we cannot re-

produce, illustrates the point, though some-

what imperfectly. In it and in the case of the

Tonks drawing [Plate II, c] we are at once

aware that the form in which the arrangement

is cast is better adapted than in the case of the

Lamb for the expression of a more complete

artistic conception. The first glance shows us

a pattern as before, but a good deal less strik-

ing, and then we immediately become aware

of a new rhythm, especially in the figure and

the sofa, and our pleasure in this is accom-

panied by an increased consciousness of the

solidity of the girl and the piece of furniture.

The two remaining examples by Wheatley

[Plate I, b] and by Steer [Plate II, d] come

THE BAROQUE*
BY ROGER FRY

E need make no apology for

reviewing the 4th edition of Dr.

Wolfflin's* book, since owing to

the war the earlier editions never

reached this country. The fact

that the book is already nearing its 20th thousand

"Kunstgeschichtliche Griindbegriffe, by Heinrich Wolfflin,

4th edition, Miinchen (Bruckmann), 1920.

under the same category. It seems much
easier for artists to arrange patterns in two
dimensions with here and there a little of this

backwards and forwards balance, and so it has
at all times been a practise to compose pictures

consisting of a number of such " bas-relief
"

arrangements, depicted by means of perspec-

tive at different distances from the eye. No
very good example of this among the Tate
pictures comes to mind. But a few artists

such as Sickert (see the Portrait of George
Moore) are gifted with the means of build-

ing up a design entirely in three dimensions
in which every part is related in terms of

design to all the other parts appearing to be
behind it and in front of it. Then the two
dimensional pattern probably disappears. We
know that this is so because we cease to be
satisfied by it—there is no other way of

knowing.

The general impression of the new loan

collection is that it is satisfactory as far as it

goes. It represents an attitude unsympathetic
to much that is bad in the sort of art thar

has accumulated at Millbank under former
administrations. And from what remains
much that is good of a certain kind has been
selected. It is mainly an exhibition of work,

important and the reverse, of the school we
called " intermediate " in the Nameless
Exhibition. Of the other two sections then

represented there is hardly anything. This
fact is emphasised by the extraordinary pre-

dominence of John's works in the more per-

manent section of the gallery. He is, so far

as a visitor can judge, favoured at the Tate as

a modern in the same way as Turner is fav-

oured as a nineteenth century artist. These
remarks must not be taken as implying that

we accept the common belief that broadminded-
ness in the selection and criticism of art con-

sists in sympathising with all that one sees.

May we close by opining that " The
National Gallery of British Art " is a pon-
derous as well as an inexact description of what
everybody continues to call the " Tate
Gallery "?

speaks a great deal for the irrepressible interest

which the German people take in matters of art.

One doubts whether the circulation of such a
book would reach a tenth of that figure in this

country.

Dr. W6Ifl3in is chiefly known here by his
admirable book on the art of the High Renais-
sance. That already showed the independence
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;md originality of his attitude. At the very

lieight of our modern passion for the Primitives

Dr. Wolf^lin showed, by a rareful analysis, lliat

the masters of the High' Renaissance, who were

tlien under a cloud, iiad, in fact, made great

advances on their predecess<irs in the direction

of formal unitv and expressiveness. ITnlike so

manv art historians. Dr. \Vt>ll>lin looks at an

with some understanding of the problems of the

creator. He does not merely see what there is

in a work of art, but he knows what menial con-

ditions in the artist's mind are implied by that

configuration. In fact he begins where mo.st

art-historians leave off. They are contcni to

show that a picture was produced by such an

artist at such a date. He tries to show why at

such a date and in such surroundings the picture

has the form that we see. It is this method that

makes Dr. Wolfflin's work of such vital interest

to the artist and art-lover, that distinguishes it so

sharplv from the vast mass of merely industrious

compilations which impede progress by irrele-

vant facts and darken understanding by nebu-

lous theory. Dr. Wciifflin in this book endeav-

ours to show what was the nature of the change

from what he calls " Classic art "- -the art of the

High Renaissance—to " Baroque art," which

begins with the seventeenth century and persists

to some extent in all subsequent periods, though

undergoing occasional reactions towards " Clas-

sic " ideas.

He considers the change from i6th "to 17th

centurv art the most decisive revolution accom-

plished in art since mediaeval times. Put very

succinctly, it is the change from tactual to visual

art. This needs some explanation. All paint-

ing is in one sense visual ; in the sense, that is,

that painters are confined to visible form; but

the painter mav use visible forms to describe

more than visible experiences. This is what the

painters of the i6th century did—they found

visible forms to express tactile experiences. The

forms thev drew tended to record a knowledge

of natural form more complete than can be

attained bv the eye alone, or at all events than

the eye regarding from a single point of view;

moreover they recorded also what could be

known bv touch. One may exemplify this by

the figure-drawing of Michelangelo's followers.

These artists tended to diagrammatize all that

could be known about the body by every means

available, vision, touch, and even dissection.

The Baroque painters of the 17th century

began a process of detachment from the object

which finds its ultimate and logical conclusion

in Impressionism. They began to confine their

visible records of nature to their visual experi-

ence, to exclude as irrelevant all facts which,

however familiar, had been obtained by other

channels than the actual vision before them.

This change of altitude had innumerable and

far-reaching effects, not only on painting, but,

as Dr. Wolfflin admirably shows, on sculpture,

and even architecture. Our author cla.ssities

these effects under the following headings:—
Linear and Painter-like (Lineare und maler-

ische) ; Surface and Depth ; closed and open com-

position ; mulliplicily and unity ; clearness and

vagueness, or perhaps belter, determinate and

indeterminate. In all cases the first term is

taken as descriptive of i6th century art- the

second ajiplies to Baro(|ue.

There is nothing new in the idea of the pre-
\

dominance of line in Renaissance art as opposed

to the pictorial quality of subsequent painting.

What is new is Dr. Wrilfllin's plea that instead

of regarding Leonardo, say, as an intermediate

term between Botticelli and Rembrandt, we

should consider Leonardo as the culmination of

the linear. The new use of light and shade

developed by Leonardo is not really on the way

to Rembrandt's chiaroscuro. It is rather a new

method of more complete realization of tactile

plasticity. In general Dr. Wolfflin regards the

High Renaissance as the logical term of a long

process. It is the complete realization of prin-

ciples dimly apprehended and only tentatively

applied in the preceding art.

Thus, for instance, when we come to "surface

and depth" the ideal of High Renaissance com-

position is a sequence of planes each parallel to

the picture plane, as opposed to the diagonal

into-the-picture-space method of the baroque.

Here again the Primitives had not fully worked

out the parallel-plane formula of design, and

they frequently stumbled upon diagonal systems

without realising their implication.

It might be thought that the question of

Linear versus Painter-like concerned only paint-

ing. It is not the lea.st of Dr. Wolfflin's merits

that he carries on his argument by parallel cita-

tions from sculpture and architecture, showing

how a change of outlook which was perhaps

originally made by painters affected the sister

arts. Thus by placing a bust by Benedetto da

Majano beside one by Bernini he shows how the

earlier master modelled so as to have a con-

tinuous visible contour enclosing the form from

every point of view, whereas Bernini, by the

interpenetration of his ridges and grooves,

breaks up the contour and as it were withdraws

the emphasis of form towards the centre of his

mass. The contrast is as great and of exactly

the same kind as between a drawing by Durer

on the one hand and by Rembrandt on the other.

In architecture the contrast is not so clearly

evident. Dr. Wolfflin shows, however, to what

an extent the Baroque architects worked by

visual as oppo.sed to tactile methods, by limiting

the possible points of view, by building fa(;'ades
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in narrow streets where they must be seen in

sharp perspective, and calculating the relief of

the various elements so as to produce surprising

effects of distortion and projection ; or again,

in more open spaces ingeniously directing the

spectators' approach so that the flatness and sym-

metry of the actual building is destroyed and a

more varied, more mouvemente, more pictorial

effect gained.

The discussion on open and closed com-

position is full of interest. Our author

shows how carefully the Renaissance masters

designed up to the limits of the frame,

the rectangle being accepted and empha-

sized in the design. The Baroque painters,

on the other hand, endeavour to disguise

the fact of the rectangle, to suggest, even

to force upon the spectator, the supposed con-

tinuation of the imagined picture space beyond

and behind the frame. They hated the com-

pressed design of the Renaissance, they wanted

air and space round their figures. This fact

receives a curious exemplification, to which Dr.

VVolfflin does not allude, in the enlargement of

so many of the canvases in the Louvre. Though
I have never been able to get any exact informa-

tion as to when this was done, I feel pretty sure

that it must have been in the 17th century. In

any case a number of the great masterpieces of

the Louvre have been enlarged in this way, with

disastrous results. Mantegna's Allegories,

Leonardo's Madonna and Child with S. Elisa-

beth, and Giorgione's Fete Champetre, are

among the most striking. In every case one can

see, by covering up the enlarged strip, how
utterly incapable the Baroque taste was of under-

standing the principles of Renaissance design.

Dr. Wolfiflin gives an amusing instance of this

want of comprehension of " C'lassic " principles

by later artists. Even the predominance of

Baroque ideas never destroyed the admiration

for Raphael's Disputa, and it fell to the lot of

some Baroque sculptor to make a bas-relief terra

cotta copy of it. The design of the Disptila

depends, of course, on the subtly varied sym-
metry of two equal halves, the two quarter circles

of the blessed on either side of the Trinity in the

upper part, and the two groups of holy men on

either side of the Host below. Now to the

Baroque artist this symmetry, with its static equi-

librium, was unendurable, and he had the genial

idea of enlivening the composition by a perspec-

tive compression of one-half and opening out of

the other, so that the Trinity and the Host should

no longer be in the centre of the composition.

The result is of course grotesque in the extreme.

Dr. Wolfiflin, without ever losing the detached

and judicial attitude of a historical student, evi-

dently regards the visual attitude of the Baroque

as the special contribution of the Northern and

especially the Germanic races, and just once or

twice he lets himself go into almost Hegelian

nebulosity and eloquence. There is no doubt

something to be said for this idea in that the two

greatest exponents of Baroque design were

Rubens and Rembrandt, while the reaction, of

which more anon, found its home in France. But

It is a little unfortunate for this part of his thesis

that almost the only great Baroque sculptor was

Bernini, and the next was perhaps Puget, and

neither of them were Germanic personalities.

.\nd as to Baroque architecture, no doubt a great

deal can be found in Germany and some in Hol-

land—there is, by the way, hardly any in

England—but almost the only Baroque build-

ings that can be considered seriously as works

of art are in Italy. Here, too, Dr. Wolfiflin has

to appeal again and again to Bernini as the only

great exponent in architecture of the essential

ideas of the Baroque. It was he alone who knew

how to mask and distort the actual forms of con-

struction by unexpected illuminations and by

exaggerated perspectives, he alone had sufiFicient

mastery to dispose great architectural construc-

tions as easily as a scene painter disposes his

cardboard screens, he alone therefore carried

to its logical conclusions in architecture the idea

of the purely visual in art.

It must not be thought that the Baroque, in

giving up tactile experience and confining itself

to visual, lost thereby the sense of plastic relief;

by a strange paradox it actually heightened the

pictorial expression of mass and volume. For

though it stated the facts of plasticity with less

completeness, having of necessity abandoned an

important means of discovering them, its

increased understanding of the visual indications

actually increased its power of exciting the idea,

of plasticity in the spectator. This suggests, I

think, the existence of a principle which may be

of great importance in any such esthetic history

of art as Dr. Wolfiflin envisages, namely, that

when once artists have fully explored any aspect

of nature and have learned how to express it com-

pletely by pictorial means, they tend to retain

this power even when they apparently neglect

the means by which their predecessors arrived

at that expression. The experience has become

so clearly understood that it is, as it were, taken

for granted in subsequent work. An ancient

and highly developed artistic tradition like that

of modern Europe is thus full of such elliptical

phrases which are perfectly apprehended by all

those conversant with art.

An instance of this principle is before us to-

day. Impressionism is, as Dr. Wolfiflin says,

the complete logical outcome of the visual hypo-

thesis of the Baroque, and in Impressionism we
may say that the visual experience is more or less

completely stated. Now a good many Post-Im-
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pressionist artists, feeling that this complete ex-

pression denies loo emphatically the decorali\c

unity of the picture surface, have attempted to

express volume and plastic relief in almost flat

tones. It is surprising; how successful artisis

like Matisse are in this. They appear to throw

awav all the means by which plastic relief is

suggested to the eye, and yet they can convey

the idea to us. It is, as if were, soiis-eutcndti.

No doubt we are remintlcd of its existence by

subtle changes of tone, by the quality and hand-

ling of the pigment, so that the apparent flatness

of .Matisse's surfaces of uniform colour has quite

a different meaning from iIk- n.iincss of a Primi-

tive.

This attitude of the Post-Impressionists is

doubtless due to our renewed interest in Renais-

sance art, and is in part a revolt against the

Baroque conception which has been tinminnnt

ever since the i6th century.

But though the Baroque idea has been domi-
nant ever since its inception till its culmination

in Impressionism, its rule has not always re-

mained unchallenged. Again and again inthose

centuries we find reactions to the earlier "Clas-
sical " idea.

The Baroque explored the visual field with a

new concentration of attention and discovered

how to express its discoveries in paint. It

created a new and powerful weapon. Unfortu-

nately this w-eapon could be used with disa.strous

effects by vulgar natures. It gave the artist the

power of creating " illusion ". Now with the

great Baroque artists the power of creating illu-

sion was always subordinated to an aesthetic idea,

but there was nothing to prevent mere prac-

titioners in paint using it to tickle the fancv of

the vulgar, and in fact this happened almost at

once, so that already in the 17th century we see

the spectacle of a Gerard Dow supplanting a

Rembrandt in popular esteem. The old "clas-

sical " art, though capable of producing very

bad stuff, never gave to its exponents this terrible

power, a power which is at the root of all the

pseudo or Royal Academic art of modern times.

Now this tendency of the Baroque to tumble
into " illusionism " must have alwavs disgusted

the finer natures among painters. And
already in the 17th century we find two
striking examples of this revolt. One is

Poussin, who deliberately based himself on
the " Classical " tradition. Dr. Woifflin is

quite right in saying that he remains none the

less a 17th century artist, that his re-assertion

of the " Cla.ssical " style is no longer " Clas-
"^ sical ", that the influence of Baroque "visual-
ism" is clearly apparent. None the less he re-

asserts the essential flatness of the picture plane

and designs " clo.seti " rather than "open"
compositions, accepting in his design the limita-

tions of the frame rather than denying them.
And Poussin has remained ever since the rally-

ing point for those French artists wiio have from

time to time reacted against [lopular art and re-

as.serted the principles of pure design.

The other great instance is Rembrandt him-
self. It may seem strange to cite Rembrandt as

a witness on this side, seeing that he is himself

not only the greatest but in some ways the most
Barocjue of all Baroque artists. Indeed it is

perhaps due to him, more than to anyone else,

tiiat the weapon of illusionism was forged. No
one denied the flatness of the picture plane more
violently than he, none created depth into the

picture space more convincingly. None designed

more "open " compositions, and yet precisely

because he was so great he was al.so the first to

see the dangers of what he had set in motion,

and so at the end of his life we find signs of a

return to " Classical " principles. I do not want

to exaggerate this. Even the latest of Rem-
brandt's pictures are infinitely removed from
Raphael's, they still remain essentially Baroque,

but they are far less illusionist than his early

ones. All those effects of sharp illumination,

extreme foreshortening, the suggestion of vast

spaces around the figures, disappear : the forms
tend to fill the picture space, the illumination

becomes flatter and simpler, the diagonal lines

are less marked, foreshortening is rare, and the

distinction between light and shade is le.ss

accented. Rembrandt had learned how to

throw away the methods by which he had pre-

viously aroused the idea of relief. Actually the

impression of mass and volume is increased, but

these notions are communicated more directly

to the imagination and no longer through the

dangerous and roundabout path of illusion.

In spite of Dr. Wcilfflin's admirably detached

attitude I seem to trace in him a slight bias in

fa\'our of the Baroque idea. This may be due
to the fact that I certainly have a personal bias

in favour of the "Classical". None the less it

would be absurd not to recognise how
immensely important the Baroque innova-

tion has been, how it has vivified and en-

riched European art, given it a power and

weight which is lacking in some purer traditions.

But in proportion to this new power it has run

more disastrous risks and tends to fall into

deeper abysses. Still, though it may have given

us the Royal Academy, it gave us Rembrandt

;

we are not forced to see the Royal Academy,

and we should be infinitely poorer without Rem-
brandt.
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REVIEWS
Parmicianino und der Manierismus. By Lili Frohlich-

BuM. 200 pp. ; 195 reproductions in the text, 24 pi.

\'ienna. (Anton Schroll & Co.).

Among collectors of drawings, the fame of

Parmigianino has, perhaps, never suffered

a complete eclipse ; but neither as a draughts-
man nor as a painter has his work
up to now been adequately surveyed, and
similarly it has taken long before an exhaustive
analysis has been made of the enormous in-

fluence exercised by Parmigianino—an in-

fluence which, indeed, makes of Parmigianino
one of the most powerful individual factors in

European art, and of which, to choose an in-

stance at random, the frequent remark in

Ridolfi's Lives of the Venetian Sixteenth Cen-
tury Painters " he was wont to copy the

drawings by Parmigianino " is symptomatic.
It is therefore a want of no little importance
that is supplied by the present monograph,
which, as its title indicates, falls into two main
parts : one dealing with the life and work of

Parmigianino, and the other treating of the

importance of the master for the mannerist
style, and following up the traces of his in-

fluence right to the end of the Rococo, in paint-

ing as well as sculpture, and outside Italy as

well as in it. Mme. Frohlich has acquitted

herself of her task with an admirable thorough-
ness, which renders her book equally valuable

as a contribution to the history of Italian paint-

ing and as a survey of long evolutional con-
nections. The circumstances of the times have
prevented the account of the works by Par-
migianino in England from being as full as it

might be ; the important series of drawings at

the British Museum receives, hcwever, due
consideration. The fullest acknowledgment
should be made of the generous manner in

which the book is illustrated. Owing to the

material of reproductions thus supplied the

volume acquires the utility of a work of refer-

ence to be constantly consulted. t. b.

The Appreciation of the Fine Arts. By F. C. Tii.ney.

(The Art of Life Series of Courses.) 28, John St.,

W.C.i. 6 vols. 45 pp. each, illus.

This is, as far as I know, an entirely new
departure in art publishing. You pay a fee of

four guineas and receive a set of booklets on
one of several subjects like poetry, music,

drama, etc. The set before us is entitled " The
Appreciation of the Fine Arts," and consists of

six little books of lessons and six examination

LETTER
" REFLECTIONS ON THE INGRES

EXHIBITION."
Sir,— In your issue of August Dr. Borenius

asks what mysterious quality it is in the por-

traits by Ingres that raises them into a different

papers with spaces for answers. It is, of

course, a fact, just realised by the psychologists
and long familiar to the successful school-
master, that people consent to read a hard, dry
subject that in a single volume would frighten
them, if only it is served up bit by bit, like a
string of precious secrets. That fact is

thoroughly understood by the author, Mr. F. C.
Tilney, whose less obvious qualification is that

he is " an exhibitor at the Royal Academy."
One section of the production deals with art

history, the rest with aesthetics which, in

accordance with the nature of the enterprise,

is taught with the dogmatism of a treatise on
an exact science. The author does not suf-

ficiently insist (no authors of art books do) on
the need for constant looking at pictures

—

though indeed it is a puzzle to know why those
who are not interested enough to do so are
interested enough to read about doing so.

But the reader is begged in a footnote not

to divulge the contents of the booklets, and we
have no temptation to do so because the vast

subject is there treated with a brevity that

defies summarising. It may therefore suffice

to say that although we do not always agree
with the opinions expressed, we regard the

publication with the utmost friendship, and we
can think of no other book from which the

person who visits picture galleries but is at

heart only half interested, may derive greater

benefit. All our readers must have been asked
often to suggest a book on art for the un-
initiated. We can recommend the present one.

R. R. T.

THE PARIS ART CONGRESS
We draw the attention of our readers to the

Congress of Art History which will take place

in Paris, at the Sorbonne between Septem-
ber 26th and October 5th. A very large number
of countries will be represented and a series of

important communications are announced on a

variety of subjects, including the teaching of

Art History, Museography, Western Art,

Eastern Art, and History of Music. The sub-

scription (30 francs for participants, 20 francs

for ladies of their families) is payable to M.
Andr^ Ramet, Pavilion de Marsan ; and this

entitles the subscriber to a reduction in the

railway fare.

world of art from those of Winterhalter. To
this postulate Mr. Collins Baker demurs and
suggests that Dr. Borenius should give further

thought t) the matter.

Is not this quality present in the work of a
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great artist such as Ingres—great pace Mr.

Collins Raker—and absent in Winterlialtor

due to the former's sensitiveness to the more

fundamental thought processes which, so far

as we can see at present are wordless,

although they do contain ideas? Word iileas

belong to mental activities near consciousness,

which itself has been delined as the relationship

between the living organism and the environ-

nit-nt to which it specifically responds. One of

the chief functions of the arts is to express those

fundamental wordless ideas. Hence in poetry

and even in good prose the most precious

elements of thought are conveyed by something-

other than the mere dictionary meaning of the

words. Doubtless the feeling of mystery

referred to by Dr. Borenius is due to the un-

conscious nature of the activities involved, both

stimulus and response being in a wordless

region of mind find only emotional representa-

tion in consciousness. If this be so it is clear

why so many great painters seem to lack intel-

lectual power, although they must possess great

mental capacity somewhere.

Mr. Collins Baker does not seem quite to

realise liie true nature (jf iesthetic reaction

wliicli is not in itself a rational process; even

bv taking thought for ten years you may not

necessarily add a single cubit to your a;sthetic

stature. It is not thus that the individual or a

generation of individuals responds to the work

of anv given painter. It is varying factors in

general environment—often obscure enough

—

involving subtle changes of mental and nerve

function that bring a painter now into repute

and now into disrepute. E\ Greco's growing
reputation and the vogue of Negro Art are

cases in point. Ascertainable facts such as tiie

flatness of the earth and the swallows' winter

resort not being in the same category are

scarcely apposite instances. That Ingres does

touch fundamentals is shown by the influence

he wields to-day over the more thoughtful

young painters both here and in France, and

they can in no way be accused of superstition

—that is of misdirected reverence, or, indeed,

of too much reverence for their predecessors in

any shape or form.

Yours faithfully,

Alfred Thornton.

GALLERY AND MUSEUM ACQUISITIONS FOR JULY.
.\Ithough in America, Germany and elsewhere accounts of

the additions to public collections are regularly published,

our own museums and galleries have no means, beyond the

notices that occasionally appear in the newspapers, of bring-

ing promptly to the notice of scholars and other visitors

the acquisitions that are constantly being made. In future

there will be found in this column a monthly list of the

principal additions of aesthetic interest to the Museums and

Galleries, with occasional notes on certain of the items.

Acquisitions which for any reason are of outstanding im-

portance will of course be dealt with as before in special

illustrated articles. It should be pointed out that the list

this month is obviously incomplete as the system for the

conveyance of information is not yet fully organised.

NATIONAL GALLERY.
French School. Sixteenth century. Portrait of a Lady.

Purchased. Room xx, 358^. (See Burlington Maga-
zine, August, 192 1.)

Sir Peter Lelv. Portrait of Van Hebnont. Purchased.

Room XXV, 3583. (See article and reproduction in the

present number.)

J. E. MiLLAis. Portrait of Mrs. Topling. Presented by
Lindsey Topling, Esq. Room xxii, 3585.

N. PoussiN. Copy of G. Bellini's Feast of the Gods.

Lent by National Gallery, Edinburgh.

N.'VTIONAL GALLERY, MILLBANK.
A. John. The Orange Jacket. Presented by A. E. Ander-

son, Esq.

A special loan exhibition of works by British artists was
arranged and is still on view. (See article and reproduction

in the present number.)

BRITISH MUSEUM : PRINT ROOM.
Drawings.

A. DCrer. Leaf from Netherlands sketch book, with
silver point studies of still life on both sides (an article

dealing with this in detail will appear in a later number
of the Magazine).

P. Stevens (Stephanus), 1540-1604, born at Malines,
worked at Prague. Mountain Landscape

; pen and ink

Jan Brueghel I. Flemish Village Street; pen and bistre

and water colour. (Northwick Sale, lot 62, illustrated

in catalogue.)

Herman and Anton Henstenburg. Early eighteenth

century. Three highly finished drawings of insects.

R. Nanteuil. Portrait of an ecclesiastic. Black chalk.

(Northwick sale, lot 39.)

J. B. Sarrazin (worked about 1760-90). Landscape; pen

and ink and sepia wash.

G. Romney. Sketch book, dated 1790. Presented by the

National Art Collections Fund.
R. P. BoNINGTON. Group of French Peasant Girls. Water

colour. (Northwick sale, lot 120.)

W. H. Hunt. Bushey Churchyard, with the Tombs of

Edridge, Hearne and H. Monro, and Dr. Monro on

Horseback. (Northwick Sale, lot 134.)

C. H. Bennett (1829-1867). Caricature portrait of K. B.

Brough, author (1828-1860).

Prints.
A. Andreani. Woman Contemplating a Skull, after

Casolani. Chiaro-scuro woodcut, printed in lilac.

LInknown French etcher (seventeenth century) (C. L. Riche-

court, exc). Cavalier with Pall-mall Chib. Presented

by Dr. J. Lair Adam.
A. Belleroche. Study of a Woman. Lithograph. Pre-

sented by G. C. Dodgson, Esq.

Stanley Anderson, A.R.E. Five etchings. Presented by

A. J. Godby, Esq.

Helene Funke (Austrian). Six etchings and dry-points.

Presented by H. Bergen, Esq.

Axel Haig, R.E. Thirty-seven etchings and four litho-

graphs. Presented by Mrs. A. Haig.

H. Macbeth-Raeburn, R.E. Thirty-one etchings (original)

and thirteen mezzotints after Hoppner, Raeburn. Eng.,

in proof state, some printed in colours. Presented by

the artist.

Michael Sullivan. An etching and two mezzotints.

Presented by L. Sullivan, Esq.

Books.

J. Laporte. Drawing book in 32 plates, 1804 (soft

ground etchings ; a later edition, 1825, with copies of

these plates, was already in the Department).

P. CfezANNE. Aquarelle (publication of the Mar^es-
Gesellschaft).

M. Friedlander and E. Bock. Zeichnungan Deutscher

Meister im Kupferstich Kabinet zu Berlin. 2 bde.

(illustr.).
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EDITORIAL : A ?iew factor in A7~t Criticism

iN the east the scientific method was
/applied first of all to the study of the

imaginings of man's mind, to art and
llo notions about gods and devils and
*the life to come, and for long nothing

nearer to the physical earth than the milky way
was taken into consideration. From those
exalted realms of speculation oriental science has
lately descended, with bewildering suddenness,
to the physical realities of everyday life. In the

west, the direct opposite has been the case. We
began by observing things tangible, visible,

credible. We loved, purely for truth's sake, to

write down what everybody knew already and
no one thought of questioning, that water will

not run uphill, that a rock placed in a fountain

displaces its own bulk of water, or that things

w^iich are ecjual to the same thing are equal to

one another. It is only yesterday that we have
bethought us to include in our scheme of experi-

mental science the uncharted jungles of our
own mentality. The excursions of the scientist

into that region have quite recently led him to

realise the importance of one of.the most direct,

spontaneous and universal forms of mental
expression, that of Art. And to-day the truth is

that the psychologist, possessed though he is of

an astonishing mass of hitherto unsuspected data

of tremendous significance to the race, cannot

proceed much further along one of the main
a\enues of his subject until more facts about art

are brought to light.

Just as the ordinary work of the scientist has

led him unsuspectingly to art, so the art critic in

the normal pursuit of his calling has found him-

self travelling ever nearer to the territories of

science. This progressive modification of the

philosophy of art has been largely due to the

constant acceptance of new types of artistic

expression. So long as, say, an English critic

came into sympathetic contact only with pictures

in the English tradition, so long, that is, as he

confined himself to the creations of minds similar

to his own, he had neither the necessity nor the

opportunity to develop any understanding of the

mentality of artists as a whole, and when sud-

denly confronted with a "foreign" picture his

attitude revealed the presence within him of a
" complex," as an old lady's might when con-

fronted with a picture of the circumcision.

In both cases the picture is associated in the

mind of the onlooker with something dis-

approved of and is consequently turned down
irrespective of its merit as art. When, in the

19th century, people were brought into the

presence of Japanese, Chinese and Korean art

there was a chorus of scoffing, and many fell

upon the exponents of a culture associated in the

public mind with Gilbertian libretto. But ulti-

mately we got sufficiently behind a completely

foreign mentality to enjoy Far Eastern art. The
same process occurred later in connection with

still more esoteric forms such as negro art and
with certain children's drawings, and there is

now a greater eagerness than ever before dis-

played by art critics to study as wide a variety of

artistic expressions as possible, largely in the

hope of becoming conscious of the factor or

factors that are recurrent in and therefore prob-

ably essential to all art. To-day, the art-

philosopher's pursuit of aesthetic pleasure has

brought him on to the same ground as that

reached by the scientist in his pursuit of provable

fact, so that it has actually become impossible to

classify a work like Einstein's Neger Plastik

as either a treatise for the student of art or a

treatise for the student of science, while to those

of us who by temperament are neither wholly the

one nor wholly the other, it appeals as one of the

most fascinating, suggestive and provocative

books of our day.

Still more recently there have appeared in the

British Journal of Psychology a series of discus-

sions on aesthetics to which both art critics and

psychologists have contributed. This welcome

co-operation will assuredly bear good fruit. From
that and other sources it is easy to see that our

scientist friends are equipped both with unusual

knowledge and with great energy and enthusiasm,

and if we art students do not take them seriously

we shall probably find ourselves at a disadvant-

age later on.

Their tasks, however, are encompassed by

difficulties. Scientists who investigate art pre-

tend for the most part to little or no sensibility to

aesthetic appeal, so that the introspective method,

for good or for bad, is in their case ruled out;

but to commence their work they must assume

that someone has sensibility. Suppose the

non-aisthetic scientist shows a Winterhalter and
an Ingres to Mr. Roger Fry, he may be told by

that authority that the first is the merest rubbish

and that the Ingres is a masterpiece ; let him show

them to Mr. Collins Baker and he may be told

by that authority that neither has much merit,

and we know another critic who, at great expense

to a powerful newspaper, tells a million readers

at a time about his reactions to art, and who
would say that the Winterhalter gives him con-

siderable pleasure whereas no Ingres ever did.

(In the interest of accuracy we may add that it is

likely that he would refuse to look at the Ingres).

If the scientist, to get rid of the difficulty, were to

take to examining the mentality of the living

artist instead of the living connoisseur he would

find himself in still deeper water. His only
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remaining;' coiirsf wnuKI he to ilisroxcr how lo

isolate a'stlK'tk' pleasure, ami (hen ti) jiroceetl to

separate those who ex|>erienee it from those

who only think or pretend tlu'\ do.

The possibilit\' of success of that i<ind hciui^'

attained throus^ii the examination of ilie mind
may be less remote than is s^eneralU' helie\eil;

and partial failure mii^ht still leave the psycho-

logist with enough information to enable him to

demonstrate that either there is notiiing to

ilitTerentiale artists' minds from those of other

classes of the commimity, or else that he \v;is

examining minds that were ;esthetically non-
responsive.

But still we ask, Can we reasonably

look for important results from the pursuit of

such investigations ? The answer probably is

tii.it it llir aim is tn huilil drim inslrahlc fad on
tlcTn.insirablc fad until the sui)ject is stripjjcd of

mystery, in the way the scientist loves, success

is unlikely. Hut tliat is not to deny that a great

many interesting and impoilanl questions would
hr s(>llied in the |irocess. Success will be mucii

likelier in the near future if we tlo not attemj)! to

adhere exclusively to the conditions of exact

scientific investigation. Artist and psychologist

must seek to understand one another's methods
and hoj^e that through semi-scientiftc procedure
like psycho-analysis light will gradually be
thrown on the subject. If this is to take place

there must be a far more intimate mingling of the

camps. Art critics must study the science of

psychology and the scientist must spend a little

time in picture galleries.

AN UNPUBLISHED FLORENTINE PREDELLA
BY TANCREI) BORENIUS

KLI.-FR1':S1:RVED Trecento
jiredellas of fine artistic quality

'and important size—as distin-

Iguished from single predella

panels—are so rare outside Italy,

that exceptional interest attaches to the example
w^hich w'e are enabled to puhli.sh by kind per-

mission of the owner, M. Bernard d'Hendecourt.
As may be seen by referring to our frontispiece,

this predella contains two legendary subjects,

divided by a gilded column exhibiting delicate

tooling; no inscriptions or other external data

afford a clue to the artistic origin of this work,
which must therefore be arrived at solely on
internal evidence. A salient feature in its

physiognomy of style is a remarkable sense for

decorative effect achieved bv operating as far as

possible with big flat simple masses : and then

also a very personal feeling for colour, which,

whilst in no wise avoiding positive notes, yet

knows how^ to preserve a harmonious ensemble.

To come from these generalities to closer grips

with the problem of stvie here before us, we note

that the important part assigned in both composi-

tions to the landscape element conforms with

those late Gothic tendencies, of which Lorenzo
Monaco is the chief exponent in Florence; whilst

the characteristic drawing of the eyes, nose and
mouth, no less than the general character of line

exhibits extremely close analogies to the work of

the master knowm as Compagno di Agnolo of

whom Dr. Siren has treated these columns some
years ago,' suggesting that he may be identical

with that mysterious figure in the Florentine

School of the transition period from the Trecento

to the Quattrocento. Gherardo Stamina. An
alternative name for the painter of these pictures

might be Zanobi Gaddi, who in 1396, after the

iSee the Burlington Magazine, Vol. xxvi (December

1914), pp. 113 seq.

death of his brother Agnolo, received payment
for the altar-piece in the Cappella del Crocefisso

at San Miniato near Florence, to which I am told

that the present predella exhibits the closest anal-

ogies. I may add that among the works of the

Compagno di Agnolo known to me, this predella

occupies a place apart through the simple and
monumental f]uality of composition : for grand
and majestic planning notably the scene on the

left must be accounted singularly successful.

Iconographically this predella does not travel

along well-trodden paths. Of the two scenes

from the legend of St. Michael here illustrated

the one on the left has, indeed, so far as I know,
never been depicted elsewhere. It is the episode

when returning from the sanctuary of Tuniba
' by the sea side six miles from the city of

Apricens '—to quote Caxton's translation of the

Lcgenda aurea—a pregnant woman ' was taken

and wrapped in the floods of the sea, but St.

Michael kept the wife all whole and she was
delivered and childed among the waves,' after-

wards ' when the .sea was withdrawn,' returning

unscathed with her child. The other panel repre-

sents the scene on Monte Gargano, when the

arrow aimed at the run-away bull travelled back

to the archer in proof of St. Michael's protection

of the spot : a scene which, as pointed out by Mr.

G. F. Hill- is not very frequently represented,

though not quite unparalleled.'

The Madonna to which this predella originally

belonged is, I understand, in the collection of

Signor Chiesa of Milan.

= G. F. Hill, ' .'\pollo and St. Michael : Some .Analogies
'

in journal of Hellenic Studies, vol. xxxvi (1916), p. 141 n. 21.

3 See in addition to the illustration quoted by Mr. Hill a

predella panel in the John G. Johnson collection at Phila-

delphia, hitherto unidentified as regards subject and attributed

by Dr. Sir^n to Orcagna (cf. O. Sir^n, Giotto and some of

his Followers, 1917, p. 228 seq. and plate 194).
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AN ITALIAN WOODEN STATUETTE
BY ERIC MACLAGAN

HE wood statuette of the Virgin

and Child, recently acquired by
Mr. Henry Harris, which he has

kindly allowed the Burlington
Magazine to reproduce here

[Plate], is of singular beauty, and presents,

at least as far as the writer is concerned, a

difficult puzzle. Though the influence of

French Gothic sculpture is obvious enough, it

can hardly have been made elsewhere than in

Italy, or at any other period than during the

fifteenth century. There is a great deal of

trecento feeling about it still, but the general

effect is surely that of the later period. The
place of origin may be Siena, or some place

within the Sienese sphere of influence. But

this is no more than a guess ; and though at a

first glance it seems as if it should be easy to

identify other work by an artist of such ability

and such peculiar mannerisms 1 cannot say

that I know any piece of sculpture with which

it can be at all closely compared.

The French influence has probably come both

directly and through the school of the Pisani

;

the heavy fold of drapery under the right arm
of the Virgin, where it supports the weight of

the Child's body, recalls at once the doubled

folds in the same position which became so

marked a characteristic of the Madonnas of

that school. Tlie position of the Child on the

right arm of His Mother has no parallel, as

far as I am aware, in the work of Giovanni

Pisano or his direct followers; it is rare in any

statuettes of the period, though it is found

occasionally, as in the large wooden Madonna
by lacopo della Quercia in the Louvre. The
very curious facial types are not Pisan at all

;

and none of the later Pisan artists treated

sweeping lines of drapery with such extra-

ordinary vigour and invention. Seen from the

front, the Virgin's mantle has perhaps a

certain bunchiness that might suggest the im-

mediate disciples of lacopo della Quercia, but

any resemblance there may be disappears

when the figure is looked at from the side.

There can be no doubt that it was intended

deliberately to be seen from all round; the

drapery at the back is treated with care and

runs in a lovely fold from shoulder to foot.

Remains of a plain architectural base with

dentils round the lower moulding suggest that

the statuette formed part of a decorative

scheme—perhaps the stalls of a choir. The
workmanship is so bold and, in the conven-

tional sense of the word, unfinished that it can

hardly have been intended for close inspec-

tion in its present state. But it is possible that

the wood (apparently pear-wood, or some

similar material) was originally destined for a

covering of gesso, paint and gilding, though

no traces of gesso are to be seen; the figure

was certainly painted at some later date, but

the remains of this paint have been carefully

removed. The statuette measures, as it stands,

just under twenty-six inches in height.

SOME WORKS BY THE
BY H. P. MITCHELL

HE history of the foundation of

the priory of St. Nicholas at

Oignies, near Namur, was sketched

by the late Mr. Weale in the first

of two articles contributed by him

to the Revue de I'Art Chr^ien in 1907 and

1908.' It is there related how four brothers of

Walcourt, desiring to Liopt the religious life,

made choice, for their settlement, of a site at

1 Vol. LVII, p. 73 ; LVIII, p. 155. This sketch would no

doubt have formed part of his projected work on the Treasure

of the Sceurs de Notre-Dame at Namur, of which unfortun-

ately only a few sheets were issued. {Le Trisor du Prieurd de

S. Nicolas d'Oignies-sur-Sambre, actuellement conservi
^
an

Couvent des Sceurs de Notre Dame, a Naryuir, prt'cede d'twe

notice historique stir le frere Hugo et ses <£uvres. Bruges,

1867.) Some of the materials collected for the work were used

by Mr. VVcale in the two articles referred to ;
his other

notes, rubbings, and wood-cuts have been kindly given to me

since' his death. A few other photographs and rubbings I

received from Mr. Weale himself, and his material is duly

acknowledged wherever used.

GOLDSMITHS OF OIGNIES—I.

Oignies, on the banks of the Sambre, between

Charleroi and Namur. They acquired ground

and certain rights in 1192, and in 1204 their

church was consecrated. Here, joined by a

few others, they elected the eldest brother

Giles, already in priest's orders, as their first

prior, and as such he remained until his death

in 1233. Two others of the original four also

received orders; the youngest, Hugo, distin-

guished for his excellence as a goldsmith, pre-

ferred to attach himself to the community for

the exercise of his craft as a lay brother. It is

his works which form the chief interest of the

treasure of the Soeurs de Notre-Dame at

Namur, who became the legatees of the

treasure of Oignies on the death of the last

surviving member of the priory in 1826.

Among these works are two pieces which

bear Hugo's name :. a chalice enriched with

57



niello,' and a cover of a tiouU of the j^ospels

on wliich his own kneeling figure appears.'

A third piece, the reliquary of the rib of St.

Peter, is certified as Hugo's work by an in-

scription on a strip of parchment enclosed in

it, bearing also the date ijj8.* These are the

three authenticated works whereby Hugo's
style is known ; they serve as the standard by
which it is possible to assign to him a number
of other objects in the same collection, and by
which any others attributed to him must be
tested.

His work is characterised by a free use of

filigree set with stones; by fine stamping in

relief; and especially by a distinctive sort of

combination of tlie two, consisting of stamped
leaves, llt)wors, and figures, soldered together

on curving stems to form a beautiful openwork
tracery. Enamel is very sparingly used, its

place being taken by a free and rich use of

niello. Where enamel occurs, it is no more
than small medallions or placjues of geometrical

patterns, executed partially or wholly in

cloisonne, applied as ornaments; they are

usually rather poor in quality and in colour,

and it is even doubtful if they were made by
Hugo himself.'

The reliquary shown on Plate I, acquired

by the South Kensington Museum from the

Soltykoff Collection, dispersed in i86i,' con-

sists of two unrelated portions—the reliquary

proper borne on a semicircular receptacle of

rock crystal, and the rectangular foot resting

on four crouching figures. Of these two
pt)rtions the foot, a piece of work of interest

both on artistic and iconographical grounds,
' VVeale and Maes, Choix d'objets d'art religieux . . .

exposes a Malines . . . 1864, Orfevrerie, No. 41. Also in

C. Cahier, Nouveaiix Melanges d'Archiologie, III, 1875,

p. 262, with cuts of details.

' The MS. is shown by internal evidence to have been
completed between 1229 and 1246, and contains a portrait

of Hugo in one of the initials. On the strength of this

•evidence the cover is assigned by Weale to about 1230
(I^el•ue de I'Art Chretien, LVIII, 1908, pp. 157-8), but he

had previously regarded it as of the " commencement du
\'IIle si^cle " (Weale and Maes, as before, Ornements ^pis-

copaux, etc., No. 14). Its style certainly seems rather

earlier than the Rib-reliquary of 1228. The inscription on
the cover states that Hugo caused the MS. to be written

(by another) and made the cover with his own hand. There
seems no reason why the cover should not have been made
a few years earlier than the completion of the MS. It is

well shown in J. Helbig, La Sculpture et les Arts

plastiques au pays de Liige, 2 ed., 1890, pi. xiv ; and in

colour in E. Marchal, La Sculpture et les chefs-d'ceuvre de
I'oTJevrerie Beiges, 1895, frontispiece.

* Illustrated and described by Canon Reusens in Sociit^

de I'Art aticien en Belgique, Orfevrerie, etc., pi. xxvii.

Engraved, with a section of the detail, in Cahier et Martin,
Melanges d'Archiologie, ist Series, I, 1847-9, ?'• xxiii,

accompanied by a discussion of the symbolism of the

decoration.
' On this point see Weale, Revue, Iviii, p. 156 ; J. Destr^e

in Les Musses royaux, etc., livf. 17 (Phylact^re) ; and L.

Cloquet in Revue de I'Art Chrdtien, xxxix, 1889, p. 194.
^ Sale Catalogue, Paris, lot 162. No 7946-1862 in the

Museum register. It measures 13.2 in. (33.5 cm.) in total

height, 7.6 in. (19.3 cm.) above the crystal lunette.

will be considered later; its connection with the
superstructure is a recent and accidental one.
The two appear to have been brought together
while in tiie Soltykoff Collection, and the semi-
circular rock-crystal receptacle which, witli a
brass collar at its lower extremity, forms the
"•onnecling link between them, has every ap-
pearance of being a modern addition made to

elTect this union. It is likely enough that the
realistic-looking relic of bone which it encloses
was etiiialiy iMovitied by tlie contriver of the
combinalion.
The object first to be considered, therefore,

consists of all above this piece of crystal, that

is to say an oblong sarcophagus-shaped box
surmounted by a gabled edifice flanked by two
turrets. Each of these four members forms a
separate " habitacle " for a relic, and on the
front of the gabled centrepiece a large cabochon
crystal covers yet another relic, the only one
remaining in position, apparently a fragment
of stone. The material of the work is silver,

for the most part gilt, and in parts decorated
with niello.'

The sarcophagus-shaped member has pierced
arcading of early Gothic character round the

sides, borders of stamped rosettes above and
below, and corded pillars at the corners. The
borders are further enriched with applied
plaques of foliage in niello on silver. Roimd
the bottom this box is edged with a serrated

leaf-border, apparently made to grip an oblong
tablet on the top of the foot which originally

carried the reliquary.'

The gabled superstructure and its flanking

turrets are carried on a plate sliding in a

groove along the top of the box and forming a
cover to it. Each turret consists of an octa-

gonal tube of rock crystal with arcaded filigree-

work above and below, surmounted by a

pierced drum with conical finial and nielloed

knob. The principal face is decorated with

scrollwork of richly elaborated filigree set with
coloured pastes and the large circular cabochon
crystal already mentioned. The filigree is no
mere flimsy bent wirework, but is formed of

' This gabled form is a familiar type of reliquary. Com-
pare the Reliquary of St. Samson at Reims Cathedral
(Cahier et Martin, Melanges d'Archiologie, ist Series,

1847-9, I, pi. xxii). Another, the Reliquary of St. Eliza-

beth of Hungary, is (or was) in the Basilewsky Collection at

the Hermitage Museum, Petrograd (Darcel et Basilewsky,
Collection Basilewsky, 1874, No. 145, pi. xxiv).

* It is perhaps worth remarking that the detached foot

of some object, of similar date, terminating above in a
plain oblong tablet, is figured by Cahier {Nouveaux
Mc'langes, III, 1875, ^S' P- 2ig) as being then in the Archi-

episcopal Museum at Lyons. So far as can be judged from
his illustration it is just such a foot as might have belonged
to the reliquary. I regret to say that reiterated inquiries

addressed to the vicar-general at Lyons, in which I have
had the kind assistance of Abbot Cabrol, O.S.B., have
failed to elicit the information as to measurements which
would settle the question of a possible relation between thi»

foot and the reliquary.
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^4_Reliquarv; silver gilt, decorated with filigree and niello. By Hugo

of Oignies; circa 1220.

The foot is of copper-gilt, decorated with enamel. Mosan ; late thirteenth

century (Victoria and Albert Museum)

Plate I. Some works by the Goldsmiths of Oignies
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B, C, D, £—Full size

Examples of figure engraving un silver and copper, b\- Hugo v,,. ^,.5,

F, H--Half actual size

Ilut-o of Oignies. Earlv i,-;th century

Plate II. Some works by the Goldsmiths of Oignies.



narrow ribbons of silver set edgewise, of a

sufficient widtii to give depth of shadow, and
grouped in bundles from which the individual

scrolls spring, each tipped with a boss or

floweret.*^ The gabled outline is ridged with

leaf-work originally terminating above in a

finial, now lost.

The back is formed of a plaque of silver,

partly gilded, and decorated with niello. It is

this plaque which is the chief feature of interest

of the whole object, and by which its author-

sliip is attested. The subject is the Virgin and
Child enthroned on a bench supported by
columns, and surrounded by superb foliated

scrollwork [Plate II, a]. The figures, the

throne, and the border are gilded; the foliage

is in plain silver on a ground of niello. (The
lines of the figure-subject are not nielloed but

only deeply engraved.) It is only necessary

*o place this group side by side with Hugo's
figures of himself and St. Nicholas on his

book of the Gospels [Plate II, b, c] to be
satisfied as to its authorship.' The facial types,

hard and angular, and the somewhat crude

rendering of the drapery, in which the folds

merge into coupled lines of engraving, are

identical in character. The same distinctive

type of face, as usual the most subtle and the

surest test of an artist's identity, runs through
all Hugo's work. His figures, moreover, are

usually accompanied by a background of

foliage of similar character. Some examples
are here reproduced for comparison [Plate II,

D, E, f].'" Of these n is the centre panel,

executed in niello on silver, of the reliquary of

St. Andrew in the Oignies Treasure now at

Namur, the complete object being a flat

" phylactery " of cusped quatrefoil outline en-

closing various relics of the saint. F is the

back of the phylactery-reliquary of the Tooth
of St. Andrew, in the same collection, en-

graved on gilt copper. It will be noticed that

it shows a repetition of the figure of St.

Andrew, in D, but executed on a much larger

scale and with much greater freedom and
delicacy ; the head in particular, shown separ-

ately full size (g), exhibits a beauty of drawing

*a Another example of filigree-work, for comparison, will

be found in the cross from the priory of Oignies, now in the

Museum of the Soci^t^ Archtelogique de Namur. (Brussels,

Exposition rHrospective, 1888. Union Cenlrale des Arts

Dicoratifs, Album, Paris, i88g, pi. xii).

' These two figures are from photographs given me by

Mr. Weale, for whose projected book they were no doubt
made.

1° Compare also Mr. Weale's rubbings from objects in

the Oignies Treasure (Revue de I' Art Chritien, LVIl,

pp. 76-81, where also a mention of D and F will be found).

D is from a photograph of Mr. Weale's, F from a fine wood-
cut also no doubt made for his book, and G from
one of his unpublished rubbings. E is from J. Destrfc,

hes Musses royaux ... a Britxelles, livr. 17. It is inter-

esting to notice some rudimentary leaves springing from the

side of the panel containing Hugo's own figure.

quite beyond the other. How far such a dif-

ference may be due to the different scale and
material, or how far it may indicate a dififer-

ence of date between the two, is a matter for

interesting speculation, e is a similar piece

of work, engraved on gilt copper with a figure

of Christ in majesty, from the back of the

phylactery of St. Mary of Oignies (sometimes
known as St. Mary of Vilembroec), formerly
in the church of St. Nicholas, Nivelles, and
now in the Royal Museum, Brussels.

In this series of works from Hugo's hand it

is easy enough to discriminate between the

quality of such feeble and formless drawing as

the figure of St. Margaret (Weale, Revue
article, p. 8i), and the flow of the robes, the

graceful action, and the fine head of the larger

-St. Andrew [Plate II, f, g] ; or this again with

the extremely angular facial types and rather

clumsy draperies of a, b, c and D. ,-\s has

been hinted, it would be hazardous to attempt

a chronological arrangement of these various

examples of Hugo's art, complicated as the

problem is by difference of scale and technique
in different metals. On the whole, however,
it seems safe to say that the simplified style of

the drawing a, b, c and D represents a break-

ing-away from the Romanesque tradition of

the others. The truth of this view may be
demonstrated by observing that the best of

these simpler subjects, the Virgin and
Child shown in A, arrives at a treatment of

drapery which is almost pure Gothic. (Com-
pare also the thrones in A and E.) This series

of drawings, indeed, off'ers an interesting ex-

emplification of the development of the Gothic
style. Assuming a date about 1220 for the

gospel-book figures (b, c) we should hardly be

far wrong in accepting a similar date for a and
the South Kensington reliquary to which it

belongs. The character of both works belongs

at any rate rather to the first than to the second
quarter of the thirteenth century.

The figure of Christ in majesty on the

phylactery from Nivelles [Plate II, e], like

the St. Andrew (f) is a fine example of Hugo's
work in his earlier Romanesque manner, and
here there is evidence of style that he was
probably a pupil of the greatest of all the gold-

smiths of the twelfth and early thirteenth

century, Nicholas of Verdun." Hugo's in-

feriority to his master as a figure-draughtsman

is apparent, however, and is especially marked
in his drawing of the face. His figure-work in

relief, as seen on his book of the gospels,

shows the same inferiority to that of Nicholas.

11 The relation of style between Hugo and Nicholas is

discussed by Dr. v. Falke, Der Dreikonigenschrein des

Nikolaus V. Verdun im Coiner Domschatz, p. 15. See also

examples in the " Burlington Magazine " for April, 1921,

Vol. XXXVUI, pp. 160, 164.
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His foliage, engraved or in niello, shows again
a similarity tt) the foliage designs of Nicholas,
but here he equals or even excels his master.
As regards the dating of Hugo's works, M.

Destree has suggested tliat tlie earlier of them
may go back to the latter years of the twelfth

century,'- a conclusion which is supported by
the date of the foundation of the priory of

Oignies. Some further developments of

Hugo's art will be considered in another
article.

The foot of the reliquary, as already stated,

does not belong to it. It has no claim to emanate
from the Oignies workshop, and the only reason
for dealing with it here is its association with the

object it supports. This foot consists of a

rectangular plinth borne on four crouching
figures, and diminisliing above by four con-
cave sides to a finial formed like an inverted
capital. It is an interesting piece of work in

gilt copper, the vertical faces of the plinth en-

riched with enamel and precious stones. The
supporting figures in coppery bronze, gilt, are

perfect little works of sculpture, modelled with
spirit and delicacy, as may be seen from the
details on Plate III. It figured formerly as a
detached piece in the Debruge Dumt^nil collec-

tion, and is illustrated by Labarte in a coloured
plate."

The concave sides of the diminishing member
are worked in low relief with figure-subjects on
a miniature scale, described by Labarte as "la
legende d'un saint 6veque ou abb6 dont nous
n'avons pu decouvrir le nom." The subjects

are, however, sufficiently detailed to be identi-

fied, and so to furnisii useful evidence of the

locality of origin of the work. They are scenes
in the life of St. Amandus, bishop of Maes-
tricht, the seventh century apostle of Belgium.
They are shown on Plate III in order as
follows:— I. Amandus receives the tonsure at

St. Martin's at Tours (right), is ordained
(centre), and consecrated bishop (left). 2. He
rescues prisoners from jail (right), and rebukes
king Dagobert for his sins (or converts duke
Allowin) (centre); behind, the Abbey of SS.
Peter and Paul at Ghent founded by him (left).

3. He receives the gifts of duke Allowin (St.

Bavon) to the abbey at Ghent. 4. He journevs
to Rome with two companions (right); their

pack-horse is killed by a bear, which is there-

upon compelled to carry their baggage ; the

pope's messenger (left) meets them at the

entrance to Rome and privately recommends
them to dismiss the beast in order to avoid
making a sensation in the city."* These little

12 Les Musses royattx, etc., livraison 17.
'' Histoirc des Arts ludustriels, 1S64, Album, I, pi. xlix.

It measures 4.4 in. (11.2 cm.) long by 3.6 in. (g.i cm.)
wide.

1* Acta Sanctorum, February 6, cols. 839, 840, 842, 880.

reliefs, notwithstanding tlieir charm, are chased
in a somewhat still manner, hardly equal to the
ease and finish of the crouching figures.

The four vertical faces of the plinth are set

witli panels of chamj)lc\'e enamel and of open-
wt)rk foliage in alternation. (Three sides are
shown on Pl.\te HI; the fourth, in which the
openwork foliage is a restoration, is shown in

the general view [Pi.atk I].) The enamels
represent figures (jf animals and luunan-iieaded
monsters on a ground of dull greyish-blue and
greyish-green opaque enamel. The method is

rather unusual, the enamel being kept
low and the ruslomary process of

grinding and polishing the whole surface of

the work flat, after the fusing of the enamel,
being omitted. The figures, chased in low
relief, thus appear on a ground of enamel with
tile brilliant concave surface formed in the

furnace. This gives a varied and lively ap-
pearance to the work in pleasing contrast with
tiie usual rather monotonous finish of cham-
pleve enamels.

The foliage panels are filled with stamped
leaves on wire stems, interspersed with
cabochon stones, garnets and a sapphire. The
leaves are of the character of maple and ivy,

and similar ivy leaves are applied to the sur-

face of the inverted capital at the top of the

foot. This foliage, supported by the indication

of a Mosan origin afforded by the subjects

from the life of St. Amandus, is of interest as

evidence of the locality of the work. Maple and
ivy foliage on stems in a similar technique, and
combined with miniature figure-reliefs, occurs on
the cross now at Dresden, said traditionally to

have been given to the Dominicans of Liege
by St. Louis in 1267." [See the examples on
Plate III, below.] These miniature figure-

subjects in their free and lively style have
much in common with the crouching
figures of the reliquary. The cross has been

assumed to be French work, but the Li^ge
provenance is significant, especially when we
find identical foliage, both in openwork and in

surface chasing, on the superb triptych from
the Abbey of Floreffe, now in the Louvre."
This openwork foliage is indeed pretty clearly

a survival, or rather a development, of the

method which was noticed above as one

of tlie main features of the work
of Hugo of Oignies, and corroborates

the other evidence in pointing to the Meuse
country as the place of origin of the

work. The date suggested by the history of

15 Described by J. Helbig and illustrated in Sociiti de

I'Arl Attcivn eti Bel^ique, Orjt'vrerie, pi. viii—x.

1' E. Molinier, Musie national dii Louvre; Donation de

M le Baron Adolphe de Rothschild, Catalogue, 1902,

pi. I, 2. .-Mso in Van Ysendyck, Documents classes de

I'Art dans les Pays-Bas, s.v. Reliquaire, pi. 4.
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y—Details of foot of reliquary shown on Plate I

K_Dptails of a Cross said to have been given to the Dominicans of Liege by S. Louis in 1267 (formerly in

the collection of Prince George of Saxony, Dresden)
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S. Ursula and Twelve Maidens, attributed to Guariento. 35*" ^y 2gi" (Mr. F. Steinmayer, Lucerne)

A Picture of S. Ursula



the Liege cross gives a date in the latter part

of the thirteenth century also for the foot of

the reliquary. A smaller cross, ;said to come

from the Abbey of Salzinnes, near Namur,

shows the same type of ivy-foliage in surface

chasing, and appears to belong to the same

school."

Yet another work, the so-called Kaiserpokal

at Osnabriick,'" exhibits the same distinctive

17
J. Destr^e, Les Musses royaux, livraison 25, where it

is curiously attributed to Limoges.
IS V. FalUe iind Fraubcrgcr. Deutsche Schmelsarbeilen des

Mittelalters, pi. 109, no. (The stem and finial of the

A PICTURE OF S. URSULA
BY OSVALD SIREN

HE picture reproduced in the

accompanying plate, with the kind

permission of Mr. F. Steinmeyer,

of Lucerne, is in some respects of

unusual interest. But to explain

this to anyone unacquainted with the original

is practically impossible, because the mono-

chrome reproduction gives us in this particular

case a very feeble support. The composition of

the youthful S. Ursula and the twelve child-

like maidens standing around her is, indeed,

very fine as a decorative design, well balanced

and playfully hieratic (if such a " contradictio

in adjecto " may be allowed) but the real

charm of the work depends on its colouring.

The background is cinnobar red, the tunic of

S. Ursula rose-coloured, her mantle light blue,

while the maidens are wearing light green,

rose and blue mantles, all richly embroidered

with gold leaf ornaments and having buckles

and buttons in relief. The strictly symmetrical

yet softlv flowing design of the main figure

together with some of the ornamental pat-

terns—particularly the big circles with the

phcenixes—give to this picture an Oriental

touch, an
"
effect akin to that of certain

Buddhist pictures, though the spirit of the

whole conception has a freshness and a

naivete, absolutely different from anything in

Oriental art. With its remarkably bright and

luminous colouring it has the charm of a

bouquet of spring flowers sprinkled with

golden dew.
The rather original colouring together with

the types give us the clue to the origin of the

picture. It can hardly have been painted else-

where than in Northern Italy. Its master may
be called a precursor of the great Venetian

painters of the latter half of the quattrocento,

working about a century earlier. We do not

know, however, any purely Venetian painting

of the trecento quite as striking in decorative

design and colouring as the one here repro-

duced. In our opinion the master was a

ivy-foliage and similar figure-reliefs on a

miniature scale. It seems not improbable that

this too should be attributed to the same Mosan
school of the latter part of the thirteenth

century.''

cover are additions of the sixteenth century.)

19 It is assigned by v. Falke to the first half of the four-

teenth century, but others favour a rather earlier date. (See

F. Phillppi, Die allesten Osnabriickischen Gildeurkunden

. . . mit eincm Anhange iiber das Rathssilber, etc., i8go,

p. 84.) The foot of a monstrance at Herckenrode dated

1286 offers a documentary piece for comparison (Brussels,

Exposition rHrospective, 1888. Union Centrale des Arts

Ddcoratifs, Album, Paris, 1889, pi. xvii.)

Paduan, though one who also worked in Venice

for a certain time. We are thinking of

Guariento who in 1365 was called in by the

Government of the Republic to paint some

large and important frescoes in the Sala del

Maggior Consiglio in the Doge's palace, pic-

tures which still in part exist under Tintoretto's

gigantic canvas in the same hall, as may be

remembered by those who visited the palace in

1903, when the fragments of Guariento's paint-

ings were discovered. These fragments are all

parts of a large Coronation of the Virgin which

occupied the central wall. Besides this, Guar-

iento executed three compositions from the life

of Pope Alexander III. Unfortunately the

colouring of these frescoes has turned black, all

the modelling tones (which probably were laid

on in tempera) are gone, but the mode of com-

position, the types and the draping of the

figures give us still a definite impression of an

individual style. We note particularly that

some of the angels' heads very closely corre-

spond to the types of S. Ursula and her

maidens; thev have the same round face with

pointed nose' and side-glancing eyes. Other

stylistic affinities may be discovered between

the picture here reproduced and Guariento's

small panels in the museum at Padua, repre-

senting the Virgin with the Child, the

Evangelists and hierarchies of angels. These

correspond also technically, for instance in the

use of the pure whites as high lights in the

eyes and on the nose. The same leaf patterns

may also be found in some of these pictures.

Guariento was, from what we can gather,

one of the most appreciated masters of the third

quarter of the fourteenth century ; he then held

a leading place among the painters of Venice

and Padua. But this was not due to any great

power of innovation or to naturalistic tendencies.

On the contrary, he remained faithful to the

mediaeval traditions in composition and mode

of representation, but within these limits he

reached a high degree of perfection. His best
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works, among whicli we iii.i)- reckon tlie picture

liere reprociiiced, nre tllli'd witli a poetical sen-

timent and a sense of pure hcautv in line and

ciiloiir w liich liardlv has been surpassed by
any otluT Norlli Italian painter of the same
period.

AN OAK CHAIR IN S. MARY'S HALL, COVENTRY
BY HERBERT CESCINSKY

—jO the student of English furniture,

Jj ninhing is more puzzling than to

Utemiit the chronological progres-

sion of oak cliairs. It has been a
general habit witii writers on the

suDJect to anti^date their examples, so that un-
questionable Stuart furniture is regarded as

Tudor. .Actually, Tudor furniture is ver\- rare;

chairs exceedingly so.

Commencing from tlie later Stuart walnut
chairs, we can trace our way tiack, with

numerous examples, to the beginning of tlie

reign of Charles I. With James I, however,
specimens begin to become difficult to find, and
when we trace back from the seventeenth to the

sixteenth century chair, types become exceed-
ingly rare, unless we admit obviously Stuart

copies of Tudor models. There must have
been definite reasons for this rarity, apart from
the fact that in many cases examples have dis-

appeared. The Tudor oak is both sturdy and
useful. Succeeding fashions might have rele-

gated it to the farmhouse, but it was difficult

to destroy by other than wilful means, and no
reason can be assigned for such purposed
destruction. One obvious solution suggests
itself which is probably the correct one; Tudor
secular chairs were rare pieces of furniture at

their period. We know that the stool was the

usual seat at meals, and manv stools of this

date have persisted. The so-called sitting-room

did not exist; any comfort in the Tudor house
was reserved for the bed-chamber, and here

also the chair could not have been a piece made
in numbers.

Let us examine available records of the

period and sec what can be gleaned from their

intelligent appreciation, bearing in mind that

the chair was a seat of state during the sixteenth

century, instead of a stool provided with a back
for greater comfort, as we understand it to be
at the present day. To have entered a Tudor
house, and, uninvited, to have sat in a chair,

would have been an affront. From whence
comes this dignity of the chair? Tracing tlie

evolution from the earlier periods in England,
we find that the prototype of the secular chair

is the monastic stall or the ecclesiastical

bishop's throne. Even in early Egyptian
records, where chairs are illustrated on the

papyri, it is always as a seat of some state

that they figure. Similarly, with the Church,

the stall or throne is not only a seat of dignity,

but is also personal to a particular abbot or

bishop. The pew, with its po])p)'-headed ends,

is an elongated chair, and although for fairly

indiscriminate use, it has still a sacred

character. The dignity of tiie Church or the

State, therefore, is practically always found
expressed in chairs of the early sixteenth cen-

tury and prior date. Thus, the Coronation
Chair in Westminster Abbey, which dates

either from the very late thirteenth or the early

fourteenth century, is a chair in which the

majesty of the State, and the pomp of the

Church are fairly equally proportioned. Its

ecclesiastical origin is unquestionable, and with

its original decoration of colour and gilt gesso

—of which the merest suggestion now remains
— it must have been a stately chair indeed. At
the present day, with its back defaced by the

initials of ignorant vandals and sightseers, it

is merely a deplorable relic.

The trade conditions of the fourteenth,

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries can be gleaned

from a careful examination of records of those

dates. The crafts of the joiner and the carver

were rigidly sub-divided into three classes

;

those who were employed in the palaces of the

King, those attached to the Church and those

who were free to work for the laity. Some
slight overlapping, if only of advice and
direction, was inevitable; much of the early

secular woodwork has the monkish influence

very strongly evidenced, but, as a general

rule, the King's and the Church's craftsmen

were forbidden to go outside their own spheres.

Further stringent laws existed to hamper the

craftsman. Me could not roam beyond his own
town or village without the consent of his

Guild and the Lord of the Manor. A "journey-

man " was such by permission only, and with-

out the necessary sanction, a workman ap-

pearing in a strange town or village was liable

to apprehension as a masterless man, i.e. a

a vagabond. The punishment for

was death and mutilation. Trial

was not necessary ; a vagabond was hanged
first and tried— if at all—later on. It was an

age when there were more than a hundred
offences in the calendar for which a man could

be put to death, and hanging was one of the

kindest punishments which could be inflicted.

Mutilations were manv and ingenious.

rogue and
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Of the three classes of craftsmen mentioned

above, those attached to the Church were the most

skilful and possessed of the linest traditions.

That many were lay brethren was also unques-

tionable. At the time when Henry VIII began

to suppress the monasteries, nearly one third

of the total population was attached to the

Church, either directly or indirectly. The
monastic power and wealth were enormous.

Henrv, therefore, when he despoiled the

monasteries, let loose on the highways of

England a horde of monkish vagrants. Many
were skilled in arts and crafts ; many could

read and write—no mean accomplishment at

that date.' Apart, however, from the regula-

tions which still persisted, precluding them

from seeking secular employment—even if such

could have been found, which is more than

doubtful, as the Church was almost the sole

patron of the craftsman—the vagrancy laws

prevented them from plying for hire, other than

at the gravest risk to life and freedom. They

were hunted as beggars and outlaws, and with

them went much of the former skill and

tradition in woodwork which had made the

fifteenth century the Golden Age in England.

If State chairs prior to the mid-sixteenth

century are rare, for obvious reasons, those

made for secular, including civic use, of fine

quality (although the field, apparently, is in-

finitely larger), are just as rare. The Church

had the finest; anything was good enough for

the laity, and the wealthy were more concerned

with building strongholds than in furnishing

with any pretence to comfort. The chair from

S. Mary's Hall, Coventry, which is a civic

{i.e. a secular) chair of the middle fifteenth

century, illustrated in the accompanying plates,

is probably unique in England. There is a

considerable amount of information of great

interest to be gathered from a careful examina-

tion of its details. In the first place, the chair

has always been a secular and civic piece, in

spite of its ecclesiastical form and detail. The

pinnacles, which are original, represent, on the

dexter [Plate I, c], the Plantagenet lions of

England (the " leones-leopardi^s " according to

Glover's Roll of Henry III)—supporting a

crown—probably royal, but now only a frag-

ment,—and on the sinister [Plate I, e], the

elephant and castle, the arms of Coventry. It

is, of course, well known that the unicorn on

the sinister side of the Royal Arms, as a sup-

porter, was added by James I in the early

seventeenth century. The designer, for the

sake of symmetry, has taken a certain amount

of license with the two lions, rampant, con-

frontee, but their presence shows conclusively

1 " Ten thousand of the religious were set to seek for

their livings, with forty shillings and a gown a man."

Burnet, " History of the Reformation," p. 102.

that the chair, in its original state, was in-

tended for both Royal and civic use.

Coventry is an ancient city, renowned in the

fifteenth century for its woollens and dyes.

" True as Coventry blue " is an old saying

which probably had its foundation in fact at

this period.^ S. Mary's Hall was built in the

early part of the fifteenth century by the United

Guilds of the Holy Trinity, S. Mary, S.

John the Baptist, and S. Catherine. It has a

fine Great Hall, 76 ft. in length, 30 ft. in width,

and 34 ft. in height, with a very interesting

type of decorated low-pitched framed roof, arch-

braced to the wall posts. At the dais end, below

the perpendicular Great Window, hangs a fine

Arras tapestry of contemporary date, the divi-

sions of which correspond with the mullions of

the window above, suggesting that the tapestry

was made for the place which it now occupies.

On the right and left panels the figures of

Henry VI and Margaret of Anjou are shown.

The guide-book suggestion that these figures

represent Henry VII and Elizabeth of York is

untenable, as the tapestry is older than 1485.

Its probable date is between 1430 and 1440. It

is on this dais, and under the royal tapestry,

that the oak chair which we are considering,

must have stood, in its original state.

An examination of the two ends of the chair

will show that it is only a fragment. The

problem arises, therefore, what was the chair

like in its complete state. The authorities at

Coventry are of' opinion that the chair was one

of two, and that the slot shown on Plate II G

was for a coupling iron or beam. Unfortun-

ately, this theory explains neither the fact that

the upper part of this end is fully decorated, nor

the presence of the shouldered mortise of the

back panelling shown at the top of the side view

in the same illustration. The slot below is not

in its original state—it is obviously the corre-

sponding mortise to the one above. A double

chair, therefore, braced together in this fashion

would have meant that the other half would

have consisted of an end and a seat, with its

framed and carved apron under, and connected

to the first chair by the back framing and

panelling, the signs of which are evident in the

one remaining. To divorce the two, there-

fore, must have meant, either that an additional

end had to be made, or that the remaining portion,

when detached, was useless as a chair. While the

theory as to such an original state has, at first

glance, an element of plausibility, it is exploded

by the fact that there is no sign of the fixing of

any second seat into the outside unfinished end.

A further drawback to this hypothesis is that

the presence of the supporters of the Royal

Arms indicates that the chair was intended,

2 In the fifteenth century blue was the royal colour.
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probably on \cr_v r;irc nccasions, for Roy;il use,

in wliicli case a Ro\al seat woiiKl liavc had an

equal iligiiity with that of the Master of the

Guild, or if the right hand chair were designed

more elai^orately, the two would not have

balanced.

Considering now the symmetry of the Ilall

itself, we ha\e a i>er])entlicular window above

the tapestry with two large muUions dividing

it into three spaces. Tlie tapestry below is

correspondingly divided. Tiie suggesti(,)n,

tiier^'fore, is very strong that the chair in its

original state must have been divitleti in lil;e

manner to correspond. If we imagine now a

second chair, standing some 4 ft. away from tlie

one illustrated here, united by a back framing,

(the mortises of which are evident on the one

end), probably crested at the top and carried up
to a height above the top rail of the existing

chair, we imagine, at any rate, a throne the

proportions of which would suit both the size

and the symmetry of the dais. A similar

problem now arises as to the seating, no signs

being evident of any housing of seat or seat

rails in the end of the chair shown here. The
framing itself would not have been sufficient to

have held the two cliairs together with the

necessary rigidit)-, but if we examine the line of

the chair ends immediately above the floor, it

will be noticed that there are two massive cills

at the front and the back, which have been cut

off. These, evidently, were carried right

through, bracing the two chairs together. At
the outside end there are signs of the same
cutting. These were, probably, extension

pieces made to hold the banner standards of

Royalty and the Guilds. A Royal seat made
to go into this chair would have been very

richly covered, probably in cloth of gold—

a

material having at that time a very marketable

value—and therefore would have had to be move-
able, so as to permit of its being put into a place

of safe custody, when not in use, as well as in

order that it should not be used by anyone else

in the absence of RoAalty. This seat, there-

fore, would have been in tlie form of a box,

with an upholstered top, an elaborately carved

front and slotted the framing at front and
back to drop over the two cills. A seat such as

this would account for the fact that the back

framing was only taken down to seat level,

whereas if the space between had been used for

a muniment box, or one of the rich chests of

this period, the framing would undoubtedly

have been taken to the floor. Another point

suggests that this hypothesis of a triple chair

is probably the correct one. S. Mary's Hall

was built for the use of the United Guilds of

the Holy Trinity :. S. Mary, S. John the

Baptist and S. Catherine. Coventry, as one of

the strong places of the Knights Hospitallers

of S. John, would have given him the post of

ilignitv. t)ne end of the chair, as we have

seen, ctjntains the reproduction of S. Mar\', the

corresponding end was j^robably ilevoted to .S.

Catherine, and the high cresting of the back of

the central framing would, therefore, be

reserved for S. John.
That this chair, or triple throne, must have

been inspired from ecclesiastical sources is un-

questionable. Coventry was rich in monas-

teries, Carmelite, Franciscan and Carthusian-
some remains of which can be seen, for ex-

ample, in the garden at the rear of Ford's

Hospital—and it was one of the strongholds of

the Knights Hospitallers of S. John, from

whom the City Arms of the elephant and castle

(an .\nglicised version of elephant and howdah)

were derived. There would be no lack of

assistance from religious houses for an im-

portant undertaking such as this throne. The
name of Coventry (Coventre or Convent town)

derives from a Benedictine priory founded in

1043 by Earl Leofric, if tradition is to be relied

upon. While, however, the ecclesiastic in-

spiration of the chair is unquestionable, it is

doubtful if tlie joiners or carvers reserved by

the Church actually worked upon it. The
Church craftsmen were possessed of fine Gothic

traditions, and never to a greater degree than

in the fifteenth century. They had the cul-

tured direction of prelates behind them,

bishops or abbots who conserved all the taste

and knowledge of the time, not only in Gothic

designing, but also in heraldry. A fifteenth

century C'hurch designer would not have used

the Plantagcnet lions or rather " leones-

leopardes " for the supporters of his mid-

fifteenth century royal crown, nor would he

have jumbled nearly two centuries of Gothic

together. Yet no other than a Church crafts-

man coidd iiave conceived and executed the

end shown on Plate H, f (unquestionably of

finer quality than the other portions of the

chair). Perhaps the introduction of S. Mary
in the spandril may have necessitated the hand
of a clerical carver for its execution. This

detail establishes the fact that the chair was

designed and made for S. Mary's Hall. A
little friendly rivalry appears to be suggested in

the double band at the top of the front of the

chair (shown in larger detail in Plate H, h,

where the upper band may be clerical and the

lower one secular.

The carvings of the arms have been muti-

lated, in all probability, wilfully, as it was not

uncommon in these arms, and even in those of

misericords, to introduce subjects of the

lewdest description. I have been unable to dis-

cover whether Cromwell's roundheads ever
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Plate I. An oak Chair in S. Marv's Hall, Coventry
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F—The compk'io end (7—The incomplete end

H—Detail of the top rail, on the front. The same detail is repeated on

the back.

Plate II. An oak Chair in S. Marv's Hall, Coventry



purified Coventry by a visit—which would have

suggested the perpetrator of this mutilation

—

but there is no doubt that the damage was pur-

posed and was not the result of wear or

accident.

It has been suggested tiiat the elaborate out-

side back indicates that the chair was intended

to be placed in a central position, where it

could be viewed from all sides, but this elabora-

tion of the back is not necessarily evidence of

such intention. The Gods were everywhere in

the fifteenth century. Apart from the con-

scientious endeavour to produce a fine work,

this chair would have stood nearly at the front

of the dais in S. Mary's Hall—and the chair

would have been visible to the retainers,

courtiers and Guild officials who must have
thronged the dais behind the throne or civic

chair of state on occasions when the throne was
occupied by Royalty.

A rough sketch is given here (Figure F)

showing, hypothetically, the original state and
size of the chair or triple throne, at the date

when it was made.

Flo. F, HYPOTHETICAL RECONSTRUCTION OF THE CHAIR IN ST. MARY'S H

NOTES ON DURER
BY CAMPBELL DODGSON

ALL, COVENTRY.

I.—AN OIL PAINTING: HEAD OF A
MAN. (With a contribution by Professor

Ludwig Justi.)

HE little portrait' of which a re-

production is published here for the

lirst time [Plate I, .a] was shown
to me in 1920 by its owner Mr. S.

.^ Wilensky, who has since then

allowed me more than one opportunity of

renewing my acquaintance with it. Each

1 Painted in oil, on panel, 26 by 20.7 cm. (lOj by 8J in.).

The edge of a raised surface can be traced all round, about

I in. within the limits of the wood, showing that the painting

is actually on paper, or very thin parchment, which has been
stretched and attached to the panel. Though the edge of this

substance is slightly detached at the foot, 1 cannot determine
with certainty what it is. No wire-marks of paper are

discernible, but it seems too thin to be vellum.

fresh inspection of the picture has only

confirmed my original conviction that the

painter is none other than Diirer. Seen

at some distance, the hard expression of

the eyes, with their resolute stare; the drawing

of nose, mouth and eyebrows ; above all, the

impression of earnestness and uncompromising
force conveyed by the directly frontal presenta-

tion of a face so realistically treated, proclaim

the Nuremberg master as author of the por-

trait. The first impression was naturally

succeeded by moments of caution. Could it be

a copy? No; it is undoubtedly an original

German painting of the early sixteenth

century. Could it be by another painter ? The
names of Diirer's pupils and contemporaries

presented themselves, only to be dismissed.
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Looking at the painting more closely, one fuicls

in it, so far as the original surface is intact,

technical peculiarities cjuite characteristic of

Duror. To paint reflections of windows in tlie

pupils oi the e\os is notoriously a haliil of his.

The face, with all its flesh tints and high lights,

is genuine and well-preserved, apart from some
obvious little blemishes; the e\ebrows, eye-

lashes and short growth of hair on the siiavi-n

lips and chin are genuine and completel)

Diirer-like; curious, but equally genuine, are

the little dots of white on the chin and to left

of the upper lip. The neck is thick like the

section of a column, without much drawing; it

ends in a curious way, recalling the late por-

trait of Kleeberger (15^6), but without the same
abruptness of termination for which in Klce-

berger's portrait there is an obvious motive.

The dark background (not quite black, but a

very dark brown, slightly greenish, verging on
black) which now cuts oft" the neck some way
from the foot of the panel, is probably the work
of a restorer. On the left 1 think that the

original outline of the shoulder can be dimly

seen through the paint. A restorer has also,

probably, been busy witli the hair, which is

undoubtedlv the least salisfactt)ry part of the

picture, especially wiien compared with Diirer's

masterly treatment of hair in many other cases.

It is greenish-brown in colour, flat and
monotonous in texture, only a few isolated

hairs at the top being carefully painted o\er

the dull, average surface. It is eitiier unfin-

ished, scraped down, or repainted along with

the background. A better expert in the tech-

nique of painting than myself ought to be able

to discover the truth.

Granted that the picture is in essentials a

genuine work of Diirer, the question arises,

where in the order of his work should it be

placed? Not, I feel sure, very early. There is

no other extant work, picture, drawing or print,

to which it is very obviously related, and one

cannot rely too much upon the dark back-

ground, which might otherwise suggest com-

parison with the two heads of apostles, of 15 16,

in the Ufifizi, and the little highly finished paint-

ing of a man's head of the same date in the

British Museum.^ The nearest analogous work,

perhaps, is the study of a woman's head with

eyes closed, dated 1520, a wash drawing in the

British Museum (L. 270), which Ludwig Justi

has explained as an instance of Diirer's use of

a scheme of proportion in the construction of

the head.^ Comparison with other heads, both

male and female, cited by Justi as instances of

construction on a scheme makes it highly pro-

2 Burlington Magazine, xx, 94.
3 L. Justi, " Konstruierte Figuren und Kopfe unter den

Werken A. D.'s," Leipzig, 1902; especially pp. 41 ff, " Die

Kopfe in Vorderansicht," and Tafel viii.

bable tiiai iliis head belongs to the same class;

it has soiiu'lhing of the cold, impersonal
character whiih had been noticed in these heads
by other observers before its true ex|)Linalion

iiad been found. It does not follow iiom this

that it need be an uical head, constructed with-
(iu( ri'krcnrc to a model; it seems obvious tiiat

il is ai lually a portrait study, but so arrangetl,

or painted from a tlclii)eralcly chosen liircct

point of view, that tiie features correspond to a

mathematical formula, as is the case with a

jiainting so famous, so definitely a study from
life, as Diirer's portrait oi iiimself with the long
hair at Munich.

After writing the last paragraph as il stands,

it occurred to me to consult Prcjfessor Justi hiir-

self and to send iiim a photograph of the picture

witli a request tliat, if he concurred in my
opinion, he would draw upon it the scheme of

construction as lie did for tiie illustrations in

his book. I ;un much indebted to Professor

Justi for the interesting reply which my letter

elicited, and for tlie diagram here rejjroduced

[Plate II, b]. After writing that, so far as

he could judge from the photograph, the

picture is by Diirer, he continues as follows :
—

" So far as 1 can judge from the small photo-

graph sent to me, the head is constructed. I

have drawn in the lines of the construction. . . .

Diirer started from the scanty statements of

Vitruvius, who says :
' The length of the head

is one-eighth that of the body, that of the face

one-tenth. The face again is divided into three

equal parts : brow, nose, lower part of face.'

Diirer takes the following limits for the triple

division of the head : (i) For the upper third,

from a little below the place where the hair

begins down to the upper eyelids (the brow
appears, therefore, higher than Vitruvius in-

tended; influenced by late-Gotiiic taste, Diirer

gives as the upper limit of the brow not the

starting-point of the hair but the upper ex-

tremity fjf the frontal eminences)
; (2) for the

middle third, from the upper eyelids down to

the lower extremity of the nose; (3) for the

k)wer third, from the lower extremity of the

nose to the lower extremity of the chin, which
he interprets regularly as the lower extremity of

the jawbone, not the fleshy part under it.

The upper limit of the brow cannot be estab-

lished convincingly, at least not on the photo-

graph. But we can determine the limits of the

two lower thirds of the face ; upper extremity

of the eyelid, lower extremity of the nose, lower

extremity of the chin. Taking these measure-

ments as a starting-point, we have the key of

the construction.

The distance from the line of the eyelid to the

end of the nose, on the photograph, is 24 mm.

;

the distance thence to the extremity of the chin
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4 Head of a Man, here identified as by

panel, loi" by SJ" {Mr. S. Wilensky)

Albrecht Durer. Oil painting on paper c,r parchment attached to a

Plate I. Notes on Diirer
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is the same. If one-third of the face measures

24 mm., the height of the face is 72 mm. The
length of the body would then be 720 mm. and

the height of the head one-eighth of that, or

90 mm. That does not work out quite exactly

here, the upper limit of the hair being about

I mm. too low [perhaps an effect of the re-

painting.—CD.]. All the other measurements

of the lieight and width are simple fractions of

the height of the face.

If we indicate the height of the face by A
and the third part of the face by B, we find

the following measurements :
—

1. Measurements of height :

—

From the line of the upper eyelids to the lower

extremity of the iris ... ... ... i B
From the line of the upi)er eyelids to the upper

extremity of the eyebrows ... ... ... ... | B
From the line of the upper eyelids to the lower end

of the nose ... ... • ... •• ••• B
(The ears, which generally come into the scheme,

are in this case hidden).

From the lower end of the nose to the opening of

the mouth ... ... ... ... ... •. i B
Thence to the upper extremity of the chin j B
Thence to the lower extremity of the chin 3 B

2. Measurements of width :

—

Width of the head* A
Width of the face, on the line of the eyelids ... £ A
Distance between the outer corners of the eyes... i A
Distance between the pupils (centre) ... ... B
Distance between the inner corners of the eyes ... J B
Width of the eyeball 5 ^B
Width of the nostrils J A
Width of the mouths JA

Tile principal measurements derived from

Vitruvius—height and width of the head, height

of the face, triple division of the face—are quite

fixed for Diirer. The smaller divisions vary,

as is evident by his numerous proportion draw-

ings, painted and engraved ideal heads, and the

printed doctrine ot proportion. The limit be-

tween brow and nose, i.e. between the upper

and the middle third of the face, before the

Venetian journey, corresponding to the state-

ment of Vitruvius, is taken to be at the height

of the eyebrows; after this journey, perhaps in

consequence of meeting Luca Pacioli, it is

placed at the height of the upper eyelids, as in

Pacioli's book; so here. The opening of the

mouth is placed, in Diirer's earlier constructed

heads, in the case of women at one-c|uarter of

the lower part of the face, in the case of men
at one-third, but in the printed doctrine of pro-

portion at one-quarter in the case of men also,

as here. The distance between the outer

corners of the eyes is consistently, up to about

1520, what it is here, namely half A; in the

* In this case hidden by the hair ; approximately correct

on the line of the eyelids.

5 This measurement is exactly right for three of the four

corners of the eyelids, but the lower lid of the left eye (on

the spectator's right) on the outside is drawn upwards in a

shorter curve (possibly due to a restorer's alteration?), but

even in this eye the measurement works out pretty exactly

for the upper lid.

° At the junction of the two lips, the measurement of the

lower is exactly right ; the upper lip is a little wider.

I

printed doctrine of proportion, owing to a sim-

plification of the construction, it is three-fifths A.
In the constructed Madonnas the inner corners

of the eyes are further apart (one-fifth A, here

only one-sixth A) ; the nostrils are narrower

and lower ; the distance between the corners of

the mouth is one-fifth A, but the upper lip and
still more the lower lip are narrower, about

equal in width to the nostrils, whereas here the

lower lip is one-fifth A and the distance between

the corners of the mouth is somewhat greater.

After his first attempts Diirer soon ceased to

assume equal measurements for every body and
head. At first he distinguishes between man
and woman. F"inally, in the doctrine of pro-

portion, lie gives, so to speak, a sliding scale,

and no longer binds himself to simple relations

of numbers. His faith in mathematics, in the

sure application of which he supposed the

superiority of the Italians to lie, is at first un-

bounded; then truth to nature leads him to

varying experiments, and ends by relegating

mathematics to a secondary place.

Here the simple numerical relations are still

applied; all measurements of height and width

turn out to be simple fractions of the main
measurement. They are inaccurate only in the

case of the limit of the hair and of one corner

of an eye.

Perhaps in this case Diirer started with a

drawing from a model, as he frequently did in

his later studies. The measurements of the

model would then have been modified to fit the

simple numerical relations. The drawing pro-

duced by these means was then transferred to

the panel. In the execution of the picture there

is a discrepancy between the late-Gothic

exuberance of modelling, on the one hand,

and the regularity of the measurements and the

rigid facing to the front on the other; it is the

rigid facing to the front that makes one suspect

at the first glance that the head is constructed.

It is conceivable that another artist, who
stood under Diirer's influence, might have con-

structed and carried out the painting of the

head. A judgment on this point must depend

on the examination of drawing and painting in

presence of the original."

II._AN UNKNOWN LEAF OF THE
NETHERLANDS SKETCH-BOOK.

The British Museum has lately had the good

fortune to acquire another leaf which may
safely be said, on the same internal evidence as

has led to the recognition of the common origin

of the other scattered leaves, to belong to the

sketch-book which Diirer filled, during his

residence in the Netherlands in 1520-21, with

exquisitely finished drawings in silver-point on

a nearly white prepared ground. [Plate II,
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c & n]. Thirteen i>f tlu-sc loaves were liitherto

Unown, contaiiiiiig' twciity-foiir pages of draw-

ings, two of the leaves being blanU on one side.

They are scattered among many public and
private collections in Austria, Germany, Trance
(Chantilh) ami luigland. The British Miiseimi

already possessed two leaves, containing three

drawings : a large dog lying down, studies of

costume, and the Minster at Aachen (L. J85,

286, 404). All the leaves, except one in a

private collecti(_>n at Frankfort more recently

discovered, were published by Li[)pmann, and
the whole have been lately imited and pub-

lished as a connected seciuencc in the

splendidly illustratetl monograph in two

volumes on Diirer's journey to the Nctherlantls,

edited in Holland by Messrs. Xeih and Muller.'

The leaves have been cut down to a greater or

less extent, so that they vary a good deal in

size. The new specimen, measuring 115 by

167 mm. {4I by 6J in.) is one of the smallest.

It is also, it must be confessed, one of the least

interesting as regards the nature of its contents,

though the objects of still life to which it is

' A. Diirer's Niederlandische Reise, von Ur. J. V'eth

und Dr. S. Muller Fz. 2 Bde. Berlin und l_Urecht, igiS.

devoted are drawn with no less exquisite care

and skill tiian tiu' pt)rtrails, animals anil studies

of buildings which occupy some of the more
beautiful pages of tiie sketch-book. One page
is iilled witii studies of a table and pewter
\i'sst'ls of \ari()us shapes. On the back are

thawn a (lOthic andiron or lire-dog, and a great

wooden chest with elaborate metal fittings.

Tiiose are the main contents, but on the front is

also a sketch, in outline so delicate that it can

only he traced with some difificuUy, of a horse in

tra])pings, which resembles so closely the

Jlnished drawing of a horse on another leaf

(L. 147) in the collection of Frau Professor

Hlasius at Brunswick, that it is probably a pre-

liminary sketch of the same animal. The Dutch
editors connect this horse conjecturall}^ with a

note in Diirer's diary (21st May, i5-'i) about

sf)me horses that he had admired at the Whit-
suntide horse fair at Antwerp, but there is

neither a M.S. note nor any other kind of evi-

dence to date or localise either drawing exactly.

Nothing is known of the previous history of the

leaf now in the British Museum, which is en-

tirely new, I believe, to historians of art.

(To be continued.)

THE RESTORATION OF PAINTINGS
BY HENRY T. DOVER
A . . .'^HE first thing needful for the re-

i^(^ [j^j storation of a neglected picture is to

brush away the dust from the back
of the canvas or panel with a very

soft hand broom or a feather brush,

riicii tlie painting, after being taken carefully

out of its frame, if fixed in one, is ready for

placing upon an easel which must be firmly

constructed and stand steadily.

LiMNC; : If a canvas is being dealt with, a

careful examination of the actual fabric must now
be made in order to ascertain whether lining (or

the fixing of a new backing of pure linen), is

necessary. If there are any holes or torn breaks,

lining and as a rule double lining the canvas is

imperative to ensure that the holes may not be

visible after the completion of the restoration.

However, a single lining will suffice if the

canvas is neither torn nor broken but simply

brittle or worn, or if it cannot be made taut and
flat bv tapping the wedges of the stretcher with

a hammer. Lining is a delicate operation and a

special craft, so that it is generally advisable to

have this work done by an expert liner. The
plant, also, which is needed for lining canvasses

is too cumbersome for an ordinary studio, com-

prising as it does verv solid firm tables, powerful

wooden frames or drums, heating stoves and
heavv irons. The first part of the process

consists of securing the face of the painting by

pasting upon its surface tissue paper or fine

muslin in order to safeguard it from possible

injury by the falling away of any portion of the

pigment. Then the picture is gently removed

from its wooden stretcher, usually by cutting it

carefully at the outer edges, the greatest heed

being taken not to lose a hair's breadth of the

painting itself. A strong composition, generally

composed of glue, resin and oil is then applied to

the new linen backing already stretched upon the

special lining frame, upon which is immediately

laid, face uppermost, the painting to be lined.

This is then placed face downwards upon a solid

flat table covered with soft baize and the back of

the new linen is firmly but gently ironed down.*

When dry the new linen is cut round the paint-

ing, allowing two or three inches of outer border

for stretching. Then the tissue paper or muslin

is gently removed by using a slightly damp
sponge or fine wash leather with warm water.

When the surface of the picture is carefully dried

with a soft cloth, the lining is completed. Care-

less liners sometimes crush down the valuable

This is the French method. In England the picture

being placed upon the new canvas already stretched

upon the liniiig frame, with a solid pressing block placed

underneath for solidity, the ironing is done upon the picture's

surface which is covered for security with paper or muslin,

and with layers of cotton wool to preserve the original

brush marks.
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A—Picture on cainas in unrestored B—Same picture after linino-

condition
C—Detail of same

D—Cradling on back of a panel
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E—Worm-eaten woinlen panel jiarth- removed from pigment

J ;^

F—Back of pigment after removal of panel,
showing artist's original sketch-painting

(t—Front of same pigment after removal of

jianel

The Restoration of Paintings





original touches of a painting through using too

great a pressure when ironing". Indeed, the

whole operation requires great care and experi-

ence. The iron should be only just warm,
otherwise the picture will get scorched. The
original brush touches are preserved intact by
expert liners, through the use of a differing

thicicness of fine cotton wool as a bed for the

face of the painting.

Tr.ansferring : Occasionally the original

canvas of a painting is so perished or the paint

itself so dry and brittle through exposure to the

sun or other causes that lining is not of any
use. In such cases it is necessary to transfer the

picture. This is done by securing, as before,

with extreme care the surface of the painting

with fine muslin; several layers are sometimes
needed to hold the picture firmly. It is then

placed face downwards upon the baize covered

table and securely fixed to prevent any slipping.

The old canvas is then very gently rubbed away
from the back with fine sandpaper until the

original old ground is revealed, when the new
linen backing, well coated with a powerful

adhesive composition, is applied as in ordinary

lining. The same process is employed for

panels; in this case the wood is planed away
until verv thin before the sand paper or fine

emerv cloth is used to remove the last portions

of the wood; the new linen is then applied as

above described; or a new panel can be affixed

it preferred. In this latter case the final pressure

of ironing to secure the painting to the new panel

has to be done upon the front of the picture

with its muslin coatings and protected further by
good coverings of baize or cloth to safeguard its

delicate surface from the iron. Half-transferring

is freriuentlv done. This process applies to can-

vasses onlv, and is similar to that already

described, the difference being that the old

canvas is partially and not wholly removed
before the new linen backing is applied. It will

be readily understood from the above brief

explanations that lining, and transferring par-

ticularly, are very delicate and difficult operations

when really successfully done and should never

be entrusted to anyone but an intelligent and
practised liner who realises that whenever pos-

sible, it is better to have the paintings upon their

original canvas. When unavoidable, however,

expert lining gives a new life to the picture and
will preserve it from gradual ruin.

Cradling : This is the term used for the

strengthening of panels, by holding them to-

gether when the wood has cracked or keeping
them flat when they are inclined to warp. This
work most liners can do well, but it requires skill

in the use of the wooden battens which are

placed at the back of the panel painting. [Fig. ]

These battens are usually about two inches

wide. One set is glued to the panel and is placed

over and across another set which is left free,

spaces being cut in the fixed set to allow free

play to the battens which run through them.
This allows for the contraction and expansion
of the panel in varying temperatures. Cradling

is also the best way to secure a panel that is too

fragile for handling with safety.

Cleaning : It is safer to clean a picture after

rather than before the lining. First the surface

is gently washed with a sponge or chamois
leather damped in slightly heated water. If

this does not remove the dirt, which should be

seen gradually to disappear, the process is

repeated with a hog hair brush dipped in

water and rubbed on a piece of yellow

primrose soap. Every trace of this soap must
be washed away before the painting is dried with

a soft cloth. To ascertain whether the general

effect is satisfactory, steep a pad of cotton wool

in turpentine and pass it rapidly over the entire

surface of the washed painting; the result will

show exactly how the picture would look when
varnished.

Removing Old Varnishes : The difficult

cjuestion of when it is advisable on aesthetic or

other grounds to remove varnish cannot here be

discussed ; and the method employed for doing

so depends on the kind of varnish present. If

it appears to be a soft mastic, or a mixture of

mastic, as all picture varnishes should be, these

can safelv and readily be removed by simple

friction with the flat ends of the fingers which

causes the mastic to come away in a white

powder, and if carefully and patiently done,

should cause no injury to the painting. Or, in

the hand of a skilful restorer, the mastic can be

quickly removed by using two pads of cotton

wool or two hog hair brushes. Moisten one pad

or brush with an equal mixture of methylated

spirit and turpentine and the other with turpen-

tine only. The methylated spirit softens the

mastic varnish and the turpentine removes it

from the painting and also stops any further

action of the spirit mixture. The less methylated

spirit and the more turpentine in the mixture the

safer it is in use. The removal of hard

copal or other oil varnishes is the most

difficult of all, because the oil varnish becomes

so hardened in drying and is of so tenacious a
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nature that it is sometimes impossible to remove
it successfully without si)me injury to the paint-

ing. Copal varnish also becomes darker and
darker with age ami in time disfigures ami
obscures the painting beneath it and it is this fact

which makes all oil varnishes unsuitable for

pictures. Sometimes the hard copal varnisii can
be slowly taken olT by using methylated spirit

and tur|ientine in the manner previously
described, but usually it is necessary to use a

steel scraper with the utmost watchfulness, if

necessary under a magnifying glass, the removal
taking place piece by piece, half an inch or less

at a time. iUit with all possible skill and care

it is extremely dilTicult to a^•oid some injury

being done. Occasionally a hard varnish will

chip off a picture. The possibility of this may
be tested by trying a very small portion with the

pointed end of a sharp steel scraper. There are

other methods of removing hard varnishes,

ahvays an uncertain operation, such as leaving
a picture covered in a bath of methylated spirit

and turpentine or other solvents for a certain

period, in order to soften the whole varnish

which is then removed in a jelly state. There
are several recipes suggested by different

restorers, but all such operations are doubtful in

practice, and great injury could be done to a

picture so treated, especially in any but very

expert hands.
Removing Restorations : When the varnish

is successfully cleaned off there frequently

remain patches of old discoloured restorations,

{To be

and these have to be carefully removed under a
good magnifying glass, by means of a steel

scraper, in conjunction with a pad of cotton
wool and turi^entine to clean away the particles

as they are scraped oil. When oil colour has
unfortunately been used for old restorations or

letouciiings, a solution of chlorate of potash in

water (a jjiece about as large as a pea in two
lahlespoonfuls of water) used with a small brush
will be effective, the greatest care being taken to

touch only the old restoration patches. This
solution jicts immediately and sliould be instantly

removed with wool [)ad .and turpentine or sponge
and water and repeateil until the super-imjiosed
patches of oil-paint are cleaned ofT. The smallest

quantity of the chemical may be dissolved or the
solution may be used very strong. The
latter practise, however, is dangerous in

any but very expert hands, though most
useful when employed with knowledge and
watchfulness. Old brushes should be used
and afterwards washed as the solution destroys

the hair. The effect of the work done on the

picture may now be seen by passing as before a

tliin wash of turpentine over the whole surface.

An equal mixture of mastic varnish and turpen-

tine may now be applied to the painting. A
picture should always be thinly varnished in this

manner before any retouching is done, as this

enables the restorer to see exactly the colours to

be matched and also helps the retouchings to

adhere and become incorporated with the varnish

and so form one surface.

continued.)

AN EARLY ENGLISH WRITER
BY TANCRED BORENIUS

^HE early history of English litera-

ture on the fine arts is a subject which
never yet .so far as I know has been

treated svsteinatically and a fond. It

forms a chapter in the general history

of the development of English taste, and as such

is intimately linked up with the history of

English literature on travel, and especially on

travel in Italy. I do not propose on the present

occasion to follow up the very beginnings of

English art literature as one comes across traces

of the subject scattered over a number of books

which also treat of other matters,' or to notice

pioneer works like Edward Norgate's Mhuatura

(1650), John Evelyn's Sculptura (1662) or that

charming little volume, The Painter's Voyage of

Italy, translated by W. Lodge from the Italian

and published in 1679; but should like to draw-

attention to what is apparently the first system-

atic treatise on the history and criticism of paint-

1 Tlie whole history of travel in Italy may be found con-

veniently summarised in Dr. James Sully's volume, Italian

Travel Sketches (Lx>ndon, 1912), pp. 1-66.

ON ART

ing in English—a book which so far as I can find

is extremely little known. It bears the title

Painting Illustrated in Three Diallogucs, con-

taining some Choice Observations upon the .Irt.

Together with the Lives of the Most Eminent
Painters, from Cimabue, to the time of Raphael
and Michael Angela. ]]'ith an Explanation of

the Difficult Terms. It is written bv A\^illiam

Aglionbv and was first published in 16S5.

Chance brought a copy of this book into my
hands not long ago. I am the merest amateur at

boolc-collecting, and do not suppose for a moment
that it is a volimie of any particular raritv ; but

in all the years that I have tried to be on the look-

out for early books on art, this is the only copy
that I have come across, and nobody that I have
spoken to about the book seems ever to have
heard of it." In the I3ritish Museum Library

2 Since writing the above, I have seen a copy in the sale

of Mr. Hcseltine's books on art at Sotherby's last spring;

and I find the book is also mentioned (though not commented
upon) in Prof. Schlosser's admirable work, " Materialien

zur Quellenkunde der Kunstgeschichte," ix Heft (Vienna,

1920), p. 43.
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there is a copy of it, with a line and a half added
to the title page, and the date changed to i6S6;

also, the third page from the beginning, con-

tinues on the recto some errata and on the verso

(not the recto as in the 1685 copy) the name of

the person to whom the book is dedicated—the

Right Hon. William, Earl of Devon, Baron
Cavendish of Hardwick. In 1719, a remainder

of the old sheets of this book was issued with a

somewhat varied title page, and some new
dignities added to the name of the nobleman to

whom the book is dedicated ; of this re-issue there

is also a copy at the British Museum. As to the

author, it is known that he was a Fellow of the

Royal Societv by 1669, and British Resident at

Berne between 1702 and 1705,^ and in addition to

the Treatise on Painting two works have hitherto

been associated with his name—one, a Treatise

on the Present State of the United Provinces

published in 1669, and the other a translation of

Fra Paolo Sarpi's treatise on the Constitution of

Venice, published in 16S9. As a small contribu-

tion to literary history I may add that he was
also the author of an English translation of

Francois Hedelin's Pratique du Theatre (1657)

published in 1684 under the title of The Whole
Art of the Stage ; this is clear from an advertise-

ment which appears on the Errata page of

Painting Illustrated.

As the latter book seems so little known, a brief

r^sum^ of its contents will perhaps not be devoid

of interest.

The book opens with an epistle dedicatory of

the usual type, followed by a Preface, which

begins by exalting sculpture and painting for

' perpetuating our Memorys to posterity.' The
oft-debated question as to whether greater dignity

attaches to sculpture or to painting is touched

upon, and the author leaves the question un-

decided. ' But this I may say in favour of the

Art of Painting whose praises I am now to Cele-

brate, that it certainly is of a greater Extent than

Sculpture, and has an Infiniter Latitude to de-

light us withal.' Instances are quoted of the

regard paid by princes to painters ever since

the days of Apelles and Alexander, and the

author winds up with a recent example :
—

" Rubens, in our days, after having been in

Favour with most of the Great Princes in

Christendom, was at last chosen by the Infant

Albert, and the Infanta Isabella to be their

Ambassador at London; where his Talent for the

Great Affairs of State was no less admired than

his Pencil, which has so richly adorned the Ceil-

ing of one of the best Rooms in Europe, I mean

the Banquetting-House."
This leads the author on to an outburst which

3 See on his work in that capacity the interesting paper

by Dr. A. Latt, " Diplomatists exchanged between Great

Britain and Switzerland," in the Anglo-Swiss Review,

vol. ii., No. 4, Aug. 1921, p. 30.

M

deserves to be quoted at length :

—

"And indeed, he could never have fallen into a
Court that was more disposed to acknowledge his

Skill, than Ours was at that Time: King Charles
the First, of Sacred Memory, was not only the

greatest Favourer but the Truest Knower^
of all those Arts, and by his Countenance the

whole Court gave themselves to those Refined
Pleasures; there being hardly a Man of Great
Quality that had not a Collection of Pictures or

Antiques : Artists flowed in upon us from all

parts. And had not the Bloody-Principled

Zealots, who are Enemies to all the Innocent
Pleasures of Life, under the pretext of a Re-
formed Sanctity destroyed both the Best of Kings
and the Noblest of Courts, we might to this day
have seen these Arts flourish amongst us ; and
particularly this of Painting which was the Darl-

ing of that Venturous Monarch. He had once

enrich'd our Island with the noblest Collection

that any Prince out of Italy could boast of : but

those Barbarous Rebels, whose Quarrel was as

much the Politeness and the Liberal Arts as to

Monarchy and Prelacy dissipated and destroyed

the best part of it."

However, the accession of Charles II. brought

about a change for the better, and reference is

made to the statue of him ' made by the best of

Modern Sculptors now living, I mean Mr.
Grinlin Gibbons.' The author then comments
upon the fact, that whereas England has pro-

duced an architect like Inigo Jones and a sculptor

like Grinling Gibbons, she never yet has had an
' Historical Painter ' of distinction.'' The favour

extended by the English to ' Face-Painting ' is

noted " and in that part we have had some who
have proved most Excellent Artists; as, Mr.

Oliver, and Mr. Cooper, the most Correct in

Miniature; and in Oyl, Dobson and Walker:

And even at this time, Mr. Riley, who undoubt-

edly deserves his character of the first and best

Painter for Portraits in our Age."
To remedy this condition of things, and foster

judges of art in England, the author has under-

taken his work, whose plan he explains, promis-

ing also a second part, which "besides some more

refined Observations upon the Art itself, will

contain the Lives of all the Modern Painters of

any Note from the Time of the Caraches to our

Days, and an Account of its present state all

Europe over."

Unfortunately this scheme was never carried

into effect.

The body of the volume opens then with an

1 The word connoisseur had not yet been incorporated with

English.
= This, it may be noted, is a point strongly emphasized

by early English writers on art ; compare Norgate, Minia-

tura (ed. Martin Hardie, 1919), p. 54 :
" Histories in

Lymning are strangers in England till of late years it

pleased a most excellent King to command the copeing of

some of his owne peeces, of Titian. . . ."
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explanation, alphabetically arranged, of ' some

terms of tlie art of painting.' They are all

of interest, and one or two deserve to be

quoted, e.g.

Gkui'po

Is a Knot of Figures together, either in the

viiddle or sides of a piece of Painting. So
Carache would not alhno above three Griippos

iior above twelve Figures for any Piece.

Or again :
—

NuniTY
Signifies properly any Naked Figure of Man or

Woman, but most commonly of Woman; as

when we say, 'Tis a Nudity, we mean the Figure

of a Naked Woman.
Then follows w^hat is really the most important

section of the book, three dialogues about Paint-

ing ' between a Traveller and his Friend.' The
title of the first is ' Explaining the Art of Paint-

ing.' The Traveller, asked for a definition of

the Art of Painting, produces the following :
—

"The Art of Painting is the Art of Represent-

ing any objects by Lines drawn upon a flat

superficies which Lines are afterwards covered

with colours, and those colours applied with a

certain just distribution of Lights and Shades,

with a regard to the Rules of Symetry and

Perspective ; the whole producing a Likeness,

or true Idea of the Subject intended."

The author next defines the term ' Design '

and goes on to the necessity for painters of study-

ing Loth the Antique and Nature. The art of

foreshortening is treated of, and then the ques-

tion of colouring is gone into at some length.

A propos of the discussion of whether there can

be excessive finish, the author refers to the

manner which " the Italians call. Working A
la pittoresk, that is Boldly, and according to the

first Incitaiion of a Painter's Genius. But this

requires a strong Judgment, or else it will

appear to the Judicious, mecr Dawbing." Fin-

ally, this dialogue is wound up with an explana-

tion of the terms of painting in fresco, in dis-

temper, in oil and in chiaro scuro.

The second dialogue treats of the history of

painting, ' both Ancient and Modern.' In a

vivid, entertaining manner, the author recounts

the history of painting in Greece and Rome, and

then goes on to trace the history of Italian paint-

ing, beginning with Cimabue, and down to the

Carracci and their followers ; finally, among
articles outside Italy, mention is made of Durer,

Holbein, Rubens and Van Dyke. An interest-

ing passage is the following answer, given by

the Traveller to a question whether painting

since the Cinquecento has decayed or im-

proved :
—

"I cannot say, it has Decayed, but it has rather

Improved, till within these few years, that it

seems to be at a stand; and I fear, must Decay,

both for want of Encouragement and because all

things that have attained their utmost Period, do

generally decline, after they have been at a stand

for some time."

The third dialogue has as its subject ' How to

know Good Pictures.' The author lays down
rules about ' Disposition ' (' the order in which

all the parts of the story are disposed so as to

produce one eifect according to the Design of the

Painter ') ; further returns to the discussion of

the study of the Antique and Nature and has a

good deal to say about the painting of draperies.

Colour and Invention are other subjects dis-

cussed and finally a selection is given of those

painters who in the author's opinion have at-

tained the greatest perfection. Michael Angelo,

Leonardo and Poussin are not included among
these, and his opinion on Poussin—who, be it

remembered, had then been dead but twenty

years—is worth quoting :

" As for Poussin, the so much Admired
Frenchman; his way was in Little for the most

part; and some are of opinion that he could not

do in Great ; or at least he did not delight in it,

having done but two Pieces in all his Life time

that were as big as the Natural ; his Figures were

generally of two or three Foot long; his Com-
position Orderly, his Invention Florid; but par-

ticularly, he had a Talent for Expressing the

PASSIONS which was most Admirable : His

Colouring inclines more to the Antique than to

Nature. And he has left many Pieces unfinished.

But take him altogether in his Way, he is a

Great man, but not of that first rank of painters

whom all artists must look upon as the Great

Originals that Heaven hath given to Mankind to

Imitate; and whose works will not only be the

SCHOOL, but the delight and admiration of all

After Ages, as long as Painting shall retain any

Esteem amongst Mankind."
This pronouncement closes the third of the

dialogues, and the rest of the book is taken up by

translations of eleven of Vasari's Lives, viz.,

Cimabue, Giotto, Leonardo, Andrea del Sarto,

Raphael, Giorgione, Michel Angelo, Giulio

Romano, Perino del Vaga, Titian and Dona-

tello.

A r^sum^ such as I have given above can of

necessity convey but a very inadequate idea of

the book ; but I trust that even so it makes it clear

that the author was a man of a very cultured mind,

of taste and discernment, writing in a bright,

amusing style.

A period of about thirty years separates this

book from the works of Jonathan Richardson*

—

6 An Essay on the Theory of Painting, first published in

1715; Defence of the Science of a Connoisseur, first pub-

lished in lyig—the same year, it may be noted, as the re-

mainder of Painting Illustrated was issued.
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A—Tobias curing Ins Father's blindness. School of Rembrandt. Canvas 4S" by 4-'. (Mr. A. 11. Buttery)
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Plate I. Two Pictures from the School of Rembrandt
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writings which clearly reflect a much greater

knowledge and experience ; but those acquainted

with them will have little difficulty in seeing at

once, to what a great extent they cover the same

ground as the volume now discussed ; and it

seems but fair that recognition should not be

withheld from William Aglionby's work as a

literary pioneer.

TWO PICTURES FROM THE SCHOOL OF REMBRANDT
BY R. R. TATLOCK

HE picture of Tobias curing his

father's blindness reproduced for

the first time on Plate I A formerly

hung under a film of dirt in the

collection of Lord Howe where it

was classed as a Rembrandt. The present

owner, Mr. A. H. Buttery, has succeeded in

cleaning it in such a way as perfectly to reveal

the original colour and brushwork. An exami-

nation of it in its fresh condition has turned the

suspicion that it is by another hand into a

certainty. In the process of restoration there

was uncovered, on the wall just above the back

of the head of the figure on the extreme left, a

mark, part of which has been said to resemble

an early
signature of

R embrandt,

which, how-
ever, affords,

as far as I

a m aware,

no real clue

to the
authorship.

Rembrandt,
like Shake-
speare, was

surrounded both by remarkable creative artists

and by remarkable imitators, and it will not suf-

fice in the one case any more than it has sufficed

in the other to adopt the habit of uncritically

attributing all the best work of the group to the

master himself. Recent re-examinations and
the seemingly endless stream of discoveries in

Germany and elsewhere of studio pieces have
unfortunately encouraged a certain lavishness

in the attribution of such works, in part or in

whole, to Rembrandt, and no doubt the present

example has as good a claim to authenticity as

several other recently accepted works. For it

is certainly the production of a painter of much
power both as an imaginative artist and as a

craftsman. Even from the illustration one is

struck by the finely felt relationship between
such parts as the angel and the figure of the

old man, the painting of whose head and gar-

ment (inadequately realised in the illustration),

being, like those of the angel, full of grace and
vigour, while in the original a delightful

vivacity of colour adds greatly to the effect.

Though several European experts have seen

the work and have expressed somewhat tentative

opinions as to authorship, no consensus of view

has been arrived at. It may be that publication

in these pages will bring some clue to light. In

the meantime we confine ourselves to expressing

the opinion that the likeliest date is the early

fifties, and to pointing out the possibility of two
hands having been employed on it. We
hesitate before accepting this as an explanation

of irregularities of handling, but in this case

we could not refrain from noticing in the figure

of the woman on the left a certain lack of

solidity not sufficiently accounted for by the

special problem in lighting presented in that

part of the group, and an examination of the

brushwork there, especially that of the high

lights, which appear to be original, led us to

suspect that these might be by another hand.

There is a marked difference in technique between

the handling in the angel's white garment and
the wing, but that is certainly no more than the

manifestation of an emotional transition occur-

ing in a single temperament, like that expressed

by a change from major to relative minor in a

piece of music ; but the difference between the

brushwork of the section on the left (and of one

or two smaller portions) on the one hand and the

rest of the picture on the other, suggests two

entirely separate temperaments. The matter,

however, is not one on which we wish to

dogmatise.
On Plate

Rembrandt's
dated 1636,

d'Arenberg.

.'\s it happens, another unpublished picture of

the same school has just come under our notice.

It is of Jacob and the blood-stained coat [Plate

II, c]. This time there is no doubt of the author-

ship. The work, which is signed, is certainly by

Govaert Flinck. It has just been purchased by

the National Gallery, Helsingfors. Any public

collection might be glad enough to possess the

work but there is a special reason for its acquisi-

tion by Helsingfors. The gallery is, like so many
others, an impecunious one, in spite of which it

is the possessor of two Rembrandts, an early

Portrait of a GirU and the magnificent Monk
reading from the Wemyss collection .= There is

little hope, however, that the gallery will ever

1 Dr. Ilofstede d€ Groot, 499.
2 Illustrated Burlington Magazine,

(Ap. 1919).

II, B, is shown for comparison

earlier version of the subject,

in the collection of the due

VoL 34, No. 193
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possess one of Rembrandt's great group com-
positions, and obviously tiie next best tliin^- js to

acquire a good example of the same kind by one

of his followers.

The Karl of Derby's familiar Rembrandl
of the same subject gives the clue to the origin

of Flinck's conception. The horizontal rhythm
of Rembrandt's figures and perhaps even th«

general directions in the architectural arches are

reflected in the Flinck by another arrangement of

figures and by the overhanging trees. The lesser

work of course posses.ses noliiing to compare with

the extrat)rdinary power of design in the Karl of

Derby's example, and there is a self-conscious-

ness in the dramatic poses that is never seen in a

A COMMITTEE OF TASTE
BY CLIVE BELL

HKN they told me that a com-
mittee of taste was to be formed,
whose business it would be to see

(to it that the city of London was
made beautiful, I felt neither

pleasure nor surprise. \A^ere I in the habit of

speaking Latin I might have exclaimed " Cui
bono," which means, not, as those who are in

that habit suppose, "To what purpose?" but

"Who is to make a bit out of this?" Whenever
I hear of a scheme for elevating the minds of the

people by giving them cheap and beautiful homes
or artistic war-memorials I am inclined to suspect

that the generous idea sprang originally from the

head of some architect or statuary. Such
suspicions, I know, argue a base and petty dis-

position in the suspector ; but they are to what an
impartial study of the civic sense will at last bring

almost anyone. So I should not be surprised if

one result of the formation of a committee of

taste were a steady flow of public commissions
towards members of that committee and their

friends.^

But w'hether my suspicions be well or ill

founded I can feel no enthusiasm for the project,

since the notion that it is possible to make Lon-
don beautiful by Committee is, it seems to me,

based on a triple misapprehension : a misappre-

hension of the nature of London, of the nature

of Beauty, and of the nature of Committees. In

the first place, London is beautiful : and its

beauty is of a kind that owes its very existence to

absence of plan and organization. London is

romantically beautiful : its two great artists are

atmosphere and accident. (No ; I have not for-

gotten Sir Christopher Wren, and I shall come
to him presently). In London almost every

1 Need I say that in writing this I have no particular

person or persons in mind? If the Committee of Taste has

ijeen formed, the names of the committeemen have not, I

believe, been published. I write merely from general and

gad experience.

l^eml)raiitit of this period. ]?iit such a compari-
son if |)ressetl too far is unfair to a very charming
and interesting painting of which its now
owners may well be proud.
The ct)niparison does, however, afford an

almost certain clue to the approximate date of

the I'^arl of Derby's picture which is stated by
Dr. Bode to be about 1650, by the compilers
of the Katalog der Amsterdamer Rembrandt-
Ausstellung von 1898, about iGCx), by Dr.
Bredius, approx. 1645-1647. But the Flinck is

dateel it)55, so that tlic Rembrandt cannot be
later than tiiat, the most probable date being the

same year, when Rembrandt was 49 and Flinck

was 39 years of age.

attempt at "planning" has ended in distressing

failure. Some, to be sure, of the private squares

and places {e.g. Bedford Square, Berkeley

Square, Queen Anne's Gate, Queen Square)
are pretty enough, but once the scale is enlarged

the result is disaster. Trafalgar Square and The
Embankment are feeble, the Hampstead Garden
City is childish. Exhibition Road and the South
Kensington group idiotic, and The Mall with the

Admiralty Arch at one end and the Victoria

Memorial at the other simply disgusting. On
the other hand, the Surrey shore, seen from

Waterloo Bridge, is perhaps our finest prospect,

unless it be that queer jumble of masonry, group-

ing itself round The Horse Guards, which one

used to contemplate with so much pleasure from

the bridge in St. James's Park before that posi-

tion had been rendered untenable by the civil

servants and their shanties.

Certainly Paris is more beautiful than London.
To my mind Paris is the most beautiful city in

the world : but then I never saw Edinburgh.

The point I wish to make, however, is not that

Paris is more beautiful than London but that it

is beautiful in another way. The beauty of Paris

comes of an exquisite sensibility at the service of

an intense local patriotism, the two realising

themselves by taking exact and deliberate

thought; the beauty of London, like the grass

and weeds on its vacant sites, has been allowed to

grow by people who dislike deliberate

iBstheticism almost as much as they dislike

municipal enterprise. The beauty of Paris

is a pure visual beauty, appealing directly

through the eyes to the emotions and
striking with delicious certainty the surest

and subdest chords in our £esthetic sensi-

bility : whereas the beauty of London is literary

rather, a matter largely of suggestion, its appeal

being as often as not through associated ideas to

our sense of romance, so that the city's lack of
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plan and some even of its absurd incongruities

are become a part of its essential charm. The
fact is, London is unlike Paris because English-

men are unlike Frenchmen ; and to suppose that

by forming committees and planning and plot-

ting you can make them like is, I am persuaded,

an error.

Paris expresses the French character as London
does the English. The French, as a race, have

a sense of how things should look—witness the

way French women wear their frocks and men
arrange shop windows—whereas the English are

a literary race—if you don't believe me get into

conversation with a shepherd or a chauffeur and
avoid the House of Commons. Almost any
Englishman will attempt to express his sense of

the beauty of something he has seen by saying

that it reminds him of something else, whereas

quite a number of Frenchmen—French writers

even—feel that the visual beauty of things resides

precisely in their peculiar and indescribable

qualities. To producing the adorable elegance

of Paris have gone all the notorious characteristics

of the race—audacity tempered by a stern belief

in order, an eye for consequences, a half senti-

mental scepticism, and, above all, that rapacious

taste for life which insists on architectural

amenity as it insists on good cooking. The
ardour and intensity of French life throbs beneath

the stones of Paris ; and not only beneath the

stones, but beneath the steel and glass of her

stations, beneath the wood and canvas of her

booths and stalls, beneath the cast iron of her

lamp-posts and public conveniences. During
three hundred years Paris has been laid out by

architects and engineers differing from each other

in almost everything but this—that all were the

conscious or unconscious servants of the national

tradition. The very boulevards are now per-

ceived to have a character and rightness that you

will seek in vain in Oxford Street and Shaftes-

bury Avenue. And be sure that, if the beauty of

Paris has been deliberately planned and realised

by architects who drew their inspiration from a

national tradition, not less is the beauty of Lon-

don, haphazard and adventitious though it be,

depending rather on suggestion and surprise

than on strictly esthetic qualities, an expression

of national temperament. There is no fluke

about the suave and satisfying majesty of La

Place de la Concorde, about the strange loveliness

of Piccadilly there is hardly anything else.

Somehow it has all turned out for the best as

British policy is said to do. There is genius in

it, perhaps, but assuredly no considered plan.

The quais are as sure in their appeal as Giotto's

frescos at Padua ; it is only every now and then

that one is touched to ecstasy in the little streets

of Mayfair.

The Duke of Wellington, after exhausting all

reasonable explanations of the singular fact that

a certain number of British soldiers in the Penin-

sula would invariably desert his investing army
to take service with an obviously doomed garri-

son, concluded that their chief motive was what
he had observed to be the ruling one with most
Englishmen in most circumstances

—
" pure ca-

price." The Duke was seldom at fault in judging

his countrymen, and any committee of taste that

may be formed would do well to have in mind the

considered opinion of His Grace. Though by
planning deeply and destroying deliberately

French architects may have succeeded in express-

ing superbly the genius of their race, that is not,

perhaps, the way things will best be done here.

And, as a matter of brutal fact, any committee

that could get itself approved at this moment by

competent authority would be unlikely to get

expressed anything more significant than the

provincial culture of a middle class at a

peculiarly unhappy moment in its history.

Now the answer to all this is, I know, "Wren."
And the answer to that is that if Sir Christopher

were alive to-day he would certainly not be

employed by a committee of taste. To imagine

that he would is to misunderstand the nature of

committees. Before consenting to the systematic

laying out of London one would wish to be sure

that there was not only a Sir Christopher to de-

vise but a Charles U. to command. Any indi-

vidual blest with absolute power and a modicum

of sensibility may give a commission to an artist

of genius; but it is in the nature of committees

that they can do no such thing. Their business

is to arrive at compromises : and ' compromise

art ' is bad art necessarily. They must try always

to hurt no one's feelings ; and a work of art which

fails to hurt the feelings of a great many of the

artist's contemporaries will hardly be art at all.

For several years I had the honour of serving

on the committee of The Contemporary Art

Society. On that committee were some who

admired only represenative art, and others who

thought that of modern painters the more

inetresting were those who had thrown exact

representation to the winds. The sense of the

committee was therefore that we should buy

works that were neither "wholly representative"

nor " ultra-modern." Now, of course, there is

no reason why an extremely realistic work or a

purely abstract one or one which is neither realis-

tic nor abstract should not be of the very highest

order : but a painter who, understanding com-

promise, attempts to march with the innovators

and yet conciliate timid opinion is bound to pro-

duce worthless rubbish, and that is what at first

The Contemporary Art Society acquired almost

exclusively. It was not until the members agreed

to destroy the committee system by appointing

one of their number ' purchaser ' and investing
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him with unlimited powers for a given period thai

the Society succeeded in obtaining a fair propor-

tion of interesting and personal work.

No one, I belie\e, who understands the nature

of art—of Beauty if you like—will dispute niy

contention that the spirit of compromise is fatal

to it. And no one who has had the smallest

experience of alTairs will deny that he who is

willing to compromise and would like to please

everyone is the man for a committee. Every
genuine artist, be he realistic or abstract, tradi-

tional or revolutionary, possesses three qualiti(>s

which in the eves of a committee are disqualifua-

tions well-nigh insu|)erable : originality, convi(~-

tion and passion. He who is convinced cannot

compromise or accommodate : he who is original

will inevitably shock those to whom originality,

REVIEWS
Akt Sales. Krom Early in the Eic.htf.entii Century to-

Early IN THB Twentieth Century. Mostly Old Masters
AND Early English Pictures. Vol. II. By Algernon
Graves, F.S.A. 385 pp. (Batsford). £6 6s.

Tabulating and arranging the pictures that

have changed hands during the period selected to

be dealt with in this work, especially in view of

the fact that most sale catalogues do not include

prices, is a task that could be accomplished only

by an author gifted with Mr. Graves's patience

and devotion. And considering the formidable

obstacles that confronted him when in the early

davs of the war the MS. of his book was ready

for the press, the wonder is that he found ways
and means of getting it into print at all. The
u.sefulness of the series to all who follow picture

sales makes it certain that this second volume
will be welcome. It carries the list of names
from H to Reme., leaving only one more volume
of similar size to complete the series. Our grati-

tude to the author, however, does not blind us to

the fact that the present volume like its predeces-

sor is by no means free from important omissions

and blunders, while minor errors abound. Wher-
ever one opens the new volume a mistake of more
or less seriousness jumps at one. The following

is a selection from the errors under the letter M.
An important Montagna sold at the Daven-
port Bromley sale is, like many others,

not mentioned. Only one Mantegna is noted as

having been sold at the Abdy sale ; no mention

is made of the Christ between two Prophets sold

as a Mantegna at the same sale. The picture, as

a matter of fact, was the work of Carpaccio, but

it is not entered under Carpaccio either. Cross

references are badly needed. The familiar name
of .Antonello da Messina is misspelt as Antonelio

di Messina. Francois (or Francisque) Millet (or

Mile) is called Francisco Mile. The author, pre-

sumably being unable to find the date of any such

artist, has left it out. But three pages further on

in any form, because unfamiliar is disquieting :

and the artist who is passionate will provoke

jiassion—passionate svm|iathy and passionate

dissent. A committee striving after unanimity,

and anxious for public .support, must soon part

companv with the employ^ who manifests such

unconciiialorv and impolitic traits. Taste and

scholarship are the very highest it can pos.sibly

tolerate in its servants; wherefore, if a committee

were formed, it certainly would not employ any

potential Sir Christopher who might happen to

cro.ss its path. The passionate admirers of Sir

Christopher Wren would easilv be outvoted by
the judicious supporters of Sir h'dwin Lutyens;

,-unl to either, perhaps, would be preferred Sir

Resrinald Blomfield.

we come upon Milie this time correctly spelt but

the works mentioned under his name as having
been sold do not correspond to the first entry.

Molenaer is misspelt as Molinear.

We may be pardoned if we suspect that a more
thorough search among the M's would reveal

many more errors, or if we assume that Mr.
Graves's watchfulness was not suspended only

when he was confronted with that letter. The
discovery of the many mistakes in Vol. I ought

to have led to a revision of the proofs of Vol. II,

and we mention these errors in the hope that the

author may be encouraged to tackle the work of

revising the proofs of the final volume before

publication. It would be worth a great deal of

trouble if even a third of so important and useful

a publication could be rendered reliable. In the

meantime one may find both profit and delight

in a perusal of the curious statistical evidences of

public taste and market manipulation to be found

on every page. The book, like all Mr. Graves's

publications, is substantially bound and is

printed with care and taste. R. R. T.

How TO Identify Persian Rugs. By C. J. DELAiiftuE May.

134 pp. + 15 pi. (G. Bell & Sons). 6s.

This unpretentious little book of 134 pages,

welcome among other reasons as being one of

the few on the subject published on this side

of the Atlantic, succeeds in giving considerable

help to the student of Persian rugs. The
problem of their identification obviously cannot

be dealt with completely where rugs other than

Persian are not considered in detail, but the

inclusion of these would entirely have altered

the scope of the work. Like all other books of

the kind, the present one makes the question of

identification seem much easier than it, in fact,

is, as there are found so many rugs which do

not fall exactly into one of the somewhat rigidly

defined groups. It should, perhaps, be more

firmlv insisted upon that the important thing is
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to know what a given rug is rather than what
it is called. The information throughout the

book is generally accurate, though it might in

many cases be given with more qualilication..

For instance, to say that " the patterns of

Caucasian rugs are invariably geometrical " is

certainly too sweeping. On the other hand the

statement that Joshaghans are " perhaps most

easily identified by the negative process of ex-

cluding other types " is rather too vague and
may possibly lead to an undue number of

Persian—and even non-Persian rugs—being

assigned to that locality ! The subjects of

design and technique are simply but adequately

treated, the diagrams of border-stripes being

especially useful. The chapter on sale values

will interest many, but naturally will be the

first to get out of date. The numerous illustra-

tions are well-chosen and well reproduced. The
book can be recommended to all those interested

in the subject. c. e. c. t.

Georg August VVallis, Landschaftsmaler aus Schottland.

By Count Klaus v. Baudissin. i6 pp. + 6 pi. Heidel-

berg (Kurpfalzisches Museum).

This little book elucidates in a welcome

fashion the work of a Scotch painter, who has

long been practically forgotten, and who, if he

cannot be described as an artist of exceptional

importance, is nevertheless by no means devoid

of interest. George Augustus Wallis, who was

born about 1768 and died in 1846 or 1847, came

as a young man to Italy, where he first lived

in Naples, subsequently visited Sicily, and in

1795 settled at Rome, where he got into touch

with various German artists, and also with

Thorwaldsen. Having turned his attention to

picture dealing, he in 1807 revisited London,

whence he set out for Spain as a buyer for W.
Buchanan, the famous dealer; in 1812, his pere-

grinations brought him to Heidelberg where

he remained till 181 7, and where he produced

a number of landscapes, inspired by motives

of the scenery round him, which created a great

sensation and on the strength of which the

author of this volume claims Wallis as a

discoverer of the romantic Heidelberg : in the

history of German landscape art he is also an

important figure on account of the influence

exercised by him on Karl Rottmann. From
1817 to his death Wallis appears chiefly to

have lived in Italy. The publication of the

volume is connected with an exhibition of

works by Wallis which is taking place at the

present moment (May 15 to October 15) at the

Kurpfalzisches Museum at Heidelberg; and

the usefulness of the book is enhanced by the

reproduction of a number of specimens of

Wallis's work as a landscape painter, which

show him as an artist akin to Richard Wilson,

cultivating the grand style in a manner in

which echoes from Poussin, Gaspar and

Salvalor are distinctly traceable, and some-
times—as in the Temple at Tivoli (1790)

—

achieving results of quite respectable merit.

Count Baudissin points out, that the Dictionary

of National Biography is silent about Wallis;

he is, however, mentioned by Redgrave,
though under the Christian names John
William which have clung to him with a

curious persistency ; and he appears as an
exhibitor at the Royal Academy between 1785

and 1836. The reviewer cannot recall to have
come across any paintings by him—the

Edinburgh and Glasgow Gallery catalogues

mention none—and he is not represented

in the Print Room of the British Museum;
but there is a large pen and sepia draw-

ing by him of the Theatre at Taormina,

signed and dated 1794, in the collection

of Col. Wilfrid Ashley, M.P., at Broad-

lands, Romsey. A systematic search would
no doubt yield much additional material

concerning the work of this artist, of whose
international position with his contemporaries

it is symptomatic, that a description of two
"paysages de Cincinnatus et d'Ossian " by
him appears in the pages of Mme. de Stael's

Corinne. t. b.

BOLLETTINO d'ArTE DEL MiNISTERO DELLA PuEBLlCA

ISTRUZIONE. Anno I, Serie II, Numero I. Milan :

Bestelli e Tumminelli (120 francs a year).

The war's devastating effect on all publishing

concerned with the reproduction of works of

art, is at last showing signs of passing away.

The enterprise and activity which at the present

moment characterise the Italian book market

are especially worthy of notice.

We extend an expression of cordial welcome

and good wishes to the new series of the art

bulletin of the Italian Board of Education, of

which this is the first number. In addition

to the features which have made the

series of previous volumes of the BoUettino

valuable, a long international list ofso

collaborators is now also announced; and

at the head of the undertaking is, now as before.

Dr. Arduino Colasanti, director of the art

administration of Italy. Many and varied

interests are catered for in the present number :

Signor Filippini writes on a series of remarkable

early quatrocento frescoes in the church of S.

Agostino at Rimini, which came to light during

the earthquake of 1916, containing a portrait of

Dante; Dr. Papini publishes two works by

Benozzo Gozzoli, one of which, the Head of

Christ formerly in the convent of S. Chiara at

Piperno is of very fine quality; some unknown

works by Jan Lys form the theme of a paper by

Dr. Colasanti ; and Prof. Steinmann extracts a

great deal of entertainment from the homely sub-

ject of ' two washing bills of Michelangelo.'

The illustrations are excellently reproduced.!, b.
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AUCTIONS
Messks. Sotih;hy, Wilkinson & Hodc.b, 34, New Bond

Street.—OCT. lylh & iSih : Knglish hammered silver coins,

Ed. 1 to Ch. 11. Prop. Raymond Carlyon-Britton, Ksq.

OCT. J4th, JSth : Persian, Indo-Persian and Indian minia-

tures, MSS., and works of art. This important sale in-

clude.s an inlerestinjj series of drawings of the Akbar
sdwol, miniatures of the Shah Tahniasp school, a number
of line Persian and .Vrabic MSS., and some remarkable

Indian stone carvings, as well as textiles, carpets, etc.

OCT. 26th, 27th : Modern Etchings, Engravings, and

Drawings. Prop, of Dr. \1. J. Macauley (first portion).

C. G. BoEKNF.R, Universitiitsstrassc 26, Leipsiz. Nov. S,

10, 12: Engravings by old and modern masters, incliKling

Diirer, Rembrandt, Mantcgna, and (ioya, Whistler, Rlanet
;

iMi^jlish coUnnrd .Sporting Prints, including II. Aiken, Mor-
lanii, Pollaid, Rowlandson. Origin.il Water Colours by
.Mkfii, clc. Cobnired Mezzotints by Morland, etc. Persian

Minialmes. Old Master Dr.iwings and Engravings of sport-

ing subjects.

.\li:ssns. DowEix's, Ltd., at Loudoun Castle, Galston,

Vyrshire. Oct. 18—21 : Kurnishings, Rare Chippendale and
oilier chairs, Flemish xvii c. Tapestries, xvi and xvii c.

.\rms and .Armour, Chinese Lac Furniture, etc.

GALLERY AND MUSEUM ACQUISITIONS FOR AUGUST
N.VnONAL GALLERY. (No acquisitions).

.Mr. Jopling's gift of .Millais' Mrs. Jopliiif; was described

here last month as Mrs. Topling. The oversight was ours.

N.VnONAL GALLERY, MILLBANK.
Bertr.\nd Nicmoli.s. Drying the Sails. Oil. Chantry

bequest.

N.VriONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY.
Sir .-Vrthur S. Cope, R..^. Some Sea Officers of the

Great War. Presented by Sir Abe Bailey.

Philip Jean. Dominic Serres, A'.-l., 1722-93.

John Russell, R..\. John Bannister, comedian (1760-

1836), and Mrs. Bannister, his wife. Bequeathed by

Miss G. H. Bannister.

BRITISH MUSEUM : PRINT ROOM.
Drawings.

E. W. Lake. Six drawings of Arab Costume (Cairo).

Presented by Mrs. Lane-Poole.

C. Wirgman. Three drawings of Japanese and Chinese

subjects (ca. 1861). Presented by T. Blake Wirgman,
Esq.

The Japan Punch, 1867, cut on wood by Japanese artists

from C. Wirgman "s designs. Presented by T. Blake

Wirgman, Esq .

T. Blake Wirgman. A Drawing, a mezzotint and a litho-

graph. Presented by T. Blake Wirgman, Esq.

Prints.
Stanley Anderson. Three Etchings of London. Pre-

sented by R. .\. Walker, Esq.

C. Ricketts. Six proof woodcuts from The Parables of

the Gospel. (Vale Press, 1903). Presented by Camp-
bell Dodgson, Esq.

Percy Smith. The Dance of Death, 1914-1918 (portfolio

of 7 Etchings). Presented by R. A. Walker, Esq.

John Spilsbury. Engraved Ro.id Map of England, printed

on silk. Presented by E. E. Leggatt, Esq.

Book.
David Laing. Etchings by Sir David Wilkie, R.A.,

and hy .Andrew Geddes, A.R.A., 1875. Presented by J.

Hutchinson, Esq.

BRITISH MUSEUM: DEPT. OF CERAMICS AND
ETHNOGRAPHY.
Ceramics.
Lambeth delft pharmacy vase painted in polychrome with

arms of the Apothecaries' Company. Presented by Lady
Evans and Miss Joan Evans.

Brown-glazed ewer and white vase of the T'ang period.

Purchased.
" Kinuta " celadon bowl, from the site of the Lungchiian

potteries. Purchased.

Bulb bowl, from the site of the Chiin-chou potteries, with

porccllanous paste similar to that of the numbered Sung
flower pots made at Chiin-chou, but the glaze is chiefly

turquoise blue, such as is found on Ming porcelain. It

is probable that this interesting "waster" is a relic

of the Chun factories during the Ming period. Presented

by K. Chow, Esq.

VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM.
The items marked * are not yet on exhibition.

Architecture and Sculpture.
Gian Lorenzo Bernini. Portrait of an Englishman (Mr.

Baker). Marble bust made in Rome about 1637. On
wood pedestal, English work of about 1740. Formerly

in collections Sir Peter Lely, Duke of Kent, Lord
Hardwicke, Lord Cooper, Ix>rd .Anglesey.

Pierced ivory relief of a peasant woman with baby.

Chinese; i8th century.

Pierced soapstone relief of a lady with attend. ml.

Chinese; second half of i8th century.

Powder Hern of engraved bone. German ; 17th century.

Man in court dress, seated. Small figure in marble.

Chinese, probably Ming dynasty.

Ceramics.
Ten panels of stained glass illustrating the story of Tobit.

South German ; late i6th century.*

Three panels, stained glass, Swiss (Zurich) ; early 17th

century.*

Panel, stained glass, a King from a tree of Jesse.

English, early isth century.*

Two specimens of " tomb jade." Chinese, Han dynasty.

Engraving, Illustration and Design.
Shepperson, Claude, A.R.A. Scene from the Russian

Ballet, the Good-Humoured Ladies. Watercolour. Ex-

hibited in Room 70.

Chinese Wall Paper. Three panels. Presented by H. B.

Darby, Esq.*
Engraved Ornament by Virgil Solis (two prints) and

H. S. Beham (one).*

Etchings by William Scott (8), J. McBey (i), W. P.

Robins (i), and Miss L. Whitehead (2).*

Metalwork.
Two cast-iron figures of Kuan-yin and Ti-ts'ang.

Chinese ; Ming Dynasty.

Silver box with portrait of Charles I on cover, containing

18 silver counters. Presented by Frederick Tessier, Esq.

Copper pendant enamelled with the arms of England.

English.
Group of six bronze mirrors and two bronze spoons, from

excavations in Korean cemeteries of the 9th century.

Presented by Dame Una Pope-Hennessy, D.B.E.

Paintings.
Harrington, C. Horsted Keynes. Watercolour. Pre-

sented by C. T. Burlie, Esq.*

Marshall, C. Windsor Castle, 1839. Watercolour.*

Textiles.
Sleeved Coat of silk brocade, Persian ; i8th century, with

repeated Arabic inscriptions.

Two Hangings of embroidered satin ; representing St.

Antony of Padua and St. Sebastian. Chinese work for a

Christian community ; 18th century.*

Hanging, closely embroidered with silk cord and gold and

silver thread. Japanese; 18th century.*

Specimen of Egyptian weaving. From a tomb of the

period of the i8th dynasty. Presented by Howard
Carter, Esq.*

Panel of silver brocade. North Italian ;
end of 17th

century. Presented by A. du Cane, Esq.*

Woodwork.
Japanese no-dancer's mask in painted and lacquered woo4»

Presented by Mr. Walter Bonwick.*
Collection of Gothic wood carvings, including portion of

the 15th century painted screen from West Stow Church,

Suffolk. Presented by Mr. A. H. Fass.*

Doll's House made under the su|x;rintendence of and

presented by H.M. Queen Mary.
Doll's House made and presented by Miss Amy Miles.*

Carved Roof bracket from Deddington Church, Oxon.

15th century.*
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Cnicifixioii, by Fra Angelico. Panel, 34" ^ 14!", excluding frame.

(Fogg Museum, Harvard University)
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EDITORIAL : The strange case of the National Tortrait Gallery

jT was the age of the super suitable

^memorial and the stage was already

set for that final delirium of pompous
jornament that was for a doole stone

ko poor Albert. In the immediate

aurora of the Koh-i-noor, Landseer and Winter-

halter sunned themselves. It had passed among
the peoples of' the globe that Mr. Carlyle had

arrived in Chelsea. And just as at a later stage

in the story of our strange island psychology

evervbody ordered a safety bicycle and a ping-

pong set,' so at that tremendous moment every

good Englishman, as is well known, de-

cided to order, with all and often more

than all the means at his disposal,

" the nucleus of a family portrait gal-

lery "
; and in the same spirit the happily

inspired democracy decided to order the nucleus

of a national portrait gallery whose excellent

64th annual report has just been published. The
document contains the following two paragraphs,

each so odd in its own way :

In thi'ir Report for 1918/19 the Trustees intimated tliat

certain large and important groups of persons distin-

guislied for tlieir services to the Empire during the war

would be painted for presentation to the Gallery. The

first of the three groups so generously offered to the

nation by Sir Abe Bailey, Bart., K.C.M.G., viz., that of

the Nav,il Officers, painted by Sir .Arthur Cope, R.A.,

and now on view at the Royal Academy, will be presented

at the close of the Exhibition. For this large composi-

tion, containing twenty-two portraits of admirals' assem-

bled in the Board Room of the Admiralty, and measuring

10 ft. by 18 ft., there is actually no room in the Gallery

large enough to allow its being viewed at a distance com-

mensurate with the perspective. Nor will the overcrowded

state of the Gallery permit of its being placed in its proper

chronological position without dislocating all the nine-

teenth century naval and military portraits newly re-

arranged in the East Wing, and for which there is no

room elsewhere. Two other groups similar in size—of

Military Commanders and of Statesmen—are being

painted, the former by Mr. John Sargent, R.A., and the

latter by Sir James Guthrie, R.S.A. It is distressing to

the Trustees to realise that no accommodation worthy of

Sir Abe Bailev's munificence, of the subjects themselves,

and of the artists, is available in the existing building,

and they can only reiterate their appeal, so strongly urged

in previous reports, that the much-needed extension of the

Gallery westward on the vacant site already allocated for

the purpose may not be unduly delayed.

The second extract runs :

During the past vear many important additions to the

Photographic Record of eminent living persons have been

made, and the list of those who have not yet given sit-

tings is being steadily reduced. Provision for the con-

tinuance of the record has been made under existing

arrangements.

There has been a good deal of small scoffing at

the photograph phase of the Trustees' activity on

the somewhat vague ground that man cannot

serve two masters. And it is true that the

National Portrait Gallery to-day has come to

have a double function, which is curious when

the original motion carried in the House of Lords

in 1856 is recalled. It proposed to form " a

gallery of the portraits of the most Eminent Per-

sons in British history." The instruction ap-

pears to be simplicity itself. The aim was not

really to form a picture gallery, not to collect

works of art on an esthetic basis or to bother

about the process by which the portraits were to

be executed, but to collect faithful scientific

records of the physiognomy of celebrated per-

sonages. No mention was made, wisely in our

opinion, of the advisability of preferring a good

picture to a bad one ; all that was required was an

accurate portrait. No doubt, the admirable

Englishmen who framed the motion were afraid

that the paintings might be chosen for their own

sake rather than for that of the sitter, and to our

credit be it said that in any other country than

ours this formidable danger would have been

only too real. But as a matter of fact every

foreigner admits with envy that the gallery con-

tains to-day the portrahs of an astonishing num-

ber of persons each in some way eminent and

scarcely more than half a dozen pictures that are

in any way eminent. The collection is one more

evidence of that stern magnificence of British

common sense, the deficiency in which in the con-

tinental has just been exemplified by the decora-

tion of Charlie Chaplin with the Order of

Academic Palms by the French Minister of Fine

Arts. While we admit that Trustees of the past

have more than once dipped frailly into the

heresy of ' art for arts sake,' they have always

discovered that it is easier to find a good picture

than a good picture that is a good portrait of a

good man and that many good pictures are vile

portraits of ninnies. It is not every day that a

Reynolds paints a Johnson. The spirit of the

good old motion has on the whole been faithfully

expressed over a period of 64 years find the

result is one of the most delightful and the most

native retreats in the country.

But though the founders and the first Trustees,

none (approximately) of whom were artists or

connoisseurs and all of whom were likelier to be

painted rather than to paint for the new gallery,

said nothing about art in their debates, Earl

Stanhope did say, with the severity usual to the

naif.

There ought not to be in this collection a single ]X)rtrait

as to which a man of good education passing round and

seeing the name in the catalogue would be under the

necessity of asking, " Who is he? " Such a question

ought to be decisive against the admission of the portrait.

The success of the whole scheme depends on confining the

gallery to men of real distinction, of real fame.

Hansard who could not be expected to foresee

that the speaker and most of the other Trustees

were soon to be included among the gallery's

heroes, records neither applause nor laughter.

The Earl of Ellenborough, also on the eve of

glory, observed,
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that if the management studiously and cai<'fully endea-

voured to secure the exclusion of all unworthy pi-rsons,

and of all who from accident or the exaggerated opinion

of contemporaries may have gained admission to it, it

will be an object of emulation to all.

And surely the good Earl was in the

right. The present collection would have

been a very queer one if Trustees had
permitted themselves to choose portraits of

their own contemporaries. Even as it is, the

relative value placed upon prominent citizens by
Trustees of the past constitutes to those who
really know both the history of British culture

and the gallery, a sufficiently curious document.

However, when the war came and great men
were three n penny, the temptation was too

strong for human resistance and the Trustees

found themselves searching along the shores of

fame for those whom the big storm was casting

up. The gigantic war trilogy was the result.

The unprecedented hurry of the proceeding was,

we are anxious to admit, the child of patriotic

fervour, but for all that, who knows but that

deep into the unsounded psyche of each member
there may have stolen some telepathic urge from

the ever capricious outer herd, generating a pale

suspicion that the thing had better be done then

if it were to be done at all. In the manner of

good men fallen into sin, the Trustees, once the

decision had been taken, acted with exemplary
wisdom. They looked to three of the cleverest

craftsmen of the only body of painters who could

be depended upon to execute good likenesses

rather than good pictures. Nor are we tempted
to snarl at the gentlemen who have consented to

be so depicted. In the event of Earl Stanhope's
simple but effective test being applied we shall

be quite prepared to admit if need be their

eminence and our deficiency in education.

Every reader can try for himself. While having
our own ideas on that comparatively simple

question, we confess to being completely in-

capable, just as we believe the Trustees are, of

foreseeing the verdict of posterity. That fact

constitutes our main criticism of the novel

scheme and we are inclined to notice it rather

than emphasise our objection to the policy of

ordering pictures so large that the very building

is too small to contain them adequately, so that

space for portraits of real importance can now no
longer be found. Overcrowding in this gallery

is a far less undesirable thing than in a gallery

of works whose appeal is purely aesthetic, but if

there is too little room for carrying on the real

work of the institution, by all means let us join

in the cry for an enlargement, but if the present

policy continues an extension from Trafalgar

Square to the Marble Arch will still leave us with
too little space. The Generals and Admirals
one might, under the circumstances of the hour,

have brought one's self to excuse (such things

must be after a famous victory), but when it

comes to disturbing and curtailing our unique

collection of historical portraits by the blatant

arrival of a parcel, measuring 180 s(|uare feet, of

State employees, fashicinable rhetoricians and
alleged statesmen who are already notoriously

suffering from limelight stroke, we cannot help

believing that the Trustees' decision to foul

their own nest can only hurt themselves

and our gallery. As for the artists, time

will talk clearly and loudly enough. In the

meantime Sir James Guthrie, who fortunately

has some gifts both of diplomacy and humour,
has our sympathy and admiration in his attempt,

without a plebiscite either, to induce, say Mr.
Asquith and Mr. Lloyd George to pose together

in his delightful studio. How helpful to the

future historian if they can be coaxed to smile

side by side like Charles I. and Cromwell at

Westminster.
But no, the future historian will have at his

disposal, as the management of the Gallery have

been wise enough to realise, far better records of

our contem.poraries than Royal Academicians
with all their skill will ever make. The collodion

process, the method used in the four examples of

early photographs reproduced on the accom-
panying plate, was discovered in 1850, and before

the foundation of the National Portrait Gallery,

dry plates had been invented. In those early

days the fact that it was considered vulgar to

have one's photo taken helped greatly to per-

petuate the custom of having one's silhouette cut

or being done in oils. Now the silhouette has

passed away and even heroes and Royalties have

been known to consent to be photographed.
And we confess that a visit to the modern
section of the Portrait Gallery leaves no

doubt that for a " speaking likeness," the

modern camera has it. What future stud-

ent of this century with a spark of vitality

will have any difficulty in choosing between

the Royal Family of Sir John Lavery and
that of " The Graphic," or between the robed

and sceptred effigy of Edward VII, in which the

stage King is so much in evidence that the man
is but the ghost of himself, and even one of those

jolly little midget prints of him radiant in a

blink of sun ? There will never be an end to the

appreciation of the great art of portrait painting,

but the public will quickly discard an inferior

method of likeness making for a superior one.

Photographs, it is not generally realised,

can now be made more permanent than

any painting and are both cheaper and
less bulky. You can also now have a

marble bas relief of yourself done by the camera
which is quite undistinguishable from the usual

product of the Academy. New photo processes

will be increasingly accepted, for people have an
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unquenchable liking for seeing pictures of other

people, as is proven by the popularity of the

Chandos portrait, in spite of the widespread

knowledge that it can at most have only a faint

resemblance to Shakespeare. What would the

public give the Trustees for a good snapshot of

the company at the Mermaid tavern or one show-

ing the three expressions on the three faces of

Johnson, Wilkes and Boswell at the immortal

dinner party ?

The question is an idle one, but it is not idle

to suggest for the consideration of the manage-
ment :. (i) That all further purchases of paintings

of prominent people of our own day should

cease
;

(ii) That a list of the names of those who
have been photographed should be widely pub-

lished so that suggestions for additions may be

made from outside. The wisest body of selectors

need not be ashamed if omissions have been

made. None of the contemporaries of Shakes-

peare painted or caused to be painted as far as

we know a portrait of our greatest poet ; Raeburn
believing he had painted all his eminent fellow-

countrymen, overlooked Burns, (iii) That as a

rule, further purchases of paintings should be

confined to portraits of those who were unfor-

tunate enough not only to live before their time

but to live before the time of the Kodak.

A FRA ANGELICO FOR HARVARD
BY TANCRED BORENIUS

HE Fogg Art Museum, attached

to Harvard University, has re-

cently made the acquisition of a

picture, which must be regarded as

a very important addition even to

a gallery which long ago has taken high rank

among university institutions of this type.

The picture in question is a panel of the

Crucifixion, the work of Fra Angelico.

The external history of this painting can be

followed up to the year i860, when it was
acquired at Bologna by a distinguished French

collector, the late M. Charles Timbal ; and it

subsequently passed into the possession of his

relative. Professor Noel Valois. From time

to time, the picture has also been referred to

by writers on art—first by Vincenzo Marchese,

the historian of the artists of the Dominican
order,' and subsequently, more or less briefly,

by Mr. Berenson,^ Mr. R. Langton Douglas,'

and Professor Adolfo Venturi " ; whilst a paper

of some length, accompanied by a reproduc-

tion, was published on it in 1904, by its then,

owner, in a volume issued in commemoration
of the centenary of the Societe Nationale des

Antiquaires de France.'^ As the last-mentioned

publication must necessarily remain somewhat
inaccessible to most people outside the great

libraries, the accompanying reproductions

which we are privileged to publish will doubt-

less be welcome and valuable to students.'

As may be seen by a reference to our frontis-

1 V. Marchese, Memorie dei piii insigni pittori scultori e

architetti domenicani (Bologna 1878), vol. i, p. 390.
' B. Berenson, The Florentine Painters of the Renais-

sance, third edition, p. 107 (as a late work).
3 See the new edition of Crowe and Cavalcaselle's

History of Painting in Italy, vol. iv, p. 104.
•* A. Venturi, Storia dcll'arle italiana, vol. vii, pt.

; p. 56.

5 N. Valois, " Fra .Angelico et le Cardinal Jean de Torque-

mada " in Sociiti Nationale des Antiquaires de France.

Centenaire 1804-1904. Rectteil de Mhnoires (Paris 1904),

pp. 461-470, and plate xxiv.
^ There is no reproduction of the picture in the Fra

Angelico volume of the Klassiker der Kunst series (1911)-

piece, the picture—originally no doubt the

centre of a triptych—terminates in a high

gable, which the artist has filled with a repre-

sentation of a pelican in its nest, feeding its

young—the ancient symbol of the sacrifice of

Christ, familiar from many a Trecento Cruci-

fixion. The principal incident—of which the

larger portion is reproduced on a bigger scale

in our Pl.ate H—shows Christ on the Cross,

between the Virgin and S. John : while in

the foreground, in a fashion immediately re-

miniscent of Fra Angelico's unforgettable
" Meditation on the Crucifixion " on the wall

of the chapter of San Marco at Florence and

of many a fresco in the cells, the artist has

introduced a figure extraneous to the historic

event, a kneeling Dominican friar, indicated as

a cardinal by the red hat lying before him on

the ground, and who looks up to Christ with

his hands joined in prayer.

The question of the identity of this Dominican

Cardinal is gone into at some length in the paper

of Professor Valois, who, after discussing several

possibilities, expresses his belief in the figure

being a portrait of Juan de Torquemada, a

Spanish Dominican, not to be confused with

the Torquemada par excellence, Tomaso de

Torquemada, the inquisitor. Juan de Torque-

mada, born in 1388, rose to fame at the

Council of Constance, where he vigorously

championed the authority of the Pope ; he sub-

sequently also attended the Council of Bale,

when he contributed to the defeat inflicted

upon Huss and Wycliff, and the Council of

Florence. In 1439, he was made a Cardinal.

Several external circumstances point to the

probability of his being the person represented,

but there is more than that to be urged in

favour of this identification : for, as already

pointed out by Professor Valois, there exists

an undoubted portrait of Juan de Torquemada

in a picture by Antoniazzo Romano in the
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iluinli of S. Maria sopra .Minerva at Rome,
probably painted shortly before the cardinal's

death in 1408 [Plate III, r] and a comparison
with the head of the cardinal in Antoniazzo's
picture—where he is seen kneelin"-, introdiicino-

three maidens to the Virgin Anniinciati—makes
it indeed seem very likely, that P'ra Angelico's
Dominican in the Harvard picture is Juan de
Torquemada, younger and slightly idealised,

as one would expect Fra Angelico to represent

him.

The question of dating the Harvard Cruci-
fixion presents no great difliculties. Though in

the exquisite flow of contour notably in such
figures as the Virgin and S. John there still

lingers a clearly discernible echo of Gothic art,

yet there is also here a sense of volume and
monumental quality of design, which point to

the influence of Masaccio, and which also mark
a distinct affinity to Fra Angelico's last great

work, the frescoes of scenes from the life of S.
Stephen and S. Lawrence in the Chapel of

Nicholas V in the Vatican, painted between

1445 and 1455. Among the many Crucifixions

of Fra Angelico, tiie one to wiiicli the present

example is most clearly allied is perhaps the

SIXTH CENTURY ART IN SYRACUSE
BY E. DOUGLAS VAN BUREN

fresco, originaliv in S. Domenico at Fiesole

and now in the Louvre [Platk HL '>], which
although dated by Supino between 1418 and
1436, is in my opinion more rightly put down
by Dr. Frida Sciiotlmiiller as possibly having
been painted during the years when Fra
Angelico was prior oi S. Domenico, viz. 1449
to 1452/3.' In this fresco—which has been
much repainted, as early as the sixteenth

century, and perhaps at no time showed much
of Fra Angelico's own iiandiwork—both the

general character and style, and the motive of

tile kneeling Dominican in tiie foreground (S.

Dominic himself in tliis case) remind one very

strongly of the Harvard picture. The suavity

of expression and tender beauty of colour,

which we instinctively associate with Fra

Angelico, are certainly characteristically seen

in the latter work; but it gives at the same time

striking evidence of the qualities which redeem

him from being the persistent relardalaire

which popular imagination so mistakenly has

made him into.

' Cf. Fra Angelico da Fiesotc, Klassikcr der Kunst, pp. iij.

^37-

HE performance last April of the

Choephoroi of Aeschylos in the

Greek theatre at Syracuse attracted

the attention of all lovers of ancient

drama to that historic city. The
story of Syracuse extends far back beyond the

time when the theatre itself was fashioned in

the hillside, to the prehistoric davs when the

Siculs inhabited the rocky headland, for they
have left traces of their presence in the circular

huts and rude potsherds discovered below the

cortile of the archiepiscopal palace. In times

scarcely less remote, however, in the seventh
and sixth centuries B.C., a splendid civilisation

flourished here : temples arose, decorated with
the finest art of the period, and the sacred

temenos was filled with votive offerings large

and small.

It is this wonderful period which has again

been brought to light by the patient and
scientific excavations of Professor P. Orsi,

Director of the National Museum at Syracuse.'

These investigations were exceedingly difficult

and were necessarily incomplete because they
' Professor Orsi has given a full account of the excava-

tions in the Moniimenti Antichi dei Liticei XXV (1919),
cols. 624 ff. pis. XV-XXII : he has generously allowed me
to use his description as the basis of this brief notice. I

have been able to reproduce the plates illustTating his

article by the kind permission of the Real Accademia dei

Lincei, Rome.

extended under the archiepiscopal cortile, the

house of the sacristan and the present Cathe-

dral, built as it is upon the site of the Athenaion

erected by the sons of Deinomenes to com-
memorate the victories of Himera and Cumje
about 480-74 B.C. Professor Orsi has been able

to prove that there was an earlier temple of

Athene and a large temenos in which arose

other smaller temples, altars, sacred buildings

and a platform for the votive statues. These
early constructions were either razed to the

ground or transformed to make way for the

larger Deinomenid temple, but it has been

possible to make out their ground-plan and,

above all, in large measure to reconstruct the

magnificent terracotta revetments which once

covered them. The temples were constructed

of the rough local stone with wooden roofs, but

these latter were covered by slabs and tiles of

terracotta which efficiently protected the wood-

work from damage by weather.

These terracottas fall into two groups, the

first of which was found in an area of a

few .square metres at the N.E. corner of the

construction, marked D in Orsi's plan. What
strikes one most at first is the shattered, almost

pulverised condition of these fragments, ap-

parendy an intentional destruction, for they

seem to have been broken up to serve as the
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filling for a roadway in the Deinomenid period.

Because they had once been the decoration of a

temple, they were apparently considered too

sacred to be thrown away when the archaic

temple was demolished, but were collected and
consigned to the consecrated soil of tlie

temenos. At the back, in the middle of each

slab an archaic Greek letter was painted to

denote the position of the slab in the series.

The decoration formed the revetment of the

geison and sima of the pediment and also the

long sides of the temple. The colour scheme
of all these terracottas is red and black on a

cream ground, but the limited range is so

cleverly combined and varied that it produces a

rich and harmonious effect, and gives the im-

pression of a far wider range of tones. The
designs consist of meander, Doric leaf pattern,

a torus decorated with diagonal bands, and a

fascia with lotus flowers and interlaced stems

on the sima ; the geison was ornamented with

a torus with diagonal bands, a fascia with

double guilloche and a double torus [Plate, a].

The second group was found within the

construction, marked E in Orsi's plan, in

much larger quantities and in less

fragmentary condition. The slabs are again

those covering the geison and sima of the

pediment with an even richer decoration, and
the revetment of the long sides ; at frequent

intervals along the latter were tubular spouts

which served to carry off the rainwater from
the roof. The mouths of these pipes ended in

a broad lip or concave disc painted with a

multi-petalled rosette [Plate, b, c].

One very interesting element of this revet-

ment is the series of pendant palmettes below

the horizontal line of the pediment and all

along the lower surface of the raking cornice.

The discoverers found that the lower surface of

the revetment slabs showed marks of attach-

ment at equal distances and small oblique

holes, in one of which were traces of lead

soldering, clearly proving that something had
broken off. They next observed that the

numerous little palmettes, 14 cm. in height, and
painted on one side only in red and black,

found with the slabs, were flattened at the base

and had corresponding holes in the vertical

sense. When tried, they fitted exactly to the

points of attachment on the lower surface of

the slabs, thus demonstrating that they served

the double purpose of gutta; to disperse the

rainwater and a sort of hanging frieze to break

the rigid lines of the pediment. Similar

palmettes were found at Capua in the excava-

tion of a temple of the end of the sixth century,

but their purpose was not understood. Another
splendid feature of this revetment was the line

of palmettes which rose astride the rounded

tiles which covered the ridgepole, with an extra

large one to mark the middle of the line.

Springing from double volutes these palmettes

were painted alike on both sides, for from
below they were equally visible on either side.

Other fragments show revetment slabs of

different dimensions and designs, chequer
pattern, a black diamond on a cream ground,

and other variations (Figure).

The crowning ornament
of the ancient temple was
the central akroterion

which consisted of the

group of a youth on horse-

back, completely in the

round, now, unfortunately,

reduced to a few pieces,

but capable of theoretical

reconstruction by com-
parison with analogous
finds from other sites, as,

for instance, the fine eques-

trian figure from Kama-
_»- rina, or the more mutilated

group from Gela. Here
we have part of a colossal human thigh,

the muscles of which show that it was
held horizontally. The flesh is painted deep
cream and the short chiton which partly

covered it is dark red with a double border of

zig-zags and tongue pattern in black and red

alternately. There are other smaller fragments

of the body with another little piece of the

chiton and border. One cannot but marvel at

the admirable technique of this sixth century

figure : the clay is excellently worked, rough
inside and covered without by a thin layer of

very pure clay which held the colour perfectly

and gave a flesh-like quality to the surface.

Another superb figure is that of a Gorgon
advancing to left in the archaic running
scheme, with one knee to earth, and clutching

under her right arm a little winged Pegasos.

[Plate, d]. The monster must have stood out

in high relief against the dark background of

the slab, vivid in all the rich colouring be-

loved by early art. The position of the work
is quite problematic : its small size, 56 by

50 cm., and meticulous delicacy of treatment

seem to exclude an architectonic function, for

even at an elevation of five metres all the effect

of the gay polychromy is lost. It seems rather

to have been designed to be seen close at hand,

and perhaps, if not complete in itself, formed

part of some larger ayaSfxa destined to adorn
the sacred temenos.
This is only a cursorv survey of the treasures

which Professor Orsi's diligent researches

have brought to light and which he has so

skilfully reconstructed with the able assistance
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of Signor Carta, to whom we owe all the

ground-plans and illustrations of the material

found. All must wish Professor Orsi success

in his attempt to add to our knowledge of a

AN UNDESCRIBED ITALIAN
CENTURY
BY A. M. HIND

N early Italian engraving of great

interest was recently acquired by
Captain Henrv Reitlinger from a

miscellaneous lot of prints in a sale

at Puttick & Simpson's (May 13,

1921, No. 80), which came from the collection of
the late J. Thatcher Clarke, of Gay ton Corner,
Harrow. It is a print of the AnnunciaHon,
measuring 7J by 10 inches (19 by 25.3 cm.), with
plate line visible at side and (partially) above, but
not along the lower margin. It cannot however
be cut appreciably within the plate mark below,
as the round marks visible right and left below
are such as would only appear at the corners of
a plate. A similar mark seems to occur in the
upper right corner, though less distinctly, as the
paper is damaged at this place, while the upper
left corner of the impression is torn away. These
marks of holes are often found in the Italian
nielli of the period, but in that case their reason
is more evident as their end was to serve as decora-
tive plates attached to some object such as box,
book cover, or crucifix. It is not likely that a
plate of this size was intended for such decorative
purpose in itself, though it might have chanced
to serve in that way.

Italian engravings of the XV'th century are in

general far rarer than German prints of the same
period, and the present example is no exception.
It is, as far as I know, unique. The ink is of the
greyish tint characteristic of the best impressions
of early Italian engravings, and a certain lack of
definition in the printing which distinguishes
prints of this class from German work of the
period imparts a beautiful delicacy of tone. The
watermark is a bull's head surmounted by a
small cross within a circle, near to Briquet's mark
No. 14508.

In character of design the Annunciation is

very closely related to the so-called "Tarocchi"
cards. It is characteristically Ferrarese, and re-

calls the school of Francesco Cossa and the
frescoes of the Schifanoia Palace. There is a
painting of the Annunciation by Cossa in the
Dresden Gallery, but the treatment of the subject
is entirely different. The engraving corresponds
more closelv to what is called in the

by-gone civilisation which throws new light

ujKin the art, the architecture and even the

history of the sixth century in Syracuse.

ENGRAVING OF THE XVTH

British Museum the second series of the " Taroc-
chi," which Dr. Kristeller regards as the

earlier series. The quality of the engraved line

is less precise in cutting than in the First, or "E"
series, which are probably by some Ferrarese,

or Venetian engraver of about 1465 after contem-
porary Ferrarese design. There is some relation

in the second series of the "Tarocchi" (the "S"
series) to the looser style of engraving practised

by the Florentines of the following of Finiguerra
(the prints in the Fine Manner), but the present

example stands perhaps midwav between the two,

and I cannot regard it as other than North Italian

in engraving. It is possibly by the same hand as

the Cupids at the Vintage in the Albertina (P.V.

48, 121), and two subjects of the Fountain of Love
in the British Museum (P.V. 188, 99 and 100;

British Museum, E. III. 3 & 4). The Death of

Orpheus at Hamburg (P.V. 47, 120) is also very
close in style of design, but its engraving is more
precise and nearer to the first series of the
" Tarocchi." The rocky ground with its regular

tufts of grass is very characteristic of the group.

The style of the Annunciation both in design

and engraving finds its closest analogies in the

second set of "Tarocchi" in the following num-
bers of the series (i) in Iliaco (B. 31), Chronico

(B. 32) and Cosmico (B. 2,t,) for character of trees

and ground; (2) in Urania (D. 12), Luna (A. 41),

Venus (A. 43), and Sol (A. 44) for the treatment

of river and hills ; and (3) in Marte (A. 45) for the

scroll decoration. It should be noted that this

decorative scroll work does not occur in the Marte
of the first series. Finally the figure of the Angel
of the Annunciation is borrowed with modifica-

tions from the Octava Spera (A. 48), unless thev

both derive from the same original source.

The reproduction given in nearly full size

renders any further description of the plate un-

necessary. Like so many of the early Italian

engravings it can be attributed to no great master,

nor even christened with a lesser name. But
even these minor works of the quattrocento in

Italy show a sense of harmonious design and a

charm of style scarcely less than the masterpieces

of the period.
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B—Family group, by Cornelius Johnson. Oil painting, 39" by 48" (Mr. George

Leon)

A Portrait Group by Cornelius Johnson



A PORTRAIT GROUP BY CORNELIUS JOHNSON
BY C. H. COLLINS BAKER

TUDENTS of Mr. Henry Oppen-
heimer's Collection of Drawings
have long been familiar with a

group containing a mother and
father with two children f Plate a],

attributed to Cornelius Johnson—the well-

known English portrait painter. Quite

recently 1 have been introduced to the oil

painting of this family, by Cornelius Johnson,

in Mr. George Leon's Collection [Plate b].

The first question is the relation of the draw-

ing to the oil painting. As a rule we assume
that a painter's own drawing of a subject or

portrait from his brush, was made for a subse-

quent picture rather than from a completed

picture. We also generally expect the subse-

quent picture to differ in detail from the pre-

liminary drawing. But if we see a drawing
which in every detail faithfully copies a picture

we tend to regard it as having been made from

an already completed picture.

Then we have to meet the awkward question

would a busy artist take the trouble minutely

to translate his finished picture into a drawing?
Personally I think it improbable. A com-
parison of Mr. Oppenheimer's drawing with

Mr. Leon's life-size oil painting strongly

suggests that the drawing is subsequent to the

painting. For if we examine it closely we see

that every detail of the picture, even down to

the rose petals lying on the baby's knee, is

faithfully reproduced in line.

The inference is, therefore, that the draw-

ing is but a reproduction of the picture. Apart

from the improbability of Johnson having

laboriously copied his finished oil group in

line we must consider whether this drawing

Is his work. In cases of other artists this

would be made easy by reference to un-

doubted drawings. But as regards Cornelius

Johnson we are handicapped by a disconcert-

ing absence of attested drawings. In the

British Museum Print Room (where Johnson

is still classed with foreign artists working in

England and spelled Janssen), there is one

THE RESTORATION OF PAINTINGS
BY HENRY T. DOVER.

TOPPING : The varnish having

been applied as previously

described, the surface is allowed to

dry. It is usual at this point and
before touching with colour, to

attend to any breaks or holes requiring filling.

This is done with a " stopping " of glue and

drawing attributed to him and a reproduction

of another, labelled with his name. But the

original drawing ascribed to him and said to

be a portrait of himself, is almost certainly an

engraver's drawing from a picture. As for the

reproduction of the drawing attributed to

Johnson in the Print Room, it appears to me
so different from any style or temper found in

his portraiture that I should unhesitatingly

question the attribution. Knowing no other

drawing linked with Johnson's name, I cannot

satisfy myself on grounds of style and tech-

nique whether Mr. Oppenheimer's drawing
was made by Johnson himself from one of his

own pictures, or whether it is an engraver's

reproduction. But in view of the improba-

bility of Johnson's having occupied himself in

this manner, I incline to the latter view.

As for the admirable picture in Mr. Leon's

Collection, it seems to settle the question of

date. Mr. Oppenheimer's drawing bears an

inscription, " Familie in England dvor Jansson

Van Ceulen," which makes it sure that at one

time the drawing, and presumably the picture,

was in Holland. The painting, however, in

my judgment, proves that the group belongs to

Johnson's Dutch post-1643 period. No por-

traits painted by him in England are like this,

nor is the costume English. The colour is

very agreeable : the mother is in blue silk

trimmed with white fur, and her coif is white.

The boy on her lap is in silvery white, with a

dark rose-pink shoe showing : the little girl is

silvery white too, relieved against her father's

black dress. He rather recalls Hanneman's
developed style.

The picture, measuring 39 in. by 48 in., was

in the Hickman Sale, March 20, 1847 (23),

bought by Lake for £2g 8s. It reappeared in

Lake's Sale, April 8, 1848 (133), bought by

King. I do not know what its intervening

fortunes were before it entered Mr. Leon's

carefully-chosen collection of English portrait

painters.

whitening. About two tablespoons full of

Scotch glue is melted in a quarter-pint of hot

water and thoroughly mixed with half a pound
of finely-powdered whitening. The mixture,

which should have the consistency of thin paste,

is then thickly spread on a plate, where it will

become hard. When needed for use a wet
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sponge laid upon it for a short time will soften

it when it can be mixeii again and used wilh a

[Kiiotte iuiife. If too strong it is liable to (ra(k,

and more whitening shouki be adtleti. If too

weak it may fall away from the holes, and more

glue should be added. The proportion sug-

gested should be about right in genera!

practice. The stopping is applied by the flat

CRACK S FILLED WITH

end of a trowel-shaped palette knife. All holes,

breaks, and deep cracks are filled flush without

leaving superfluous stopping round the edges.

A little, liowever, cannot be avoided, and this is

removed wilh a soft damp rag. Should there

be parts of the filled hole higher than tlie

FIG. 2. SUPERFLUOUS STOPPIM.

picture surface they may be made flush

with a damp rag or scraped down with

great care until level. A good stopping not

only fills the hole exactly, but corresponds in

texture to that of the picture. A rough painting

needs a similar surface in the stopping, whilst

a smooth surface like that of Early Italian or

Flemish panels needs a j^erfectly smooth

stt)iii>ing to match. .'\ large smooth cork is

heljiful, used wiili water, for smoothing the

surface of a slcipping. iMnaliy, a little spirit of

turpentine may be brushed over the surface, as

before. It will then be possible to see whether

all the residue is really gone.'

Hlisti^RS : It is now best to attend to any

l)listers. Tiie picture being placed flat on the

bench, each separate bhsler is pricked with a

needle poim in several places and then, by

me;uis of a small brush, fairly strong InU liciuid

glue, moderately iiot, is dropped into the needle

pricks. One or several of the blisters are then

covered witli tissue paper or linen, and ironed

down with a warm (not hot) iron.

This process needs Cf)nsiderable skill and

practice. Sometimes blisters on unimportant

parts of a painting are removed by cutting

tiiem away and then stopping the holes, but

this is a bad practice except when the needle

pricking is not successful, blisters occasionally

ijeing too brittle or even in a powder condition.

When the blisters have been so treated,

another thin preliminary varnish of the mastic

and turpentine mixture is applied to the whole

surface.

Colour Filling : The picture is then ready

for colour filling. When the varnish is dry or

nearly so the white stoppings may be coloured

first with water colours. This gets rid of the

disturbing effect of the patches of white and

enables the restorer to see better what really

needs repairing. Oil colours are often em-

ployed by many, but never satisfactorily, as the

oil darkens in a short time and makes unsightly

patches upon the original colours of the picture

which have already gone through all their tone

changes and so do not alter any more in that

respect. If oil colours are used, the oil should

first be extracted by leaving the pigment upon

blotting paper. Tempera, however, changes

little in tone, if properly used. Tempera, of

course, lightens as it dries. The colour can,

however, be first applied to some absorbent

material such as a lump of raw umber which

immediately absorbs the moisture and shows the

colour as it will be when dry. Best of all for

restoration are pure powdered colours, finely

ground in mastic varnish, thinned if necessary

with turpentine. Any permanent colours may
be used with sables and hoghair brushes in

the usual way. The artist should first fill in

the larger stoppings which have already been

covered with water colour, matching the colours

as nearly as possible to those on the picture

surface immediately adjacent to the holes, but

always leaving the new colour just a degree

1 Turpentine must never be used on a picture that lias

been in whole or in part recently painted.
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lighter than the original tone, to allow for the

slight deepening of the pigment in drying, and

for a final exact matching by glazing. These

glazings being simply mastic varnish faintly

toned with a mere trace of ivory black, brown

pink, yellow lake, or a mixture of these, and

thinned with turpentine, simply tone the parts

to imitate the mellow effect of an old picture. A
great deal can be done by varnish glazing if

executed by a real craftsman. In the case of a

work by a great master, rare knowledge of his

technique and much skill and subtlety are

needed if the restoration is not to be an offence

to the connoisseur. If there are any dark breaks

or cracks that are too conspicuous to be retained,

they should next be exactly covered by using

solid colour with the point of a fine sable brush,

using a magnifying glass occasionally to ensure

exactness. None of the original painting must

be covered.

Varnishing : The picture surface is dusted

and gone over with a wash leather damped in

tepid water and allowed to dry. Then, using a

large hoghair brush, apply the mastic varnish

from a corner of the picture in squares of, say,

about six inches, covering the whole surface

square by square. Each square is brushed

together as the varnishing is progressing, and

when possible, right across the whole surface

after the varnishing in squares is completed.

Any loose hairs from the brush should be re-

moved at once.

Sometimes an owner imagines it advisable to

give a glamour of antiquity to a picture, and if

this is insisted on it can be done by a glaze of

water colour in stale porter or stout that has

become clarified, applied before the final

varnishing; or the varnish itself may be toned

by mixing with it a little of the coloured varnish.

But the restoration of a picture should be realised

whenever possible without any toning whatever,

and the final coat at any rate should be quite pure

mastic varnish perfectly applied (Fig. 3).

Water Colours : Water-colour drawings

that have become spotted or patchy through

damp and mildew are a very difficult problem.

All that can be done is to use a little chlorate

of lime or strong liquid ammonia with a small

brush upon the spots only, which sometimes

become lighter after cleaning the drawing all

over with bread, and finally touching out with

pure water colour to restore light spots, and touch-

ing out dark spots with Chinese white in water

which, when dry, can be coloured with pure water

colour. It is almost impossible to restore water-

colour drawings perfectly, as even when the

colours appear right viewed from the front, the

patches and touches necessarily show badly

from a side view. Sometimes a little isinglass

or gum arable judiciously used helps this.

FIG. 3. KESIOKAIION LUMri.l.lLU.

Pastels :. Spots often appear upon these

through damp, sea air and other 'causes, a

fungus being formed. This can usually be

removed by lightly using a small dry hoghair

brush, or the end of a pliant palette knife

delicately handled. Occasionally the fungus

has to be dug out with the point of a scraper

and the cavities filled up by using the point of

a scraper with the right-coloured pastel. A
skilful artist-restorer by using the dry soft hog-

hair or fitch brush and gently dragging just a

very little of the original pastel over the spots

after removing the mildew can sometimes effect

a successful restoration. Soft paper or leather

stumps are also used.

Drawings, Etc. : The same method applies

to all drawings, pen, pen and wash, chalk or

pencil. Each can be carefully repaired with the

particular medium used in their production.

The paper of all drawings if broken or torn

should be carefully laid down or mounted upon

fine thin linen or bristol board before attempt-

ing restoration. Water colours, pen and pen-

wash drawings can be safely cleaned with bread

crumbs before repairing them ; but chalk,

pencil or pastel drawings must not be treated in

this way or they will be rubbed off and dis-

appear altogether.

{The End.)
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OLD MASTER
BY TANCRED

DRAWINGS AT
BORENIUS

HE authorities at the Victoria and

Albert Museum liave done very well

to arrange an exhibition of a selection

of drawings by the Old Masters in

the Museum Collections. This sec-

tion ol the contents of the Museum has indeed up

to now led something of a Cinderella existence

—

as is perhaps explicable enough in the case of a

group of possessions, which, as Mr. Martin

Hardie reminds us in his preface to the exhibition

catalogue, is not enriched by purchase, except as

regards drawings which fall within the Museum's
' special province as dealing definitely with de-

sign or industrial art.' To a commendably

liberal interpretation of this rule is due, by the

way, the acquisition, many years ago, of the two

superb Tiepolo sketch-books from the Cheney

collection, which to this day have remained

entirelv ignored by those who have written so

voluminously on the master, and which are some-

what surprisingly not included in the present

exhibition. The collection as a whole—of which

the Dvce Bequest (1869) constitutes the most

important section—whilst it cannot be termed a

first-rate collection, contains nevertheless a num-

ber of first rate things, and a great many of con-

siderable interest ; and the present exhibition and

its well-illustrated catalogue—both of them

largely due to the volunteer services of Capt.

Henry Reitlinger—will serve as a timely re-

minder to students of the existence of this

' cabinet.'

Within the limits of a brief magazine article, it

is unfortunately impossible to do more than give

an idea of the general scope of the exhibition, and

discuss a few points of particular interest. Turn-

ing, then, first to the Italian School, we notice, as

perhaps the most interesting among the early

examples the little sheet of studies, given to

Benozzo Gozzoli (No. 3). The ascription is in

all probability correct, and the drawing is in par-

ticular closely akin to the example by the master,

which formerly belonged to Captain E. G.

Spencer-Churchill (now in the collection of Vis-

count Lascelles),' though not possessing quite the

delicate charm of that drawing. Of the artists of

the full maturity of the Florentine School, Fra

Bartomeo, is present with two examples, of

which the black chalk study, on pink tinted paper,

of a man seated, reading from a tablet (No. 9) is

particularly free in treatment and monumental in

design ; while the Head of a young man (No. 14)

shows to the full that sensitive and persuasive

charm which characterizes Francia Bigio's art at

its best.
1 V'asari Society, Pt. X, No. I A & B. Sale at Sotheby's,

July 5, 1 92 1, No. 8.

SOUTH KENSINGTON

Among the drawings of the Venetian School,

a group of examples in more or less close proxi-

mity to Titian is interesting (Nos. 19-23); but

aesthetically much the most important series are

the drawings by Tintoret (Nos. 24-27), selected

from a group of fifteen in the Dyce Bequest.

They are all black chalk drawings in the master's

characteristic manner, evincing that power of

broad simplification and intense vigour which is

so individually his. The catalogue reproduces

a Study of a Monk kneeling (No. 24) ; our Platk

H, 4, shows a jiowerful Study for a Crucifixion

(No. 27), squared for transfer. Whether this is

a study for any of Tintoret's extant Crucifixions

is difficult to determine; the definite bend to the

right of the head of Christ is unlike any of them,

though particularly the treatment of the arms has

much that recalls the great picture in the Scuola

di San Rocco. Some delightful Guardis

—

notably the two little Cappriccios, Nos. 37-

38—make a fitting close to the representation of

the Italian School.

Of the Transalpine schools, the German fol-

lows next : and here the collection can boast

of a genuine Diirer (No. 42), a sheet of

studies dated 151 2 and containing the

figure of a piper on horseback, and a group

of the Madonna and Child : an astonishing

specimen of easily flowing, slight and yet precise

penmanship.* Over a number of other interest-

ing, though not very important early examples

we cannot linger, but must content ourselves with

a reference to a very beautiful and rare thing, the

Moonlit Landscape by Adam Elsheimer (No. 47),

one of the drawings in which the artist's anticipa-

tion of Rembrandt is most clearly seen. In

motive—the wooded bank of a quiet lake, reflect-

ing the moon which is just rising over the

rounded masses of foliage—the drawing stands,

particularly close to that little gem, the Flight

into Egypt, in the Louvre, from which so many
threads lead to Rembrandt.
Among the Flemish drawings, attention is

attracted by a group of interesting landscapes by

masters such as Hans Bol, Paul Bril, Jacob de

Gheyn, Jan Brueghel and others. By Rubens
there are a series of his powerful, large figure

studies in black chalk; Jordaens is also very

adequately represented; and among the Van
Dycks there is a very charming Portrait of a

Young Lady (No. 81)—a mere scribble, but a

most graceful one—and an excellent and typical

pen and wash study of two angels (No. 82).

Coming to the Dutch drawings, one naturally

• For further notes on this drawing, first identified as

Diirer's by the late Mr. Montague Peartree, see the Durer

Society's publication, 1909, Vol. vii, p. 8.
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turns with the greatest eagerness to those that are

grouped under Rembrandt's name which indeed

includes a couple of very notable additions to the

series of indubitable examples of the master's

draughtsmanship. Foremost among these stands

a Landscape with trees and a man at a

sluice-gate (No. lOo) [Plate I, a], bequeathed to

the Museum by Miss Emily Frances Dalton, of

Leicester, in 1900, and bearing the collectors'

marks of J. Richardson the younger, and W.
Esdaile : a perfect marvel through the way in

which the master's pen-stroke is charged with ex-

pressive power, and singularly felicitous and
satisfying as a composition. M. Gustav Falck,

of Copenhagen, has pointed out that the group
of trees and buildings, seen in the distance on
the right, appear also seen from a different point

of view in two drawings in the collection of the

Duke of Devonshire at Chatsworth : reference

to plates 69, 70 in the igoo-1901 portfolio of the

Lippman-Hofstede de Groot publication of Rem-
brandt's drawings enables everybody to verify

this observation, which as a feat of memory and
connoisseurship it would surely be difficult to

beat. Authentic and accomplished, but aesthet-

ically not on the same supreme level, is the

Portrait of a Young Man in a plumed hat (No.

102), not improbably Rembrandt himself ; whilst

the Study of a nude female figure (No. 103),

though a masterly piece of bold draughtsmanship
is not, perhaps, quite convincing as regards

authenticity. The Interior with an Old Man
reading to on Old Woman (No. 104)—probably

to be interpreted as Tobit and his wife—is no
doubt a copy after some lost original by Rem-
brandt ; another copy was formerly in the North-

wick Collection.' Among the drawings which
may be assigned to definite personalities among
the following of Rembrandt, we note the ex-

ample by Lambert Doomer (No. iii) which in-

creases by one item the series by this artist of

subjects from Nantes and Angers, of which
other specimens may be found in the National

Gallery of Scodand,'' the Print Room of Leyden
University,^ and elsewhere, and which owe their

origin to a visit paid by Doomer to Nantes about

1645 ' whilst that formerly as a landscape

painter so successful masquerader as Rem-
brandt, Roeland Roghman, is present with a

very good signed example (No. 118). Passing

over a number of dii minores, adequately repre-

sented but calling for little further comment, we
note the interesting sheet of Sketches of boors

in grotesque attitudes (No. 119), which the cata-

logue assigns to Adriaen Brouwer, a great name

3 Sale at Sothcbys, Nov. 2, i()20, No. 174 (reproduced in the

illustrated catalogue); and July J, 1921, No. 101.

* See Vasari Society, part viii (1912-13), No. 27.

^ See J. J. de Gelder, Hnnderd Teekeningen van oude mees-

ters, Rotterdam, 1920, Nos. 92, 93.

of which the quality of draughtsmanship and
dramatic expression might perhaps not be un-

worthy.
The French section includes several items of

interest. To the School of Fontainebleau—pos-

sibly Leonard Thiry—is ascribed a remarkable
monochrome brush drawing of Lucretia stabbing

herself (No. 133). Israel Silvestre, the talented

follower of Callot, is represented by a charac-

teristic, neat little View of Les Invalides (No.

137) which, as the catalogue points out, is of

considerable topographical interest. My im-

pression is, that there is no authentic Nicolas

Poussin in the exhibition ; the best of the draw-
ings grouped under his name is in my opinion

the Burial Scene (No. 140) which is a very
elegant performance in pen and ink, red chalk

and wash, but might perhaps rather be the work
of an Italian follower of the great Nicolas.

Claude is much better represented, although one
of the three drawings shown (No. 142) seems to

me not to be genuine; but the little pen and ink

drawing of a Sea-port at Sunrise (No. 143) is in

my opinion undoubtedly by the master, and is

of particular interest in bearing what is for a

drawing by Claude rather an early date, viz.

1645. Then there is the fine drawing of the

Apse of the Church of SS. Giovanni and Paolo,

Rome [Pl.^te II, b], a more sober, almost Cana-
letto-like piece of architectural draughtmanship,
than one in the first instance perhaps associates

with Claude's name, but unquestionably

genuine. On the strength of the collectors'

mark, the catalogue traces this drawing back to

the J. Richardson jun. and W. Esdaile collec-

tions; to this may be added, that in 1807 the

drawing was in the collection of Mr. Charles

Lambert, then a noted collector of Claude draw-

ings : this is clear from the reproduction of this

very drawing which appears as plate 56 in the

third volume of Richard Earlom's Liber Veri-

tatis. M. de Nolhac, in treating of Claude as

the delineator of Rome in the preface to the

recent French publication of forty Claude draw-

ings in the Louvre, makes special reference to

this drawing, and reproduces the Earlom fac-

simile, without having been able to ascertain the

present whereabouts of the original drawing.'*

I may mention in this connection, that there are

several interesting Claude drawings in the Vic-

toria and Albert Museum in addition to those

exhibited : I refer especially to a superb Land-
scape (No. 9176 C), and to another drawing of

a Campagna subject (Dyce Bequest, 56S) which

like the Apse of SS. Giovanni and Paolo, for-

merly belonged to Mr. C. Lambert, and is

reproduced as plate 69 in the volume of

Earlom's Liber Veritatis referred to above.
6 See Quarante dessins de Claude Gellee dit le Lorrain.

Paris, 1920, pp. 5 and 10.
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A selection of English drawings closes the

series of exhibitoci examples : ami here we may
single out for partinilar mention a fine set of

Richard Wilsons and some good Gains-
boroughs.

THE NEW CORPUS
SIGNATURES
BY

J.
D. BEAZLEY
T has been felt for some time that a
new Corpus of signed Greek vases
was urgently needed. The second
edition of Klein's valuable book,® Griecbische Vasen mit Meistersigna-

tiircn, appeared in 1887 : many signed vases
have come to light since then, and the literature

on the subject has greatly increased. Dr.
Hoppin has earned the gratitude of students bv
bringing Klein's list up to date. The two
volumes of his Handbook^ deal with the Attic
red-figured vases only : it is understood that he
will presently turn his attention to the black-

Ouf lliank.s are due to the authorities of the

Vic(()ria and .\lhert Museum for placing at our
disposal the ollicial negatives from whicii our
reproductions are made, and having two draw-
ings especially photographed for this article.

OF ATTIC RED-FIGURED VASES WITH

with signatures, and it is to befigured vases

hoped that he will not overlook the signed vases,

not very numerous, of Greco-Ttalian fabric.

The book is not what the author, in his pre-

face, says he meant it to be, "a combination of

Klein and Reinach ", for Reinach's serviceable

Repertoire covers quite different ground. What
Dr. Hoppin does is to give a description of every
signed vase, with a full bibliography, and,

nearly always, a picture. He also names and
describes, without figuring, such unsigned vases

as have been attributed, either to painters and
manufacturers whose names are known, or to

anonymous artists.

A good many vases are reproduced for the first

time, and where the vase has been published

before. Dr. Hoppin's reproduction is sometimes
a better one than has hitherto appeared. For
example, of the vases which bear the signature

of Hieron, numbers 20 to 24 and 28 have not

been figured elsewhere : of the thirty vases

signed by the painter Epiktetos, no fewer than

nine are published for the first time, while num-
bers 4, 1 1 and 13 are reproduced from new photo-

graphs : number 13 is a masterpiece, and one

could hardly have guessed that from the old

reproduction. The illustrations are not all

equally accurate, but this is not the fault of the

author, for accurate illustrations were not always

to be had : for instance, our knowledge of the

Hegias cup (2, p. 12) is based on the wretched

cut given by Stackelberg, the vase itself being
1 A Handbook~of~^Aiiic^ Red-figured Vases signed by or

attrihitied to the various masters of the sixth and fifth cen-

turies B.C. By Joseph Clark Hoppin. Cambridge, U.S.A.

(Harvard University Press), 2 vols., xxiv + 472, and viii

+ 600. $16.

lost. Again, for the mo.st important of the cups
signed by the maker Euergides, Dr. Ho))pin has
had to content himself with the old picture in the

Annali. Since the publication of the handbook
the Euergides cup has reappeared and found its

way into the Rriti.sh Museum. The kind per-

mission of Mr. Arthur Smith enables me to figure

the interior on Pi..\te a; ^ photographs of the

exterior have already been given in Messrs.

Sotheby's sale catalogue for February 23 and 24,

1920, PI. 2. I have added a reproduction of the

plate signed by the painter Epiktetos [Plate b],

E137 in the British Museum, which belongs to

the same period as the Euergides cup, the end of

the sixth century, but is the work of a more deli-

cate artist. I have used the same photograph
which Dr. Hoppin used, but the present repro-

duction is larger than his, and gives a clearer

notion of the beauty of the drawing.
Where the original is heavily restored, we

might wish that the author had indicated which
parts of the vase are ancient and which modern,
seeing that the book will be in the hands of many
persons who are not accustomed to ancient

draughtsmanship. In the pictures of Douris 20,

21 and 36, Euphronios 0, Kleophrades 2, the

restorations could easily have been omitted, and
the appearance of the plate would have gained.

Elsewhere a note might have been added : The
exterior of Brygos 7 has been disfigured by the

restorer; little of Chachrylion 18 is antique; in

Epiktetos 4, a big piece in the middle of the

interior, about half the design, is modern ; and

in Epiktetos 19 the upper half of the archer,

besides part of the interior.

The author has admhted one or two vases of

which the reader will be glad to have reproduc-

tions, but which cannot count as signed works.

So in Chachrvlion 9, the manufacturer's name

is not followed by epoiesen, but by kalos. Two
letters, Cha . . . , are all that remains of the

in.scription on the fragment Chachrylion 14, and

whether Dr. Hoppin is right in supplying

. . . chrylion epoiesen must be considered

doubtful, since the inscription could proceed in

fifty other ways. The signature incised on

Hieron 8 has been suspected, and T have heard

2 Diameter of the cup .30, of the picture on the interior .125.
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that there is good external reason for thinking
the inscription false. Under Hischylos, the
author gives eleven items, but the number must
be reduced to nine. The claim of number 3 is

slender : the legend on the foot is merely . . . os
epoiesen, which can be completed in more ways
than one; and any way the foot does not belong
to the vase : in number 4, the inscription bears
no resemblance to the name of Hischylos and is

doubtless devoid of meaning. The alleged sig-

nature on Pistoxenos 2 is a conglomeration of

meaningless letters. Finally, I do not think
that the new potter Talaos—odd name—can re-

main : the vase is genuine, the inscription added
in modern times.

It is well known that there are two main classes

of signatures on Greek vases : in one class the
proper name is followed by egrapsen,
" painted "

; in the other by epoiesen, " made ".

Sometimes both occur on one vase, now and then
in the form, "so and so painted and made",
more often in the form " A. painted, B. made ".

It is generally recognised that the egrapsen sig-

natures give the name of the artist who actually

painted the vase, while the epoiesen gives the

name of the person from whose factory the vase

proceeded. But the word epoiesen implies more
to some than to others. According to one theory

the head of the business, the man whose name is

followed by epoiesen, is also the designer of the

vase-painting: he hands the "cartoon" to a

humble subordinate, who copies it on the vase,

and is occasionally permitted to add his own
name with egrapsen after it. " In the immense
majority of cases it is the head of the factory

who is the sole true artist. . . . He may never

have held the vase in his hands, yet the vase

may be in very truth the work of his intelligence,

even as to-day some formidable engine of the

metallurgic industry leaves a factory without the

man who has created and constructed it ever

touching it with his finger." The Geryon Cup
in Munich, one of the finest of all archaic vases,

bears the signature Chachrylion epoiesen,

Euphronios egrapsen : this is taken to mean that

the design is due to Chachr3dion, the execution

alone to Euphronios. Again, a cup in Paris is

inscribed Euphronios epoiesen, Onesimos egrap-

sen : here the design would be by Euphronios,

the execution by Onesimos. Since designing is

called a nobler activity than executing, we would
seem to learn more about Euphronios' higher

nature from the Paris cup which he did not paint

than from the Munich cup which he did. This
and similar hypotheses have been accepted by

some scholars. Others hold that it is safer and

more reasonable to begin with what is fairly

certain, to make the egrapsen signatures the

basis of their study and to preserve an open mind
about the epoiesen. Let us look for a moment

at the vases which bear the signature Pamphaios
epoiesen : we must add to those described by
Dr. Hoppin the black-figured examples which
he does not describe. Supposing that they were
all designed by one man, is it possible to obtain
a notion of his style? Do they present any
common quality or feature? The answer must
surely be that they do not. If the original de-
signs resembled each other at all, they have been
so thoroughly transformed by the copyists that
it is no longer po.ssible to appreciate 'the style
of Pamphaios. If we turn to Nikosthenes, again
adding his black-figured vases, we find the same.
On the other hand, two of Pamphaios' vases,
and two of Nikosthenes', are signed Epiktetos
egrapsen. Among these four vases we do find
a resemblance, and that of the closest. " The
style of Epiktetos" has a definite meaning:
" the style of Pamphaios ", " the style of Nikos-
thenes ", mean nothing. Examination of the
other signed vases leads to the same result

:

within an epoiesen series, not always but usually
great dissimilarity : each egrapsen series a
homogeneous group.

For those who support the first theory,
Euphronios is, or should be, the person who
executed the vases with Euphronios egrapsen,
who designed the vases with Euphronios epoie-
sen. In actual fact they use both classes to con-
struct a "Euphronios" whose hand, whose
brain, or whose influence they can detect in
almost any tolerable vase of the archaic or early
free period. To those who hold the second
view, the " style of Euphronios " means the very
characteristic style of the vases signed Euphro-
nios egrapsen : what part Euphronios took in the
vases with Euphronios epoiesen is to them
obscure; a great part in one, perhaps, none in

another; we have little means of telling. The
paucity of replicas among Greek vases makes it

seem unlikely that the designer and the execu-
tant were regularly different persons. If epoie-

sen implies designing (which is a hypothesis
only), then it must be pointed out that some at

any rate of the egrapsen artists could not only
paint but design, and design excellently well :

for the beautiful kantharos in Brussels (i, p. 233)
is signed Douris egrapsen, Douris epoiesen : and
there are several other double signatures of the
same type.

Dr. Hoppin is generally scrupulous in distin-

guishing the two classes of signature, but in one
or two places he makes a slip. He calls the

potter Megakles a painter. He speaks as if the

two Hegesiboulos cups were by one hand, but

there is no reason to think so, for the signatures

have the form epoiesen : one cup belongs to the

late sixth century, the other to about 470 B.C. :

Dr. Hoppin's dating of the "artist" is a mean
between these two periods. Again, he says that
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Hartwig established the identity of the potter

Kleophrades : what Hartwig did eslabUsh was

that several other vases were by the anonymous
painter of the Paris Kleophrades cup. Hartwig

thought that he had also discovered the name of

this painter : but the name which he proposed

was found to rest on an untenable reading. The
author of the monotiraph Kleophrades took

pains to point out that the name of the painter

was unknown, and was misunderstood by tho.se

who had read his title but not his opening para-

graph.
It speaks for Dr. Hoppin's carefulness that in

describing the shape of the vases he rarely makes

a mistake. Nothing is commoner in archaeo-

logical works than to find a pelike called an

arvballos, a volute-krater an amphora. True

that most of the terms are conventional and have

no antique warrant : but they designate real

types and are therefore of great service. The

following are the only errors I have found :

Altamura Painter lo is an amphora; Berlin

Painter 82 bis a lekythos; Bowdoin Pyxis 12 a

squat lekvthos; Epigenes i is a kantharos with

a foot but without a stem ; Hermonax 7c has

triple handles; Makron 55 is a plate; Sosias 2

is a small stand ; Telephos Painter 10 was not

originally a plate, but became one in the last

century.

There are several errors in the inscriptions,

mainlv omissions : for instance in Hieron 8, in

Kleophrades 30. The two forms of sigma are

often confused. Plural for singular, singular

for plural, are not uncommon in the description

of the subjects, which is generally rather too

brief. The runners on Pamphaios 13 can

hardly be hoplitodromoi, since they carry spears.

The man on Pamphaios 5 is treading wine,

rather than stepping over a wall as Klein and

Dr. Hoppin suggest. It is hard to see how
Maurion 2 can represent a shield. The two

fragments Apollodoros la—b cannot belong to

the same vase.

The author's habit of assembling fragments

of different vases under one number is very con-

fusing and often leads to mistakes : Euergides

12a is in Brunswick, Germany, 12b in Bruns-

wick, Maine, and there is no reason to suppose

that they belong to one cup : only one of the two

fragments Brygos 88a—b has been attributed to

the painter of the Paris Gigantomachy : Kleo-

phrades 4a—c are not parts of a volute-krater;

one of the fragments is, the rest are not.

The great majority of Greek vases, and many

of the best, are unsigned. The authorship of

these unsigned vases has naturally engaged the

curiosity of scholars. A simple method of deal-

ing with them was to bundle them into the

" schools" of painters and potters whose names

were known from inscriptions. Here was a fine

red-figured vase which clearly belonged to the

riper archaic period. The question was merely,

which did it recall, " luiphronios ", Douris,

"Brygos", or "Hieron". If it did not re-

semble any of the four in the least, the critic was
thougiit singularly judicious if he attributed it to

the Douris-Hieron, or the l-'uphronios-Brygos-

Douris group. Presently it came to be recog-

nised that most vases were not to be connected

with any known names; that there were a great

many [painters who had never signed or whose
signatures had not survived. Persons who tried

lo group these vases by means of stylistic cri-

teria were frequently regarded with ingenuous
disapproval, as "attributing vases to painters

who were not known to exist". Like contests

have been waged on other fields.

Dr. Hoppin has made it his rule not to criti-

cise the attributions which he records. Natur-

ally they vary in value. Some have been made
on the strength of a love-name, of a similarity

in subject, of a vague general impression. They
will all be weighed in time, and the good separ-

ated from the bad. The diversity of view need

not discourage the student : if two scholars agree

it does not follow that they are right : if two
scholars disagree, it does not follow that both

are wrong.
There are places where Dr. Hoppin has not

reported his authority correctly. Under Berlin

Painter 26, Naples 81543 is confounded with

Naples 3129 : under Berlin Painter 94, Mus.
Greg., 2 PI. 21, I, with Mus. Greg., 2 PI. 19, i.

Bowdoin Eye-cup 4 is not number 385 in the

Lunsingh Scheurleer Collection, but a new
acquisition which is not mentioned in the cata-

logue. Brygos 5 (i, pp. 112 and 106) has never

been attributed to the Kleophrades Painter. In

EuphroniosS, line 15, and 6, line 22, "attributed

to the Panaitios Painter ", should be added.

Pamphaios 7, 8 and 14 have not been assigned

to one hand, nor 27, 29 and 30 to the Painter

of Sleep and Death. In the last references

quoted to Penthesilea Painter 14 and 20 it should

have been stated that the attribution was denied.

The vases which Hauser compared with Kleo-

phon Painter 12 were not those mentioned by

Dr. Hoppin, but Kleophon Painter 6 and 9.

Epiktetos 25 is in the Oesterreichisches Museum,
not the Hofmuseum. The Stevens Collection

(Providence Painter 21) is in the Museum at

Naples. The painter of the Nikias vase cannot

be said to belong to the Polygnotan group,

which is much earlier : his nearest kin are Aris-

tophanes and the Meidias Painter.

In a big book of reference, containing many
thousands of allusions, such mistakes as I have

cited cannot all be avoided. I think I have

made it clear that the work was worth doing and

has been well done, and that the book will be
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of the greatest service to the student of ancient

art.

As Dr. Hoppin gives no chronological list,

the following table may be of some use. The
names of painters and potters are arranged in

five periods : the dates are approximate, and

within the period, the persons not, of course, all

contemporary.

I. About 530—500 B.C.

Painters : Epiktetos, Euphronios, Euthy-

mides, Hermokrates, Hypsis, Oltos, Peithinos,

Pheidippos, Phintias, Psiax, Skythes, Smikros.

Manufacturers : Andokides, Chachrylion,

Chelis, Deiniades, Euergides, Euxitheos, Gales,

Hegesiboulos, Hermaios, Hilinos, Hischylos,

Menon, Nikosthenes, Paidikos, Pamphaios,

Pasiades, Phintias, Sikanos, Sosias.

2. About 500—475.

Painters : Apollodoros, Douris, Makron,

Myson, (Ones)imos.

Manufacturers : Brygos, Douris, Euphronios,

Hieron, Kalliades, Kleophrades, Pistoxenos,

Python, Syriskos.

3. About 475—460.

Painters : Hermonax, Mys.
Manufacturers : Hegesiboulos, Megakles,

Oreibelos, Sotades.

4. About 460—420.

Painters : Aison, Hegias, Polygnotos.

Manufacturers : Agathon, Epigenes, Xenoti-

mos.

5. End of fifth century and early fourth.

Painters : Aristophanes.

Manufacturers : Erginos, Maurion, Meidias,

Nikias, Xenophantos.

CHINESE PHILOSOPHY OF ART—VIII

BY ARTHUR WALEY
UNG CH'I-CH'ANG was not, as

might have been expected that he
should be, an orthodox Confucian.
From his earliest years he was de-

voted to Zen Buddhism, not merely
in a uiicLiante way, but studying the curious

scholastic of the subject and indulging in the half-

colloquial jargon of the professional adepts. At
the age of 30 he had an ' awaking '

; it took place

on board ship. He was meditating on the story

of Hsiang-yen who awoke to self-realization at

the sound of a piece of bamboo striking on a tile.

As an experiment Tung struck with his hand the

bamboo sail-boom of the ship, and at once com-
prehended what had always baffled him,—the

parable of the ' bamboo eyewash dripper.' As
I am not familiar with this parable I cannot
further elucidate his spiritual experience. Since

writing my last article I have come across a pass-

age in which Tung shows definite knowledge of

Christianity and compares a remark made by
Matteo Ricci to the tenets of Zen Buddhism.
He could look upon new religions with a friendly

and interested eye, but as regards painting his

formalism and conservatism knew no bounds :

In calligraphy it is possible to create new styles ; but

in painting the familiar is essential. In calligraphy a
man may start with the familiar and go on to the ex-

perimental ; but in painting he must begin and end with

the familiar. . . In painting distances one should

imitate Chao Ta-nien ; in mountains and crags piled one
above the other,—Chiang Kuan-tao should be the model.

For outline use Tung Yiian's Hemp-skin method or the

dotted style of the Hsiao Hsiang views. For tree out-

line go to Tung Yiian or Meng-fu. As Li Ch'eng some-
times painted in opaque greens and blues as well as in

ink, he may be copied in either style.

Different styles must not be mixed. However, in tree-

painting some mixture is possible. Here the styles of

Li Ch'eng, Tung Yiian, Fan K'uan, Kuo Hsi, Chao
Ta-nien, Chao Ch'ien-li, Ma Yiian, Hsia Kuei, Li T'ang
—in fact right down from Ching Hao to Huang Kung-

wang and Wu Chen—may be freely used in combination.

It has been said that in tree-painting one is free to make

one's own style. Nothing could be more untrue ! For

wUow-trees Chao Ch'ien-li is the standard; for pines

Ma Ho-chih ; for withered trees Li Ch'eng. These laws

are of great antiquity and cannot be changed. Slight

modifications may of course be introduced, provided they

do not impinge on essentials. How absurd to speak of

abandoning the old method and creating a new ! . . .

It is most important that a landscape should include

some withered trees. They should appear occasionally

in among healthy trees, as a foil. . . .

The prime essential is that the painter should imitate

the Old Masters. After that he may go on to the imita-

tion of natural objects.

We have seen that Tung Ch'i-ch'ang was a

devoted adherent of the Learned Man's School.

He thus describes its origin :

The Scholars' style began with Wang Wei. It was

continued by Tung Yuan, Chu-jan, Li Ch'eng and Fan

K'uan, who were the true descendants of Wang Wei.

Li Lung-mien, Wang Shen, Mi Fei and Mi Yu-jen all

derive from Tung Yiian and Chu-jan. This style goes

straight down to the Four Painters of Yuan,—Huang

Kung-wang, Wang Meng, Ni Tsan and Wu Chen. In

the present dynasty [Ming] Wen Cheng-ming and Sh^n

Chou have from ' times long past received in trust the

sacred relics of the School.'

But Ma Yiian, Hsia Kuei, Li T'ang, Liu Sung-men

and the like are followers of Li Ssu-hsun and ' our

people ' ought not to imitate them.

When educated men paint they ought to use a style

based on ornamental characters in cursive or ceremonial

calligraphy. Their trees should be like twisted iron,

their mountains like painted sand. They should exclude

anything pretty or commonplace. For such is the

scholarly spirit. Otherwise, however great their talent,

they will fall into the purgatory of Professional Painting.

In another place he says :

The Southern School began with Wang Wei, who was

the first to use light washes. He completely revolu-

tionized the minute and laborious technique which had

hitherto prevailed.

He even recommends the non-professional

style on hygienic grounds :

The art of painting, which has been called ' holding

the Universe in the hand,' keeps constantly before the

eyes the Works of Nature. Consequently many practi-

cants of this art have lived to great old-age. But where
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a laborious and minute technique is practised ihc painter

becomes n slave of Nature, and she soon wears him out.

Huans" Kung-wang, Shen Chou and \Wn Cht^nf^-miiii^

all lived to a great age; while Ch'iu Ying died quite

young and Chao M(5ng-fu was not much over sixty.

Though Ch'iu and Chao were quite different in char-

acter, yet l>oth belonged to a school which makes a

business of painting. The use of painting as an amusing
relaxation began with Huang Kung-wang. . . .

Chao Po-cliii was extremelv minute in his technique,

but nevertheless had a scliolarly spirit. His subsequent

imitators attained to the same sUill but not to the same
degree of refinement. Examples of this defect will be

found in the work of Ting Wh-fu and Ch'ien llsiian of

Yuan dynasty. Kive hundred years later came Ch'iu

Ying. Originally he was very much advertized by Wen
Chia. But in this class of painting Wen could not com-
pete with Ch'iu and his praise does not enhance the

value of Ch'iu 's pictures.

Now when Ch'iu Ying was painting he would not have
heard the beating of kettle-drums nor the din of liorscs'

hoofs. He was like the legendary character who when
a lady was dressing behind a screen refrained from
peeping,—that is to say, self-absorbed to an exaggerated

extent. Such an art becomes absolute hard-labour !

Anvone who has studied the recently acquired

casts of the horses from the tomb of first T'ang
Emperor (thev are on the staircase of tiie New
Wing at the British Museum) will sympathize

REVIEWS
History and Methods of Ancient and Modern Painting.

J. Ward. Vol. IV. 334 pp. + 24 pi. (Chapman & Hall).

155.

This book may be regarded as falling between

exhaustive works like Crowe and Cavalcaselle

and the ordinary informative treatise one sees in

the hands of the .serious-minded tourist. The
specialist in Italian painting will probably find it

too summary for his purpose but to students of

other schools or periods who require a book on

Italian art, or to general readers who cannot

devote unlimited time to the subject, Mr. Ward's
treatise is perhaps more suitable than any other

work. In the main it is a history of Italian paint-

ing composed of a series of accounts of the work

of the more important masters arranged as

nearly as possible in chronological order. But

the first volume deals—thoroughly and concisely

—with the technique of painting as practised by

the ancients. The whole arrangement is excel-

lently thought out, but we should suggest that in

books of this kind, dealing with a period so rich

in great names as the Renaissance, it is worth

while to separate the biographical essays by con-

spicuous spaces and to print the artist's name at

the top of each page. It would also be well if

our own practice of printing picture-titles in

italics, which make them far easier to find than

do inverted commas, were more widely adopted.

The volume now before us completes the author's

task and brings us to the end of the eighteenth

century in Italy.

The work is distinguished from others of its

kind because so little space is devoted to expres-

sions of the author's personal opinions and tastes.

with Tung Ch'i-ch'ang's criticisms of T'ang art.

" ' The painters of T'ang,' he .says, put all llieir

efTort into coiiying from life, but they well illus-

trate Su Tung-p'o's poem about ' painters who
only care for similitude and poets who particu-

larize.'
"

I will conclude by quoting two miscellaneous

paragraphs :

Scholars in discussing a painting seem to talje for

granted that they are discussing an homogeneous whole.

But no painter who is not competent in all the various

branches can produce all the elements of a picture. Fan
K'uan's landscapes are ranked in the Divine Category;
yet he found it necessary to get his figures put in by

special figure-painters.

This opens up a fine field for delicate connois-

seurship 1 The following is Timg Ch'i-ch'ang's

modest note on his own painting :

When 1 was young 1 imitated Huang Kung-vvang's

landscapes ; but in middle life 1 left this off and copied

Sung masters. Now I occasionally copy Huang again

and manage a tolerable imitation. I am over fifty ; any

trees, rocks, peaks or hillocks that I come across I can

sketch quite successfully ; but I still cannot do human
figures, boats, carriages or architecture ; and this vexes

me. I am glad, however, to recall that Ni Tsan suffered

from the same defects.

It is essentially a book of facts, apparently based

to a considerable extent on the authority of Mr.
Berenson whose findings, however, are frequently

compared, carefully and fairly, with those of

other authorities. When the author expresses

his views on a painter's technical method, he is

always interesting and often illuminating, and
when he ventures an opinion as to the authenti-

city of a painting it is only after a judicial con-

sideration of other writer's arguments. In deal-

ing with the authenticity of The Virgin of the

Rocks at the National Gallery, however, he ap-

pears to us to display some credulity. In the rare

cases in which he gives a clue to his aesthetic or

attempts to express in words his estimation of an

artist's relative worth, he surprises one

by a certain shallowness. Of the elder Pollajuolo

he says, " The chief place that Antonio occupies

in the history of art is that of the pioneer of

scientific draughtsmanship of the human figure

;

all else that he has done is subordinate to this."

But the comparative rarity of such guide-book-

like passages is one of the strongest points in the

book's favour. The plates are adequate in num-
ber and quality, but Mr. Ward has confined his

choice of illustrations, surely with unnecessary

strictness, to the most familiar pictures obtain-

able. Just as one regrets the absence of any-

thing like a surprise among the plates, so in the

text one misses just a little the brightness so

desirable in a work of this kind, intended for a

wide public, of an occasional personal note, a

fresh phrase, a happy turn of thought, even a

touch of humour. The same antipathy to elabor-
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ation has robbed the book of an extensive index,

a full chronological table and a bibliography.

But the author has in other and more desirable

ways elected to simplify his scheme. If he has

pruned away things that might have been left, he

at least has had the courage to exclude art-book

verbosity and rhetoric. The first sentence of

\ol. I gets us right into the subject of early

painting and the last sentence of Vol. IV is de-

voted to a concise description of the Panini in the

National Gallery. Between these two passages

there is not a single paragraph—not even in the

brief prefaces—that is not strictly to the point.

This may not be an evidence of genius but it is

an admirable substitute for it. k. r. t.

Les Marques de Collections de Dessins et d'Estampes, b"

Frits Lugt. Amsterdam (Vereenigde Drukkerijen) ; Lon-

don (P. & D. Colnaghi & Co.)- xii & 600 pp. £(y los.

Collectors and students of prints and draw-

ings, who for many years have derived meagre

benefits from consulting Pagan's handbook on

collectors' marks (1883), hitherto, with its inade-

quate American supplement, the sole source of

information on this important subject, may gasp

with amazement at the rich feast provided for

them by this splendid volume. More than 3,000

facsimiles of marks, names, autographs, mono-

grams, and devices used by collectors, by artists

for the authentication of their own works, and

by societies and publishers, are marshalled in

lucid order and explained by a commentary

which is, of course, the most valuable part of

the work. Some marks have still eluded all

attempts at identification, but whenever Mr.

Lugt knows to what collector a mark belongs,

he has spared no pains in ascertaining and

recording with scrupulous accuracy the bio-

graphy of the owner, the nature of his collec-

tion, and particulars of any sales which have

taken place, or other circumstances under which

the contents of the collection have passed into

other hands. Thus the book is, among other

things, a biographical dictionary of collectors,

and not merely a dry compilation of dates, but

an extremely readable series of articles. Turn

up in it the name of any famous collector of the

past, or of any of the great public print collec-

tions of Purope, and you will find a mine of

clear and useful information. Living collectors,

of course, are also included, and the book is so

up to date that it records sales of the last sum-

mer season, like that of H. W. Bruton (Lon-

don), Archduke Ludwig Victor (Vienna), and

Bug. Rodrigues (Amsterdam). So thorough

and comprehensive a book of reference could

not, of course, have been completed without the

constant collaboration of a host of correspon-

dents in other countries, who were glad to assist

an enterprise of which all were bound to recog-

nise the general utility. But when one con-

siders that most of the work was carried on dur-

ing the years of the war, and remembers what

the difficulties of correspondence were, even for

a citizen of a neutral country, it is impossible

not to be astonished by the perseverance and
industry which have brought so great a labour

so soon to such a ripe and rich perfection, c. d.

The AprKECiATio.N of Painting, by Percy Moore Turner.

(Selwyn & Blount.) 244 pp. + 12 pi. 15s. net.

It is easy to talk about bad art, but there is

really nothing to be said about the master-

pieces of painting. The great work of art ex-

presses all those things which mere words fail

to convey. Art begins where explanations end,

and in the presence of a fine picture man's soli-

tary function is to appreciate what is before him.

Pxperience shows, however, that most men are

merely prompted to hold converse with the

vacant air when confronted with paintings. Pew
are able to pay the only fitting tribute of silent

appreciation to a work of art. Psychologists

and philosophers have encouraged us none the

less to believe that there is latent in almost

everyone a certain capacity, if not to create a

work of art, at any rate, to experience an esthe-

tic response to it. Mr. Turner has sufficient

faith in human nature to assume that his readers

possess both the will and the capacity to increase

this £esthetic susceptibility, and the mere read-

ing of his volume seems to justify his assump-

tion. The author does not lay claim to being a

man of letters, and those who look for perfection

of literary style will sometimes quarrel with Mr.

Turner. At the same time, the profoundity of

knowledge and the author's transparent sin-

cerity carry the reader from page to page on to

the end. Mr. Turner, who intends to address the

comparative layman, infuses his reader with his

own enthusiasm, and persuades him successfully

that intelligent study can develop that aesthetic

response to great art which is true appreciation.

The author passes in review all ages of art from

the Primitives to C6zannes. His catholicity is

amazing, and for two reasons, firstly, because

Mr. Turner's taste is obviously not acquired

from acquaintance with mere book knowledge,

but founded upon the solid and rare basis of

intimate personal acquaintance with what he

writes about, and, secondly, because his almost

intoxicating sincerity is the outcome of purely

personal and intense aesthetic experience. The

combination of a knowledge of painting that

few men can rival, with an unusually developed

faculty for aesthetic appreciation, renders Mr.

Turner an admirable guide to the beginner, and

a seasonable and stimulating reproach to many

a would-be connoisseur. Not the least value of

the book may prove to lie in the epilogue, which

should cause local authorities to devote greater

care to the choice of those entrusted with the



management of imblic galleries. The triitii is

(iften unpleasant, bii' if Mr. Turner's randour
leads to a recognition of the plain facts he will

have rendered a great service to the nation. The
object that the book serves is so admirable and
the measure of success so remarl<ahle that its

literary imperfections are at any rate soothing

to the vanity of human nature. Moreover, it

would, indeed, be discourteous to so welcome a

publication to greet its appearance with mere

praise. There are flaws in the book which

spring largely from its virtues. The author

successfully avoids the use of technical refer-

ences, and examines the various schools not in

the liglit of their chronological order, hut rather

passes from one to the other in the sequence of

their influence upon each other. In doing so he

assumes a considerable knowledge on the part

of the reader, and a sense of confusion makes it-

self felt. The book needs and merits serious

studv, and contains stimulating thought for all

who love art and, perhaps, for many whose

appreciation is a social accomplishment rather

than a source of jesthetic enjoyment. Those
who examine the book will find in it the touch-

stone of their own sincerity and knowledge. E. H.

Samplers and Stitches, by Mrs. ARrmBAi.D Christie. 142 pp.

+ 33 pi., col. front, and many line drawings. (Batsford.)

25s.

A most complete collection of stitches ad-

mirablv grouped with many interesting exam-

ples of methods of work. Mrs. Christie's

systematic grouping of the numerous stitches

and the thoroughness and completeness in

which the possibility of each stitch is worked

out, shown both in the text and the clearly

drawn diagrams, should be of much use both to

the beginner and to the more advanced worker.

The book aims, however, at being more than a

good collection of stitches, and succeeds also in

showing the application of the stitches in design.

Indeed, in her Introductory ist chapter, Mrs.

Christie endeavours to lead the beginner along

the right path to pattern designing for embroi-

dery, and to the beginner much may, no doubt,

be found useful here as a basis for experiment.

Illustrating the methods of using the different

groups oif stitches in design are examples

of many varied and original samplers.

Of these samplers VII and VIII are by

far the most satisfactory in simple, straightfor-

ward workmanship and design. There are

shown worked some fifty different line stitches,

arranged in short horizontal rows on two panels,

well spaced, showing clearly the working and

effect of each stitch—the whole forming an in-

teresting and entirely satisfactory piece of work,

adequately fulfilling its use as a sampler. We
feel that none of the other elaborate designs for

samplers in this book would have suffered either

in design or purpose for more of this simple,

straigluforwanl method of tiratment. M. K.

SriTCHliS FROM Ol.D Eni.I.ISII EmHROIDEKIES. STITnlES FROM
ICastern EMnRnini'KiKs. By Louisa F. Tesei.. Second luii-

tions. Portfolio I—36 pi., in colour. Porlfolio II—40 pi.

+ 8 colour pi, (IVrcy l.und, lluinplireys Si Co). ;^, i is.

each

.

The second edition of this jiulilii ation con-

sists of two portfolios (Containing a scries of

cards which are reproduced in i-olour and mono-
tone, giving specimens of embroidery designs in

illustration of the various .stitches employed
in Old F.nglish and in Eastern needlework.
The portfolios should be of great value to all

interested in needlecraft, but especially so to

teachers. The excellent plates would save the

teacher much time, not only in the preparatory

work involved in seeking out stitches and a

sampler herself for use in class, but also

in explaining to pupils the method of

working a stitch—each card indeed being a

sampler ready to hand. Miss Pe.sel's masterly

and clear method of demonstration, both in the

manner of working stitches and of the applica-

tion of them to space filling, is excellent. The
loose cards obviate the usual awkwardness in-

volved in hunting through many pages of a

book before finding out how to work a required

stitch. The introductory note is instructive, and
will inspire experimenters and set them on the

right road. It would have been an improvement
if more of the Eastern .samplers could have been

in colour which show up the pattern work and
form of the stitches, but in these days of expen-

sive printing this could hardly be done without

raising the price of the publication. M. K.

.\rs Asiatica. etudes et documents publires sous I.A

DIRECTION DE ViCTOR GoEOUBEW. Part III. Sculptures

Civaites de I'Inde ; par Augusts Rodin, Ananda Coomara-
swamy. E. B. Havell et Victor Goloubcw. 31 pp. +
47 pi. Brussels et Paris. (G. Van Oest & Co.).

It is indeed a pleasure to welcome, after six

years' interval, the reappearance of Ars Asiatica

and to note that it is still under M. Goloubew's
direction. We have had to wait all this time

to enjoy the advantages of his mission to India

in 1911, but at last we have here reproduced

in the most perfect manner the photographic

documents which he obtained at that time.

Tho.se who recall M. Goloubew's work in the

past will feel a keen pleasure but no surprise

at the consummate beauty of this volume. For
M. Goloubew before he is an archeologi.st is

a man of exquisite taste and passionate artistic

feeling. He has chosen for study two of the

finest monuments of plastic art in India ; the

Trimurti of the Cave Temple of Elephanta

:

and the great rock carving of Malavipuram

;

but that is not all. We have often before seen

photographs of these works, but never before

have they been approached with such under-

standing with so clear an eye for the significant

aspect and the fortunate angle of vision.
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Realising how much of the total effect of

such a monument as the Trimurti depends

on the cumulative impressions of the approach

M. Goloubew gives us a superb photograph of

the actual entrance. One can guess here

how much the impressiveness of this depends

on the exact choice of illumination and aspect.

Certainly it bears out the author's words " En
d^pit des mutilations que le temple a subies, le

sentiment de crainte respectueuse et d'admira-

tion que Ton 6prouve en penetrant dans ce

prodigieux monument du g^nie hindou ne s'est

en rien affaibli."

The Trimurti itself is recorded in a series

of magnificent plates. We have the three

heads seen together from various aspects and

then each head is treated separately. The com-

pleteness with which this record is made makes

it seem allowable even to one who has never

seen the original to arrive at a judgment of its

aesthetic value. I have always thought, judg-

ing from the works of M. Goloubew's colla-

borator in the present volume, Mr. E.-B

Havell, that the claims made for Hindu art

were excessive, that the profusion of incoherent

and mechanical ornamentation together with a

certain element of mere illustration prevented

it from reaching the highest perfection. But

one has to admit that the Trimurti is free

from these defects. In the first place the

general conception is magnificent. The
colossal three-headed figure seems to be slowly

emerging from the earth, for it is seen only

from the breast upwards, and yet fills the

whole height of the temple. Then for once by

some subtle adjustment of proportion the mon-
strosity of the three heads on one trunk be-

comes entirely acceptable. Finally the actual

modelling shows breadth and ease, there is an

amplitude in all the forms and the simplifica-

tion is not too sharply determined by a formal

or traditional preconception. It has not even

so quite the fullness and subtlety of the finest

figures of the Chinese rock temples with which

one inevitably compares it, but it approaches

their plastic purity and intensity more nearly

than any other work of Hindu sculpture.

When we turn to the carved rock of Malavipu-

ram we are not quite on the same artistic plane.

There is here something of the excessiveness,

the too exuberant multiplicity of the Indian

imagination. The immense rock-face is en-

tirely covered with figures, all moving rapidly

towards a great central fissure which is itself

partly filled by supernatural and monstrous

forms. The authors give a new interpretation

to this complicated relief. Without any com-

petence in Hindu mythology I can only say

that the new interpretation seems far more in

keeping with the plastic conception than the

traditional one which it replaces. The story,

of the miraculous descent of the Ganges from

heaven to earth is too long to quote. It is

beautifully told by M. Goloubew in words

which enable one to realise the illustrational

effectiveness of the monument, for it is after all

rather as superb illustration than as pure plastic

truth that we must accept the rock of Mavali-

puram.
There is added to the series of plates of

Mavalipuram itself a photograph of a neigh-

bouring temple which juts out on to the sea-

shore of the Coast of Coromandel. It has as

strangely romantic a beauty as the name of its

situation suggests, not a little due perhaps to

the fine choice of composition which the photo-

graph shows.

A third series of plates is devoted to two

bronze figures of Shiva dancing. They are of

South Indian origin, and date from the tenth

century. They are undoubtedly fine examples

of Hindu craftsmanship, but I find myself

unable to share the ecstatic appreciations of M.
Rodin which accompany the plates.

" Cet oeil," he says in contemplating the

face of the God, " reste k la meme place avec

son compagnon ; il est dans un abri propice ; il

est voluptueux et lumineux."

The remark itself is anything but luminous,

but it is interesting to know that M. Rodin

admired the work so highly.

Mr. E.-B. Havell contributes a learned and

interesting article on the various forms under

which Shiva is conceived. The work is

dedicated to Edouard de Chavannes and

Raphael Petrucci, whose death is a great loss

to students of Far Eastern art. roger fry.

A History of French Architecture from ibbi to 1774.

By Sir Reginald Blomfield, R.A. 2 vols. 458 pp. +
200 pis., and illust. in text. (Bell.) £n 4s.

These two imposing volumes complete Sir

Reginald Blomfield's exhaustive history of

French Renaissance Architecture through nearly

four centuries. They represent, we are told,

over twenty years' work, and are worthy of the

great reputation he has already made by his

books on the Renaissance in England, on the

Formal Garden, and on Architectural

Draughtsmanship.
Occasionally in this work one finds a slight

lapse, such as seems to be a minor legacy of the

War, and it is amusing to read in these learned

pages that one famous architect " managed to

carry on," that another " went right away on his

own," that in one case " the design does not

quite come off," and that a certain building
" jumps about at three if not at four levels."

But these instances are only an additional indica-

tion of the liveliness and vigour with which he

handles a great subject. If hardly any other

architect is capable of such admirable literary
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work, it is equally certain that only an architect

could have pictured so vividly the careers and

circumstances of architects in a period which was

perhaps the most favourable to individual reputa-

tions that has ever been known. Who else

would have troubled to calculate the exact salary

paid to the leading architects of Louis XIV's

court, even the salaries and other emoluments of

their "ghosts" and the smaller fry, and actually

their bills for stationery and ofBce-requisites, all

translated into modern currency and compared

with our "pre-war" standard of living? Who
else could have told us of competitions and com-

missions, of gratuities and subterranean profes-

sional intrigue at Court, of that appalling system

of "wangling" —(to introduce a post-war word

that the author has carefully avoided)—that

marked the reign of the Roi Soleil?

The century of Louis XI\' and XV stands out

in these pages very clearly as a time of studied

magnificence, where everything was done for the

glory of the King alone. The seeds of the Revo-

lution were sown in the gardens of Le Notre.

Scandalous millions were squandered at Ver-

sailles and in the numerous villas where the

Roval mistresses were housed. Every large

building had its casualty-list of workmen, often

of soldiers, and terraces and ponds were dug with

labour employed as ruthlessly as in the days of

the Pharaohs' and their Pyramids. In the great

hotels built bv aristocratic families in Paris,

domestic comfort was hardly thought of until the

middle of the XVIIIth century. As in Van-

brugh's colossal mansions in England, one aim

of the architect was to secure the maximum

length of enfilade, or vista through succes-

sive key-holes. Horses were stowed away

in ill-lit cellars, servants in unventilated

entresols, anywhere, in fact, where they

did not " spoil the plan." Except for a

few monuments to the glory of the King,

town-planning and civic adornment were as sedu-

lously neglected as the well-being of the people.

In this unworthy atmosphere, jobbery flourished,

and perhaps the' most depressing part of the book

is the constant appearance of Jules Hardouin

Mansart as the villain of the piece. On almost

every page he is trounced as the entrepreneur,

the clever courtier and organiser who poses as an

architect, but depends entirely on "ghosts" to do

his work. Sir Reginald Blomfield cannot forgive

or forget him. Perhaps the culmination of the

tale of iniquitous extravagance is reached in the

famous stables at Chantilly, where 240 horses

were packed like sardines into a magnificent

building with the height and proportions of a

large cathedral. Curiously enough, the reign of

Louis XV appears as an improvement in many

ways. Domestic architecture became more

rational and provided some privacy, while such

great town-planning schemes as that of Nancy
indicated at least the embryo of a civic sense. The

Petit Trianon was built for a royal mistress, but

it displays the most perfect refinement of any

building of the period. The end of the story is

reached when the "archaeologists" rout not only

the practitioners of Rococo, (which never took

firm hold in France itself), but also the last dis-

ciples of that great tradition which was con-

tinuous throughout tlie three centuries covered

by Sir Reginald Blomfield's four volumes. He
has no love for the so-called Greek Revival, or

indeed for any other artificial movement of the

sort. The sanity of his point of view is refresh-

ing, though on the one question of J. H. Mansart

he seems somewhat biassed. His chapters on

the garden-designs of Le Notre, whom he re-

spects, and on the draughtsmen are masterly.

Some critics will perhaps object to his frequent

digressions to compare the architectural practice

of XVIIIth century France with that of present-

dciy England, but to an architect, at any rate,

these passages are of engrossing interest, con-

taining as thev do many wise observations from

the ripe judgment of a man experienced in all

aspects of his art. He shows us how the French

Academy of Architecture came to be regarded as

an arbiter in matters not only of aesthetics but of

intricate technical problems of construction,

whither architects referred their difficulties for

decision or advice. The French Academy at

Rome did good service to national architecture

for nearly a centurv, but in its later years came

to be used also as a bureau for purchasing

antiques and collecting papal gossip. Yet the

French architect of the period was not always

highly trained. Often he stepped into building

from painting, (as in many cases in England and

Italy during the Renaissance). Yet some

architects made their mark early in life, J. H.

Mansart being under thirty when the King

entrusted him with the vast undertaking at

Versailles.

Sir Reginald Blomfield has used first-hand

authorities throughout, especially the building

accounts of the State. He even cites marriage-

registers in support of biographical statements.

But one looks in vain in his Bibliography for any

reference to Mr. W. H. Ward's recent admirable

book on the same subject as his own. His illus-

trations, save for a number of his own beautiful

pencil-sketches, are reproduced from old prints.

In his Preface he gives his reasons for this choice

and, like Sir Thomas Jackson, depreciates the

value of photographs. ' But though attractive

enough, depicting the buildings as they appeared

to contemporary eyes in their original state and

surroundings, many of these engravings are mis-

leading and some actually untruthful. Similarly
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the plans are not always reliable, as the exact

value of old French units of length seems

uncertain, and the author takes great risks in

quoting dimensions from tliem rather than from

the actual buildings. M. S. B.

Albert Pinkham Ryder. By Frederic Fairchild Sherman.

78 pp. + 33 pis. New York. (Privately printed).

The name of Albert Pinkham Ryder is prob-

ably unfamiliar to all but a very few Europeans,

and his actual work must remain so to all who
have not crossed the Atlantic. For this reason

it is unfortunate that only 225 copies of Mr. Sher-

man's book should have been privately printed.

For Ryder if not a genius like Blake was a very

original painter. There is a curious resemblance

to Blake in some of his work, with the diiiference

that while Blake's misfortune was to be influ-

enced by engravings after Michael Angelo,

Ryder's must have been to be intensely affected

by literary romanticism. The most striking

thing about his work, as judged from tiie 33 re-

productions in this book, is its astonishingly

good composition. The masses of sea, of awtul

firmament, the Arab's horse are examples of

exact and inevitable placing. At the same time,

all is suffused with a terrific and unearthly

glamour which may or may not appeal to the

spectator. The two pictures in which the latter

quality is less conspicuous, Siegfried and the

Rhine Maidens and An Arab camp, are the most

impressive. D- G.

A MONTHLY CHRONICLE
London Exhibitions for November.—These

include Herman Rosse's theatre craft designs

and what should be an intensely interesting

collection of drawings and sculptures by chil-

dren under fifteen years of age, at the Dorien

Leigh Gallery; the " salon " at the Goupil ;
a

mixed exhibition at the Grosvenor; modern

Dutch art at Hampstead ; Albert Rotherston's

work, Frank Dobson's sculptures, and drawings

by J. F. Millet at the Leicester; the London

Group at the Mansard; water-colours by Ro-

milly Feddon and etchings by Martin Hardie

at Walker's Gallery. The second London exhi-

bition of prints and drawings acquired by the

print fund of the Contemporary Art Society will

remain open at 22, Montague Square, W.i ., until

November 6th. Since August, 1920, the acquisi-

tions of the fund have been exhibited at Derby,

Sheffield, Newcastle and at the Leeds Art Club.

SiCKERT AT Brighton.— It is depressing to

realise that in these days when the concerto

and the three-act play are penetrating into the

small villages, none but the chief cities of Eng-

land seem able to support exhibitions of pic-

tures. But the Kent-Lacey Studios at Brighton

have had the enterprise to arrange this winter

for a series of shows including the woodcuts of

The Pottery and Porcelain Factories of China, by A. L.

Hetherington. London (Kegan Paul, Trenrh, TrCibner &
Co.). los. 6d. net.

This useful booklet comprises an accurately

compiled list of all the potteries in China at pre-

sent known to us, with a folding map showing
their location. The names on the map are printed

in different colours to indicate the dynasties in

which the respective factories were active ; and
the catalogue of the potteries is arranged in two

parts, by provinces and by dynasties. The plan

of the book is simple and practical, and the result

is a useful addition to the handbooks on Chine.se

Ceramics. R- L- h.

Survey of London. Vol. VII, Chelsea {Part 111). By

Walter H. Godfrey, xv -f 91 pp. and 88 pi. (London

County Council).

The subject of this third volume on the Parish

of Chelsea, is the old church in Cheyne Walk,

one that will be welcomed by students of London

and more especially by those who have lived in

Chelsea and have learnt to love its history, its

memories and its association with the home life

of the many interesting personalities who have

lived there in the past. The author has been

engaged for manv months in compiling this com-

plete record of the monuments, and the fittings

for which the old church is famous, and the value

of the work to the student is greatly enhanced by

the 88 pages of well produced plates, r. s. G.

Eric Gill, modern painters from the Indepen-

dent Gallery and the drawings of H. M. Bate-

man, while during the present month an excel-

lent collection of Walter Sickert's work is to be

seen. There will be included some of his latest

work, so that our Brighton readers will be more

au courant than their London friends. A more

suitable artist to bring to the notice of so

mixed a community could not be found. For

Sickert is peculiar in being acceptable to all the

sections of modern painters and critics. We
reproduce from the exhibition a typical example

of Sickert's Venetian period. [Pl.ate.]

In spite of his varied technical accomplish-

ment, his gift of draughtsmanship was never

really great enough to tempt him to give him-

self up to the task of perfecting it and run the

risk of becoming merely its instrument. The

conscious neglect of this side of his craft pro-

bably accounts for that habit of generalising the

retinal image between which and a tendency to

Whisderian vagueness it has been his great

task to steer. But, though he realised from the

beginning how much he could get of inspira-

tion from the magic pattern maker who was his

master, he had already learned to prattle in a

stronger, more expressive tongue until pain-

lessly, almost imperceptibly. Whistler ceased
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to be a living presence, tiiougli lie reniainct! for

all time as a richly yielding memory. Hiil

Sickcrt was less lonel}- than before, lie fouiul

in Degas and other older men a confirmation of

his most intimate conxictions, and so he did not

give himself up, like so many of his now for-

gotten early contemporaries, to ilie hopeless

task of consciously inventing a new teciiniqiie.

He knew that for him that would be the end of

all things; that in the service of the craftsman

the artist dies. Nor was he intrigued b}- the

chaos of demonstrable truths about the effects

of atmosphere that filled the ears of young
artists just then, but settled down to that build-

ing up of harmonies of form and colour that

alone satisfied the yearnings of a born painter

and that came to fill for him the hours of every

day. A study of the many phases of his art and

the latest work he has performed give, when
compared with the mass of many schools and

groups that constitutes British painting during

the time when he has been active, an impression

of one whose complete familiarity with his

medium, whose intuitive sense of design and
rare power of co-ordinating colours appeal in-

evitablv and especially to all who are drawn to

painting for its own sake, while his mutability

of temperament and his instant sympathy with

many aspects of visible reality have brought

him the appreciation of a far wider circle. As
a painter he was never more important or more
fascinating, as a man he was never more needed

for his great experience, his quick intellect and,

perhaps even more, for his native optimism.

We look to him now more than ever to add to

his superb contribution to British art. R. R. t.

The Prado.—That the rehanging of the

Prado has at last been seriously taken in hand is

significant of a revival in Spain of serious in-

terest in her own culture and institutions ; and

that El Greco should have been the first artist to

profit therefrom illustrates the tendency of that

revival to place the great age of Spain in the i6th

rather than the 17th century. Seiior Ber-

uete has had to face more than the usual diffi-

culties of a director of a public gallery ; but he

has vindicated the principle which has so hap-

pily governed the rehanging of the great Lon-

don collections—that a picture gallery should

be not merely a storehouse and a resort of

students, but a source of delight and inspiration

to all who enter it. True, the Prado is still

dominated by its great tunnel-like gallery

;

whose dingy red walls carry that interminable

series of Titian and Rubens, the collection of

which, one suspects, gave outlet to the " re-

pressed complexes " of those otherwise austere

monarchs, Charles V. and Philip II. But side

by side with this now run a series of rooms whose

walls al)ii\'t' a ilark oak wainscot of Spanish
Renaissance design are of a cool broken greenish
grey, easily nullified to suit tiie particidar

school or painter for whom the ro(im is destined.

In the room devoted to El Greco, the (juict har-

mony of these surroundings at once sim])liiics

and intensifies the artist's appeal. A note of

experiment is struck by the strip of crimson
brocade on which hang the portraits. Their
]3allid asceticism gains dramatic intensily; but

subtler qualities are obscured which more austere

surroundings reveal in El Greco. In the two
Velasquez rooms, trial is being made with con-

siderable success of a valerium and shades to

modify and direct the light. So far, the new
colour scheme has only been adopted in the

smaller room, where hang the religious pic-

tures and two interesting early portraits. Here
also stands a remarkable life-size statue of St.

Mary in Egypt, by Pedro de Mena. This use

of contemporary sculpture and objets d'art

Senor Beruete hopes to extend, a step in the

same direction being the substitution of seats

in seventeenth century design upholstered in

stamped leather for conventional red plush set-

tees. Of the rooms not yet opened, it is pro-

posed to give one to the school of El Greco,

another to the school of Velasquez, and the

remainder to the Flemings and Venetians. This

extension of the principle of arrangement by
schools should have important results. One
hopes that the heterogeneous collections in the

Portrait Room and the Spanish and Italian

Room will be broken up and redistributed ; and
that the Go}a Rooms will cease to be separated

by a flight of steps and a long passage, i ne

best has been made of existing conditions ; but

it is not easy to make Raphael and Ribera hang
happily side by side. With the rehanging, th-.^

preparation of a detailed catalogue has been

undertaken. Pending its publication, Seiior de

Madrazo's catalogue has been revised and ex-

tended by Seiior Beroqui. This includes some
important changes in attributions based mainly

on documentary research, an interesting ex-

ample being that the once reputed copy of Vela-

quez's Mariana of Austria is now established as

the original, and the other as a copy. Other

changes include complete acceptance of Setior

Cossio's chronology for El Greco ; and amplifica-

tion of the biographical notes, critical opinions

cited, and biographies. W. G. C.

Some Works by the Goldsmiths ofOignies,

by H. P. Mitchell. Corrigenda.—An error

in our last issue occurred in the lettering on

Plate II of the above article. This may be cor-

rected bv attaching the slip inserted here-

with. The error was due to an oversight on

our part for which Mr. Mitchell was of course

in no way responsible.
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to be a living presence, though lie remained for

all time as a richly yielding memory. Hut

Sickert was less lonely than before. lie found

in Degas and other older men a contirination of

his most intimate convictions, and so he did not

give himself up, like so man\- of his now for-

gotten early contemporaries, to ihe hopeless

task of consciously inventing a new technique.

He knew that for him that would be the end of

all things: that in the service of the craftsman

the artist dies. Nor w-as he intrigued by the

chaos of demonstrable truths about the effects

of atmosphere that filled the ears of young
artists just then, but settled down to that build-

ing up of harmonies of form and colour tliat

alone satislied the yearnings of a born painter

and that came to fill for him the hours of every

day. A studv of the many phases of his art and

the latest work he has performed give, when
compared with the mass of many schools and
groups that constitutes British painting during

the time when he has been active, an impression

of one whose complete familiarity with his

medium, whose intuitive sense of design and

rare power of co-ordinating colours appeal in-

evitably and especially to all who are drawn to

painting for its ow-n sake, while his mutability

of temperament and his instant sympathy with

many aspi

him the af

a painter l"
r-,, tt r , ^

fascinating Plate II: for letters B,

for his gre

perhaps c— -.— , --- -— -j-

We look to him now more than ever to add to

his superb contribution to British art. R. R. t.

The Prado.—That the rehanging of the

Prado has at last been seriously taken in hand is

significant of a revival in Spain of serious in-

terest in her own culture and institutions: and

that El Greco should have been the first artist to

profit therefrom illustrates the tendency of that

revival to place the great age of Spain in the i6th

rather than the 17th century. Seiior Ber-

uete has had to face more than the usual diffi-

culties of a director of a public gallery ; but he

has vindicated the principle which has so hap-

pily governed the rehanging of the great Lon-

don collections—that a picture gallery should

be not merely a storehouse and a resort of

students, but a source of delight and inspiration

to all who enter it. True, the Prado is still

dominated by its great tunnel-like gallery

;

whose dingy red walls carry that interminable

series of Titian and Rubens, the collection of

which, one suspects, gave outlet to the " re-

pressed complexes " of those otherwise austere

monarchs, Charles V. and Philip II. But side

bv side with this now run a series of rooms whose

walls al)()\e a liark oak wainscot of Spanish
Renaissance design are of a cool broken greenish
grey, easily niodilied to suit the particular

school or painter for whom tiie room is destined.

In the room devoted to EI (ireco, the (|uiet har-

mony of these surrt)undings at once simpliiies

and intensifies tiie artist's appeal. A note of

experiment is struck by the strip of crimson
brocade on which hang the portraits. Their
pallid asceticism gains dramatic intensity; but

subtler qualities are obscured wiiich more austere

surroundings reveal in El Greco. In the two
Velasquez rooms, trial is being made with con-

siderable success of a valerium and shades to

modify and direct the light. So far, the new
colour scheme has only been adopted in the

smaller room, where hang the religious pic-

tures and two interesting early portraits. Here
also stands a remarkable life-size statue of St.

Mary in Egypt, by Pedro de Mena. This use

of contemporary sculpture and objels d'art

Seiior Beruete hopes to extend, a step in the

same direction being the substitution of seats

in seventeenth century design upholstered in

stamped leather for conventional red plush set-

tees. Of the rooms not yet opened, it is pro-

posed to give one to the school of El Greco,

another to the school of Velasquez, and the

C, D, E, F, H substitute A, B, C, D. E, F.

that the Go}a Rooms will cease to be separated

by a flight of steps and a long passage. ! lie

best has been made of existing conditions: but

it is not easy to make Raphael and Ribera hang
happily side by side. With the rehanging, th."

preparation of a detailed catalogue has been

undertaken. Pending its publication, Seiior de

Madrazo's catalogue has been revised and ex-

tended by Serior Beroqui. This includes some
important changes in attributions based mainly

on documentary research, an interesting ex-

ample being that the once reputed copy of Vela-

quez's Mariana of Austria is now established as

the original, and the other as a copy. Other

changes include complete acceptance of Seiior

Cossio's chronology for El Greco ; and amplifica-

tion of the biographical notes, critical opinions

cited, and biographies. w. G. c.

Some Works by the Goldsmiths ofOignies,

by H. P. Mitchell. Corrigenda.—An error

in our last issue occurred in the lettering on

Plate II of the above article. This may be cor-

rected bv attaching the slip inserted here-

with. The error was due to an oversight on

our part for which Mr. Mitchell was of course

in no way responsible.
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1—The gesso top of llie table shown hclow

B—GiU and gesso Table of the Lion mahogany period (one of a pair) i 7-'()-3(
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AUCTIONS
Among the pictures to be sold at Christie's early in Novem-

ber particular interest attaclnes to Rest during the Flight into

Egypt, belonging to Mr. T. Cottrel Dormer, which we are

enabled to reproduce through the courtesy of Mr. Alec Martin,

to whom is due the identification of the artist, namely Adrian

Brouwer [plate, I]. Brouwer as a landscape painter has been
long in coming into his own, and to this dav the number of

known specimens of this class of his work is rather restricted,

though extending beyond the figure of a dozen or so, which
is given in Dr. Bode's Rcmhrafidt una seine Zeitgenossen

(1902). Not infrequently—and the present picture is a case

in point—has the name of Rembrandt in the past been claimed

for these performances of Brouwer's : and the re-naming of

the superb Landscape with Tobit and the Angel CNo. 72), which
long hung in the National Gallery with an ascription to Rem-
brandt, is only one instance among several of the gradual

clearing of our perception of Brouwer as a landscape painter.

In the present example the Rembrandtesque note is also forc-

ibly struck, in the romanticism which governs the whole con-

ception of the scene, in the system of chiaroscuro, and in

many individual motives ; but Ixith in scheme of colour and
quality of handling, the individual manner of Brouwer is un-

mistakably discernible, and a passage such as that of the

sharply lighted hill in the middle distance on the left is practi-

callv equivalent to a signature. Of peculiar mastery—discern-

ible even in our reproduction— is the broad and simple

handling of the right foreground, with its rich growth of trees

leaning down to the edge of the stream—a passage curiously

akin to many of Claude's finest efforts in brush and sepia.

Messrs. Sothebv. Wilkinson & Hodge will sell on Friday,

Nov. nth, some interesting examples of furniture, chiefly of

the i8th century. Among the items will be included a pair

of carved gilt tables and two stools to correspond, the pro-

perty of Col. W. Selby Lowndes.

The fashion, in English furniture, of decorating the cabriole

legs of tables, chairs, and stools with lions' masks on the

knees, and paw feet to correspond, originated about 1720.

Walnut had not lost its vogue at this date, and the earlier

examples were made in this wood. With the introduction of

mahopany, about 1725, the taste for this lion furniture still

persisted, but was closely followed by the use of the satyr-

m.ask In place of the lion-head. There is one curious distinc-

tion between the so-called " lion-walnut " and " lion maho-

gany "
; the former varies from the verv crude to the ex-

tremely fine, whereas the latter is nearlv always on a high

plane. Col. Selby Lowndes' tables and stools appear to bridge

two fashions ; the lion—head and paw, combined with the

somewhat earlier decoration of raised gesso-work and gilding,

which commenced during the last decade of the 17th century.

In the table shown [pl.ate 111 the tnp only is ornamented

with this raised gesso ; the legs and framing are carved, in

beech, with a fine free vigour, well gilt over a white prepara-

tion, not so heavily applied as to blunt the sharpness of the

carving. The stools correspond with the tables, and are,

obviouslv. from the same hand. .Although carved from a

semi-hard wood only, as compared with walnut or mahogany,
from the point of view of rarity these gilt pieces are more
valuable, and in quality they are of the finest. In the scroll

of the knee, prolonged, In the French manner, in a flat fillet

reaching to the under moulding of the top above each lion

mask will be noticed the last vestige of the Louis XIV, which
was introduced into England, via Holland, in the first years

of the reign of William of Orange. Lion furniture in any
wood, by reason of Its rarity, has been more copied than any
other fashion in English furniture, and yet, in no other in-

stance is a copy so glaringly obvious, placed side by side with
an original piece. Among other items of interest in the same
sale are a pair of walnut arm-chairs from Fornham House,
Bury St. Edmunds, which are close variations of the well-

known mahogany " Bassett " chair. Illustrated on p. 267 of

Percy Macquoid's Age of Mahogany. The chairs at Sotheby's

are more elaborate, and both the design and the cutting are finer.

They appear to be the walnut originals from which the later

mahogany copies were made, at an interval of a decade only.

At Parham is, or was, a single chair of the same design, which
was evidently a favourite one during the years from 1715 to

1730. The Parham chair is aslo in walnut, but the seat

rail is straight in the front, and unornamented. H. c.

Messrs. Sothebv, Wilkinson & Hodge will sell on Novem-
ber 23rd a selection from the important collection of antiqui-

ties belonging to M. L^once Rosenberg, of Paris. Besides

some exceptionally good Persian ware, some Chinese pieces,

Greek pottery and Egyptian antiquities, there are in the collec-

tion a number of examples of Indian sculpture. The " plac-

ing " and interpretation of certain of these present unusual

difficulty to the connoisseur, and for that reason they are sure

to attract widespread attention. On purely lEsthetic grounds,

however, they are even more important, and those who care

for sculpture will find in the bas reliefs, the little heads and
the steles, subjects for admiration and delight. The sale also

includes (lot 107) an extremely rare Greek libation cup of

silver, the property of Lady Harcourt-Smlth. It was dug up

by accident in Acarnania some iwenty-five years ago, and may
be remembered by those who visited the Exhibition of Silver-

smith's Work at the Burlington F.A.C. in iqoi.

Messrs. Puttick & Simpson will sell at 47, Leicester

Square, on November 8th, a coflection of drawings by Joseph

Farington, R..^. The lots include the class of subject to which

the elder and more fortunate of the brothers was devoted
;

views of the Thames, Scotland, etc., as well as some

examples of his Flemish work.

C. G. BoERNER, Leipzig, will sell, on Nov. 8th to loth, old

and modern engravings. The richly illustrated catalogue con-

tains extensive collections of some of the Little Masters, espe-

cially .Megrever and .iMtdorfer (with many rarities), and of

Diirer and Rembrandt. The early Diirer woodcut of St.

Jerome (lot. 361, refer, p. 50) is not the original of 1492, but

the later and inferior of the two copies. The more modern
part of the collection includes an exceptionally large number
of Goya's prints, among which is a complete set of the fam-

ous lithographs, Les Taureaux de Bordeaux. c. D.

LETTERS
A CANALETTO CURIOSITY

Sir,—Referring to your article by Dr. Borenius

on the two Bellottos in Dr. Maynard's collection,

I beg to state that these canvases formerly

belonged to the last King of Poland, Stanislas-

Auguste, and that they figure in a list of the

pictures executed for him by the Venetian artist,

which is quoted in the excellent " Dictionary of

Polish and other painters working in Poland "

by Edward Rastawiecki (Warsaw, 1850). The
two Mavnard pictures are bv no means unique in

the Polish oeuvre of Bernardo Bellotto, into

which large figure groups frequently enter;

notablv the two vast canvases of The election of

Stanislas-Augmte and The entrance into Rome
of the Polish ambassador George Ossolinski in

i6jj. The first of these very effective composi-

tions exists in two replicas at Warsaw and at

Posen as well as in some contemporary copies,

the second now adorns the Lemberg Gallery.

Both are crowded with figures all painted

with such a brio and combined in so pic-

torially consistent a way with the whole

design that the hypothesis of two hands

is ruled out. Besides, if Bellotto during

his stav at Warsaw had had the help of another

painter for the figure work some contemporary

witness would surely have left a record of the fact.
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So Dr. Borenius is probably correct in believing

that the figures in the foreground of Christ and

the Money Changers are by Beliotto himself.

The Beliotto t^euvre in the now dispersed

collection of Stanislas-Auguste included another

Canaletto curiosity exemplifying the artist's

versjttility. In this case he appears as a specialist

in the paintings of horses. Rastawiecki in the

above mentioned manuscript catalogue speaks of

four Beliotto pictures dealing with such subjects.

One of them depicts Colonel Koenigsfekl teach-

ing horsemanship to Prince Joseph PoniatowsUi.

the favourite nephew of the King and future hero

of the leister. The other is a stable scene with a

groom, which belonged before the war to Madame
A. A. Kosen, of Petrograd, who also possessed

the two Bellottos reproduced by you and now in

the collection of Dr. Maynard. All these four

pictures were reproduced in the ' Starye Gody '

(October-December 19 14) accompanied by an

article by M. Stephane Yaremitch.

I was much rejoiced to learn from Dr.

Borenius's article that two of the four lost Kosen

pictures are now in London. It would be very

interesting to know the fate of the other two

canvases, the subjects of which are so unusual in

the oeuvre of Beliotto.

Yours faithfully,

Moscow. Paul Ettinger.

[The following is Dr. Borenius's comment on the above

letter.]

All students of the Venetian Settecento will be

interested by the above facts communicated by

M. Ettinger. I may add that the provenance

of Dr. Maynard's pictures from the Polish

Royal collection is conlirmed, as I now learn,

by an inscription on the frames. -As we go to

press the photograph of a delightful equestrian

subject bv Beliotto—perhaps identical with one

of the above—has also been comnnuiicated to

me by Dr. lulward Plietzsch : of this I hope

to treat in the near future.

AN UNKNOWN JAN DE BRAN'.
DiCAU Sir,—Since some interest is being

shown in connection with Jan de Bray and that

setiuctive portrait of a blonde lady in the (jihenl

Museum, may 1 draw Mr. Schneider's attention

to an unknown picture by de Bray in the pos-

session of Mrs. D'Arcy Wyvill in lilngland.

This is Christ among the Doctors, igin. by

j6in., on wood, signed J. de Bray, and dated

1661 ; it seems to reflect a strong interest in

Rembrandt. Six doctors are grouped on the

left
; Jesus stands in the centre, facing right-

front ; Mary and Joseph are on the right, pro-

file left. She wears blue and light terracotta,

Joseph brown, and Jesus olive green. The pre-

dominant note in the doctors' rcjbes is red.

Knowing little of de Bray outside his portraits,

I should never have guessed that this was his.

Although it is not the subject of this note, 1

should like to state that Mr. Schneider's attri-

bution of the Ghent portrait (which I know well)

to the author of Dr. Schieffer's Young Man,

which I only know by the photograph, seems to

me very shrewd.
Faithfully yours,

C. H. Collins Baker.

GALLERY AND MUSEUM ACQUISITIONS FOR SEPTEMBER
VICTORL\ AND ALBERT MUSEUM.

(The acquisitions marked * are not yet on exhibition.)

.Architecture and Sculpture.
Five ivory statuettes. Modern Japanese. Bequeathed by
Lady Pillvington.

Bronze med.nl by Tulio Kilenyi, awarded by the .American
Car and Foundry Company, 1917-1918. Presented by the

American Car and Foundry Company.
Plaster bust of a Gentleman. .An early cast from an ori-

ginal of the second half of the i8th century. Presented
by P. Woods, Esq., C.B.

Stone vase. English ; i8th centui

G. M. Butler.

Presented by Miss

Presented bvTerracotta vase. English ; i8th centurv
Miss G. M. Butler.

Ceramics.
Small earthenware pillow painted in coloured glazes
Chinese (T'ang dynasty).

.Allegorical female figure in white enamelled earthenware.
Probably German ; iSth century.

Dish with blue and white " cachemire " design. Delft
earthenware, early iSth century.

Charles Vvse. Figure of a balloon-woman, earthenware.
Presented through the Nat. .Art. -Coll. Fund by Lt.-Col.
Dingwall.

Engraving. Illustration and Design.
George Chinnery, R.H..A. V'olume of sketches of costume

architecture, shipping, topography, etc., made in China.*
.Axel Haig. Interior view of the Church of St. Joan de los

Reyes, Toledo.*

David Roberts, R.A. Interior ine-.i< of a Cathedral, show-

ing the Higli Altar.*

Collection of 661 original designs for printed cottons.

1805.*

Metalwork.
Silver taster. English, 1651. Given by Percy Woods, Esq.

C.B.
Gold plaque decorated with a dancing woman in cloisonne

enamel. Byzantine; nth century.

General's camp-stool, lacquered wood with engraved copper

mounts. Japanese. Presented by H. H. Joseph, Esq

Iron Knocker. Spanish ; 17th century. Presented by

Charles Ricketts, Esq.

Paintings.

A. R. Smith, A.R.W.S. Water-colour drawing. Early

Morning—Mist Clearing.* Presented by the Artist.

.\lbert Goodwin, R.S.W. Water-colour drawing. Near

Maidstone. Presented by Miss E. P. McGhee.
IsoBEL Lilian Gloag. Water-colour drawing. The Bride

and Bridegroom.* Presented by Miss M. R. Gloag.

Sir L. Alma Tadema. Oil painting (unfinished), Cleopatra at

PhilcE, and an oil study for the same.* Presented by the

Misses Alma Tadema.
BRITISH MUSEUM.
Ceramics.

.A goblet-shaped cup, blue and white Chinese porcelain with

the mark of the Ch'eng Hua period. Purchased.

NATIONAL GALLERY.
J. B. Perkonneau. .4 Young Girl with a Cat. Pastel,

signed and dated 1743. Presented by Sir Joseph Duveen,

Bt. In Room XXI.
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EDITORIAL : The Tainter a7td the Trinter

LTHOUGH we have always
avoided the extra - special - Christ-

mas-number habit lest we should

\

be tempted to focus attention on
'the Burlington Magazine rather

than on the works of art for whose study it

exists, we have in the present issue permitted
ourselves to indulge in something of a splash of

colour. The unique specimen of colour printing
on the page opposite will surely kindle in the

coldest eye some spark either of pleasure or of

pain. For it is the climax of decades of scientific

experiment in a craft that has established itself

as the handmaiden-in-chief of art scholarship.

Exquisitely trained eyes have been baffled,

shrewd, clear brains confounded, and many
millions of treasure lost in the attainment of

something of the same kind but far less perfect.

It represents much singularly persistent faith

turned to ridicule and great devotion miserably
rewarded. It is the materialisation of a vision

that has haunted the imaginings of many
generations of not quite successful inventors.

For those who sympathise with the actors in

that unwritten historv, the plate can be nothing
but satisfactory, but we are aware that to others

in whom the joy of collecting rarities over-

lies even the joy in art, the very perfection

of the result may appear as a menace. These
connoisseurs may expect us to feel guilty of

our success, as all good forgers ought. But the

notion that such facsimile reproductions can rob

the amateur of his thrill, we can take with a

grain of salt.

Besides, if we had to decide between that

companv in a garret of the mansion of

scholarship and the photographer in the

printer's workshop we should not hesitate.

We are all too apt to forget that in the history

of painting the invention of photography is as

significant as is the invention of printing in

the history of poetry. The photographer has

made it possible for prudent collectors to be
revisited after a disaster like that at Kinnaird
last month by not altogether bloodless ghosts

of their lost originals ; he has helped the

scholar to put Botticelli in a book, to look

through the school of Rembrandt in half an

hour, to compare in the violable sanctuary of

Mr. Witt the art of early Europe with that of

modern Paris, and to study there thousand

upon thousand of pictures of which only the
most energetic of millionaires could contrive to

see the originals in a lifetime.

In any case there is less reason for alarm
than may appear. Because you see before you
an imitation of a water colour design that can-
not under normal conditions be distinguished
from the original, it does not follow that the

same is possible with an oil painting. The
reason is simple. The printer-photographer in

his task of imitation and the water colourist in

his task of creation, although using very differ-

ent tools, happen to work in the same media,

namely, paper and coloured fluids. Therefore
while drawings, water colours and even pastels

can now be imitated with astonishing accuracy,

most work in the more plastic medium of oil

paint can not. We can reproduce an antique

statue or a drawing so well that the cultivated

eye is satisfied
;
given money and leisure we

could cover our walls with exact duplicates of

ancient frescoes, but we cannot order Chartres

Cathedral to be put up in our garden or send

out facsimiles of Vermeer as Christmas cards.

In our own pages we have expressed our

horror of art redone in the colour combinations

of the chromo lithographer's studio, by employ-
ing colour plates of the finest workmanship and
only on the rare occasions when they have

seemed to give a truer reflection of the original

than monotones. We have never used them
merely to brighten our publication. The best

that we could do for the newly discovered Van
Eyck was to take the direct photograph of it

to be found on page 205, or if the cost is too

great we should re-photograph that photo-

graph on copper and make a half-tone print,

which is our usual practice. Other processes

like photogravure, although in themselves

more beautiful, are not, for most subjects, as

faithful to the original,—provided that the half-

tone is a purely mechanical product and has not

been tinkered, as it nearly always is, by hand

tools. For such subjects as ceramics and tex-

tiles, in which the colour may be of supreme

importance, the multicolour half-tone process is

generally successful if very skilfully employed

and the inevitable imperfect plates destroyed,

as has been done in the case of the reproduction

of a Gothic tapestry on p. 293. That, stated

shortly, is the present position.

A HEAD OF CHRIST BY JOHN VAN EYCK
BY SIR MARTIN CONWAY

',VO heads of Christ, one in profile

the other full-face, hang in the

callery of the Berlin Museum
[Plate II, b]. Both were attri-

buted to John van Eyck himself

in the Catalogue of i8gi (Nos. 528 and

528A). Later it was recognized that neither

could be by that great artist. The profile

head is a fragment, probably half of a

panel the other half of which may have contained

Q
Tub Burlington Magazini No. 235. Vol. XXXIX, December, 1921.
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a head of the X'irgin. Ii farmed the siiliject of
elaborate investigation by Mr. G. F. Hill, who
published his results in a learned monograph
entitled " The Mcdallic Portraits of Christ,"
wherein he disclosed the intimate connexion be-
tween the [lainted profile head and a niniiber of

medals purporting to reproduce the true likeness
of Christ as recorded on a supposedly ancient
gem. The Berlin picture, so far from being by
Van Eyck, cannot have been painted many years
before the close of the fifteenth century at a time
when certain Flemish painters were intentionally

imitating the style of a previous generation.
The full-face head on the other hand is clearly

in the direct Van Fyck tradition and came to be
recognised as probably a copy of some lost

original by Jan van Eyck himself. The Berlin
example did not stand alone. A replica of it is

in the Old Pinakotiiek at Munich [Platk III,

d], a smaller copy in the Town Gallery at

Bruges [Plate III, e]. Another example is

or till recently was in the possession of Dr.
Egon von Oppolzer at Innsbruck [Plate II,

c], and there is one of late date in the
^luseum at Dijon. A copy last seen in the
Somz6e Sale used to be attributed to Quentin
Massys but is probably to be ascribed
to Albert Bouts. On these pictures or their

frames are various inscriptions, of which
we need only note those on the Berlin and
Bruges frames. Both begin with a more or less

blundered rendering of John van Evck's motto
" Als ich kan." The Berlin inscription con-
tinues : JoJu's de eyck me fecit ct applevit anno
1438 31 Januarij. The corresponding words on
the Bruges frame are : Johes de eyck . . anno
1420 30 January.
A few months ago Messrs. Browne and

Browne, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, were quick
enough to recognize and fortunate enough to

acquire at a local auction the panel picture here
reproduced [Plate I]. It measures gfin. by
6fin. The picture has lost its old frame, but
on the back is the following note in faded
writing

:

" The Head of our Saviour
This head was pain[ted]

by John van Eyc[k]
30 January 1440 his

name and the date of the

year was written by himself

on the frame which was sawed off

T. T. West 1784
"

In the last line the word " was " replaces the

words " my father " which are crossed out.

The picture is in fairly good preservation.

There are considerable repaints on the hair and
some other rather crude retouchings, but sub-

stantially the original surface remains. There
seems every reason to believe that here we have
the long lost original of the various copies above
cited. In general effect the Berlin version comes
closest to it but the trimming at the neck is

wholly different and the floreated rays proceed-

ing from the head are hard and mechanical com-
pared with those on the Newcastle panel. The
jewelled border is heavily rendered in the Bruges
version but with an accuracy intended rather

than attained. The Munich copy is closely

related to that at Berlin, while the De Somz^e
copyist has evidently had the original before him
but has treated the decorative adjuncts with a

certain freedom. The frontispiece, an actual

photograph of the Newcastle panel, will enable

the reader to judge for himself of its merits. If

he is familiar with other works by the same
master he will find no difficulty in supplying
the colour scheme by imagination, the back-

ground being dark green, the robe crimson,

and the hair brown.

To investigate the origin of the type thus fixed

by John van Evck would be matter for a mono-
graph rather than an article. Flemish painters

freely copied and indeed permanently adopted

the type. It will be found not merely in pictures

but in manuscript illustrations; thus to name
one only, it appears in the altar-piece before

which James IV, King of Scotland, is depicted

as kneeling, in a full page illustration in his

Book of Hours of about 1505-1513, which is at

Vienna, and to which attention has recently

been called by Count Paul Durrieu.' Quentin

Massys gave further vogue to the same type,

though of course modified by his own strong

personality. The National Gallery copy of his

head of Christ is well-known to all English

students. The type thus handed on was re-

peated with little alteration in countless pictures

and survives till the present day.

1 " Gazette des Beaux Arts," April, 1921, p. 208.

OLD PLATE AT THE CHURCH CONGRESS
BY E. ALFRED JONES

HE Exhibitions of the annual
Church Congress usually provide
some objects worthy of study by the

ecclesiologist and the antiquary as

well as the lover of the beautiful in

ancient art. At that unpromising place, South-

end-on-Sea, a large collection of old plate from
Essex Churches was on view last year. This

year at Birmingham, the organizers of the

Exhibition were successful in garnering a
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goodly number of objects from Churches as far

afield as Westmorland in the north and Wilt-

shire in the south. It is true that much of the

seventeenth and eighteenth century plate was
not of exceptional interest, in form or in his-

torical association. Medieval vessels were
represented by the well-known chalice from
Leominster and by one of simpler design from
Old Button Church, Westmorland, both dating

from about the year 1500. These have been

described and illustrated in various Archaeo-

logical journals and books on Old English

Plate, as well as in the official catalogue of the

Exhibition, and need not, therefore, be illus-

trated here. Deserving of notice, however, are

two examples of pre-Reformation plate which
escaped the vigilance of the late Mr. T. M.
Fallow and Sir W. H. St. John Hope in their

account of ttie development of English Chalices

and Patens in the Arclicvological Journal (Vol.

XLIII.). These are a Henry VII. paten from

Dronfield in Yorkshire and a chalice with its

paten from Clifford Chambers Church in

Gloucestershire.

The Dronfield paten, dating from the end of

the 15th century, is of the type with a lower

sexfoil depression and with the spandrels filled

with a rayed leaf ornament, the centre having

the sacred monogram, I H C, engraved upon it.

Engraved on the rim is the legend, BENE-
DICTVS DOMINVS DEVS ISRAEL QVIA
(Luke I, 68). The initials R M and C F (pos-

sibly those of churchwardens) have been

crudely cut on the back of the paten at a later

date, perhaps in the eighteenth century. Traces

of the original gilding are still observable. No
date, letter or maker's mark is on the paten,

which is 6J in. in diameter [Plate I, a]. It is

possible that it may have come from the neigh-

bouring Abbey of Beauchief, distant only three

miles, the canons of which were the patrons of

the living.

The Henry VII chalice on Plate I, b from

Clifford Chambers Church in Gloucestershire

was made in London in 1494-5 when John

Dorseley was Vicar of the parish and when the

advowson was held by the Abbot and Convent

of St. Peter, Gloucester.' It differs from other

English chalices of this type in that the six

lozenges on the knop on the stem are not

decorated with floriated or other ornament, but

are filled with a cross pat^ and five letters

forming the sacred name, lESVS, in relief on

what was originally enamelled ground. These

lozenges have since been desecrated by some

playful or malicious person by cutting certain

meaningless letters. Original gilding survives

inside the plain bowl and over the lip, on the

stem and knop, and the mouldings of the foot.

1 Ex inform, the Rev. F. H. Hodgson.

In one of the divisions of the mullet-shaped foot

the Crucifixion is engraved on a gilt ground.

Affixed to each of the six corners of the foot is

a crescent-shaped " toe," which recall the

inventory of a chalice at St. Margaret Pattens,

London, in 1526:. and in the fote of it iij half

mones, otherwise called knappes. The maker's

mark is a bird's head.^ Its dimensions are :

Height, 6 '/16 in.; diameter of bowl, 4^ in., and
depth 2jin.; and greatest width of the foot,

4J in. Most of the English Mediaeval chalices

have lost their patens, but, happily, the com-
panion paten has escaped the iconoclasm of the

Reformation. This paten [Plate I, c], which

is 5f in. in diameter, has a plain rim, moulded

at the edge, and a sexfoil depression, the span-

drels filled with a rayed leaf ornament. En-
graved in the centre in somewhat crude fashion

is the Vernicle, the most common central device

in English patens of this period. It bears the

same marks as the chalice.

A third English paten, recorded in the

Archceological Journal by Fallow and Hope,
was also on exhibition from the Church of St.

Mary and St. Margaret, Castle Bromwich.
[Plate I, e]. The plain rim has a gilt border.

In the centre of the shallow sexfoil depression

is the Manus Dei within a circle of zigzag lines,

while the spandrels are filled with conventional

rayed foliage. No date-letter or maker's name
is stamped on this little paten, which is 4 in. in

diameter and dates from about 1500.^

A diminutive plain silver paten [Plate I, F]^

measuring only 3| in. in diameter, from Bush-

bury Church, Staffordshire, is described in the

catalogue as " believed to be the Paten of the

Chalice removed from the tomb of Hugh de

Byshbury, who flourished as the ' Parson of

Byshbury ' about 1316-1336," and as the oldest

known piece in the Diocese of Lichfield. But

from a careful examination of this little vessel

and from the absence of Christian or Ecclesi-

astical symbols (there are no signs of erasures),

the writer ventures to assign a post-Reforma-

tion date to it. The circle in the centre is

formed of zigzag or " herring-bone " lines.

Several examples of the conventional Eliza-

bethan chalices or Communion cups were

exhibited. That on Plate I, D, from S.

Swithin's, Barston, Hampton-in-Arden, is

described in the catalogue as " said to be very

old—Elizabethan or earlier," with a foot-note

inviting expert opinion as to the date. In the

absence of a date-letter, the precise date cannot

be ascertained, but the foot and stem stamp it

2 This mark is illustrated in Sir C. J. Jackson's English

Goldsmiths and their Marks.
3 The illustration is from a photograph kindly sent by the

Countess Dowager of Bradford.
* Illustrated from a photograph from the Rev. J. T.

Crathorne.
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as Elizabethan, or even Jacobean.

Anotlier plain chalice, sliown on Pi.atk I, G,

contributed by the parish of Solihull, Birming-

ham, which aroused interest from tlie descrip-

tion in the catalogue, " probably of prc-Rofor-

mation dale," is illustrated here. The bowl is

supported on a ra\ed disc and a tall truncated

stem. On the lip, the disc and the edge of the

moulded base are remains of the original gild-

ing. The initials, T K, were roughly cut under

the foot in the seventeenth or eighteenth cen-

tury. The only mark upon it is a fleur-de-lis

in a circle. The form of the vessel and the

absence of Christian or licclesiastical symbols

suffice to denote a post-Reformation origin for

it, sixteenth or seventeenth century.

Among the several specimens of old linglish

domstic plate, presented by pious donors for

the service of the Church, was the now famous

cup of silver-gilt and crystal, from Tong
Church, Shropshire. An exaggerated import-

ance has been given to this cup from the current

reports of ofi'ers of immense sums for it by

English collectors. The general form, as will

be seen from the illustration [Plate II, h], is

common in standing cups of the Renaissance,

both in England and South Germany, though

the finely wrought scrolled and foliated decora-

tion applied to the various sections is not

common and is not unlike that on a cup, bear-

ing the London date-letter for i6u-i2, in the

Victoria and Albert Museum, and on one of the

same date recently given to Christ's College,

Cambridge, by Mr. J. Pierpoint Morgan, of

New York, which came from the sale of the

Plomer-Ward heirlooms at Christie's in 1914.

The. crystal bowl is supported by three vertical

straps, all discorated alike, with a lion's mask

and scrolled work. No marks were found upon

any part of the cup. The dimensions are :

Total height, 11 in.; height of cup, 8in.;

diameter of mouth, 4^ in., and of the base,

3 '/le in.

Plate II, j shows a Jacobean flagon of silver-

gilt with a plain scrolled handle, from West
Pennard, Glastonbury, Somersetshire. The
cylindrical body and cover are decorated with a

floriated and scrolled design in slight relief on

a granulated ground; the knop finial rests on a

reel-shaped pedestal with fluted top and ovolo

border; the stamped borders of the base are of

conventional patterns; the thumb-piece is in the

form of a cherub's head. The flagon is

inscribed :

The Gift of Wm.
Westley Esqr.

to the Church

of W : Penard,

1719

Although given in 17 19 it was made in London

in 1605-6 by a goldsmith using the mark of a

standing bird. The total iieight is q\ in. A
Jacobean cup on Plate II, k, 6.} in. high,

exhibited by the same Church, was al.so the gift

of tlu' same donor in 1719. The V-shaped
bowl is divided into five arched panels—an

usual feature^—containing a thistle, a bunch of

grapes, an acorn, a Tudor rose and a mar-

guerite, and is supported on a plain baluster

stem on a splayed base covered with flat strap-

work. The date-letter is illegible, but the

maker's mark is A H in a shaped shield- a well-

known mark on Jacobean plate. The cup has

been re-gilt, either at the time of tlie gift or at a

more recent date.

A rare specimen of an Ivnglisii silver-gilt

tankard from Heddington, Wiltsiiire, was
exhibited [Plate II, l]. Tankards of this

style first came into fashion in Elizabethan

times and passed out of vogue before tiie death

of James I. An example of the year 1574-5 in

the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, is an early

and well-known version of this type. Conven-
tional arabesques and strap-work are the chief

decorative features of the body, to which is

fixed three roughly cast ornaments of human
busts and scrolls ; the cover and base are em-

bossed with fruit, while the back of the handle

is engraved with arabesques. Pricked on one

of the three shields, perhaps in contemporary

lettering, are the initials, G. R. On the second

G. IV.

shield are the initials, G. Engraved under

R. C.

the base of the tankard are the donor's family

arms and the following inscription :

The gift of James Rogers, D.D. Rector of Heading-

ton Co. Wilts, who with his ancestors for many genera-

tions have been Patrons and Rectors of this Church.

This sacramental Cup is consigned with Pious reverence

to the service of the Altar for ever as a testimony of his

regard to the Parish with the sincere hope that the

sacred element it shall enclose may virtually convey to

the humble communicants (may they abound !) from

generation to generation, spiritual grace here the sure

Pledge of eternal happiness hereafter, 24th June, 1830,

the 30th year of his Incumbency.

This tankard, which is 8J in. high, was made
in London in 1602-3.

The county of Wiltshire contains (in Fuggle-

stone Church) another tankard of the same

type, slightly smaller and three years earlier in

date, similarly decorated on the cover and base,

but without the bosses on the body. This, too,

was the gift of a former incumbent, the Rev.

John Hawes, in 1776.°

Two pairs of English domestic silver candle-

sticks were exhibited, one from the Church of

Temple, or Holy Cross, Bristol, and the other

from Hatton Church, Warwickshire. The

s
J. E. Nightingale, The Church Piatt of Wilts, 1891,

p. 142.

« Ibid, p. as.
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first, dating from the reign of Charles II, and

measuring lo^ in. high, are more curious and

rare than beautiful. [Plate II, m]. The
candle socket, octofoil in outline, is lormed of

square fluting, and has a large baluster stem

decorated with acanthus and water leaves, sup-

ported on four scrolled brackets. The wide

octofoil base, lo in. across the widest part, is

decorated with the same foliage as the baluster

stem. Only one mark is stamped upon the

pair, namely, the maker's mark, T.I., with a

scallop above and below, in a plain shield.

Engraved upon the bases are the arms of the

owner, Ann Knight (daughter of Thomas
Knight and granddaughter of Sir John Knight,

late of this parish), who presented or be-

queathed these candlesticks to this Church in

1725, the year of her death. The same arms

may be seen on the Knight family monument
under the tower of this Church.

The other candlesticks are different in character,

as will be seen from the illustration [Plate II,

n], and are of a well recognised type prevailing

in the last quarter of the seventeenth century.

A feature in this pair is the great size, being

II in. high and 7| in. square at the base. Each

is stamped with the London date letter for

1683-4, ^nd the unknown maker's mark of D.B.

with an inverted crescent below in a shaped

shield.' The following inscription is engraved :

The Gift of Mrs. Jane Norcliffe to the

Parish Church of Hatton in Warwickshire.
' This mark is illustrated in Sir C. J. Jackson's English

Goldsmiths and their Marks for the year 1686-7.

One piece of foreign plate may be spoken of,

namely, a Spanish silver-gilt dish of the late

i6th century from the Church of S. John the

Baptist, Bristol. The side of the shallow

interior is covered with a combat between divers

grotesque figures and animals amid foliage,

worked in relief in characteristic Spanish

fashion. On the centre of the plateau are the

arms of the Tallow Chandlers Company of

London :' Per fesse (assure) and argent a pale

counterchanged and three doves each holding

S

an olive branch. The initials \v e are en-

graved upon the shield. The disc bearing these

arms is removable and is engraved underneath

with a merchant's mark and the date 1630.

Engraved upon the back of the dish is the

inscription, St. John Baptist, added (with the

arms) at the time of the gift by the donor in

1629, Walter Ellis, of Bristol, merchant, and

churchwarden of this church from 1618.' The

dish is 9i in. in diameter. Several dishes of

similar character have been seen in various col-

lections by the present writer, and all were

wrought in the Iberian Peninsula. This dish

may be compared with one in the collection of

the Baroness James de Rothschild of Paris,

which is illustrated in the catalogue.'"

8 These arms were identified by Mr. A. Van de Put.

9 The name of the donor was found by Mr. H. C. M.

Hirst, A.R.I.B.A., in the old Churchwardens' Accounts.

I" E. Alfred Jones, Objects in Gold and Silver and Limoges

Enamel in the Collection of the Baroness James de Roths-

child, 1912. (Plate XIX.).

THE CHRONOLOGY OF ENGLISH VAN DYCKS
BY C. H. COLLINS BAKER

lURIOUSLY enough, Van Dyck is

' not yet finally explored. One would
say that a master so important, so

prolific, and relatively so easy must

Iby now have been picked bare by
precise criticism. And yet, as regards his last

and most fruitful period he is only loosely

placed : the dating of his English portraits is

vague, and a final discrimination between por-

traits entirely by his hand, and only in part his,

has yet to be made. This last, of course, is

complicated by the inaccessibility of so many of

his works in private collections.

But the dating should be rather easier. Take
the three portraits : Lady Poulett from the

Home collection and now in the possession of

Mr. John Glen [Plate I], and Madam Kirk

[Plate II, b] and Rachel, Countess of South-

ampton [Plate II, c], both in Lady Lucas'

possession. There are two ways of approach;

one the sitters' costume, the other the gra-

dual alteration of Van Dyck's style. Now,

in the Klassiker der Kunst these three portraits

probably would be dated in a lump "1632-1640,"

as if in eight years neither Van Dyck's tech-

nique nor women's fashions changed. But we

ought to be able to place them more precisely.

The salient dating factors in the fashions of 1630

to 1640 are (i) the bodices (2) the lace yoke, (3)

sleeves, and (4) sleeve ruffles. The bodices of

Elizabethan fashion, long and stiff as armour,

survived in mitigated form certainly till 1624,

and later in children's fashions. About 1626

they developed long skirts which, parting from

the waist, fell to the wearer's feet, over her real

skirt, like an open overcoat. Soon these long

bodice skirts went out, surviving in a short

apron, which fell about a foot below the waist,

separating into three tabs, the centre tongue-

shaped, the side ones square. Perhaps the

Queen's frequent maternity from 1630 to 1635

thus affected the fashions. Lady Poulett's

bodice and Madam Kirk's are of this type. From
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circa 1630 till about i6,'?6 or 1637 this bodice was

in vogue; then the little apron vanished and the

bodice, reverting to the old fashion, ended in a

peak just below the waist. The long skirted

bodice was still in vogue in i6-'8; the short-

aproned bodice was in by 1630, and gone by

1637-8. Thence onward the bodice straightened

and lengthened.

The lace yoke worn by Lady Poulett

was the direct descendant of the Eliza-

bethan ruff, which by gradual modifications

became the lace and lawn yoke, curving up
behind the head like a Medici collar. A
picture at Chatsworth of circa 1628 shows a

mother wearing a large ruff and her more
modern daughter a yoke, curving up behind.

Bv 1630 the lace yoke was almost identical with

that worn by Lady Poulett ; though it covered

less of the shoulders. From 1630-1638 this

deep yoke was in vogue, on occasion with

a small detached lace collarette ; but some-
times, even as early as 1633, no yoke at

all was worn, as in Madam Kirk. By 1639 the

yoke seems completely to have gone out, leaving

a low, square cut bodice, with short peaked
front. The flying scarf was now the vogue, as in

the glorified Countess of Southampton.
Sleeves were still tight in 1619. From circa

1625 they puffed and filled, so that in 1630 they

were like two prize pumpkins, one upon the

other, with slashed ribs. By 1632-33 they had
collapsed and fused into the sort of sleeve Lady
Poulett and Madam Kirk wear, which ends

above the elbow and is trimmed with a ruffle of

falling lace. Thence onward the sleeve leng-

thens and amplifies until it becomes as large as

a bishop's, and on occasion can be looped right

up, lining outside, to the shoulder. The slash

then makes its reappearance ; Lady Southamp-
ton's sleeves are of this late sort. The sleeve

ruffle suffered much inconstancy of taste in

Stuart times. In those days too the consistent

taste and practical common sense of fashionable

women were inconspicuous. The small lawn or

lace wristlet of about 1612 had receded to the

elbow by 1630, and been transformed into a kind

of flat "pom" which bristled, stiff and stupid,

round the elbow. A year or two later this fuzzy

ruff was temporarily displaced by the deep
falling type we see on Lady Poulett's sleeves.

I suspect that these ruffles, proving a nuisance,

were soon generally superseded by the shorter,

stiffer kind favoured by Madam Kirk, though
conservative ladies retained the falling ruffle as

late as 1634. But the arm ruffle was doomed,
and by 1639, at latest, was gone; as we see in

the Countess of Southampton. It reappeared,
transiently, after the Restoration, and archaic-

ally in Hudson's time; but that does not con-
cern us.

Briefly to apply this analysis of fashions to

the portraits of Lady Poulett, Mrs. Kirk and the

Countess of Southamptoji. The bodices of the

two first place the portraits anywhere between

1632, when \'an Dyck arrived, and circa 1636-37.

Lady Poulett's lace yoke implies the same boun-
daries ; the absence of the yoke in Mrs. Kirk, in

conjunction with her bodice, just narrows them
to circa 1633^—circa 1636-37. Their sleeves in-

dicate circa 1632-33 as the early boundary, and
circa 1636 as the later. The falling lace

on Lady Poulett's sleeves could belong to

circa 1632—circa 1634, whereas the shorter

stiffer lace on Madam Kirk's sleeves,

taken with the scarf upon her shoulder,

brings us towards 1635-37. The Countess of

Southampton is in the later, ampler mode cf

circa 1638-1640. The flying scarf, the swelling

sleeves and the appearance of a chemise beneath

the bodice denote the advent of the blowsy

fashions which reached their height under the

Restoration.

Our next business is the technique of these

portraits. Here Lady Poulett differs conspicu-

ously from the others. The painting is smooth

and delicate, the surface finish relatively enamel-

lesque. The silvery lights and half tones are of

even thin impasto : there is barely a touch of

pronounced brush work. However one assesses

this type of Van Dyck's technique in compari-

son with his truly Rubens phase or his Venetian

manner it fills one with respect. For none but a

master, in perfect control of his pigment

and of his drawing, could work so quickly,

delicately and crisply on so large a scale. To
retain the rare quality of direct drawing and

clean transparent paint at the end of a picture

containing such a subtlety of colour and atmos-

phere and carried to such a pitch of finish is a

great feat. This thin impasto and delicate

handling connects with the thin and fluent tech-

nique of Van Dyck's second Antwerp style,

which differs markedly from the rich crumbly

quality of his Genoese facture. The latter is

Titianesque; the former rather like Gains-

borough.
The jump from the handling of Lady Poulett

to that of Madam Kirk is a spring into

modernity. Brush work has become an active

method of interpretation : we pass from imita-

tion of surface to expression of plane and atmos-

phere, in terms of brush work. Inevitably there

is an added tendency to generalise, especially in

the draperies, which are summarily simplified

into thinnish half-tones, and slashes of heavily

impasted lights. A coarser canvas is used in

this type of picture. If Van Dyck's second

Antwerp manner may be likened to Gains-

borough's, this later English suggests the fat

and cheesy quality of Reynolds. The " expres-
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A-Lady Pouleit, by Van Dyck. Canvas, 7' by 4' i"- 1632-33- (Mr. John Glen)

Plate I. The Chronology of English Van Dycks.
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sivism " of his brushwork is more evident still in

the Countess of Southampton. In Lady Poulett

each eye and feature is exactly and individually

planned, and painted by an elaborate process of

succesive films of thin pigment. In Madam
Kirk the same piecemeal plotting of the features

and facets is observed, but patent rough strokes

of the brush, building up the separate planes,

have superseded the polished and elaborate pro-

cess. In the Countess of Southampton the paint

is swept largely and thickly in one direction

across the face and chest, symbolising the per-

spective of their planes, and with minor concern

for the minor planes and facets.

The conclusion is that of English Van Dycks,

usually lumped together as of from 1632-1640,

the Lady Poulett type, costume and technique

correlated, belongs to circa 1632-33 : the Madam
Kirk, in much the same costume, with difference

of detail, but with a very different technique

represents, say, the 1635-1637 productions, and

the Countess of Southampton, with its different

dress and still freer handling stands for the last

phase—say 1638- 1640.

SOME WORKS BY THE GOLDSMITHS OF OIGNIES-

BY H. P. MITCHELL
HE cross in the Victoria and Albert

Museum, South Kensington, shown
on Plate IV, one of the most

beautiful examples of goldsmith's

work in this country, deserves

detailed examination.' The front is covered

with a running openwork pattern of foliage-

stamped leaves, flowers and fruit in thin silver

gilt, soldered together with exquisite skill, and

interspersed with coloured stones : amethysts,

cornelians, and a sapphire (two settings vacant).

This delicate casing, an excellent example of

one of the special methods of the Oignies work-

shop, is laid over a plate of silver-gilt which

gleams through the openings. On the flory

extremities of the cross four circular tablets of

glass cover miniature paintings of great delicacy

in gold and colour on vellum. Their subjects

are:—The Nativity, the Virgin and Child, the

Flagellation, and the Holy Women at the

Sepulchre. On the four limbs of the cross four

square tablets of glass cover lists of relics

enclosed in the cross, written in scarlet on

IV

vellum. The lists are as follows

Upper limb :

—

De capillis & camisia b'e v'g'.

Reliq'e s' lamb'ti.

Marci eun't

De sangie s' stephani pth'.

Agnetis v'.

Bartholomei.
xpofori.

Cecilie v'gis.

Dexter limb :—

De sanguine q'

De s' fabiano.

De s' cristina.

De s' Dionisio.

De sepulcro b'e marie virg'.

Sinister limb :

—

Reliq'e s' philippi

manavit de ligno crucis.

* For Article 1 see p. 157. October, 1921. On Plate 11,

issued therewith, the letters B, C, D, E, F, H, should read

A, B, C, D, E, F.
1 Acquired from the Webb Collection ; No. 244—1874 in

the Museum register. Height without shank, 17.7 in. (45.5

cm.); width, 14.3 in. (36.5 cm.) Illustrated by a photograph

in A. C. King, Ecclesiastical Metal Work of the Middle Ages

(Arundel Society), :868, pi. X. The same publication has

also a photograph on pi. XV of the reliquary described in the

previous article.

s' Mauricij.

s' vrsule v*.

s' Basilie.

s' Barbare.
De capite lucie v'.

De s' stephano pthomr
De s' Nicholao : cf

Lower limb :

—

Reliquie de sco andrea apl'o.

De s' Egidio.

De s' symone apl'o.

De SCO vicentio.

De s' hub'to.

et de alijs pl'ibz reliquijs.

[Contraction-marks omitted.]

In the middle a cruciform hinged cover of

gold, set with a pierced sapphire and inscribed

m a a h encloses a relic of woven fabric." The
cover is obviously an addition of the fifteenth

century, and the relic no doubt replaces a relic

of the true cross which we must suppose

originally occupied the cruciform setting now
concealed by the cover.

Excluding this addition, it is hardly possible

to praise too highly the artistic taste which has

combined such rich and various details in an

effect of charming grace and unity. The details

individually bear scrutiny with a magnifying

glass, yet at any distance blend in perfect sub-

ordination, leaving paramount an effect of pro-

portion and harmony. It would be hard to find

a finer example of the faultless instinct for

design of a great period of art.

The back of the cross is equally beautiful in

a simpler manner. It consists of a plate of

copper richly gilt, engraved with a vine-scroll

of superb quality, with the figure of Christ in

majesty in the middle and the symbols of the

evangelists at the extremities. The matted

ground of rows of punched angular dots is

characteristic of the period, and is not confined

to the work of this school. The edges of the

cross are covered with a plain sheet of thin

silver, the whole being applied on a wooden

core^ ^^___
3 Possiblv a fragment of the chemise of St. Mary of Vilem-

broec (d. 1213), known as St. Mary of Oignies (see the Inven-

tory printed at the end), which was used as a charm to assist

women in childbirth. {Analectes, etc., X, p. 104.) The in-

scription may be an abbreviation of Maria hulp = Mary help.



On Plate \', c, h, details arc sliown of tlir

stamped openwork folias:fe on this cross, and on
another (j) of similar work but different form
in the church of Walcourt, situated on a tribu-

tary of the Sambre some fifteen miles sf)utii-

west of Oignies. It is obvious that the same
stamps are employed in both. Adjoining them
are shown details of the stamped openwork on
two of Hugo's authenticated works, the cover

of the book of tlie gospels (a—c) and the Peter's-

rib reliquary (d), and tlie difference between the

two groups is apparent. From this difference

Canon Reiisens concluded that the Walcourt
cross was the work of another goldsmith than

Hugo. He remarks " De ce fait r^sulte, comme
consequence, 1 'existence dans I'l^ntre-Sambre-

et-Meuse, au commencement du XHI^ si^cle,

non pas d'un seul atelier, mais de toute une
^cole d'orf^vres ^minents, se servant de pro-

cedes techniques et de motifs de decoration par-

ticuliers, inconnus ou rarement employes ail-

leurs ".'

But he seems to have given hardly enougli

consideration to the difference of date between
these groups. The figures of hunters and
animals intermingled with the foliage on the

book-cover and the rib-reliquary, a distinctly

Romanesque feature, have disappeared from

the foliage of the crosses.* The stamps on the

rib-reliquary of 1228 combine some of those on

the gospel-book with others closely approaching

those on the crosses, and the arrangement of the

foliage on it also suggests that it is intermediate

in date between them. It is indeed obvious

enough that stamps would wear out with use,

and in course of time would be replaced by
others in a slightly later style of design. The
difference does not necessarily imply another

workshop, but perhaps only a difference of a

few years in date.

There are some grounds for thinking that the

Walcourt cross and reliquary, and therefore the

South Kensington cross, were actually made in

the Oignies workshop, even though not by
Hugo himself and probably just after his time.

For under the priorate of Bernard Denys (1694
— 1731) the provost and dean of the church of

' See his study of the Walcourt cross, with comparison of

details, in SociHi de VArt ancien en Belgique, Orfivrerie, pi.

XII, XIIl, from which the detail shown in our plate is en-

larged. See also the same author's Elements d'Archdologie

ChrHienne, 2 ed., 1S86, II, pp. 314, 315, 349. .\ reliquary

also at Walcourt shows the use of the same stamps. Illus-

trated in Gilde de St. Thomas et de St. Luc, Bulletin, XIX,
i8g6, p. 71.

* Hugo's designs of huntsmen and beasts of the chase

among foliated scrollwork illustrate a motive widely diffused

at the period and probably owing a good deal to Saracenic

influence through the Crusades. Compare such examples as

a sculptured border in stone from the Norman cathedral of

Monreale, Sicily CT. Kutschmann, Meisterwerke Saracenisch-

Normannischer Kunst, etc., p. 7 and pi. 32), and an Arab ivory

carving in the Louvre (G. Migeon, La Collection V. Gay, etc..

Gazette des Beaux-Arts, 4th Series, I, 1909, p. 408).

Walcourt visited the monastery of Oignies, and
on seeing the treasure remarked tlint their

ciiurch also possessed certain objects, " soit

reliquaires, soit caiices ", executed with the

same art and by the same Fri^re Hugo, tlie sug-

gestion being offered tiiat they were made
before he left his native place.'' We may sup-

pose that in attributing the Walcourt pieces to

Hugo the ecclesiastics were repeating a respect-

able tradition. I-'ven though we do not accept

the personal authorship, we may well believe

that the objects were correctly associated with

the Oignies workshop. Walcourt was not a

monastic house like Oignies, where such work
might be con\'eniently carried on, but merely a

collegiate church. The date of the objects indi-

cated by their style sufficiently refutes the sug-

gestion of their having been made before Hugo
migrated to Oignies.

Further evidence on the question of author-

ship is afforded by the engraved decoration on

the back of our cross. On Plate IV details are

illustrated which include two figure-subjects

—

Christ in majesty and the angel of S. Matthew.

The gaunt and angular facial type and a similar

infelicity in drawing the full face, suggest the

influence of Hugo (compare the examples on

Pl.ate II, previous article). The drawing of the

faces, indeed, might be Hugo's own, but it is

impossible to regard the draperies in pure

Gothic style as from his hand; they represent a

substantial difference of manner from the pieces

discussed in the former article. The character

of the foliage supports the same conclusion.

The back of the Walcourt cross is similarly

pure Gothic in character, and these two pieces

may reasonably be dated in the second quarter

of the thirteenth century. An altar-cross strik-

ingly similar in character to the South Kensing-

ton one was exhibited by the Due d'Aremberg

at Bruges in 1902, and again at Li^ge in 1905.'

It is obviously from the same workshop, and of

nearly the same date.

The same kind of foliage decoration in open-

work [Plate V, e, f] occurs on a magnificent

chalice at Borga° in Finland, shown, with a

detail, on Pl.'\te VI.' In character this decora-

tion is intermediate between that of the Peter's

5 Abb^ Toussaint, Histoire du monaslere d'Oignies, Namur,

1880, pp. 48, 49.
f L'.lrf ancien au pays de Liige, 1905, Catalogue, Album.

Ill, pi. 26, 27. I see from Mr. Weale's notes that he had

recognised the South Kensington cross as an Oignies work

(he claimed it, indeed, for Hugo), while it was still in Mr.

John Webb's collection, prior to 1874, at which time it was

regarded as Italian work of the fourteenth century !

' Reproduced by permission from the Finska Fornminnes-

foreningens Tidksrifi, VII, 18S5, where it is described by

Dr. Eliel .'\spelin (with a ri?sum^ in French), and fully illus-

trated with careful drawings of details. It is recorded to have

been brought to Borga° in"i7ii, having belonged prior to 1709

to Viborg cathedral ; but how it found its way to Viborg is

unknown. It was long ago recognized by Mr. Weale as a

work of the Oignies school. Actual height, 9 in. (228 cm.).
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Altar Cross. Silver gilt set with stones, the back of gilt copper engraved. Oignies workshop, second quarter of i -,th
century. Front and back view reduced to about half size, with details full size. (\"ictoria and Albert Museum,
South Kensington)

Plate IV Some works by the Goldsmiths of Oignies







Details of stamped open-work decoration. Oignies workshop. First quarter (A—C) and second quarter (D—J)

of 13th century. (A—H about full-size, J half-size)

Plate V. Some works bv the Goldsmiths of Oignies



rib reliquary and the Walcourt and South Ken-
sington crosses, and perhaps even combines
some of the stamps used in all three [see details

on Plate V]. It is surely clear, at any rate,

that they all emanate from the same workshop.
But in the chalice the flow of the foliage is more
artistic, and the rendering of the figures is quite

distinctive, whether compared with Hugo's
work or with the crosses. The draperies are
elaborately worked in swathing folds even more
reminiscent than Hugo's of Nicholas of Verdun,
and with a power of expression in their lines

that Hugo never achieved. The figures, too,

have a movement and vigour equally reminis-

cent of Nicholas himself, and equally remote
from Hugo's always rather wooden and lifeless

poses. The lettering of the inscriptions also

differs from Hugo's in detail.

It seems that in this superb chalice we have
the work of another fellow-craftsman of Hugo's,
working in the same workshop, and like himself

a pupil of Nicholas of Verdun, but endowed with

a higher gift than Hugo of rendering the human
figure. Fortunately his name is recorded in

the inscription encircling the foot of the chalice,

a verse followed by the words SIFRIDVS ME
FECIT. Sifridus, the Latin form of Sigefroid

(the German Siegfried and the English Sigefrith)

is thus another honoured name to be written on
the roll of artists of the School of Oignies, called

by Belgian antiquaries I'Ecole de I'Entre-Sam-
bre-et-Meuse."

The two unidentified saints with martyrs'

palms on one of the medallions of the Borga°
chalice are perhaps Valerius and Maternus, com-
panions in the conversion of the heathen in-

habitants of the country, where Maternus is said

to have founded the church of Walcourt.' Hav-
ing regard to the character of the figures and of

the repouss^ foliage, it can hardly be dated

later than 1230, but the openwork decoration

seems to preclude an earlier date.

A crosier-head in the British Museum,'" no

' With surprising assurance, Canon Schniitgen headed a

notice of this chalice (Kunstgewerbeblatt, 1885, p. 97)
" Sifri-

dus, ein deutsrher Goldschmied." He seems to have been
misled by superficial reseinblances to the Treves reliquary

(see Note 12 below), into ignoring its much closer kinship with

the Oignies works. The careful facsimiles of the inscriptions

given by Dr. Aspelin provide precisely the test desired by
Schniitgen (he seems to have overlooked them). A comparison
with the inscriptions on the Treves reliquary shows the letter-

ing thereon to be quite different. The chalice has been pub-

lished also by J. J. Tikkanen {Ateneiim, Helsingfors, I, iqo2,

p. 21, with 4 illustrations), who is satisfied with quoting

Schniitgen's opinion as to its origin. It has more recently

been noticed by Professor Adolf Goldschmidt (Jahrbuch der

pretissischen Kunstsammlungen, XL, 1919, p. 13), but without

further elucidation.
' Abb^ Toussaint, Hisioire civile et religieuse de Walcourt,

Namur, 1887, pp. 9, 12.

"• Illustrated in the Guide to the Mediaeval Room, 1907,

pi. XI ; and more adequately in the privately printed volume,

Charles Hercules Read, a tribute on his retirement, 1921,

pi. XIII.

doubt belongs to the same school. But a certain

coarseness of execution in the niello plaques and
an infelicity in arranging the openwork foliage

distinguishes it. The character of the stamps
employed and the execution in copper (silvered

and gilt), seem to combine features of the South
Kensington and Walcourt crosses on the one
hand and of the Tournay works described by
Cloquet (Note " below) on the other. It may
thus form a useful connecting link when this

whole class of work comes to be systematically

investigated.

Two gilt bronze figures of the Virgin and
St. John, from a crucifix, in the Victoria and
Albert Museum, are shown by the character of

the stamped applied foliage, in combination with

the use of niello on the silver book held by St.

John, to have an origin nearly related to the

school of Oignies. Their date is evidently in

the first half of the thirteenth century."

The superb reliquary of the True Cross at

Treves, '^ though possessing a good deal of affin-

ity in style and method, shows the use of diffe-

rent stamps and a quality of figure-drawing very

superior to Hugo's. Nor does the figure-draw-

ing resemble that of Sigefroid. It is regarded as

emanating from a Treves workshop about

1220.

While we may regard Oignies as the focus

from which it spread, it would be rash to dog-

matize on the geographical limits of the kind of

goldsmith's work of which some examples have

been discussed. Its characteristics are neverthe-

less strongly marked. It is a class of work in

which, in contrast with that of Godefroid de Claire

and Nicholas of Verdun, which successively pre-

ceded it, enamelling becomes insignificant or

disappears altogether, and is replaced by en-

graving, niello inlay of remarkable quality, and

above all bv a distinctive decoration of stamped

openwork foliage, in one of the most exquisite

displays of the earlier phase of Gothic art. Its

motive has been summed up as the imitation of

nature and its application to decoration." Its

masterpiece is the Shrine of St. Eleutherius at

1' .Acquired from the Zouche Collection with the record of

having come from the neighbourhood of the Moselle. Nos.

740, 741—1891 in the Museum register.

1' v. Falke und Frauberger, Deutsche Schmelzarheiten etc.,

pi. 8g, 90. Better shown in Scheins. Kunstschat:e der Miin-

sterkirche zu Aachen, etc., pi. XXVII, XXVIII.
'» For the reasons stated it is impossible to accept Dr.

V. Falke's hint (hat it might be Hugo's worl-. IDer Drci-

konigenschrein des Nikolaus v. Verdun, p. 15.) When the com

parative classification of such works is some day taken in

hand, it will be found that the same border of beasts and

foliage as on the Treves reliquary occurs on a te.xtus-cover

in tiie Victoria and Albert Museum (No. 8880—1863)
;
on

another book-cover in the Crawford Collection at the John

Rylands Library, Manchester (Latin MSS., No. 115, Collec-

tarium); and on a reliquary exhibited at Brussels in 1880

(C. de Roddaz, L'art ancien a I'Exposition nationale Beige,

1882, col. pi. p. 32).

" Molinier, VOrfivreric, pp. 200-3.
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Tournay, completed in 1247." In the superb
cross of the Abbey of Clairmarais at St. Oiner"
we seem to liave evidence of the spread of its

influence into nortli-eastern I-'rance, in the

Franco-Flemish work of tlio jHTiod." Its sub-
sequent development, in tlio middle and later

years of the thirtecnih century, may surely be
recognized in the FlorelTe tri[)tych and the

works of the Mosan school related thereto, to

which some attention was given in the previous

article.

Tlie projected study of the treasure of the

priory of Oignies by Mr. Weale was, as already

remarked, never completed, and so far as I have
been able to ascertain, the inventory of 1(148

made use of in the fragment of that work
issued, and in his articles in the Revue de I'Art

Chretien, has never been printed. It does not

appear in De Mely and Bishop's Bibliographie

dcs hiventaires iiiiprimcs^ and the late Mr. Ed-
mund Bishop informed me tliat he was unaware
of its existence. A search, kindly made at my
request among the late Mr. Weale's papers, has
discovered a copy of it. Where the original is

I do not know, for, contrary to his usual prac-

tice, Mr. Weale has omitted to state on the copy,
transcribed with his usual meticulous care, where
he found it. I can therefore only print the copy
as it stands, in case it has not been published

before, and without further authentication, as

follows."
Plus pertincnte specification des reliques et reliquaires d'Oig-

nies.

1. Primo, le fiertre et corps de Saincte Marie d'Ognies.
2. Sa chemise.

3. Des pieces de son hasten.

4. Son couteau.

5. I^a machoir de Sainct Barnab^.
6. l^a machoir de Saincte Marie d'Ognyes.

7. Un de se doit.

8. Line costc de Sainct Pierre Apostre.

Dans un coffre visits k Namur le 16 Decembre 1648, sont :

9. Premiere, le livre de Evangille, manuscrit en parchemin,
couvert de lames d 'argent relevee en bosse.

10. Item, deux doubles croix d'argent dor^, enrichies de plu-

sieurs perles et du bois de la Saincte Croix.

11. Item, un grand rond reliquaire au milieu duquelle est

une jointure de Sainct Martin.
12. Item, une ampoulle de cristalle contenante des reliques

de Sainct Eustache.

13. Item, une aultre ampoulle de cristalle contenante un
.\gnus quarre plein de plusieurs reliques.

14. Item, un Agnus Dei en ovale sur un pied de cristale

noir.

" Cloquet in Revue de VArt Chritlen, XXXIX, 1889,

p. 188, where the stamps are shown to differ from those in

use at Oignies. Van Ysendyck, Documents classes de I'Art

dans Us Pays-Bas, plate s.v. ChSsse.
1' L. Deschamps de Pas in Annales Archiologiques, XIV,

XV, 1854-S, with engr. plates.

" For a useful summary of the subject see O. v. Faike in

Lehnert's lUustrierte Geschichle des Kunstgewerbes, I, 272-3.

•' It is to be remarked that one of the few entries printed

by Mr. Weale, " Item, un reliquaire quarr^ contenant des

reliques de Sainct Andr^," No. 24 (Revue de I'Art Chretien,

LVII, p. 74) does not appear in it, and there are other dis-

crepancies, especially in the numbering of the items, which I

cannot account for.

IJ. Item, un reliqu.iire qunrre coiiton.int dfs reliques de

Saind Hubert.
16. Item, un aulire reliquaire quarri' ou sont des reliques de

Saincte Marguerite.

17. Item, un reliquaire d'argent dori en forme de colombc
assis sur une colomne ou est du laict Nostre D.imc.

iS. Item, un reliquaire en forme d'un pied contenant plu-

sieurs relitiues.

19. Item, une pierre d'aultel |X)rtatile contenant plusieurs

reliques.

JO. Item, un petit tableau portatile avec deux petites port

au dedans eiuichies de lames d'argent.

21. Item, un reliquaire en forme de remonstrance dans la-

quelle en un cristalle pcnd une petite ampulle conte-

nante de I'huyle de la tombe de Sainct Nicolas.

22. Item, un reliquaire quarr^ contenant une dente de Sainct

Andri.

23. Item, un sacqurlet d'cstoffe blanchatrc contenant plu-

sieurs i)etites bourses plcinncs de reliques cntre les-

quelles le chef d'une des onze mille vierges et une
petite boitto ou il y at deux annoaux pontificales.

24. Item, un Agnus Dei cercld d'argent.

25. Item, une p('tite boitte ou sont quelques pierres agathes.

26. Item, un petit reliquaire de cuivre en forme de poire.

27. Item, un coffret plat quarr(5 plein dc reliques.

28. Item, un aultre coffret d'ivoire ausi plein de reliques.

29. Item, cincqs petits cofrets d'ivoir plcins de reliques

suscrits : I'un dc Dno t'lro et Apostolis le 2 de martirib',

le 3 de conjessoribus, le 4 dc virginibus, le 5 ignote

reliquie.

30. Item, 3 boites rondes d'ivoire pleines de reliques.

31. Item, une noix d'lnde ou il y at un sacquelet de reliques.

32. Item, une boitte d'ivoir sucrite de oleo B. Marie Sar-

dene, etc.

33. Item, un coffret suscrit de S. Foillano mart.

34. Item, un aultre coffret couvert de cuire d'Espaigne, plein

de reliques.

35. Item, deux croix doubles de cuivre dor^, pleinnes de

reliques.

36. Item, le missel du Cardinal a Vitriaco, et sa orosse

d'ivoir.

37. Item, un reliquaire en forme de cloche a 4 tourillons,

plein de reliques.

38. Item, une Agnus Dei contenant des relicques de Sainct

George.

39. Item, un coffret de soye vielle ou sont de relicques Sainct

George.

40. Item, deux mittres.

The history of the Priory of Oignies, which

holds so important a place in the annals

of the goldsmith's art, includes among others

the following published materials :
—

MoscHus, F. and Raissius, .'\. Ccenobiarchia Ogniacensis,

sive antistitum ogniacensium catalogus, auctore RM. ; acces-

sere elenchus sacrarum reliquiarum . . . et sanctorum

vitaj . . . cura et labore .A.R., 8°., Douay, 1636. fThe
portion by Moschus was published previously at Douay,

1598.] (Biographical sketches of the priors of Oignies, St.

Mary of Oignies, etc., and Inventory of the relics brought

from the Holy Land by Jacques de Vitry, Bishop of St. Jean

d'.\cre and afterwards of Frascati, in the thirteenth century,

and by him presented to the priory.)

Saumery. Les D^lices du pais de Li^ge. 1738-44. Vol. II,

pp. 320-6. (History and description, with a view of the

priory in the eighteenth century.)

Weale, W. H. J. Le Tr^sor du Prieur^ de S. Nicolas

d'Oignies-sur-Sambre, actuellement conserve au Couvent des

Sceurs de Notre Dame, k Namur, pr^c^d^ d'une notice histo-

rique sur le fr^re Hugo et ses oeuvres. Fol. Bruges, 1867.

(Title, half-title, chrome-lithograph frontispiece, and 4 pages

of text only issued.)

Weale, W. H. J. Le Tr^sor du Prieur^ de Saint-Nicolas

d'Oignies. In Revue de rArt Chri^lien, LVII, p. 73, LVIII,

p. 15s, 1907-8. (Description of some of the objects in the

treasure, with historical introduction.)

Analectes pour servir k I'histoire eccl^siastique de la Bel-

gique, X, 1873, p. 100. (Extract from a chronicle of the life

of St. Mary of Oignies ; notes on Hugo and his work, and

on the visit of the provost and dean of Walcourt, 1694— 1731.)

TousSAlNT, AbW. Histoire du monastire d'Oignies.
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Namur, 1880. (History of the foundation of the priory, list

of priors, notice of Hugo and his work, and of Jacques de
V'itry, etc.)

Bi-RLiERE, U. Monasticon Beige. 1S90-97. 1, pp. 450—460.
(History of the house and its priors, with bibliography.)
PONCELET, E. Chartes du prieure d'Oignies de I'ordre de

Saint-Augustin. In Sociele Archeologtque de Namur, Annates,
XXXI, XXXII, 1912-13. (The Oignies charters printed at

length, preceded by notes on the history of the priory, on its

seals, and on F'rere Hugo. The charters unfortunately make
no mention of Hugo

; p. Ixviii.)

The Oignies Treasure (now belonging to the

Soeurs de Notre-Dame, Namur) was carefully

photographed by M. Dandoy more than forty

years ago (Toussaint, p. 51). A set of the photo-

A NEWLY DISCOVERED RUBENS
BY M. W. BROCKWELL

HAT the male portrait in the

collection of Mr. Leonard Gow
reproduced herewith is an authentic

work by Rubens will not be gain-
said. The task of distinguishing

among the numerous works of the

graphs is preserved at the convent, but so far

as 1 am aware no set exists in this country, and
they are now unobtainable. Certain of the

pieces are illustrated in the works referred to in

the notes to the present articles, and they have
been noticed in various publications since first

they were made known by a letter of Leon
Cahier, published by Didron in the Annates
Archeologiques for 1846 (Vol. V, pp. 318-320).
A complete publication of the treasure with
photographic reproductions is much to be de-
sired.

PORTRAIT

It irom
great painter is facilitated by its obviously
having been painted during his early years,

when he had not yet had recourse to the

aid of pupils. The internal evidence afforded

both by the technique and by the tempera-
ment of the young man portrayed suggests
that it was painted by Rubens while

in Italy about 1607. Fortunately, from the

numerous records of the King's artistic posses-

sions we can identify the work. It is, in-

deed, referred to in the " Catalogue of King
Charles the First's Capital Collection, Printed

for W. Bathoe, London, 1757. Taken from
the Original MS. in the Ashmolean Museum
at Oxford." It is therein set out (page 127,

No. 11) as

—

Done by Sir Peter Paul Rubens. Bought by the King
when he was Prince. The picture of the lately deceased

young Duke Mantua's brother, done in armour to the

shoulders, when he was in Italy, in a carved wooden
gilded frame. Length 2 ft. i in. ; breadth i ft. 10 ins.

It was included among " the King's pictures,

as were by his Majesty's especial appointment

placed, and at this time remaining in White-

hall." It was, in fact, among those " in the

little room between the King's Withdrawing-

room, also called the Breakfast-chamber and in

the Long Gallery." From the " Inventorie of

the Personall Estate of ye late King " (page

155), in the Victoria and Albert Museum, we

learn that this picture was " appraised Feb. the
i6th, 1649, Mr. Bass, the Duke of Mantua, by
Rubens, ;^3o." In an " Inventory of the
Household Goods belonging to the Late King,"
now in the British Museum (Harleian M.S.
4898), is mentioned (page 490) " The Duke of
Mantua by Rubine, ^"30, sold Mr. Bass ye 19th
Deer. 1651." Edward Bass, indeed, bought to

the extent of over ;^5,ooo; he seems to have
been a dealer, and his sign that of " Ye
Candle." Obviously it is the picture mentioned
in a " Catalogue of the Art Collections of King
Charles I," now at South Kensington, de-
scribed (page 2, No. 2), as " A half-figure of
the Young Duke of Mantua, in armor with a
redd Skarffe over his shoulder. By Sr. Peter
Paule Rubins." Nor is there any confusion
here between " the lately deceased Duke Man-
tua's brother" and " the Duke of Mantua." For
Vincenzo II, seventh Duke of Mantua (who just

before his death, on December 25th, 1627, sold
tne tamous collection to Charles I) was a
younger brother both of Francesco IV., the fifth

Duke (here portrayed) and of Ferdinando, the
sixth Duke.

Confirmation of this identification of the por-
trait is afforded by the medal of " FRANC.
IIII. D.G. DUX MANT. V. E.M.F. III.",

reproduced in outline by Litta (Tav. XXI,
No. 28), which may even have been made
from our picture. Corroborative evidence
is also provided in the " Corpus Nummorum
Italicorum " (Vol. IV, pp. :iT,3—7), although
Francesco was Duke of Manua and Monfer-
rato only from Feb. gth to Aug. 22, 1612.

ENGLISH CHAIRS OF THE PAPER-SCROLL PERIOD
BY HERBERT CESCINSKY

HE hoop-back, which had been

very popular in English chairs from

the last years of William III. almost

to the end of the reign of George I.,

begins to be replaced by the straight

top rail shortly after 1720. The hoop-back,
where the uprights of the back were swept round
in an unbroken line had, from the point of view
of design alone, a good deal to recommend it,

but the cross-grain wood, which had to be left in
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the cresting of the back rendered it very weak

constructionally, even when reinforced by sur-

face veneering and the broad central splat of tiio

period.

The fashioning of these hoop-backed chairs

demanded considerable time and experience. A
simple Queen Anne chair, the back veneered

with plain walnut, and with a rounded front-rail

is often much more expensive to produce than one

of the elaborate Chippendale type. The hoop-

back, however, persisted for many years and was

revived by Hepplewhite in some of his patterns,

at the close of the i8th century. As a rule, it

ceases to be the fashionable form after about 1720,

and in the endeavour to produce something new

and effective, the taste arose for sweeping the

ends of the top rails of chairs in bold spiral whorls

or paper-scrolls. This fashion persists, inter-

mittently, almost until the middle of the century.

The earlv examples can be discerned by the size

of these scrollings, which, unless the wood be

thickened up by gluing on extra pieces, is waste-

ful of timber in almost the same degree as the

hoop-back. The latter demanded a wide board;

the former a thick one, and applied pieces, to

contain this scrolling, are very rare in chairs of

good qualitv. There appeared to be a rage for

finishing everv line in scrolls towards the end of

the reign of George I. Thus, in the fine walnut

chair from Sir Leicester Harmsworth's collection

[Plate I, a] the older hoop-back tradition is still

followed, but the former unbroken line is aban-

doned. The uprights of the back, scroll over and

break the line of the top rail. Actually, the joint

of the back cresting is below these scrolls. The
top rail has the French palmette cresting and the

broad splat is reminiscent of the well-known

Kateshill walnut chair, attributed on very meagre
evidence, to the father of Thomas Chippendale.

A progression of type is no necessary indica-

tion of regular advancing periods. Thus Plate
I, B has the elaborately pierced and interlaced

splat of the later hoop-back days as exemplified

in the fine double-back settee in the Dublin
Museum of Science and Art. The cresting is

here scrolled in four places, in the height of the

fashion. There are indications, however, of a

date not earlier than 1745 for this chair, apart

from the fact that it is of mahogany. The oak-

leaf and acorn patterning of the uprights and the

front legs, and the stalactite work, or fronding,

of the top rail, show that the advent of Thomas
Chippendale's " Director " is very close. Plate
I, c is somewhat earlier, with the knees of the

cabriole legs scrolled on the ear-pieces and curl-

ing up over the visible seat rail. The back-splat

is in the simple pierced manner of 1730-40. The
top rail sweeps in the usual scrolls, but the joint

of top rail with the uprights is well contrived,

and as constructional as possible, within the limi-

tations of a rail tenoned on the ends of the back

uprights, instead of between them, in the fashion

of the Restoration chairs. Tlatk II, k illustrates

this scroll-rail manner still further. This is a

walnut chair, very exceptional in the ear-treat-

ment of the front legs, from Mr. C. D. Rotch's

collection. In spite of the use of walnut, the

chair is late; certainly not prior to 1740. It is

very boldly and effectively designed. Plate I,

K is a walnut settee of plain type, with the smooth

cabriole leg and club-foot of Queen Anne days,

but the fashion of the arms, with the line from

back to seat rail broken by the projecting scroll,

is in the manner of 1730. It has the same type

of back splat as in Plate I, c. The use of

the scroll in the junction of the two backs is

ingenious, but these two-chair-back settees are

rarely successful from the constructional stand-

point, where the two backs are used each with its

upright, as it is impossible to carry these to the

floor, and the one leg in the middle of the back

below the seat rail has no connection with the

upright to which it should belong.

The chairs in Plate II, g, h, from a large set,

are both important and representative of the early

1725-30 period. The seat rails are carved with

the running scroll,—usually known as the
" wave-moulding "—which is so usual in the

important tables of this date, and the legs have

the escallop-shell on the knees, and finish in the

scrolled foliated feet of the George I. period.

These chairs are typical of the last, and finest

phase of the walnut period, and show the paper-

scroll top-rail as it originated. The back-splat,

at its junction with the seat-rail, also finishes in

a large scroll, in the manner which will be illus-

trated in the last of this series.

That this form of back-splat and top rail

was a favourite one at this period is sug-

gested by the pratical identity between the

designs [Pl.-^te I, d & e] and the preceding

[Plate II, g & h]. The chairs are from very

hard San Domingo mahogany, dark in

colour and without figure. The front legs

are of rare type, the upper portions contained

in a ringed sheath, below which is a club-

foot leaf-carved, and springing from a scroll

immediately under the astragal ring of the

sheath. I do not remember ever to have

seen this design of leg before. There is a

suggestion of the earlier pied-de-biche in the

ogival shaping of the foot. The low-relief carv'ing

of the knees shows the hardness of the wood.

There is not the vigorous cutting which one

would expect were the chairs in walnut, yet there

is no question as to their high quality. Probably

for the same reason the back is almost without

ornamentation. Another phase of this scrolling

is shown in the walnut settee [Plate II, j],

where the scroll is turned downwards and hardly
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outwards at all. The motif is used in eight

places on the top rail, on the ends of the arms
(which join their balusters in the manner of 1730)
and on the feet, thirteen places on the one piece,

a fairly liberal use of the scroll-motif.

The mahogany armchair from Lyme Park
is the last phase of this paper-scrolling,

which brings us to the years immediately
preceding the publication of the first edition

of the " Director." The back view of this

chair has been taken to show the large volute

which finishes the back at its junction with the

A GOTHIC TAPESTRY
BY A. F. KENDRICK

ISITORS to the Franco-British
Exhibition of Textiles, held in the

I early spring of this year, had ample
evidence of the generosity of the
French Government and the good-

will ot Its representatives, MM. Saville Selig-
man and Dumonthier, which not only made the
exhibition possible at such a time, but also con-
tributed the major part to its success. The pro-
posal had been from the first that the event
should take place as soon as possible after the
war. In one respect one cannot but wish that

the time had been more favourable. In addi-
tion to the phenomenally high charges prevail-

ing at the time in respect of labour and mate-
rials, which inevitably reacted on the manner
of installation, there was the slowness and
almost prohibitive cost of printing and book
production—a serious obstacle in the way of put-
ting in hand a suitable catalogue. It seemed a
pity that the collection should be dispersed
without taking steps towards that end, and the

provision since made for the publication of a
volume illustrating some of the most outstand-

ing examples then shown will be welcomed.
The inclusion of coloured plates in the volume
has been found to be impracticable. On this

account it is particularly gratifying to learn

that coloured illustrations of a few, at least, of

the tapestries then shown will shortly be ob-

tainable.

The panel chosen for reproduction in colour

[Plate] belongs to a set lent to the exhibition

by M. Demotte. The tapestries were six in

number. Four represented events of the gos-

pels ; the subjects of the other two were the

Creation and the Last Judgment—the beginning
of man's earthly story and the end. The panel

here shown represents incidents in the Child-

hood of Christ. The principal subject is the

Adoration of the Magi—the theme which, of all

in the Gospels, has always appealed to men's
imagination with the most vivid force. In

Persia, whence the Wise Men came, great

seat rail [Plate II, l, m]. The persistence of
type is shown by the club-foot of the early i8th
century, but the leaf-carving of the knees, sweep-
ing round to the scrolled ear-pieces, is closely

allied to the early manner of Chippendale, and,
in fact, it is from these models that his earlier

manner was derived. The distinction between
what Thomas Chippendale actually made, and
what he showed in his " Director " (these
" Director " designs illustrated what he would
have preferred to make, had his patrons con-
sented) must always be remembered.

marvels gathered round their story. Their
leader was an old man, another was of middle
age, and the t>iird a youth. To each of them
severally Christ seemed of their own age and
stature, but when they worshipped together he
was seen as a little child. The gift they took
away with them enshrined a spark which lit the
sacred fire in their own land destined never to

die out.

In the hands of the Western mediaeval artist

their story was interpreted in scenes of gorgeous
and regal splendour. Their jewelled robes were
of the richest, and the vessels containing their

gifts were triumphs of the craftsman's skill.

Thus we see them in the tapestry ; but the
western middle ages are prosaic at times, and
among the spectators are Humility, Chastity
and Devotion, in the guise of mild and dignified
women dressed in the fashion of the day. The
group assuredly once formed the centre of the

composition, which would have been extended
to embrace several further scenes on the left.

Now the only one remaining on that side is

incomplete, showing the Magi brought before
Herod. On the right is the Presentation in the

Temple, with Humility and Devotion as attend-

ant figures. The next scene, in the top corner,

is Christ disputing with the Doctors. Lower
down is a group of the Holy Family—the

Virgin, Joseph with a traveller's pack, and the

youthful Christ on one side, and Elizabeth,

Zachariah and John the Baptist on the other.

They meet on a bridge spanning a narrow
stream, and the two youthful figures advance to

embrace. The greeting, upon the bridge, of

the two typical representatives of the Old and
New Dispensation is symbolical, no doubt.
Zachariah points to a grave personage seated

below. This is the Prophet Hosea, who holds

a scroll inscribed with his prophecy, " Out of

Egypt have I called my son." Originally the

prophet was balanced by an Apostle in the left-

hand corner of the composition, bearing his

testimony to the same events. It does not
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necessarily follow that the tapestry is now shorn

of part of its orij^inal longlh. Cartoons were

sometimes arbitrarily divided to suit the exigen-

cies of space to be filled, and the subject was
probablv completed by a second tapestry placed

on the otlier side of the door or window or wliat-

ever the obstacle may have been. This custom
was responsible for a slight misunderstanding
in some quarters about the tapestry recently

restored by private munilicence to Hampton
Court Palace. It showed half only of the sub-

ject, but nevertheless it was a complete tapestry.

Like that panel, the one now in question was
woven in the Low Countries, almost certainly

at Brussels, in the early years of the sixteenth

century. In those parts, as elsewhere, the

themes of sacred art were commonly drawn up
under the guidance of the clergy, and the theo-

logians of the Netherlands appear to have

favoured a somewhat naive type of symbolism.

In one of the tapestries, three crowned figures

seated in a row represent the Blessed Trinity,

and the spectators of the scenes might just be

the ordinary people of the day, were their

draperies not labelled with tiie name of this or

CHINESE PHILOSOPHY OF
BY ARTHUR WALEY

UN SHOU-PTNG, also known as

Nan-t'ien (" Southern Field ") was
born at Ch'ang-chou (province of

Kiangsu) in 1633. He began as a

I
landscape-painter, but a visit to the

studio of Wang Hui, the great landscapist of

the period, so much depressed him that he
determined to abandon this branch of art.

" Brother ", he said to Wang, " it would pain

me to be known as the second landscapist in

China"; and he betook himself to flower-

painting.

His models were the great flower-painters of

the Sung dynasty. For the Ming masters, with

their impressionistic and transcendental inter-

pretation of Nature, he had nothing but con-

tempt. " I have been looking at some flower-

studies by Lu Chih 'V he writes. " Lu seems
to have thought that art consists in altering

Nature. I on the other hand believe that it is

only by pushing truthful representation to its

absolute limits that one can transmit the inner

essence of a flower's being ".

Yiin-Shou-p'ing was an idealist and esthete,

a man universally praised for the loyalty and
simplicity of his nature. There was in his

manners " something of the gentleness that

belonged to the Confucianists of ancient days ".

He spent the latter part of his life at Hangchow.
Though poor he never sold his paintings,

> 1496—1576.

tliat virtue. Perhaps all 'his added to the

interest of M. Demotte's tapestries; certainly it

did not spoil them. The Last Judgment, in

particular, was a composition of true grandeur,

and tliere was much regret wlien llie day came
to part with it.

The announcement is made that M. Demotte
intends to publish a work* in which this set,

together with a number of the finest " Gothic
'

tapestries in France, will be reproduced in folio

plates engaging the utmost resources of the

modern colour-printer. It is proposed to

include such celebrated series as those at Sens,

Beaune, Angers, Aix-en-Provence, la Chaise-

Dieu, Le Mans and Riieims, and others in

public and private collections. Tiiere can be

no question whether such a publication is war-

ranted by the interest of the subject, and in

view of the unpromising outlook in respect ot

high-class book-production in England at the

present time, M. Demotte's venture will be all

the more welcome.

* Tapisserie Gothiquc. Pref. by M. Salomon Reinach. Pre-

miere serie comprendra 4 vol. 40 X 52 cm. 50 col. pi. each.

In three-monthly parts. Subscription 3,600 frs. 450 frs. each.

ART—IX. (Co7icluded)

" not a single flower or leaf ". "A strange

quiet reigned in the courtyard of his house ; the

steps were covered by a cluster of chrysanthe-

mums ". He died in 1690.

This man, so famous for the beauty of his

life and character, is in a sense the father of all

modern " flower and bird " painting in China

and Japan, un the whole his influence was for

the good. He was the champion of faithful

representation; and it will le agreed that the

artist who is occupied in putting down just

what he sees is more likely to succeed than he

who thinks that " art consists in altering

Nature ".

WU LI (PERE ACUNHA).^

Wu Li was a fellow-townsman and con-

temporary of Yiin Shou-p'ing. His Chi-

nese biographers seem to have known very

little about him. One of them tells us that Wu
suddenly disappeared from the world of men
and went no one knows whither. Another tells

us that he went " sailing thousands of miles

across the Western Ocean ".

The truth of the matter is that there were

Christians at Ch'ang-chou. Wu Li made
friends with them and in 1681 he and P^re

Couplet, a Belgian, set out together for Rome.

2 See de Prunel^, Notice sur le pere Acunha, Ost-asiat.

Zeitsch. I., p. 319. I have taken a few facts from this

article; but the passages from Wu Li's writings have not

been translated before.
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When the ship reached the Portuguese colony

of Macao Wu Li was prevailed upon to give up
his project of visiting Europe, in order that he

might devote himself to the study of Latin.

He spent six years at Macao.
" When I was over fifty," he writes, " I went

to study the Way (Tao) at San Pa (San Paolo,

the residence of the Portuguese Fathers ;.t

Macao). I slept and ate in a room on the

second lioor. My window faced the sea and my
days were spent in watching the tides come and
go. When I compared the stress and toil of

fifty years in the world with those five months'

quiet contemplation of the sea, how vividly I

realized the wisdom of the present and the folly

of the past "
1

Wu Li, we are told, was a man of timid and
retiring disposition, " faible pour la vie ". His
father had retired to a Buddhist monastery. It

was probably a mere accident that the son cast

in his lot with the Jesuits rather than with the

disciples of the Empty Gate. For six years he

sat with his Latin primer on his lap and
watched the sea. Then (in 1688) he was
despatched as a missionary to Shanghai. He
was already very widely known in China as a

poet, painter, caligraphist and musician. He
had studied painting in company with the great

chiaroscurist Wang Hui (to whom I have

already referred) under Wang Shih-min, an

old-fashioned Ccnfucianist, the friend of Tung
Ch'i-ch'ang. But he was destined to study

eventually under very different masters. From
the Jesuits he learnt the secrets of Western Art.

"We in China," he writes, " consider a painting

beautiful when it does not aim at exact repre-

sentation or adherence to every detail of reality.

But they expend all their pains on giving, by

means of light and shade, an appearance of

relief—on achieving exact representation of

actual objects. I must add that whereas we
write the title of the picture at the top, they

write it at the bottom ".

No doubt the European pictures which Wu
Li was shown were chiefly engravings of

religious subjects. He probably brought some

to Shanghai, where he continued to preach the

Gospel till his death in 17 18. The distribution

of European engravings seems to have produced

a marked change in Chinese painting. The
traditional types of black-and-white landscape

remained unaffected ; but henceforward most

views of buildings, interiors, streets, etc., show

a very definite striving towards western per-

spective. It is a pity that Wu Li never

reached Europe. He was, even after the post-

ponement of his voyage, under the impression

that the journey was a trivial affair. His essay

on European manners begins " Not far from

Macao are the two countries, known as the

Lesser and Greater Western Lands ". These
were, of course, Spain and Portugal. A long

time was destined to elapse before a Chinese

painter visited the West. I do not know
whether even now any artist of great distinction

has done so.

In writing the last of this series of notes I

have to apologise for their scrappy and incom-

plete character. This is due in part to the

nature of the material with which I liave dealt.

Chinese writers on art never develop a reasoned

sequence of thoughts nor seek to create a sys-

tematic art-philosophy. They are content with

casual observations, conversations, anecdotes

and opinions. It is curious that whereas

thousands of Buddhist scriptures were trans-

lated from the Sanskrit, not one Indian work of

any other kind was translated.

The Hindus, far more given at any rate to the

semblance of logic, had worked out a theory of

Beauty which would certainly have interested

Chinese painters, though it was applied chiefly

to literature. It is strange that no such works

were translated; but if you search for a Chinese

book in Londofi bookshops, you will find that

an analogous rule prevails. The Chinese New
Testament is procurable, but no other work.

Any systematic esthetic theory must be built

upon psychology. The Chinese lacked convic-

tion on this topic. The writer on art generally

believed to some extent in each of the religions

of China; and each religion supplied a few

stray conceptions about the nature of man's

mind. One doctrine, seldom actually quoted,

but constantly, almost always implied, brought

the Chinese conception of art very near to the

Hindu. The doctrine to which I refer was

indeed of Indian origin. Its name in Sanskrit

was Dhydna, in Chinese Ch'an, in Japanese

Zen; it taught that by the practice of medita-

tion and mental concentration we may obtain

access to a part of our natures which is universal

and divine. " Art was regarded as a kind of

Zen, as a delving down into the Buddha that

each one of us unknowingly carries within him,

as Benjamin carried Joseph's cup in his sack.

Through Zen we annihilate time and see the

universe not split up into myriad fragments, but

in its primal unity. Unless, says the Zen

ffisthetician, the artist's work is imbued with

this vision of the subjective, non-phenomenal

aspect of things, his productions will be mere

toys ".'

I do not know of any writings on art which

actually emanated from the Zen monasteries;

but from the twelfth century onward Chinese

culture became more and more deeply impreg-

' I quote this passage from a pamphlet on Zen and its

relation to art, which I hope to publish shortly.
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nntfd with Zpn. Near the Southern Sung
Capitnl at Hangchow, on the shores of the
Western LaUo, stood the Liu-t'ung Mnnastorv.
Founiled in tlie tenth century, it had fallen into

decay, and was rebuilt c. uix) by Mu-ch'i (Jap.
Mokkei), the greatest master of Zen painting.
Here also worked Lo-ch'uang (Jap. Raso), and
later on Mokuan, a Japanese who settled in

China and was believed to he a re-incarnation
of Mu-ch'i himself.

From this monastery, the lieadqiiarters of

Zen art during the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries, emanated ideas which undoubtedly
influenced lay aesthetics. From this time
onwards the technical phraseology of Zen
occurs in the works of even the most purely
secular writers on art. But the Zen picture, a

CANALETTO AND GUARDI
BY W. G. CONSTABLE

STILL obscure passage in the his-

tory of \'enetian settecento painting
is the relation between two of its

chief personalities, Antonio Canal
.(Canaletto) and Francesco Guardi.

The greater part of each man's production is

easily distinguished from that of the other; but
there is a considerable group of work combining
the characteristic of both, whose attribu-
tion on stylistic grounds alone is difficult. Of
this kind is a set of twelve paintings of uniform
size and painted in the same style, representing
scenes connected with the election of the Doge
and the annual feasts and ceremonies in which
he took part. Seven are in the Louvre, two at

Nantes, and one at Brussels, Toulouse, and
Grenoble respectively. Of the same subjects,

G. B. Brustoloni or Brostoloni (b. 1726)
the Venetian engraver, published a set of

twelve engravings which correspond very
closely with the paintings, and are in-

scribed " Antonius Canal pinxit." The date
of their publication is uncertain, but is pro-
bably in or shortly after 1763, since the set is

preceded by a portrait of Doge Alovsius Moce-
nigo, whose date of election is given as that

year. Little is known about Brustoloni ; but he
was a contemporary of Canaletto's, and is prima
facie likely to have known the painter of the

pictures on which the engravings are based.
Nevertheless, the different galleries concerned
attribute the pictures to Guardi : an attribution

accepted and endorsed bv Mr. Simonson in his

book on that painter, wherein the pictures are

described and catalogued. The historv of the

pictures is obscure, and the attribution is pre-

sumably on the ground of stvle. There are, how-
ever, four drawings in the British Museum

rapid ink-sketch produced under the inspiration

of wine, green tea or self-hypnosis, was never
quite at its ease in Cliina. Transplanted to

Japan it flourished only too profusely, dexterity
often taking tlie place of inspiration.

It is perhaps relevant to record as my last

entry in these notes that there arrived in

London not long ago a deputation headed by
tlie Rector of Pekin University. Its object was
to discover whether esthetics could be profitably
substituted for religion ! This sounded start-

ling; but the Rector's conception of art turned
out to be so edifying that the jjroposed change
would not be so revolutionary as one might at

first have supposed.
* See Toshu Saga, in Shina Gaku, I., i. The facts of

MoUkei's life were quite unlcnown, till Mr. Saga unearthed
the above particulars.

(formerly in the Salting Collection) which seem
to settle the question. Their subjects are the

same as four of the paintings and engrav-

ings, viz., The Doge carried through >he

Piazza, The Doge in the Sala de Consiglio

Maggior, The Bucentaur setting out, and
The Visit of the Doge to San Zaccaria

on Easter Day. The last-named and the

corresponding painting in the Louvre are repro-

duced [Plate I, a and b]. The drawings are

uniform in size, with the same proportions as

the paintings and engravings, and are carried

out with ink and wash. There can be no rea-

sonable doubt that they are by Canaletto. They
resemble in technique a considerable number in

the Royal Collection at Windsor, whose pedi-

gree is unimpeachable. Also, they are quite

unlike any drawings by Guardi that I have

been able to find. Comparison of the paintings,

drawings and engravings show exact corres-

pondence between the two latter, save that in

the " Consiglio Maggior " the engraver has

given precision to a few details only suggested

in the drawing. With the paintings, however,

the correspondence, both of drawings and en-

gravings is less close , as Plate I shows. The
differences here are typical of those in the other

cases. The buildings are higher in proportion

in the painting, and there are slight differences

in the details of the architecture and the crowd.

These differences, however, are merely due to

simplifications or omissions in the painting,

and not to changes in the character or disposi-

tion of the forms.*

* It should be noted, however, that if the drawing of the

Burrntaur reluming from the Lido Cpainting in the Louvre)

could be discovered it might provide an exceptional case,

since the engraving of this subject differs considerably both

in proportions and details from the painting.
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A.— The ]'isit of the Duge to Sail Zaccaria on Easter Day, b\- Canaletto. Unpublislied Drawint
(British Miisciini.)

B.~~The \'isil of tlie Doge to San Zaecaria on Easier Day. here identified as by Canaletto. Canvas.

(Louvre.)
P'

.^

Plate I. Canaletto and Guard!.
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C.—Scitola di Sati Rocco, by Canalctto. Canvas, 58" b\' 78^". (National Galler\-.)

D.—Pius VI. blessing the ]'enetian people, bv Guardi. Drawing. (Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford)

Plate II. Canaletto and Guardi.



The first conclusion suggested by these com-
parisons is that the engravings were made from
the drawings, and not from the paintings as has
hitherto been assumed. This, however, does
not leave the paintings to Guardi. It is incon-
ceivable that any painter, and especially a pain-
ter of Guardi 's type, should have copied another
man's drawings with such servile precision; yet

the similarities are so great that the paintings
must have been made from the drawings. Pre-
sumably, therefore, the paintings are Cana-
letto's, and Brustoloni's attribution stands. The
contrary hypothesis, that the drawings were
made from the engravings which in turn repro-

duce Guardi's work, is possible, but very un-
likely. Drawings of this particular type based
on rough sketches were made by Canaletto as

a preliminary to a painting; but there is no
evidence that he ever reversed the process. The
variations in proportion and simplification of

detail raise no difficulties, since comparison of

certain drawings and paintings in the Royal
Collection show such variations to be charac-

teristic of Canaletto. Nor are other probabili-

ties violated. Compare the San Zaccaria with

two paintings of similar subjects, one the Natio-

nal Gallery Scuola di San Roceo, by Canaletto,

the other the Ashmolean Pius VI blessing the

Venetian people, by Guardi [Plate II, c, d].

In the broader, more monumental arrangeme-^t

of the composition, in the handling of its chiaro-

scuro, and in quality of paint, the San Zac-

THE EXHIBITION OF SOUTH
BY WALTER HUGELSHOFER

ROM the large number of unpub-
lished and little known oil paintings

in this remarkable exhibition, I

should like to refer to some of the

most important examples. The summit
of interest is reached in the fine collection of

examples by Konrad Witz (1400?— 1447), the

great revolutionary realist of Bale. The Berne
Master with the Carnation, who probably may
be identified with Heinrich Bichler (1440?

—

1501 ?), emerges for the first time more defi-

nitely into the light of art history through this

exhibition, and the same is true of his pupil

Hans Fries (1465?— 1521 ?), a dreamy, isolated

Romanticist, who endeavours to invent fresh

combinations of colour. Perhaps the most
interesting work in the exhibition is the Frauen-

feld Altarpiece, a large, well-preserved work of

very intriguing character. The central panel

is of a powerful Crucifixion, with four saints in

a largely designed and boldly conceived setting

• Translation for the .Author bv Dr. Tancred Borenius.

caria is nearer the Canaletto than the Guardi.
It is too often forgotten that Canaletto did not
confine himself to the linear, rather tightly
painted, topographical views usually associated
with his name. The Royal Collection shows
tha he possessed and frequently exercised a
power of broad, massive, and almost dra-
matic handling, which is almost unequalled
among architectural painters. One other point
is of interest. The Wallace Collection contains
versions of The Bucentaur setting out and of
A Fete in the Piazsetta. These differ consider-
ably from the paintings of the same subjects at

Toulouse and in the Louvre respectively.
The mechanical, lifeless handling, the fol-

lowing of the main lines of the composi-
tion with copious variation and omission
of detail suggest a copyist working from a
drawing or painting. Whether that copyist was
Canaletto himself, working for commercial pur-
poses, or some contemporary and imitator is

difficult to say. In the case of the Fete the
latter is more likely. The technique alone
almost decides the question ; but also there are
differences in the structure forming the centre
of the composition which suggest that the pic-

tures record the fetes ef different years. True,
Canaletto might have introduced such changes
into a replica to satisfy a customer; but it looks
more like the device of an imitator for the same
purpose or to avoid a charge of deliberate plagi-

arism.

GERMAN ART IN ZURICH*

of Lake scenery. The insides of the wings
contain each two scenes from the Passion of
Christ, while the outsides show figures of

Saints. The most arresting feature of the work
is the boldness of the scheme of colour, which
is here consciously used as an emotional factor;

in the pathetic Agony in the Garden the four

figures are enveloped in the blue darkness of

night; in the Resurrection scene the sky is

flooded with violent 3'ellow, producing an
incomparable effect. The artist's skill in the

painting of textures is remarkable; tliin silks,

fluttering in the wind, the subdued glitter of

armour, and dull-toned marble, are most realis-

tically rendered. The spiritual expression of the

faces and the mastery of the design are such as

unquestionably to point to a very accomplished
artist. Windmills and late Gothic towers with

characteristic tracery, introduced into the city

views in the backgroimd, allow us to infer that

the artist knew the Low Countries personally,

but the German elements unmistakably pre-

dominate; and the artist is probably to be
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looked for in the neighbourhood of Konrad
Witz.

There is a fine picture exiiibitcd under the

name of Friedrich Herlin [Plate a], which,

iunvever, is more prt>bably a work of the

Nuremberg school, in tlie vicinity of the master

who painted the portrait of Hans Perckmeister

in tlie Gcrmanisches Museum. Tiie refined,

clear-cut features of an architect, distinguished

by the characteristic late Gothic sensitiveness

and a pensive, spiritualised expression, stands

out effectively against the sumptuous damask
cloth in the background. To an almost

mythical Bale master, Hans Herbster, is attri-

buted an excellent portrait of kindred character.

The delicate, mobile hands recall those of the

portrait by Hans Leykmann, which now hangs

in the Schleissheim Gallery. The sharp silhou-

ette of the black cap stands out boldly against

the green background. One recognises in the

cool, clear conception of nature an anticipation

of the early portraits of Hans Holbein the

younger. Hans Holbein the elder is repre-

sented by the powerful Eccc Homo from the

LA GRANJA GLASS
BY FRANK GIBSON

•NGLISH collectors of Spanish glass

have still a good deal to learn about

Ifl c^^W'^^ various branches. It is a subject

yJ r^^A/ that seems to have been much neg-

lected in the past. For although the

the an of glass making was an important and an

early one in Spain, and though it has been

carried on uninterruptedly down to the present

time, its complete history has yet to be written.

So far, the literature of the subject has consisted

chiefly of the mention of manufacturing centres

in works of a genera! nature by early writers.

Senor Julian F. Riano, and Mr. Leonard Wil-

liams, are amongst the best historians on

modern, especially pre-nineteenth century,

Spanish glass. But the material for the intelli-

gent study of the many branches of the subject

is still to be sought for, and can be studied with

profit by the collector, only in public and private

collections of Spanish glass in Spain, England,

etc. One of the branches of Spanish glass, in

fact the most important one, artistically speak-

ing, is the glass called La Granja de San Ilde-

fonso. It is certainly not known in England

so well as it ought to be. There are private

collections in Spain of native glass which con-

tain fine examples of it, but probably no one in

Great Britain has a finer collection than that

now in the possession of Colonel W. Dally

Jones, C.M.G., of which some examples are

here described and illustrated. La Granja

glass is represented at the British Museum and

Museum at Strassburg, whose marvellously

sensitive and delicate hands are worthy of the

artist's great son. Hans Holbein the younger
is re])rosonted by four j)ictures; one, a replica

of the well-known miniature-lilie Portrait of

Erasmus, and further by an exquisite circular

miniature, formerly in the Engel-Gros Collec-

tion, and now in private possession at Bale.

Dr. Ganz idcntiiies the sitter with the Dutch
mmiature painter Lucas Horcbout. The two
other pictures assigned to Holbein—a Madonna
and a Male Portrait—are unconvincing as

regards their authenticity.

To the Master of Messkirch it is possible,

thanks to this exhibition, to ascribe two fine

wings of altarpicces representing the Birth of

Christ and The Adoration of the Magi. In the

manner of Wolf Huber, but probably not by

him, are two pictures of forcible colouring : one,

a dark-toned Capture of Christ, the other a

Sermon of St. Paul [Plate b] remarkable for

its realisation of movement and full of striking

expression.

South Kensington by only half a dozen unim-

portant pieces. In Spain itself this glass is

now-a-days difficult to find. With the excep-

tion of one piece, all Colonel Dally Jones' speci-

mens were brought together in the south of the

Peninsular from such places as Gibraltar, Cadiz,

Xeres, Seville, Granada, and Malaga. The ex-

ception referred to is a bottle which seems to

have wandered as far as Damascus.

The works where La Granja glass was made
came into existence after the closing of the first

important glass factory established in Spain

during the eighteenth century. This was

founded in the year 1720 at a place called Nuevo
Baytan in the province of Toledo. Excellent

glass was turned out there for about seven or

eight years, chiefly mirrors and window-panes,

but it was practically killed by foreign competi-

tion, and by the exhaustion of the fuel from the

neighbouring forests. Later one of the experts

who had been employed there, a Catalan named

Ventura Sit, was attracted by the forests of Val-

sain as well as by the excellent and abundant

sand obtainable in that locality near the villages

of Espirdo and Bernay de Porreros. Convinced

of succeeding, he established his factory in 1728

at La Granja, de San Ildefonso, which was the

summer residence of Phillip V. and his consort,

for whom mirrors, chandeliers and other objects

were produced. Among the cut and gilded

articles manufactured under royal protection

were vases with handles and covers, bottles,
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beakers, tumblers, drinking mugs, wine glasses,

flagons, and decanters. At first the glass was

rather rough and had flaws, but after 1770 when
Eder, a Swede, and Swert, a Frenchman, who
directed the work of making the smaller and

more elaborate articles, the productions of the

factory were greatly improved ; not only was the

glass itself better in quality, but its decorations

were elaborate and richly cut. It was from this

time until the end of the eighteenth century that

the glass produced at La Granja was at its finest

and best, and the specimens here illustrated date

from that time.

The vessel shown on Plate A shows the appli-

cation of coloured enamel to this glass. It

is qJ inches high, and is made of colourless

glass. The design is of blue marguerites and

yellow flowers. The decanters are among the

most interesting pieces in the collection. The
three examples which are illustrated show the

variety and beauty of their form. Plate B shows

a flagon which is remarkable for its simplicity

and elegance of shape and proportion, and the

fine decoration on its neck and body on which

are to be seen the pomegranate and other floral

designs in gold. There is a similar decanter in

the British Museum, but it hardly compares in

quality with this exceptionally fine piece. There

is also a tall bottle-shaped decanter cas-

taiia or chestnut form having a design of

lilies of the valley and leaves, which are

finely cut and gilded. Plate C shows a third

decanter with beautifully cut decoration. The
decanter shown in Plate D has not the fine form

of the preceding one, but is interesting for its

deeply cut decorations, showing Moorish influ-

ence. Wine and drinking glasses were more

elaborately decorated. The glass itself was
somewhat inferior to the decorations which con-

sisted of richly cut and engraved devices such as

flowers and buildings. Plate E shows a large

beaker of this kind. It is probable that the

architectural design on the latter is a souvenir

of the palace at La Granja. The gracefully

shaped and finely decorated wine glasses

(Plates F, G, H, J) were generally produced

about 1789, and show traces especially in their

gilt decoration of Bohemian influence. The

REVIEWS
Le Mus4e du Louvre depuis 1914, and en 1920. Dons,

LEGS ET ACQUISITIONS. NOTICES PAR LES CONSERVATEURS ET

LES CONSERVATEURS ADJOINTS DU MUS^E. (LeS ACCROISSE-

MENTS DES MUSf.ES NATIONAUX FRAN^AIS.) Ill portfolios.

'55 PP- + '5° P'- Paris. (DiSmotte.)

This catalogue of the Louvre acquisitions dur-

ing and since the war takes one's breath away.

In three tremendous portfolios each picture,

drawing, and objet d'art is illustrated on a large

scale either by multi-colour half tones, or

square shaped four-sided bottle (Plate K) with

its elaborately cut and gilded pattern bears a

strong resemblance in form to the large flasks

of German and Dutch origin which in the eigh-

teenth century were made to be fitted into liquor

cases in sets of two, four, six, or even twelve.

Some of these Spanish bottles are of a large size,

and are generally elaborately ornamented.

La Granja glass is very brittle, and this is

perhaps the reason that not much of it has sur-

vived. A good deal must have been broken in

transport. The glass was introduced into

Mexico by the Spaniards where it became popu-

lar. Later it was made there in Puebla, and is

found throughout Mexico to-day. It followed

the prevailing forms of Spanish glass especially

in large " pulque " tumblers (pulque is a Mexi-

can drink) and in two-handled vases. The best

account of the La Granja glass works, when they

were at their zenith, is given by a Frenchman,

Bourgoing, in his "Noveau voyage en Espagne"

(1789), who wrote, " that it was the only factory

in Spain at the time which made white glass of

good quality, which it cut and chased with great

skill with figures, letters, and pretty little land-

scapes." He goes on to say, " that this factory

turns out glass which is the finest of its kind and

is a large well planned building with two fur-

naces, and a score of ovens where they slowly

cool the glass after it has been cast. The glass

is not so white or so polished as that of Venice or

Gobain, but neither of these factories can cast

such large pieces. At La Granja they cut off

the rough part by hand, and polish it with a

machine worked by water power. The King

reserves the finest pieces for his own rooms, and

also makes presents to friendly Courts. The

profits of the factory are very slender for the

expenses are very high, but it is made as an

article of luxury to add eclat to the Throne."

The King probably too thought he ought to

encourage the craft so as to be able to supply

his subjects with a useful commodity and also

keep in the country a large sum of money that

would otherwise go out to purchase glass from

other countries. Yet, in spite of Royal patron-

age, the glass works of La Granja gradually

declined and were closed about 1849.

superb photogravures. Opposite each is a sepa-

rate sheet bearing the measurements, the his-

tory and a short commentary by a distinguished

scholar. The volumes are produced with a

luxury that surprises us when we remember the

continued costliness of post-war book produc-

tion, and with a taste that is re-assuring to those

who despair for the resurrection of the artistic

art-book. It is, of course, impossible to describe
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here the subjects iImU wiih in tin- portfolio.

Some of tlie acquisitions arc of iiroater interest

arch.-tologically than ivstliotically, some were

chosen mainly to fill the gap in the great collec-

tion and some of the first importance have

already been adequately dealt with in these

pages or elsewhere. Tlie subjects, taUen as

a whole, say much for the judgment and watch-

fulness of those who acquired them. The Louvre

is as fortunate in M. nemotle as he is in the

Louvre.
In a short introductory note M. Louis Rarthou

succeeds in imparting a thrill by his vivid de-

scription of the work that went on in the Louvre

when the German forces were at tlie city gates.

The book is similar in format to the new work

on Gothic Tapestry spoken of on p. ^91.

R. R. T.

Buck's Dictionary of Pictures. Selected and Edited hy

Randall Davies. 190 pp. (Black). 12s. 6d.

This book consists of very brief notes on rather

fewer than one thousand pictures in public gal-

leries, the choice having been made in accordance

with the celebrity of the works and with the

author's taste. The picture titles are listed under

the artists' names, which are arranged alphabeti-

callv, and there are added dates, localities, sizes,

catalogue numbers and brief but adequate de-

scriptions of subject. The book is of course not

full enough to be of value to the student w-ho

would find, for instance, only two pictures men-

tioned under Canaietto; but sn far as it goes it is

excellent, and perhaps the subtitle " A guide to

the best work of the best masters " is justified or

at least excusable. The renders' judgment will

at anv rate not be numbed by the objectless eulo-

gisms of which most popular " art guides
"

largely consist. k- R- t.

Looking at Pictures. By S. C. Kaines Smith, M.A.,

M.B.E. 151 pp. + II pi. (Methuen). 6s.

This little book is an attempt to induce the

liking of pictures—a laudable enough object.

Anything which tends to stimulate public interest

in this direction is to be welcomed. Whether
more than a liking, an understanding of what

fundamentally great art consists, can be derived

from it, we frankly doubt. We confess to a dififi-

cultv in reading a book which gives a detailed

description of Frith's Railway Station and dis-

misses the men of i860 and their followers on the

plea of " no space or need to speak," and which

mentions Manet in a bare few lines as a painter

who " has been called the pioneer of Impres-

sionism, which onlv means that he has carried on

the tradition founded by Velasquez, and he has

not surpassed his founder." The broader

problems of c-esthetics are, however, thought-

fully and readably dealt with, and it is better

that an author should frankly state his prefer-

ences for individual painters and pictures than

attempt dishonesdy. as is often done, to side

either with the public or the specialist. A. ].

Till! FuRROUTi) Karth. A Book of Poems by Ciertrude

Bone. lUusiratrd with woodruts by STEniEN Bone.

38 pp. + 9 woodcuts. (Chatlo 4 Windus). 6s.

Mrs. Bone's poems are the sincere and gentle

expressions of .someone lacking the extraordinary

qualities of the poet ; indeed to tell the truth they

compare unfavourably with her prose. She re-

quires more space for her charm as a writer to

become apparent than is allowed her in the lyric,

whicii is such a fragile thing that one hackneyed

phrase spreads devastation round it. But what

is of particular interest is that while hitherto her

writings have been illustrated by her husband,

in this one they are accompanied by woodcuts

bv her son. vStephen Bone is very much influ-

enced by his father, but he has a greater feeling

for composition. It thus seems possible that he

has not onlv inherited much of Muirhead Bone's

talent but that he has escaped his limitations.

The woodcuts facing pages 12 and 18 are particu-

larly worthy of note. D. G.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS. For further particulars see

" Publications Received," p. ii. of our advertisement

columns.

Cathedrals of England and Wales, T. F.

Bumpus, 2 IS. (Werner Laurie), a single volume

containing the three popular books by the late

author. The many photographic illustrations of

cathedrals are excellent, Canterbury alone hav-

ing had the mi.sfortune to be used as a coloured

frontispiece. The Romance of Building,

Allen S. Walker, 3s. 6d. (George Philip & Son).

A talkative book which starts by confronting the

reader with photos of St. Paul's and Salisbury

Cathedrals, and asking him to choose. Such a

practice which is becoming habitual in books

and lectures on art is plainly misleading to

many. The book contains much information in

a readable form. Men I h.we painted, J.

McLure Hamilton, 30s. (Fisher Unwin), i s a

thick volume of reminiscences which are as valu-

able as the many portraits used as illustrations.

Lancashire, painted by A. Woods, described

by F. A. Bruton, has 32 coloured reproductions

of topographical watercolours. Mr. Woods,

with the help of the three-colour process, succeeds

in brightening up the grim county. The " de-

scriber " delights, like Ruskin, in giving first,

second, and third prizes to scenery. " This is

the finest view in England and therefore in the

world." The really enthusiastic native may be

pained, however, when in a moment of frank-

ness he admits that in Lancashire " certain geo-

logical features are not represented." Simple

Furnishing and Arrangement, by H. & T.

Gloag, los. (Duckworth), has 22 photographic

and 20 line illustrations of old and modern fur-

niture. The advice of which the book largely

consists is sure to be followed by large numbers.

Malta, a Sketch Book, Gordon Home, 2s. 6d.
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(Black). These accurate topographical draw-
ings are, as always in this unassuming and in-

expensive series, excellently reproduced.
Where the Rainbow ends, 20s. (Hodder &:

Stoughton). There is this year a sharp decline

in the number of gorgeous Christmas gift-books

like this, whose pictures, strictly in the Rack-
ham-DuIac tradition, are better calculated to

please the elderly donor than the youthful re-

cipient. The pictures by Jean de Bossch^re in

Weird Islands, 12s. 6d. (Chapman & Hall),

will appeal to more children than those of any
of the other books, the general standard of

which is as low as it has ever been. The Aledici

Society issue Christmas cards bearing reproduc-
tions of Old Masters to which are added this

year a number of modern ones which bid fair to

bring the series into line with the contents of

those fascinating cardboard boxes which the

stationer's shops offer up perennially to the ac-

quisitiveness of Christmas celebrants. Cadenza
AD Lib. (J. Curven). A humerous sketch of

musicians drawn by John Nash and reproduced
in colour is charming and personal. The Beg-
gar's Opera, gs. set; is. 6d. each (Welbeck
Publ. Co.). A set of colour reproductions of

somewhat pretty drawings by F. S. May, of

characters from the popular comedy. R. R. T.

Colour Prints : Portrait <sr a Man with a Turban. By
Jan Van Eyck (Nat. Gall.). loj in. by 7I in. 27s. 6d.

Sophie Arnould. By J. B. Greuzk (Wallace Coll.).

18J in. by 15 in. 35s. (The Medici Society).

The little Van Eyck head is remarkably well

rendered, the slight tendency to coldness van-

ishing with the matt surface when the print is

varnished. The Greuze is a fair specimen of

reproduction in colour but a certain crayon-

like effect in the browns detracts from the sug-

gestion of the character of the original brush-

work seen to advantage in local passages such

as the white of the girl's sleeve. R. R. T.

A MONTHLY CHRONICLE
Londo.n Exhibitions.—Of the exhibitions

noticed last month and still open as we write.

The Goupil, The National Portrait Society (at

the Grafton), The Grosvenor, and the Royal

Society of Portrait Painters (at Burlington

House) show a great number of works in oil,

many being large, popular portraits. At the

Goupil is a splendid show including Degas,

Courbet, Derain, Matisse and Van Gogh,
with among the English work, some fine

Sickerts still more recently painted than

those just shown at Brighton. At the

Grafton there are excellent Johns, one of

Whistler's most effective pattern portraits

and a charming Degas in quite another scheme
of design. Edmund Dulac's neat parodies of

ancient art are welcome at a time when painters

threaten to cease laughing altogether. Lytton's

The MarAes Soci^Tlt's Portfolios of Facsimiles of
Drawings. Watercolours, etc., from the .Masters.
(English agents, The Independent Gallery, 7a, Grafton Str.)
Cizanne water colours. 10 pi. (Out of print.) Cfoanne

and his ancestors, Poussin, Greco, Delacroix, Courbet, 8 pi.
Cezanne water colours, 8 pi. Cfeanne pencil drawings, 6 pi.

9 gns. Chinese woodcuts. 15 pi. 8 gns. Dauniier. 15 pi.
(Out of print.) Delacroix, G^ricault, drawings and water
colours. 15 pi. (Out of print.) DCirer, the early landscapes
in water colour. 10 pi. 6 gns. French i8th century drawings.
2.S pi. 6 gns. Guys, wash drawings in colour and monotone.
16 pi. 6 gns. Rembrandt's religious legends, pen and wash
drawings with touches of colour. 20 pi. 6J gns. Renoir,
pen and ink, charcoal, pastel, water colour. 21 pi. 6 gns.
Rubens, charcoal, etc. 13 pi. 4 gns. Van Gogh, water-
colour landscapes. (Out of print.) 16 pi. Venetian iSth cen-
tury drawings. 20 pi. 4 gns.

The method used for these plates is an elabo-
ration of the ordinary collotype process, but the
remarkable success that has been attained in

them is mainly due to the scientific accuracy
with which each stage of the work is carried out.
A careful study of all the plates leaves no doubt
that they mark a considerable advance on any
former productions of the kind. On our frontis-

piece will be found one of the plates. In certain

examples the imitation is so accurate that even
with the print in one's hand it is difficult to be
sure that it is not the original. This is perhaps
especially true of the reproductions of monotone
drawings for the making of which as many as

five or six gelatine plates bearing inks of slighth-

differing shades are often employed. After a

little experience, however, slight evidences of a

mechanical technique can be detected b}' the eye
accustomed to the study of works of art. All the

prints satisfy the most exacting observer. A
collection of them would be of great value to the

connoisseur, while for the educationalist, to

whom the price of originals of great works is

always prohibitive, they would be invaluable.

An exhibition of the complete contents of the

portfolios is being held this month at 7a, Grafton
Str., Bond Str., in the Independent Gallery,

v/ho are the English agents. r. r. t.

The Black Hal is serious work that surely merits

being hung in daylight. The Grosvenor has

a very mixed show, including a seascape by
Steer at his subtlest, though not at his noblest.

Sickert's harmonious oil is in his more
topographical manner, and D. S. MacColl
has three watercolours, one of which (no)
is especially happy. Miss Daphne Baring,

a young artist who has clearly a sense of com-
position, is seen in a picture that is an advance
on her contribution to the Nameless show.
One of Millais' best pictures is at Burlington

House, surrounded by the latest and most de-

pressing of his recruits. At the Leicester there

is a collection of most interesting Millet draw-

ings which remind us once more how strong he

was in his unaffected phases. We feel that the

more formal o'" Dobson's sculptures at the same
gaHery are much the best, the portrait of Mr.
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Asquith, for instance, beinef surprisingly com-
monplace; on tlie otiier hand, several of the

more realistic sketches are exquisite. The big
sculptured group, which still calls for chiselling,

is one of his best accomplishments. At the
Independent the latest work of Porter shows im-
provement in drawing and a closer interest in

representation which, however, he has not
allowed to replace his ever-strengthening feel-

ing for design.

At the British Museum the exhibition of draw-
ings of the Continental schools acquired since

10
1
4 remains open and is to be augmented bv a

selection of Japanese woodcuts and a centenary
exhibition of ^leryon's etchings. In the loan

court of the Victoria and Albert Museum the

exhibition of Chien-ware from private collec-

tions is still on view, as also a collection of

drawings of Armenian architecture. Messrs.
Bromhead &• Cutts will show watercoloiirs by
A. T. Nowell. Works of the late W. Strang
will be shown at the Fine Art Societv ; a memo-
rial exhibition of the art of C. Lovat Fraser will

be on view at the Leicester Gallery, and at the

Independent will be shown a collection of

colour reproductions. R. R. T.

The London Group.—A most interesting

exhibition, though several members of the group
were not showing, notably Mr. Gertler, Mr.
Porter, and Mr. .^nrep, who had exhibitions of

their own in view. One was struck by the

number of pictures which showed that the artist

was aiming at something and not merelv paint-

ing from habit. The second feature which made
the exhibition interesting was that, as a whole,

it expressed a definite tendency. The exhibi-

tors might almost have put at the head of their

catalogue as a motto the words :
" We

have discovered, after all, that painting is

representational." " Young " art is moving
awav from abstraction, cubism, and, in-

deed, every form of " ism." This retreat

was so marked at the Mansard Gallery that the

more advanced tvpe of abstract picture on the

walls, such as Mr. White's Sierra Nevada or

Mr. Power's portrait of his wife, struck one as

positively " reactionary." There were also a few

pictures, of course, which were " reactionary
"

in a less paradoxical sense : but the great major-

ity of artists exhibiting, while bearing the stamp

of having been through " post-impressionism,"

recognised that in the object before the eve or

nowhere else, was inspiration to be found. They
allowed themselves ,of course, such freedom of

distortion and invention in colour as, before the

modern movement, would have outraged the

public; but the object, as it appears to the aver-

age optic nerv'e, was always fundamentally re-

spected. Their attitude towards Nature seems

now not unlike that of bishops to-day towards

the Bible. The days of belief in verbal inspira-
tion are thank Heaven over, but these artists

have certainly come to believe—and here
anotlier exclamation of gratitude would not be
misplaced— that there is a vital quality worth
preserving in fact. It was also noticeable that
there were far fewer experimental pictures than
in any other recent exiiibition of the kind.
After all, the last ten years of modern art has

been a period of experiment rather than of con-
viction. Not that the experiments have not been
works of good faith, they have been; but it was
precisely the ardour of that faitli, the " Eureka "

element visible in the fruits of it, which revealed
its experimental character. The importance of
structural quality, whether in landscape or por-
traiture, the preoccupation with selected planes,
the desire to utilize them so as to suggest per-
spective rather than to state it, the assertion of the
artist's right to improve on any hint of nature's,

all these good—what shall we call them ?—prin-

ciples, seem now to be sinking down from the

conscious into the unconscious sphere, from
which principles of any kind, moral or esthetic,

operate more gracefully and efficiently.

Take the name of those artists who have been
associated with the recent movement, Roger
Fry, Duncan Grant, and Vanessa Bell ; Mr.
Fry's work during the last eight years, the ex-
perimental character of the so-called post-im-
pressionist movement, has been clearly illus-

trated. Theoretically convinced, passionately

appreciative of the pioneers of that movement,
he has never been able to express the whole of

his natural sensibility through their methods.
Alongside of pictures as thorough going in that

direction as they could be, he has continued to

produce many more pictures predominantly
naturalistic. In these pictures he had continued
to paint the object as he sees and loves it,

while in the former he has only painted it

as he feels an artist ought to see it. His
intellect has responded with extraordinary sensi-

tiveness, but his natural sensibilities have lagged
behind. In this exhibition there was a beautiful

little picture, a view of Auray, which, like his

big picture shown at the Nameless Exhibition

in the summer, is an example of his art at its

best. It is compact, straightforward, and deli-

cate ; not over elaborate in design yet showing a

delight in tackling a difficult intricacy naturalis-

tically. The result is restful, and expres-

sive of a natural self-control and personal

response which in some of his other pictures he
has struggled against mistakenly—and in vain.

This struggle shows most clearly in his sense

of colour. In the picture of Auray it is grave and
admirable in tone. His danger is to fall into a

colour scheme which somehow manages to be at

once sweet and drab (his picture of Haystacks
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with Sussex downs behind them had this defect),

but at its best his colour, besides being extremely
individual, is reposeful and vivid.

Mrs. Bell has also returned from abstract to

painting the object, and the consequence has
been to release a sensibility which told with ex-
quisite effect in her Still Life (2) and her sketch
of the Seine (53). Mr. Duncan Grant, too, has
returned to nature. His l^ug (11) and his Notre
Dame are impressionistic—with a difference.

The latter reminded one of Monet's or Walter
Sickert's treatment of a great building, though
more solid. His nude is a curious and not alto-

gether successful composition ; the distortion of

the parts of the figure reminding one of their

distortion produced by nearness to a camera
rather than those of intentional design. Mr.
Seabrooke, who exhibited several of the best pic-

tures hung, notably (5) Path in a Wood, a Cafe
Garden{g6), and Paths and Trees (gg), has never
adventured far down the path of post-impres-

sionism, but he has learnt from those who have;
he has stuck to his own interpretation of things

and this modest self-confidence is a quality

which always tells in his compositions. Mr.
Bernard Adeney and Mr. Keith Baynes showed
admirable work. Mr. Wolfe's promising Land-
scape (24) was spoilt by two clouds which were
over emphatic for the design.

DESMOND MacCARTHY.

The Salon d'Automne.—Nearly two thousand

five hundred pictures are exhibited this year. No
critic, however conscientious, is able to give a

fair account of this show ; for it is not only the

number of the pictures, nearly as great as the

collection in the Louvre, which embarrass him :

other features of the exhibition add difficulties to

his task. French art has in the last ten years

developed to an extraordinary degree through the

acquisition of skill in technique and of know-
ledge of methods of painting. Any painter of

alert intelligence can nowacquire in Paris a suffi-

cient dexterity in his " metier " to enable him
to plan elaborate " designs " without much
effort. The Salon d'Automne is crowded with

pictures, many of great size, which attract inevit-

ably by their astonishing cleverness. Yet on

closer scrutiny it is easy to detect that the effect

is produced with a few harmonious lines cleverly

disposed and a few colours tastefully chosen, but

the values are wrong and the designs show no

vitality of expression. To look for new and pro-

mising talent in the midst of this confusion of

aggressively striking productions is almost im-

possible.

If the Salon d'Automne offers little oppor-

tunity for the discovery of unknown personalities

it gives us, on the other hand, a chance to

follow the evolution of the principal leaders of

the modern movement. Hung in conspicuous

places, they are easily found and the public
usually crowd around them. This year Matisse,
Derain, Picasso and Bonnard did not exhibit, but
Segonzac had three beautiful landscapes painted
in his broad generous style. Marchand's pictures
have attracted a great deal of attention. His two
Paris landscapes have been compared, in merit,
to those of Georges Michel, an almost unknown
artist who died in 1843 and of whom the I.ouvre
possess some interesting views of Montmartre.
M. Friesz exhibits six amazingly clever composi-
tions. There is little change in his art ; he con-
tinues " k faire du Cezanne mieux que Cezanne."
M.Dufy has a great sense of the decorative and
a clever delicate handwriting, but his pictures

are constructed too obviously. M. Valotton,
usually so interesting in spite of his dryness,
shows no remarkable qualities in the works
which he exhibits this year, but M. Maurice
Anelin has made great progress; the Profil is

one of the best works in the Salon. He has over-

come some of the difficulties of his technique, the

light no longer breaks up the planes of his design
and is more evenly fused in the composition.
M. Gritschenko, a Russian having a delightful

colour sense, shows a series of extremely attrac-

tive water-colours. Mme. Halicka's landscape is

the best painting by a woman in the Salon. M.
Edward Wolfe, an English artist, is sensitive

and alive; his four pictures show great gifts, not

yet matured, and a real artistic feeling. His
still-lifes and the Black Waiter are excellent. It

is a relief to find M. Roger Fry's Nude after one
has looked at so many so-called " modern " and
" revolutionary " picures. The theme is old-

fashioned, but the artist has treated it with
rigorous accordance to the laws of plastic design.

The Belgian section is paltry. Was it really

worth while to show in Paris these long-forgotten

conceptions of pre-Raphaelitism—Odilon Redon
and Wiertz combined. The Russians, packed
up in a small room, are not very successful either.

In that restricted space the local colour so peculiar

to Russian art, becomes a little oppressive. In

the book section, the woodcuts of Mme. Lewitzka
illustrating Gogol's " The Tales of Ukrainia "

are the most personal and original.

The "clou" of the Salon was the admirable
Maillol's simple and forceful statue Jeune fille

au bain. The sculptor has worked at it for the

last fifteen years; the serenity of this great artist

contrasts violently with the tormented spirit of

most of the other sculptors obsessed by schemes
of composition and for ever searching for un-
usual harmonies.

The Salon d'Automne has organised three

retrospective collections this year. One of Cail-

lebolte, an Impressionist painter much influenced

by Pissaro and Sisley. It was he who left to the

Luxembourg a collection which includes several
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Cczannes. Tlie collection of Daumier litho-

graphs exhibited is unfortunately not very com-
plete. The other retros[)ective exhibit is of

Gaston Thiesson, a niociern artist of considerable

promise who died in 1920. A. C.

AUCTIONS
MrSSRS. SOTHEBY, WiLKISSOS *! HODOE, 34, NeW BoND

Street. Dec. ^nd : Porcelain and Old Knjjlish Furniture, pro
periy of the Countess o( Coventry and Capt. I.ullrtll Byrom,
including some sots of unusually beautiful Chippendale and
other English chairs, etc.

Dec. 7TII. .Armour and Weapons, property of Dr.
F. Forster, of Berne, and Captain L. Byrom, including a re-

markable homogeneous " Maximilian " suit, etc.

Dec. 14TH. Old Master Drawings and Paintings, chiefly

from coll. of Lord .Amherst. This im|X)rtant sale includes :

(13J) Miisiiians, an excellent and characteristic signed example
of Jan Steen ; (120) Circumtision, a Rembrandt school-piece

;

(115) Marriage of S. Catherine, formerly in the Zampieri
Palace, Bologna, and last seen in the Royal Acad. Ex.
1010 ; known and catalogued as by Moretto de Brescia.

CoRRiGKND.v.—Nov. issue, p. 217. The XV.
century Italian Annunciation is the property, as

Mr. Ilind mentions in tlie text, of Captain Reit-

linger. The words " British Museum " under
the plate should therefore be omitted.

Among the drawings is a charming signed V'.in de Velde the

younger, of Sliips in a calm (iiS); a fine black chalk drawing
of .1 Herdsman and j\ock, by Claes Berchcm (58) ; An elderly

man, catalogued as Rembrandt's (6.S) ; and a Nativity, given

to Perugino. A comparison of this work with Lo Spagna's
Nativity in the Vatican will be found to throw light on th?

origin of the drawing. R. R. T.

Messrs. Glendinning & Co., 7, Argyle Street.—DEC. 5th,

to <jth : The first portion of the large collection of Japanese
works of art. PTO|)erty of the late M. Tomkinson, Esq.,

Kidderminster, including Nelsukd wood, Manju, Ivory, Inro,

Lacquer, Kakemono, and some silver and embroidery. These
arc in the most elaborate and costly style, and are sure to

attract all collectors of this class of Japanese craftsmanship.

GALLERY AND MUSEUM ACQUISITIONS.
N.\TIONAL GALLERY.

Italian. Head of a Man : fresco, c. 1650. Purchased,
Lewis Fund.

Spanish. S. Paul : oil. Early 17th century. Purchased,
Florence Fund.

Prudhon. Clothe : drawing. Bequeathed by Monsieur
H. P. A. Pichot.

J. F. Lewis. The Siesta : oil. Purchased, Lewis and
Florence Funds.

Sir W. Ross. 5i> Francis Burdett, and Miss Coutts : oil

miniatures. Bequeathed by Mr. Burdett-Coutts.

N.ATIONAL GALLERY OF BRITISH ART, MILLBANK.
Hamilton Bowler. The Doubt. Oil. Presented.
Eric Kennington. Sleeping Soldier. Drawing. Presented.

J. F. Nollekens. The Young Artist. Oil. Presented.

BRITISH MUSEUM : PRINT ROOM.
Drawings (all from the Rodrigues sale, Amsterdam, July

I2th— 13th).

H. Burgkmair. Head of St. John the Baptist, signed and
dated 1522.

NicOLAL's Manuel Deutsch. St. Peter " ad vinculo." Pen
and ink drawing, signed (about 1570).

Hans von Kulmbach. Group of riders and musicians. Pen
and ink.

H. D., Monocrammist. St. Catherine of .llexandria. Black
chalk. .\n important drawing from the same hand,
Christ on the cross, from the Klinkosch sale, is already
in the Department, where it has been attributed to Hans
Diirer. The artist shows the influence of Griinewald, and
probably belongs to the Upper Rhine, but he has also

been identified with Hans Dig, of Zurich.
Peter Cornei.isz Kunst. The Liberation of a Prisoner.

Pen and ink. Signed with monogram and dated 1524.
Bernaert van Orlez. Allegory of War. Design for

tapestry. Pen and ink.

Attributed to Cornelis .Anthoniszoon. Allegory of III For-
tune. Pen and wash. Presented by J. G. Lonsada, Esq.,
through the National Art Collection Fund.

Prints.

F. Bol. Two etchings in undescribed first states : Bust of a
man, B. 13, and Bust of a woman, B. 15. Presented by
Henry Van den Bergh, Esq., through the National .Art

Collections Fund.
F. W. Benson. Seventeen etchings, chiefly of birds. Pre-

sented by the Artist.

Mrs. Austin Brown. Five woodcuts. Printed in colours.
Presented by the Artist.

Eric Gill. Twenty-four woodcuts. Presented by H. D.
Pepler, Esq.

Sydney Vacher. Seventeen etchings (landscape, etc.). Pre-
sented by the Artist.

Ceramics.
A square porcelain beaker with lion masks and mark of the

Wan Li period in blue. The rest of the surface coated
with lacquer with inlaid design of Imperial dragons, etc.

Purchased.
Cylindrical brush-pot of Fukien porcelain with band of floral

ornament carved in relief. Given by Capt. Warre.
VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM.

The items marked * are not yet on exhibition.

Architecture and Sculpture.
H. Gaudier Brzeska. The fallen workman. Bronze sta-

tuette. Presented by A. E. Anderson, Esq.

Ceramics.
Porcelain hot-water bowl. Painted in underglaze blue with

equestrian figures. Chinese; probaly 15th century. Pre-

sented by Herbert Eccles, Esq.

Engraving, Illustration and Design.
* MuiRiiEAD Bone. The Jews' Quarter, Leeds. Dry-point.
* E. Blampied. The Potato Gatherers. Etching. Presented

by J. J. Wolf, Esq.
* Swiss and Russian Posters (9). Presented by Mile. Gretel

Schall.
* Frederick Sandys. Head of a Girl. Pencil.

Metalwork.
A group of English and Irish silver; i8th and early 19th

century ; and a silver-gilt gobletj Zurich hall-mark 1627.

Bequeathed by Miss Hannah A. Irving.

A group of Japanese sword-guards ; chiefly from the Wilson
Crewdson Collection. Presented by Lt.-Col. Dingwall,

D.S.O.
An engraved silver snuff-box. English; early i8th cen-

tury. Presented by Louis C. G. Clarke, Esq., F.S.A.

Paintings.
* Miniature in oil (17th century) with 20 talc overl.ays, illus-

trating changes in costume. Presented by E. V. Lucas,

Esq.
* M. A. RoOKER. Wookey Hole, Somersetshire. Water-

colour. Presented by Victor Rienaecker, Esq.
* Stafford Leake. The River Bank, Blythburgh. Pre-

sented by W. P. Robins, Esq. Magogoni. Presented by
Martin Hardie, Esq.

Textiles.
English embroidered silk panel of the end of the 13th cen-

tury

—

Christ enthroned. From the Dominican priory at

Haverstock Hill, London. Exhibited at the Burlington

Fine Arts' Club in 1905, and given by the National Art

Collections Fund.
Woollen pile " Runner " carpet. Asia Minor; early 17th

century.

Woodwork.
A small Italian spinning wheel of the early 18th century,

decorated in tortoiseshell, mother-of-pearl and ivory. Pre-

sented by the Honble. Mrs. Carpenter.
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ARCHITECTURE—
Sixth Century Art in Syracuse 210; PI. 214

CLASSIFIED INDEX TO VOLUME XXXIX, No. 220, JULY, TO
No. 225, DECEMBER, 192 1

EXPLANATORY NOTE.—Cross references are given under thie following headings : Architecture—Artist.s and Craftsmen—
Authors (of writings included in this volume)

—

Ceramics, Enamels and Gla.ss—Drawings—Furniture—Metalwork^Mosaic
—Ownership (of objects referred to, owned (i) Collectively, by Nations, Public Corporations and Private .Associations,

(2) Individually, by Private Owners and Dealers)

—

Portraits—Prints, Engravings and Etchings—Titles, Complete List

OF (interspersed in alphabetical order with the titles of the following sections. Auctions, Letters, Monthly Chronicle

[ = M-C])—Reviews—Sculpture—Textiles (including Embroidery and Costume).

The definite and indefinite article in all languages is printed throughout but ignored in the alphabetical series.

Ingres. Reflections on the Ingres Exhibition 36; Second
Portrait de Mine. Moitessier (Mme. la Vicomtesse de
Bondy) ; Portrait de M. F. Belvese-Fotilon (Musde
Ingres) PI. 37 ; Portrait de Mme. Fridiric Reiset (M.
le Comte de S^gur-Lamoignon) ; Portrait de Mme.
Panckoiicke (Mme. Henri Panckoucke) PI. 40.

Johnson (CorneliusJ. Family Group (Mr. George Leon)
221; PI. 220; (after Cornelius Johnson) Family Group.
Drawing (Mr. Henry Oppenheimer) PI. 220

Lamb (Henry). Breton Peasants. Water-colour (Mr.
Charles Rutherston) PI. 139

Lely (Sir Peter). Portrait of F. M. Van Helmont (National
Gallery) 121 ; PI. 120

Lunatic Paintings PI. 26
Michele da Verona. Allegorical Scene (Lady Horner) 3 ;

PI. 2. Trial of Moses. Pen and ink drawing (Mr. A.
P. Opp^) PI. s

Nuremberg School. Portrait of a Man (Herr Dr. .Aug.
Burchardt, Basel) PI. 305

Rembrandt. Tobias curing his Father's Blindnc.is (Due
d'.Arenburg, Brussels) 18; PI. 194. Landscape with a
Man at a Sluice Gate. Drawing (Victoria and .Albert

Museum) PI. 225
School of Rembrandt. Tobias curing his Father's Blind-

ness (Mr. A. H. Buttery) PI. 191
Rubens (Paul). Francesco I V, fifth Duke of .Mantua (Mr.

Leonard Gow) 285 ; PI. 284
Seghers (Hercules). [M-C] Mountainous Landscape (Dr.

C. Hofstede de Groot) ; Landscape (Uffizi) 46; PI. 48
Sickert (Walter). Reclining Woman (Mr. J. L. Rayner)

PI. 242
Steer (P. Wilson). Farmyard. Monotone water-colour

(Tate Gallery) PI. 142
Tintoretto. Crucifixion (Victoria and Albert Museum)

PI. 228
TONKS (Henry). The Toilet. Pastel (Tate Gallery) PI. 142
Troy (J. F. de). A Reading from Moliere (Sir Philip

Sassoon) PI. 85
Tuscan School. Crucifixion (Mr. Henry Harris) 53 ;

PI. 52
Van Dyck. Lady Poulett (Mr. John Glen) PI. 269; Madam

Kirk (Lady Lucas) PI. 272 ; Lady Southampton (Ladv
Lucas) Pi. 272

Van Eyck (John). Head of Christ (Messrs. Browne and
Browne PI. 255 ; Van Eyck bis Bruegel [review] 91

School of Van Eyck. Head of Christ (Royal Gallery,
Berlin) PI. 257 ; Head of Christ (Dr. Egon von Oppol-
zer?) PI. 257; Head of Christ (Royal Gallery, Munich)
PI. 260. Head of Christ (Town Gallery, Bruges) PI. 260

Van Goch (Vincent). Houses 23 ; PI. 26.

Vermeer. Girt with a Flute, 28 ; PI. 29
Verrocchio. Head of a Warrior, probably from Verrocchio's

lost bronze relief. Stucco (\'ictoria and Albert Museum)
131 ; PI. 133. Head of a Warrior (Darius?), possibly
from Verrocchio's lost bronze relief. Enamelled terra

cotta (Kaiser Friedrich Museum) PI. 136
Wheatley (John). Mother and Child. Drawing in black

chalk (Mr. Campbell Dodgson) PI. 139
Yen Hui, attributed to. Three Hsien. Painting on silk

(British Museum) PI. 120
authors-
Baker (C. H. Collins). Reflections on the Ingres Exhibi-

tion 36; PI. 37, 40. .\ Lcly for the National Gallery
121 ; PI. 120. A Portrait Group by Cornelius Johnson
231 ; PI. 220. The Chronology of English Van Dycks
267 ; PI. 269, 272

Be.^zley (J. D.). The new Corpus of Attic Red-figured
Vases with signatures 230; PI. 231

Bell (Clive) .4 Committee of Taste 196

ARTISTS AND CR.AFTSMEN—
Antomazzo Romano. Crucifixion (S. Maria Sophia

Minerva, Rome) PI. 211

BOL. Portrait of an Elderly Man (Dr. .A. Bredius) 18;

PI. 19. The Orator (Duke of Newcastle) PI. 19. Hand
and scroll from The Orator PI. 22. Hand and scroll

from the Portrait of an Elderly Man PI. 22

BoLTRAFFio. Portrait of a Youth (Sir Philip Sassoon)

107 ; PI. 102

Bonifazio. The Trial of Moses (Mr. T. Bodkin) PI. 5

Bray (Jan de). Portrait of a Man (Dr. Schieffer, Amster-

dam) 62 ; PI. 66

Bkouwer (Adriaen). Landscape, with Rest during the

Flight into Egypt (Mr. T. Cottrell Dormer) PI. 245

BuRGKMAiR. Julius II. Woodcut (.Ashmolean) PI. 71

Virgin and Child. Coloured woodcut (.Ashmolean) PI.

74. St. Radiana. W'oodcut (Ashmolean) Fig. 75

Canaletto (.Antonio). The Visit of the Doge to San Zac-

caria on Easter Day. Drawing (British Museum) 298 ;

PI. 299. The Visit of the Doge to San Zaccaria on

Easter Day (Louvre) PI. 299. Scuola di San Rocco
(National Gallery) PI. 302.

Canaletto (Bernardo Bellotto da). C/iri.';( and the Money
Changers (Dr. J. Seymour Maynard) 108; PI. log.

Portico with figures (Dr. J. Seymour Maynard) PI. 109.

View of the Liechtenstein Palace (Liechtenstein collec-

tion) ; View of the Liechtenstein Palace (Liechtenstein

collection) Fl. 112

CEZANNE Landscape and Bacchanalcs. Water-colour and
pencil (collection F. C. Reber) PI. 252

Chang Lu, attributed to ; Lii Tung-pin. Painting on silk

(Messrs. Jekylls) PI. 117

Claude Gell^e. .ipse of SS. Giovanni e Paola, Rome (Vic.

toria and .Albert Museum) PI. 228
Da Vinci (Leonardo), attributed to ; The Virgin of the Rocks

(detail)
;
(National Gallery) 107 ; PI. 106. Head of a

irarrior. Silverpoint (British Museum) PI. 136

Durer (Albrecht). Head of a Man (Mr. S. Wilensky) PI.

180, 181 ; Studies c^f Furniture (British Museum)
PI. 181.

Epiktetos. Attic plate (British Museum) 230; PI. 231

Euergides. Attic cup (British Museum) 230; PI. 231

Flinck (Govaert). Jacob and the Bloodstained Coat (Na-

tional Gallery, Helsingfors) PI. 194
Florentine Master of the Fourteenth Century. Two

Legendary Subjects (M. Bernard D'Hendecourt) 154;
PI. 152

Fra Angelico. Crucifixion (Fogg Museum, Harvard) 209 ;

PI. 202, 208. Crucifixion (Louvre) PI. 211

Fragonard. Les Lavandieres (Mus^e de Picardie, Amiens)

94 ; PI. 95. Les Baisers Maternels or Les Jalousies de

L'enfance (Baron Maurice de Rothschild) PI. 98
Francia (Francesco), attributed to. Portrait (Mus^e, .Angers)

PI. 88
French School. Portrait of a Young Lady (National Gal-

lery) PI. 85
GuARDi. Plus 17 Blessing the Venetian People (.Ashmolean)

298 ; PI. 302
GuARiENTO, attributed to ; 5. Ursula and Twelve Maidens

(Mr. F. Steinmayer, Lucerne) 169; PI. 168

Hugo of Oignies. Reliquary (Victoria and Albert Museum)
PI. 159, 165

Huber (Wolf), School of. Sermon of S. Paul (National

Museum, Switzerland PI. 305
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AUTHORS—
BoRENius (TnncrcJ). Michcle da Verona 3 ; PI. 2, j. A

Panel of the Crucifixion 53 ; PI. 52. The I'nigonard

Exhibition in Paris 94; PI. 95, i)S. .\ ('anal<llo

Curiosity loS; PI. 109, 112. An L'lipublishid I'Moreii-

tine Predella 154; PI. 152. .An Early Enjllish Writer
on Art iSS. .A Era .Angelioo (or Harvard .'o<) ; PI.

202, 20S, 211. Old Master Drawings at Souih Ken-
sington 224 ; PI. 2.25, 22S

BowRA (C M.). Two Clay Figures from Honan 61 ; I'l. 63.

Bkedii's (.A). .A Copy by Bol after a lost Portrait by Rem-
brandt iS ; PI. 19, 22

Brockwkli. (M. W.). A newly discovered Rubens Portrait

2S5 ; PI. 284
BuREN (E. Douglas van). Sixth Century .Art in Svcracuse

210; PI. J14

Cbscinskv (Herbert). An Oak Chair in S. Mary's Hall,

Coventry 170; PI. 173, 176,; Fig. 177. English
Chairs of the Paper-scroll Period 285 ; PI. ^87, 290

Christie (Mrs. .Archibald). .A New Early English Embroi-
dery at the \'ictoria and .Albert Museum 9; PI. 8

CoNST.VHi.K (\V. G.). Canaletto and Guardi 298 ; PI. 299,

302
Conway (Sir Martin). .A Head of Christ by John van Eyck

253: PI- ^SS, 257, 260
DoDGSON (Campbell). Rare Woodcuts in the .Ashniolean

Museum— II 68; PI. 71, 74; Fig. 75. Notes on
Durcr, 177: PI. 180, iSi

Dover (Henry). The Restoration of Paintings— I 184 ;

PI. 185;—II 221; Figs. 222, 223
Fry (Roger). The Baroque 145

Ganz (Paul). Two Roman Drinking Glasses o ; PI. 8

GiBSOiS' (Frank). La Granja Glass 304 ; PI. 308
HiNi> (.A. .M.). .An Undcscribed Italian Engraving of the

XVth Century 216; PI. 217
HouMF.s (Sir C. J.). New French Pictures in the National

Gallery 83 ; PI. 85 ; Leonardo and Boltraflfio 107 ; PI.

102, io6
HuGELSHOFER (Walter). The Exhibition of South C.erman

.Art in Zurich 303 ; PI. 305
James (Edith E. Coulson). The Auto-Ritratti of Francesco

Francia? 8g ; PI. 88

Jo.VES (E. .Alfred). The Engraving of .Arms on Old English

Plate— II 33 ; PI. 32 ; Fig. 35. Old Plate at the Church
Congress 254; PI. 263, 266

Kendrick (.a. F.). a Gothic Tapestry 291 ; PI. 293
LiNDBLOM (Andreas). An English Embroidery in the Vatican

121; PI. 123, 127, 129; Fig. 122

MacC.'VRThv (Desmond). The London Group [M-C] 312

Maclagan (Eric). .A Stucco after Verrocchio 131 ; PI. 133,

136. .An Italian Wooden Statuette 157; PI. 156

May (C. J. Delab^re). Ghiordes Prager Rugs 54 ; PI. 55, 58

Mitchell (H. P.). Some Works by the Goldsmiths of

Oignies— I 157 ; PI. 159, 162, 165 ; —II 273 ; PI. 275,

278, 281

Jan de Bray's Portrait Works 62, Pi. 66

A Picture of S. Ursula 169; PI. 168

. The Pottery of Fostat, Old Cairo 11 ;

Schneider (H.).

Siren (Osvald).

Stewart (W.A.)
PI. 13, 16

T.-iTLOCK (R. R.)

British Art

Pictures from the School of Rembrandt

Vermeer's Girl with a Flute. 28 ; PI. 29

at Millbank 138 ; PI. 139, 142. Two
195; PI. 191,

194
Thornton (.Alfred) and Gordon (Ronald). .Art in Relation

to Liff— I 23; PI. 26; Fig. 27; —II 76, PI. 79, 82;

Fig. 76
Reflections on the Ingres Exhibition [lett] 149

Waley (.Arthur). Chinese Philosophv of Art—V 10 ;

84- —VII 128; —VIII 235; —IX 292

Vetts (AV. Perceval). Pictures of a Chinese Immortal

PI. 117, 120

-\1

113 ;

CERAMICS, ENAMELS, .AND GL.ASS—

La Granja Glass 304 ; PI. 308

The new Corpus of Attic Red-figured Vases with signatures

230 ; PI. 231

Pottery of Fostat, Old Cairo 11; PI. 13, 16

Two Clay Figures from Honan 61 ; PI. 63

Two Roman Drinking Glasses 9 ; PI. 8

DRAWINGS—
Canaletto (Antonio). The Visit of the Doge to San Zac-

carta on Easter Day (British Museum) PI. 298

Claude Gell^e. Apse of 55. Giovanni e Paolo, Rome
(Victoria and Albert Museum) PI. 228

Di'RiiK (.AlbreclU). .S/ii,;ici of Fiirniliirf (British Museum)
Silver point PI. iSi

.Aft<'r Cornelius Johnson. Family Group (.Mr. Ilrnry Oppen-
heiiner) 221 ; PI. 220

. RicMiiRANDT. Landscape with a Man al a Sluice Gate (Vic-

toria and Albert Museum) PI. 225
Tintoretto. Crucifixion (Victoria and .Alljert .Museuii.) PI.

228
Wheati.kv (John). Mother and Child (.Mr. C.inipbell Dodg-

son). Black chalk PI. 139
The Trial of Moses. IVn and ink PI. 5

FURNITURE—
English Chairs of the Paper-scroll Period 285 ; PI. 287, 290
Gill and Gesso Table of the Lion .M.ihogany Period PI. 288
.An Oak Chair in S. Mary's Hall, Coventry 170; PI. 173,

.176; Fig. 177

METAL WORK—
Altar Cross (Victoria and .Albert Museum) PI. 275, 278
Church Plate (English Churches) 254; PI. 263, 266
The engraving of arms on old English plate II 33 ; PI. 32 ;

F'g- 35
Hugo of Oignies. Reliquary (Victoria and Albert Museum)

PI. 159, 163, 16s
Sigefroid of Oignies. Chalice (BorgS Church, Finhnul)

PI. 281

Some Works by the Goldsmiths of Oignies— I 157, PI. 180,

iSi ; —II 273, PI. 275, 278, 281

MOSAICS—
Christ (Monastery at Daphni) PI. 82

OWNERSHIP (COLLECTIVE) OF OBJECTS
ILLUSTR.ATED—

.Amiens. Mus^e de Picardie. Fragonard. Les Lavandiires
PI- 95

.Angers. MusiSe. Portrait attributed to Francesco Francia
PI. 88

Berlin. Royal Gallery. School of Van Eyck. Head of

Christ PI. 257
BorgS Church. Finland. Sigefroid of Oignies. Chalice,

silver gilt. PI. 281

Bruges. Town Gallery. School of Van Eyck. Head of

Christ PI. 260
Calcutta Museum. Garuda Figures PI. 79
Daphni, The Monastery. Christ, nth century mosaic PI.

82

Harvard. Fogg Museum. Fra .Angelico. Crucifixion 209

;

PI. 202, 208

Helsingfors. National Gallery. Govaert Flinck. Jacob

and the Bloodstained Coat PI. 194

Liechtenstein Collection. Bellotto da Canaletto. View of

the Liechtenstein Palace PI. 112; Bellotto da Cana-

letto. View of the Liechtenstein Palace PI. 112

London. British Museum. Silver Thaler of Salzburg

PI. 71. La Ting-pin and another Hsien. Painting on

paper. PI. 117. Three Hsien, attributed to Yen Hui.

Painting on silk PI. 120. Durer. Studies of Furni-

ture. Drawings PI. 181. Euergides, Attic cup.

PI. 231 ; Epiktetos, Attic Plate PI. 231. Cana-

letto (Antonio). The Visit of the Doge to San Zac-

caria on Easter Day. Drawing PI. 299

National Gallery, French School. Portrait of a Young

Lady 83 ; PI. 85. Da Vinci (Leonardo). The Virgin of

the Rocks (detail) PI. 106. Lelv. Portrait of F. M.

Van Helmont 121 ; PI. 120. Canaletto (Antonio).

Scuola di San Rocco PI. 302

National Gallery of British Art. Henry Tonks. The

Toilet. Pastel. PI. 142. P. Wilson Steer. The Farm-

yard. Water-colour PI. 142

Victoria and Albert Museum. Hugo of Oignies. Reliquary

PI. 159, 165. Rembrandt, Landscape with a Man at a

Sluice Gate PI. 225. Claude Gellte, Apse of 55. Gio-

vanni e Paolo, Rome PI. 228. Tintoretto, Crucifixion

PI. 228. Altar Cross from Oignies' workshop PI. 275,

278. Mahogany Chair PI. 285. A New early English

Embroidery 9; PI. 8. The Syon Cope PI. 129. Garuda

figure PI. 79. Head of a li'arrior. Stucco PI. 133 _
Montaubon. Mus^e Ingres. Ingr-s. Port' :it de M. F.

Belvc:Le-Foulon PI. 37

Munich Royal Gallery. School of Van Eyck. Head of

Christ PI. 260 '

, , 77

Oxford. Ashmolean Museum. Burgkmair. Juhus II.
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Woodcut n. 71. Burgkmair. ]'irgin and Child.

Coloured woodcut PI. 74. Burgkmair. 5. Radiana.

Woodcut Fig. 75. Guardi. Pius VI blessing the Vene-

tian people PI. 302

Paris. Louvre. Scipio. Marble PI. 133. Fra Angelico,

Crucifixion PI. 211. Canaletto (Antonio). The Visit

of the Doge to San Zaccaria on Easter Day PI. 299

Rome. S. Maria, sopra Minerva. Antonazzio Romano,
Annunciation PI. 211

Vatican. English Embroidered Cope 121 ; P!. 123, 127,

Fig. 122

Switzerland, National Museum. School of Wolf Huber,

Sermon of S. Paul PI. 305

Ufiizi. Hercules Seghers. Landscape. PI. 48

OWNERSHIP (INDIVIDUAL) OF OBJECTS
ILLUSTR.ATED—
d'Arenburg (Due, Brussels). Rembrandt. Tobias curing

his Father's Blindness PI. 194

Bodkin (Mr. T.). Bonifazio, The Trial of Moses PI. 5

Bondy (Mme. le Vicomtesse de). Ingres. Second Portrait

de Mme. Moitessier PI. 37
Bredius (A.). Bol. Portrait of an Elderly Man PI. 19

Browne and Browne (Messrs.) John Van Eyck. Head of

Christ 233 ; PI. 255
Burchardt (Herr Dr. .Aug., Basel). Nuremberg School.

Portrait of a Man PI. 305
Buttery (Mr. A. H.). School of Rembrandt. Tobias curing

his Father's Blindness PI. 194

Cottrell Dormer (Mr. T.). Adriaen Brouwer. Landscape,

with Rest during Flight into Egypt PI. 245

Dally Jones (Col. W., C.M.G.). La Granja Glass 304;

PI. 308
Demotte (Mons.). Gothic Tapestry 291 ; PI. 293

D'Hendecourt (M. Bernard). Florentine Master of the 14th

Century. 7'u'o Legendary subjects PI. 152

Dighton (Mr. Basil). Walnut Chairs PI. 285

Dodgson (Mr. Campbell) John Wheatley. Mother and Child.

Drawing in black chalk PI. 139

Edward & Sons (Messrs.), of Regent Street, Ltd. Walnut

Settee PI. 285

Gill & Reigate (Messrs.). Walnut Settee PI. 285

Glen (Mr. John). Van Dyck. Lady Poulett PI. 269

Gow (Mr. Leonard). Rubens. Francesco IV, Fifth Duke of

Mantua 285 ; PI. 284

de Groot (Dr. C. Hofstede). Hercules Seghers. Moun-
tainous Landscape PI. 48

Harmsworth (Sir Leicester). Walnut Chair PI. 285

Harris (Mr. Henry). Tuscan School. Crucifixion PI. 52 ;

Virgin and Child, Sienese wooden statuette 157

;

PI. 156
Horner (Lady). Michele da Verona, Allegorical Scene PI. 2

Jekylls (Messrs.). Chang Lu. Lii Ting-pin. Painting on

silk PI. 117

Legh (Capt. the Hon. Richard). Mahogany Chair PI. 285

Leon (Mr. George). Cornelius Johnson. Family Group 221 ;

PI. 220
Lucas (Lady). Van Dyck. Madam Kirk PI. 272 ;

Lady
Southampton PI. 272

Maynard (Dr. J. Seymour). Bellotto da Canaletto. Christ

and the Money' Changers : Bellotto da Canaletto, Por-

tico with figures PI. 109

Newcastle (Duke of), Bol. The Orator PI. 19

Oppc (Mr. A. P.). The Trial of Moses. Pen and ink

drawing PI. 5

Oppenheimer (Mr. Henry). After Cornelius Johnson.

Family Group. Drawing PI. 220

Oppolzer (Dr. Egon von). School of Van Eyck. Head of

Christ PI. 257
Panckoucke (Mme. Henri). Ingres. Portrait de Mme.

Panckoucke PI. 41

Rayner (Mr. J. L.). Walter Sickert. Reclining Woman
PI. 242

Reber (F. C). C^zarme. Landscape and Bacchanales

PI. 252

Reitlinger (Capt. Henry S.). Annunciation. North Italian

Engraving, 15th century. PI. 217

Rotch (Mr. C. D.). Walnut Chair PI. 285

Rothschild (Baron Maurice de). Fragonard. Les Baisers

Maternels or Les Jalousies de L'Enfance PI. 98

Rutherston (Mr. C). Henry Lamb. Breton Peasants

PI. 139

Sassoon (Sir Philip). J. F. de Troy. A Reading from

Moliere PI. 85. BoltrafSo. Portrait of a Youth PI. 102

Schieffer (Dr., Amsterdam). Jan de Bray, Portrait of a

Man PI. 66

S^gur-Lamoignon (M. le Comte de). Ingres. Portrait de

Mme. Fridiric Reiset. PI. 40
Steinmayer (Mr. F., Lucerne). Guariento (attributed to)

i'. Ursula and Twelve Maidens 169 ; PI. 168

Stuttard (Mr. James). .Mahogany Chairs. PI. 285
Wilensky (Mr. S.). Albrecht Diirer. Head of a Man.

PI. 180, 181

PORTRAITS—
Family Group. Cornelius Johnson (Mr. George Leon) 221 ;

PI. 220
F. M. Van Helmont. Lely (National Gallery) 121 ; PI. 120

Francesco IV, Fifth Duke of Mantua. Rubens (Mr.
Leonard Gow) 285 ; PI. 284

Lii Tung-pin. Rubbing from monument at Vo-chou PI. 117

Lu Tung-pin. Attributed to Chang Lu. Painting on silk

(Messrs. Jekylls) PI. 117

Lii Tung-pin and another hsien. Painting on paper (British

Museum) PI. 117

M. F. Belvkze-Foulon. J. A. D. Ingres (Musde Ingres) 36;
PI. 37

Mme. Frederic Reiset. J. A. D. Ingres (M. le Comte de

S^gur-Lamoignon) 36 ; PI. 40

The Orator. Self portrait by Ferdinand Bol (The Duke of

Newcastle) 18; PI. 19

Portrait. Subject and Painter doubtful PI. 88

Portrait de Mme. Panckoucke. J. .•\. D. Ingres (Mme.
Henri Panckoucke) 36 ; PI. 40

Portrait of an Elderly Man. Ferdinand Bol (Dr. A.

Bredius) 18 ; PI. 19

Portrait of a Man. Jan de Brav (Dr. Schieffer, Amster-

dam) 62 ; PI. 66
Portrait of a Man. Nuremberg School. (Herr D. Aug.

Burchardt, Basel) PI. 305
Portrait of a Young Lady (National Gallery) PI. 85

Portrait of a Youth. Boltraflfio (Sir Philip Sassoon PI.

1C2

Second Portrait de Mme. Moitessier. J. .\. D. Ingres (Mme.

la Vicomtesse de Bondy) 36 ; PI. 37

Self-Portrait. Francesco Francia? (Mus^e Angers) PI. 88

PRINTS, ENGRAVINGS, ETCHINGS—
Annunciation. North Italian Engraving. 15th century

(Capt. Henry S. Reitlinger) 216; PL 217

Head of a Warrior. Leonardo da Vinci. Silver point

(British Museum) PI. 136

Julius II. Burgkmair. Woodcut (Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford) PI. 71

5. Radiana. Burgkmair. Woodcut (.'\shmolean) PI. 75

Virgin and Child. Burgkmair. Coloured woodcut (Ash-

molean Museum, O.^tford) PI. 74

SCULPTURE—
Sienese wooden statuette. T'lV^iii and Child (Mr. Henry

Harris) 157; PI. 156

Sixth Century .Art in Syracuse 210; PI. 214

A stucco after Verrocchio 131 ; PI. 133, 136

TEXTILES—
.'\n English Embroidery in the Vatican 121 ; PI. 123, 127,

129 ; fig. 122

Ghiordes Prayer Rugs 54 ; PI. 55, 58

A Gothic Tapestry 291 ; PI. 293

A New Early English Embroidery at the Victoria and

Albert Museum 9 ; PI. 8

TITLES, COMPLETE LIST OF—
.-^rt m Relation to Life. .'\Ifred Thornton and Ronald

Gordon—I, 23; PI. 26; fig. 27; —II, 76; PI. 79, 82;

fig. 76
Auctions—

(July) 50 ;
(Oct.) 200; (Nov.) 249 PI. 245, 248; (Dec.) 314

The Auto-Ritratti of Francesco Francia? Edith E. Coulson

James 8g ; PI. 88

British Art at Millbank. R. R. Tatlock 138; PI. 139, 142

The Baroque. Roger Fry 145

Canaletto and Guardi. W. G. Constable 298 ; PI. 299, 302

A Canaletto Curiosity. Tancred Borenius 108 ;
PI. 109,

112. Letter 249
Chinese Philosophy of Art. Arthur Waley—V, 10 ;—VI,

84;—VII, 128;—VIII, 235 ;—IX, 292

The Chronology of English Win Dycks. C. H. Colhns

Baker 267 ; PI. 269, 272

A Committee of Taste. Clive Bell 196

Copy by Bol after a lost Portrait by Rembrandt. A.

Bredius 18 ; PI. 19, 22

Crucifixion, A Panel of the. Tancred Borenius 53 ;
PI. 52
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Dutch rjiintinj;s in Paris. [M-C] 4<' : f"'- 4^

An Early English Writer on Art. Tancri'd Borcnius i8S

Editokial .\ktici.es—
H'orfc.? oj Art in Riissiii 3; 103

.1 Much SfcJed Kefonn 53

.1 A'«ti fiii/c>r ill Art Crilicistn 153

T/i<- Stritiigt Cas,- of the Satioiial I'orlniil Gallery ^03 ;

n. .-05

7';u- Painter and the Printer 253 ; V\. J52

English Chairs of the Paper-scroll Period. Herbert Cescin-

sky .'S3 ; PI. 2S7 ; 21)0

An English Embroidery in the \'atican. Andreas LindbljTi

i.M ; ri. 1.13, IJ7, i.;o; fig. 122

Engraving of .\rms on Old English Plate— II. E. Alfred

Jones 33 ; PI. 32 ; fig. 35
The Exhibition of South German .Vrl in Zurich. Walter

Hugclshofer 303 : PI. 305
.•\ Era .Vngiliio for Harvard. Tancred Borenius 209; PI.

202, juS, 211

The Eragonard Exhibition in Paris. Tancred Borenius.

[M-C] 04; PI. 95. qS

Gallerj- and .Museum .Acquisitions (Sept.) 150; (Oct.) 200;

(Nov.) 250; (Dec.) 314
C.hiordes Prayer Rugs. C. J. Delabi're May 54; PI. 55, 58

A Gothic Tapestry. .A. K. Kendrick 291 ; PI- 293

Havard Thomas, The late Mr. J. [M-C] 49
.•\ Head of Christ by John Van Eyck. Sir Martin Conway

253 ; PI. 255, 257, 260

.An Italian Wooden Statuette. Eric Maclagan 157; PI. 156

Jan de Bray's Portrait Works. H. Schneider 62 ; PI. 66.

Letter, 250
La Granja Glass. Frank Gibson 304 ; PI. 308

A Lely for the National Gallery. C. H. Collins Baker

:2i ; PI. 120

Leonardo and Boltraffio. Sir Charles Holmes 107 ; PI.

102, 106

Letters—
(July) 50; (Aug.) 99; (Sept.) 149; (Nov.) 249

A Canaletto Curiosity. Paul Ettinger 249

Cezanne and the Nation. Hugh Blaker 50

Pottery of Fostat, Old Cairo. Bernard Rackham 100

Reflections on the Ingres Exhibition. Tancred Borenius,

Roger Fry, C. H. Collins Baker, 99 ; Alfred Thorn-

ton, 149
Some Makers of Salt-Glaze Pottery in Derbyshire, 1798.

E. .Alfred Jones 100

An unknown Jan de Bray. C. H. Collins Baker 250

London Exhibitions. [M-C] 311

London E.xhibitions for November. [M-C] 243

The London Group. Desmond McCarthy. [M-C] 312

Michele da Verona. Tancred Borenius 3 ; PI. 2, 5

Monthly Chronicle—(July) 46 ;
(Aug.) 94 ;

(Nov.) 243 ;

(Dec.) 311
Holmes, Sir Charles John [M-C] 49

Exhibitions : See under " Titles."

The New Corpus of .Attic Red-figured Vases with signatures.

J. D. Beazky 230; PI. 231

New Early English Embroidery at the Victoria and .Albert

Museum. Mrs. Archibald Christie 9 ; PI. 8

New French Pictures in the National Gallery. Sir Charles

J. Holmes 83 ; PI. 85

A newlv-discovered Rubens Portrait. M. W. Brockwell

285'; PI. 284
Notes on Diirer. Campbell Dodgson.^1, 177; PI. 180, 181.

II, 183; PI. 181

An Oak Chair in S. Mary's Hall, Coventry. Herbert

Cescinsky 170; PI. 173, 176; fig. 177

Old Master Drawings at South Kensington. Tancred

Borenius 224 ; PI. 225, 228

Old Plate at the Church Congress. E. Alfred Jones 254 ;

PI. 262, 266
Pictures of a Chinese Immortal. W. Perceval Yetts 113;

PI. 117, 120
- .A Picture of S. Ursula. Osvald Siren 169: PI. 168

Pottery of Fostat, Old Cairo. W. A. Stewart 11 ; PI. 13.

16. Letter, 100

A Portrait Group by Cornelius Johnson. C. H. C-oIIins

Baker 22! ; PI. 220

The Prado. [M-C] 244

Rare Woodcuts in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. Camp-
bell Dodgson—II 68; PI. 71, 74; fig. 75

Reflections on the Ingres Exhibition. C. H. Collins Baker

36; PI. 37, 40. Letters, 99; 149

The Restoration of Paintings. Henry Dover—I 184;

PI. 185 ;—II 221 ; figs. 222, 223

Ri; VI i:\vs

—

(July) 42; (Aug.) Sg; (Sept.) 149; (Oct.) iy8; (Nov.)

230 ;
(Die.) 309

.Albert Piiikhani Ryder. F. F. Sherman 243

.American Pictures and their Painters. Lorinda M. Bryant

46
.Ancestors in Silhouitte, cut by .Auguste Edouart. Mrs. F.

Nevill Jackson 92

Antiques, Genuine and Spurious. Frederick Litchlidd 93

The .Appreciation of Painting. Percy Moore Turner 237

The .\pprcciation of the Fine .Arts. F. L. Tibiey 149

.Ars .Asiatica, etudes et docuniciUs puhliee sous la direction

de N'ictor Goloubevv. P.iri 111. E. B. Havell and

Victor Goloubew 238
Art Sales. Vol. U. Algernon Graves 19S

The .Avenue, Middelharnis. Hobbema. Medici Society's

Print 94
Black's Dictionary of Pictures. Selected and Edited by

Randall Davies 310
Bolletino d'.Arte del Ministero di ll.i Pubblica Istruzione.

Ann I, Serie II, No. i 199

Calico Painting and Printing in the East Indies. George
P. Baker 42

Christmas Books 310
Colour Prints 311

Daniel Gardner, Painter in Pastel and Gouache. Dr. G.

C. Williamson 91

Documenti sul Barocco in Roma, raccolti da J. .A. F.

Orbaan 44

The Eighteenth Century in London. E. Beresford Chan-
cellor 93

Friesche Majolica. Nanne Ottema 46

The Furrowed Earth. Gertrude Bone 310

Georg .August Wailis. Count Klaus von Baudisscn 199

History and Methods of Ancient and Motlern Painting.

J. Ward 236

A History of .Ancient Coinage, 700-300 n.c. Percy Gard-

ner 44
A History of French Architecture from 1661—1774. Sir

Reginald Blomfield 239
Honderd Teekeningen Van Oude Meesters. J. J. de

Gelder 45

How to Identify Persian Rugs. C. J. Delabfere May 198

Keramisk Haaiidbog. Forste Bind. Fayence-maiolicasten-

toi. Emil Haanover 42

Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegriffe. Heinrich Wolfflin

[art] (see The Baroque. Roger Fry) 145

Looking at Pictures. S. C. Kaines Smith 310

The Maries Soci^t^'s Portfolios of Facsimiles of Drawings,

Water-colours, etc. 311

Les Marques de Collections de Dessins et d'Estampes.

Frits Lugt 237

La Musee du Louvre, depuis 1914, and en 1920. Ill port-

folios 309
Parmigianino und der Manierismus. Lili Frohllch-Buni

149
The Pottery and Porcelain Factories of China. A. L.

Hetherington 243

Rembrandt. Kurt Pfister 46
Rembrandt. Wiedergefundene Gemalde. Vt'ilhelm R. Va-

lentiner 89

Samplers and Stitches. Mrs. Archibald Christie 238

Stitches from Old English Embroideries. Stitches from

Eastern Embroideries. Louisa F. Pesel 238

Survey of London. Vol. VII. Chelsea. Part III. Walter

H. Godfrey 243

Les Traditions Techniques de la Peinture Midi^vale. G.

Loumyer 45

Van Eyck bis Bruegel. Max J. Friedliinder 91

The Salon d'Automne [M-C] 313
Sickert at Brighton [M-C] 243 ; PI. 242

Sixth Century Art in Syracuse. E. Douglas van Buren

210; PI. 214

Some works by the Goldsmiths of Oignies. H. P. Mitchell

—I 157; PI. 159, 162, 165; —II 273; PI. 275, 27S, 281

A Stucco after Verrocchio. Eric Maclagan 131 ;
PI- 133.

136

Two Clay Figures from Honan. C. M. Bowra 61 ;
PI. 63

Two Pictures from the School of Rembrandt. R. R. Tat-

lock 195; PI- '91. 194 ^ „, „
Two Roman Drinkina Glasses. Paul Ganz 9 ;

PI- »

An Undescribed Italian Engraving of the XVth Century.

A. M. Hind 216; PI- 217

An Unpublished Florentine Predella. Tancred Borenius

154; PI. 152

Vermeer's GiW TOi'f/i a f ;»(c- R- R. Tatlock 28; PI. 29

318
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